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PART I

Section I - INTRODUCTION

Relay and switch circuits function entirely
according to the various principles of electrical engineering
yet they have only recently been admitted into electrical
engineering circles as part of the art.

They were, at that

time, brought into the art only because the analyses pre-

sented were mathematical in nature and consequently could
stand among the present works in other branches of electrical
engineering on a highly theoretical plane.

Most of these

other branches of electrical engineering have reached this
theoretical level after years of gradual research and development and by the analysis of the functioning of practical,
workable apparatus.

Electromagnetic relays were developed and came
into use early in the development of the field of electrical
engineering.

Since that time their uses and capabilities have

increased several thousandfold.

But even with this increased

use, relays were merely considered tools which aided in accomplishing desired changes in circuits for other types of

electrical equipment.
Also early in the development of electrical
engineering came the need for selector switches, electromagnetically controlled apparatus, relays, and their associated
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circuits to properly control all types of electrical equipment.

More recently, with the improved means of communica-

tion, automatic and remote control have been added to the
functions to be performed by these control circuits.
Little has been written concerning the methods
employed in designing these control circuits over this considerable period of development.

Several reasons exist for

the neglect shown by engineers and teachers for this subject.
First, those who knew how to design circuits acquired their
ability by growing up with the subject from a more or less
infant stage and thus had a complete background.

By using

this experience and a good memory of the circuits previously
designed, these engineers believed the subject too simple or
specialized to expound.

Secondly, as more and more engineers

outside of this field found increased need for complex circuits of this nature, they investigated the status of the art

and upon looking at one or more of the intricate circuit diagrams, decided to turn their problems over to the few men who
had this vast field of experience behind them.

Furthermore,

the few engineers with analytical ability who were interested
enough in their problem to attempt a design did not know the
various standard short cuts by means of which many difficult
points could be made simple and helped make the final result
much less expensive.

Thus a means for the instruction of

these engineers as well as others potentially interested in
this type of intricate but simple problem was not available.

Now, within the past few years, there has been
made available a method of designing circuits which those

withanalytical and scientific minds may comprehend after a
brief study of newer forms of mathematical analysis.

The

problems which may at present be solved by these methods are

very limited and the results obtained, although simplified as
much as possible, still do not always yield the most efficient
and economical solution to a given problem.

The theoretical method is in its infancy and it
will be quite some time before it can be applied to circuit
problems and give solutions comparable to those at present
obtained by the combined trial-and-error and experience methods
of circuit engineers.

Another factor which enters into the

relative merits of these two methods of circuit designing is
the time of solution.

Indications at present point toward

increased complexity of mathematics and rules with the application of relay circuit theory to more difficult problems with
additional restrictions.

Thus more time will be consumed in

solving more difficult equations.

This type of solution, with

no tangible meaning until the final solution is reached, is
one of the criteria of the theory.
On the other hand, the present circuit designers
are so intrigued by the functions which the circuit under consideration has to perform, that frequently minor points, where
simplifications are possible are overlooked.

Also, they have

become so deeply embedded in the vast amount of past circuit

40

information, that fundamentals no longer stand out in their
minds and they are unable to adequately explain to would-be

circuit engineers how their circuits were arrived at.

In

most cases their solution is a straightforward logical mental
analysis in which the desired functions are laid out and the
circuit properties repeatedly tried until a possible sequence
of operations results.

Then, by the combined use of trial-

and-error and experience, the actual circuit to perform these

sequences of operations is drawn.
The object of this paper is to supply to this
branch of electrical engineering a portion of the missing
step between the trial-and-error and theoretical methods of
designing relay and switch circuits.
several different steps.

This will be done in

First, a few of the circuit prin-

ciples relating to individual relays and switches will be discussed.

Secondly, a general method of recognizing and

analyzing the functions of the circuit to be designed will be
described.

Third, a handbook of important circuits which

fulfill certain defined fundamental functions will be drawn
and the operation of all circuits described to enable the
reader unfamiliar with relay and switch circuits to get the
experience of tracing circuits and using circuit principles.
Fourth, methods of combining the handbook circuits to obtain
the desired functions and operations as required by the
general circuit analysis of the particular problem at hand
will be discussed.

Finally, brief discussions will be given
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on the methods of adding to existing circuits, the design of

circuits when circuit and/or apparatus limitations are imposed, and the designing of circuits containing electrical
elements other than relay and switches.
Although the methods of analysis contained herein apply equally well to electrical systems using alternating

or direct currents, all discussions are based on and illustrated with the use of direct currents since such circuits

are more economical and more easily applied.

Part IV contains

a section devoted to a brief discussion of the use of a-c
elements in relay and switch circuits.

Section II - Definition of Relay and Switch Types
The relays and switches with which this paper
is principally concerned are of the electromagnetic type.
Electromagnetic relays and switches are devices which change
circuital conditions in electrical circuits by means of
electromagnetic action.

Sometimes their circuital changes

affect the electrical circuit of the device itself.

It is

the purpose of this section to describe the general types of
relays and switches and the principles which govern their
application.
A - Relays*
1.

General Relay Principles
A relay is an electromagnetic and electro-

mechanical device by means of which current flowing in one
or more circuits alters the paths of currents in other circuits.

This definition varies to some extent from the

original definition of the first electromagnetic relay when
it was merely a device for repeating or strengthening current impulses.
The basic elements of an electromagnetic
relay are:

first, a coil of wire to convert the electric

current into magnetic flux; second, a magnetic path consist"
ing in part of a core of magnetic iron or alloy on which the
coil is wound; thirdly, an armature which is also part of

*N.B.- Portions of this subsection including figures have
been freely transcribed from reference 3.
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the magnetic circuit and made of magnetic material but free
to change position with changes in flux; and finally electrical contacts to make or break the electrical circuits by
changes in position produced by the moving armature.
basic parts are shown in the sketch, fig. 1.

These

When current

flows in the coil winding magnetic flux is produced in the
core.

The magnetic path at this time includes the core,

air gap between the armature and the core, and the arma.
ture.

The armature is thus attracted to the core in acThe

cordance with basic laws of electromagnetic theory.

armature moves in accordance with the various dynamic laws
of physics depending upon its method of support and restoring force.

The contact spring tension and length of the air

gaps determine the amount of pull required to be developed
by the coil winding to move the armature the required
distance*

When all of the contacts perform their required

circuit changes the relay and contacts are said to be
"operated" while when the contacts restore to normal, by
virtue of the absence of magnetic flux to hold the armature
against the restoring spring tension of the contact springs,
the relay and contacts are said to be "released".

The con-

tact springs will be further discussed from a circuit changing standpoint in section II-A-.5.
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General Relay Construction
Multi-contact

(telephone type) relays must be

manufactured in large quantities with many different coils
and arrangements of contact springs to suit the various
relay and switch circuit needs.

To this end many different

types of relay structures have been suggested or produced to
improve the reliability, increase flexibility, ease of and
consistency of original and maintained adjustment, and decrease cost of the apparatus.

Many commercial relays are

described in the references.3,4,5,6,7,140
Figure 2 shows a detailed drawing of a typical
telephone type relay with the various parts labeled.
general functioning of these parts is as follows

The

The

energizing circuit for the coil enters the winding through
the winding lugs to which the leads are soldered.

The mag-

netic iron core is fastened to the iron yoke which together
with the pivoted armature and air gap form the magnetic circuit,

When the current flowing in the coil produces suf-

ficient magnetic flux, the armature is attracted to the core
at the end, sometimes known as the pole face.

The armature

in moving causes the lever arm with the insulating buffer to
strike the lower contact spring.

As the armature approaches

the pole face the pull becomes greater and the buffer increases the pressure on the number 1 tensioned and flexible
contact thus permitting it to touch the number 2 contact.
Attached to the contact spring 1 or 4 is an insulating stud

10.

which is moved by contact spring 1.

This movement causes

spring 4 to move thus breaking from contact 3 and makes
spring 5.

This type of contact arrangement is known as a

"transfer" contact described in section II-A-5.
When the coil is deenergized the magnetic
flux decays thus permitting the tensioned springs and armature to return to normal.

The variable residual screw is

used in this particular type of construction to control the
minimum operated air gap.

Some types of relays are fixed

stop discs or stop pins for this purpose.

A minimum air

gap must be maintained on most types of relays in order to
prevent the relay from remaining in the operated position
after the coil has been deenergized due to the residual
magnetism in the low reluctance magnetic path.

One method

of securing a sluggish acting relay is to remove these
separators and thus permit an iron to iron contact when
the relay is operated.

Usually the surfaces of these parts

are irregular and do not have contact over the entire pole
face surface.

This increases the release time of the relay.

The effect that such irregularities have upon one type of
relay structure is discussed in one of the references. 7
The contact springs are separated by fibre
or hard rubber insulators and held together rigidly in the
rear by means of screws which thread to the yoke.

Each con-

tact spring has a soldering lug in the rear and means are
provided on the yoke for mounting the relay on a relay rack.

110

Often times relays have a plurality of windings.

These may

be wound one on top of another or side by side along the
core.

The winding terminal lugs for all windings are

brought out at the rear.
3.

Relay Time Characteristics
An electromagnetic relay takes a finite

time to operate and a finite time to release.

There are

many factors which effect the operating and releasing time.
Only the most important of these factors will be discussed
here.

In the preceding division mention was made of one

way in which relays may be made slower to release.

To get

a clear picture of what determines these relay times let
us further investigate the electrical and magnetic paths
from a theoretical viewpoint.
When a voltage is applied across the relay
winding, the current takes a finite time to build up to the
steady state.

This time, which is called the "electrical

time", is governed by the ratio of the inductance of the
relay winding (proportional to the square of the turns) to
the resistance of the circuit in which the relay operates.
As the current increases to this steady state value, the
flux in the magnetic path increases (may be retarded by eddy
currents)

and when sufficient flux flows in the magnetic

path to pull the armature against its contact spring
load,
it may start to move. As the armature moves toward the core
the reluctance of the magnetic path decreases thus increasing

12.

pull; but at the same time the spring load may increase thus
retarding the armature's motion.

The time required for the

armature to come to rest after starting to leave its normal
position is called the "mechanical or travel time" of the
relay.
When the direct current path energizing the
coil is broken, the current immediately drops to zero but
the decay of flux in the magnetic circuit is delayed by the
eddy currents which are produced by the comparatively rapid
flux change.

The releasing time is determined by the time

taken for the flux to fall to a value at which the armature
can no longer remain operated due to the restoring spring
tension overbalancing the eddy current flux.

As previously

mentioned the release time is considerably decreased by the residual space left between the core and the armature when
the relay is in the operate position.

To aid in securing

faster release times special magnetic iron alloys are
sometimes used which have a high resistance to the eddy
currents.
For the relay of fig. 2 using magnetic iron
and with spring loads of three or four contacts, operate
and release times between 5 and 40 milliseconds are readily
obtained.

Certain limitations exist which govern the

dependability of such times and these are discussed in
Part IV of this paper.

Such relays may be called fast

acting to distinguish them from other slower relays to be
described next.

13.

Figure 3 shows a basic relay structure with
two windings side by side and means for short circuiting
the rear or heel winding.

Figure 4 shows the same basic

structure with a double wound relay, the second winding of
which is wound with or above the first and which may also
be short circuited.

By the laws of induction the effect of

short circuiting a winding is; first, to reduce the impedance of the main winding and second, to oppose, by means of
an induced current in the short circuited winding, any
change of flux in that part of the core which it surrounds.
This has little effect when the current in the main winding
is allowed to flow because, in the case of fig. 3, the main
flux can leak across the gap between the core and yoke, as
shown, until the inductive effect of the flux has died down.
In addition, the reduced electrical inductance allows a
faster growth of current in the coil.
On deenergizing the main winding, the impedance has little effect but the short circuited winding
has a tendency to maintain the flux.

Thus a means of pro-

ducing a release time which is longer than normal is obtained.

In practice the impedance may be reduced to a

minimum by the use of a single short circuited turn known
as a copper "slug".

At the same time a better path is pro-

vided in which to induce the eddy currents.

Figures 5 and

6 show a schematic of such heel slug relays and the net
flux in the various parts of the magnetic path during the

14.

operate (fig. 5) and release (fig. 6) of the relay.

Because

the general characteristics of such relays take so much more
time in releasing than the normal relays previously described
these relays are called "slow releasing relays".

Relays with

a heel slug may take as much as 700 milliseconds to release
if the spring loads are very light and the armature comes
close to the core.

More general average of times for slow

to release relays fall between 100 and 500 milliseconds.
The operate times of such relays are not very much increased
because of the reduced impedance.
To obtain slow operate relays by a similar
use of copper slugs, the single short circuited turn is
placed on the core at the armature end as shown in figs. 7
and 8.

As in the previous case, the flux tends to leak

across the space between the core and the yoke rather than
pass through the slug.

However, in this case the differ-

ence lies in the fact that the leakage is away from, instead of towards, the armature,

Therefore, the relay will

not operate until the back electromotive force in the slug
has died down sufficiently to allow the majority of the
flux to traverse the armature airgas, and a longer operating
time results.

In releasing, fig. 8, the copper slug acts

to retain the flux in the magnetic path in a manner similar
to that of the slow releasing relay of fig. 6.

The operat-

ing time lags are not as great as the releasing time lags
because of the effect of decreased inductance but still slow

15.

operate relays may be obtained with operate times from 50
to 150 milliseconds.
The effect of short circuiting one of the
windings of the relay in fig. 4 is similar to that obtained
when a single turn copper "sleeve" is placed on the relay
before applying the winding.
structure.

Figure 9 shows such a relay

Such a relay provides a flux delay and accompany-

ing leakage similar to that of both the slow operate and
slow releasing relays.
Relays are made slower to operate in practice
by increasing the spring tension of contact spring loads
and decreasing the current flow (equivalent to increasing
the circuit resistance)
sleeve or slug.

besides the addition of a copper

Limitations on relay times are more

thoroughly discussed in Part IV of this paper.
4.

Other Relay Types
In addition to the slow acting relays dis-

cussed in the preceding division many other special types
of relays are occasionally used in practice to perform certain special functions or to perform circuit functions in
a unique manner.

In section IV-D-2 of this part circuit

arrangements for equivalent or similar circuit actions performed by the relays discussed here as well as the slow
acting relay are given.
The relays thus far discussed operate so
long as sufficient ampere turns are developed in the wind-*
ing to pull the armature against its contact load.'The
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direction of the current through the winding has not been
a factor, that is the relay would operate on an equivalent
number of ampere turns poling the magnetic flux in either
direction.

It is sometimes desirable, however, to use a

relay in a circuit where it will respond to current in only
one direction and thus act as a discriminating device.
Such relays are known as "polarorpolarized" relays.
In general the polar type of relay is obtained by requiring the current in relay's energizing winding to produce a flux which opposes a magnetic flux which
tends to maintain the relay in the unoperated position.
Figures 10 and 11 show two typical ways of making such a
polarized relay using permanent magnets.

With fig. 10 cur-

rent entering the winding in one direction will produce
flux which opposes the flux of the permanent magnet thus
reducing any existing magnetic force which is attempting
to attract the armature.

However, when current entering

the winding from the opposite direction the flux produced
aids the flux of the permanent magnet thus increasing the
pull to the point where the armature will move towards the
core and operate the associated contacts.

The spring shown

produces the counter force required to balance against the
normal pull of the permanent magnet.
The other permanent magnet polar relay,
fig. 11, is arranged to respond to current in either direction operating a different set of contacts for each.

Here the permanent magnet is in the center branch of the
magnetic path while the winding is on the other two legs.
Current

in one direction causes the armature to be at-

tracted to the left pole face while current flowing in
the opposite direction in the winding will cause the armature to move towards the right pole face.

In either or

both operated positions the armature may be made to operate contact springs.

When no current is flowing through the

winding the armature remains in the last operated position.
A restoring spring may be added to return the armature to
the same position at such time or springs may be added in
such a manner that the armature resumes a middle or neutral
position when the winding is unenergized.

Such a relay is

known as a "neutral pole" relay and is frequently used in
railway signaling circuits.
Besides the use of permanent magnets,
electromagnets are frequently used in relays to produce
the polarized action.

The separate winding used in place

of the permanent magnet is usually called the "biasing"
winding.

A special type of biasing action is obtained if

the ampere turns developed by one winding equals that developed by the other and these ampere turns are sufficient to
operate the relay.

In this case a "differential" relay

results which operates when either winding is energized but
releases when they are simultaneously energized.
Normally the biasing winding of a polarized
relay develops only sufficient turns to counteract the

maximum ampere turns which may be developed by the regular
winding in the opposing direction.

The armature must not be

attracted by the ampere turns developed by the biasing winding alone,

Since it is only necessary to overcome a slight

increment in restoring force of the armature and contact
spring tension when energizing the polarized relay in the
proper direction, it is quite sensitive with regard to the
amount of current required to energize it.
Ordinary multi-contact type relays are sometimes designed so that their windings may be partially
energized without moving the contact springs or the armature.
When such current flows through the relay winding, the
ampere turns developed must not produce a pull which exceeds,
with margins of safety for variations in manufacturing
tolerances,

the restoring force against the armature.

Such

a condition is known as a "non-operate" electrical requirement on the relay.

Another electrical requirement may be

that if the current operating a relay be decreased to a
certain point, the loss in ampere turns at the operated air
gap is sufficient to permit the armature and contacts to
restore to normal.

Such a condition is known as a "release"

electrical requirement.

A final electrical requirement may

be that with the relay operated, a decrease in ampere turns
at the operated air gap is not sufficient to permit the
armature and contacts to restore to normal.

Such a condi-

tion is known as a "hold" electrical requirement.

As

explained in section IV-A-3 the use of these electrical requirements produces a different type of relay and switch
circuit than those which use ordinary telephone type relays.
By continuing the non-operate electrical requirement principle, another type of relay operation may be
produced when certain types of contact spring combinations
are used.

This type of relay is known as a "two-step"

relay since it is arranged to partially operate the armature,
and consequently some of the contact springs, when a lower
number of ampere turns are developed from those normally
required to fully operate the relay.

The armature is

stopped part way through itsoperating path by virtue of a
sudden increase in contact spring tension.
the relay of fig.

Figure 12 shows

2 arranged to give two-step operation.

Note that the contact moving stud is placed differently.
In the two-step relay the lower make contact set are made
when the armature first moves.

When the bottom contact

makes to the contact above, a sudden load consisting of
the middle armature contact of the top transfer set is
reached and hence many more

ampere turns are necessary to

further move the armature through the remaining distance.
Thus with a certain amount of current through the relay
winding some of the relay contacts are operated while with
a greater amount of current all the relay's contacts are
operated.

These are the two operation steps.

The first

step constitutes a non-operate condition for one set of
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contact springs while the second step fully operates the
relay.

A plurality of windings may be applied to the core

of this type of relay

idhich

may take the form of any com-

mercial structure.
Relay Contacts

5.

The armature of a relay in moving operates
one or more contact spring sets as previously described.
These sets consist of two general types of springs; viz.,
those which are moved by the operation of the armature,
known as "armature springs", and those which remain stationary to be separated from or contacted to the moving springs,
more strictly knownas the "contact springs".

The number

of sets of oontacts which can be applied to a relay is
limited by the relay structure and the dynamic force produced at the armature buffer or stud by the winding when
energized.
To perform the required circuit changes with
the various contact springs two basic contact forms are
available.

These are the "make" and "break" contact spring

combinations,.

Many special and useful contact arrangements

are also available.

Figures 15a-150 show the most fre-

quently used contact spring combinations,

a plurality of

which may be applied with limitations to most types of
general circuit relays.

In the schematic representations

of these contact spring combinations the straight springs
usually represent the moving springs, while stationary
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springs are contact points, indicated by arrowheads, triangles, or straight springs with contact points.

The dot

at the other end of armature springs represents the lug to
which the wires are soldered and about which the contact
spring in the diagram may be considered as turning for a
small sector.

All springs, unless otherwise specified, are

shown in their normal or unoperated positions.

On certain

contact combinations, as shown in figs. 15d, e,f, g, h,

i,

k, 1, m, and n, springs move together or apart when one of
them is moved by armature spring.

The solid or hatched

rectangle perpendicular to certain springs is the insulating stud through which this motion is transmitted without
interfering with the electrical circuit of the springs (such
as on a two-step relay).
The simplest contact arrangement possible
consisting of two springs each are fig. 15a, a "make"
contact, and fig. 15b, a "break" contact.

Combining these

with only one moving spring, a combination, fig. 15c, known
as a "transfer" or "break-make" is obtained.

It is pos-

sible to tension the springs so that the combinations of
fig. 15d and 15e, known as "make-make" and "break-break"
act as their names imply, usually in sequence,

Another

important type of contact is a continuous-transfer known
as a "continuity" or "make-before-break"
fig. 15f and 15g.

shown in two forms,

In fig. 15f the break contact is the

tensioned spring while in fig,15g the make contact is the
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tensioned spring.

The spring arrangement in fig. 15h shows

an insulating stud between the make and break portions thus
enabling them to be electrically isolated.

When a multi-

plicity of such contacts are operated by the make contact,
a "sequence"

or "preliminary-make" combination is formed,

Figure 151 shows an alternate method of drawing these sequence springs.

Figure 15J is still another type of pre-

liminary contact where the contact springs marked "x" are
the first to operate.

If contacts are marked "y" they are

last to operate (British standard).

Such is also the

method of designating spring combinations on two-step relays.
Figures 15k-15n show combinations possible with double makes,
double breaks and continuities, and fig.

15o shows a moving

spring which can make either of two contacts.

This latter

arrangement is usually used on polar relays with a neutral
position.

With preliminary and sequence contacts it is

possible to have several regular contact spring combinations
function both before and/or after the special contacts.

A

point in nomenclature which might be mentioned at this time
is that the stationary contact spring in a make or transfer
combination is sometimes called the "front" contact while a
break spring is called a "back" contact.
Certain special relays have been designed
and manufactured which accommodate a great many more sets
of contact springs than the usual relay structures will permit.

These relays usually have limitations as to the minimum
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and maximum number and variation in the type of contact
spring combinations which may be secured for general circuit
use.

It should be pointed out at this time that one of the

most important limitations of circuit designing is to make
the circuit utilize relay contact spring combination sets
which are already available, unless it is possible and
economically feasible to have the required combination designed to f it the circuit requirements.

Thus it is im-

portant for one designing relay circuits to have complete
information regarding the capacity and contact spring combinations available for the particular types of relays he
intends to use in the circuits.

More is said in this con-

nection in Part IV of this paper.
B - Electromagnetic Selector Switches
Space does not permit a complete disclosure
of the many types of electromagnetic selector switches which
may be used or encountered in relay and switch circuits.

In

another paper a very detailed coverage has been given to
many of these various devices but this information is not
essential in learning switch circuit design principles.

The

purpose of the next two sub-sections is to familiarize the
reader with the various types of selectors in order that he
may understand the general operations they are capable of
performing and methods by which these operations are mechanically and electrically accomplished.
1.

Structure and Magnets
As in the case of relays, the contacts on
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switches are two types, viz., moving contacts known collectively as "brushes" or "wipers" and stationary contacts
Viewed from the circuit

known collectively as "banks".

engineer's standpoint, the moving contacts are made to
move over the bank of stationary contacts either continuously or in steps of one contact each when one of a possible
plurality of electromagnets, known as "drive" magnets or
clutches, are operated.

The continuously moving type of

wiper drive is usually accomplished by some form of external
power drive while the stepping switch action is accomplished
by a ratchet and pawl drive of soms

form.

latter type are shown in figs. 13 and 14.

Switches of the
Other variations

exist, but the above methods of drive are the most common.
The stepping drive is accomplished in general
by causing a pawl to act upon a ratchet driven shaft carrying the moving contacts in either of two different manners.
The first of these, where the contacts do not move until
the drive magnet releases after having been energized,
known as a "backward" action.

is

Figure 14 shows a sketch of

one of these types of switches where the contact bank is
semi-circular and the wipers are arranged to make contact
with the bank at 180° intervals,

When the drive magnet is

energized, the armature is attracted toward the pole face
and thus moves the lever arm carrying the pawl away from
the ratchet wheel and breaks the interrupter contacts.

The

spring connected to the pawl insures that it will follow
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the ratchet closely when returning to its normal engaged
position.

The deenergization of the magnet causes the

larger spring to return the armature and lever arm to normal.
The pawl in moving through this distance engages with the
ratchet wheel and advances it the distance of one contact
on the bank.

Separate stationary feeders are usually used

in connecting the electrical circuits to the rotating wipers.
The second type of step drive is where the
energization of the drive magnet causes the armature to
engage the pawl in the ratchet wheel and directly advance
the wipers.

This type of operation is called a "forward"

action and a typical rotary switch showing the various
parts is depicted in fig. 13.

Here several features have

been added, principally the release magnet and off-normal
springs.

A small guide is used behind the pawl to aid

the spring in making the pawl follow the ratchet wheel.
Since there is nothing to hold the ratchet wheel mien the
magnet is not energized, a detent with spring is used for
this purpose.

When the wiper moves from the first con-

tact, the extension arm moves away from the tensioned springs
of the off-normal contact spring combination and thus makes
circuit changes to indicate this off-normal condition of
the switch.

The release magnet when energized removes the

detent from the ratchet wheel and, with the aid of the
spring attached to the wiper arm, the ratchet wheel and
wiper return to normal.
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It is important to keep in mind the type of
stepping switch action inherent in the switches used when
designing circuits, as parts of the circuit may depend upon
the wipers moving or not moving when the drive magnet is
operated.
Frequently selector switches are equipped
with several drive magnets which move the wipers in several
different directions in order.
multi-directional

The general philosophy of

switches is expressed in one of the

author's other papers

but a knowledge of this information

is not essential at this point.

It is imperative that one

designing circuit containing any type of selector switch
thoroughly understand the action of said switch.
The mechanical movement of the wipers of selector switches can be divided into two classes, viz., 1)
switches which have a normal or home position either with
the wipers engaging the first set of bank contacts or not,
or 2) switches which may continuously move over all contacts in order.

The first type of switch must be arranged

to return to normal at some time after it is moved from
the home position.

This is performed either by providing

a separate release magnet, as described above, or by arranging a special mechanical interlock with the one or more
drive magnets to release the switch when operated in a
special manner or sequence.

The second type of switch

does not have to return to a normal position and is therefore inherently rotary in operation, although a certain
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bank contact point may be considered home and the switch
driven to that point electrically by circuit arrangements
discussed later in this paper.
Aside from the continuous and interrupter
type of switch drive with driving magnets or clutches,
several special switches are sometimes encountered which
may, from a circuital standpoint, be considered special
relays.

Switches of this type usually consist of a

plurality of contact spring combinations of the type used
on relays which are individually operated by special
electromechanical arrangements.

Such a switch is the

"crossbar switch" described elsewhere.

12

If-one fully

understands the switch action, as mentioned before, there
should be no difficulty experienced in using such a
switch in circuits when necessary after learning the basic
relay circuits contained in this paper.
2.

Contacts
As already described, the moving contacts of

most switches make contact with one set of bank terminals
at a time, thus performing a selective operation.

There

may be a plurality of wipers because it is usually found
that several wipers and bank assemblies are mounted one above
another and rotated by the same magnet operation in order
that a plurality of wires may be "cut through" to the selected point.

The wipers may be of two types, viz., they

may "bridge" across the adjacent bank contacts while moving
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or they may be arranged as "non-bridging" wipers so that
they do not make contact between adjacent bank contacts
while passing between them.

The use of these types of

wipers in circuits will be more fully described later.
Besides the contact connections that are
cut-through, there are usually extra contact springs which
function with the various mechanical parts or the electromagnets of the switch-mechanisms in order that these actions
may be translated and used in the electrical circuits controlling the switch.
may indicate

These contacts as previously described,

hen the various switch parts or the wipers

themselves are not in their normal positions, in which case
they are known as "off-normal" contacts; they may be used
to indicate each operation or release of a drive or release
magnet, in which case they are termed "interrupters"; or
they may just indicate the arrival of the switch wipers
at some special point in their path.

These spring contact

combinations may be one or more of the basic spring combinations described in connection with relay contact
springs.

A final type of contact arrangement which is

sometimesused to indicate the position of the switch
wipers is known as a "commutator", because it is composed
of consecutive contact segnients along which a separate
wiper or brush passes.

Again it is necessary to emphasize

the importance of knowing how and when the various contacts
on the switches are operated when being used in a circuit,

since the effective use of such contacts frequently eliminates much complication in switch circuits.
C - Manual Control Devices
Thus far the discussion has been concerned
with the automatic or electrically-operated devices which
may appear in relay and switch circuits.

However, unless

the circuits being designed are part of a very small class
of circuits which continuously and repeatedly function by
themselves as long as they aremechanically and electrically
able, some external manual control over the circuit is
necessary.

This control may consist of merely starting or

stopping the circuit or it may be a manual means of placing
into the circuit the information which it needs to perform
the functions desired by the manual operator of the circuit.
From the mechanical standpoint these manual
control devices may be of either of two types, viz., locking or non-locking.

The former type remains in its oper-

ated position until returned to normal by manual means or
electrically unlocked, whereas the non-looking type remains
operated only under manual control, restoring to normal by
springs when the manual operating means is withdrawn.
The most common manual control devices are
keys which are looking or non-looking, single or double
throw, with a plurality of spring contact combinations,
similar to those used on relays; and push buttons which are
non-looking with simple contact spring combinations.

A

more special manual device frequently used in connection
with switch circuits is known as a "dial".

This device

rapidly breaks and makes a circuit when operated in the
conventional manner.

A dial also usually has a set of

off-normal contact springs.

These rapid makes and breaks

of a circuit are known as "impulses" or simply "pulses"
a term which will be used in succeeding pages of this
paper.

Selector switches operated manually are also

occasionally used in relay and switch circuits.

Jack and

plug combinations are used as manual control elements in
some circuits, the plugs sometimes being just dummies which
make or break contacts located within the jack.

At other

times the electrical circuits of the jack may be made by
the insertion of a plug whose conductors are short-circuited.
With this short discussion of manual control devices, this section briefly describing the major types of apparatus as generally seen by the circuit designer is concluded.

There are of course many details which should be

considered in connection with electrically operated apparatus
but space does not permit such a discussion.

It will be

necessary to forestall discussions of marginal operating,
holding, and releasing currents; contact protection, relative operating and releasing times; and relative costs
until a more basic understanding of relay and switch circuits is acquired.

(See Part IV).

The topic of the next

section will be the methods by which relays,

switches,

and their circuit wiring and operations are illustrated on
diagrams and graphs.

Section III

-

SYMBOLISM
Before the development of relay and switch cir-

cuits may be adequately discussed, it is first necessary to
become acquainted with the various ways these circuits may be
graphically represented.

It is the object of this section to

briefly describe some of the methods used.
Electrical circuits are represented on drawings
or blueprints by various symbols commonly known to electrical
engineers.

In relay and switch circuits special symbols are

sometimes necessary because the standard known symbols do not
adequately represent the various details required by the circuit designer or others who may use the circuit drawing.
The simplest way a part of, a plurality of, or
a single circuit may be represented on a drawing is by a
rectangle.
grams".

Diagrams of this type are known as "block dia-

When several of these block diagrams are shown to

illustrate a complete system of interconnected circuits, as
a flow-sheet in chemical engineering practice,

the diagram is

known as a "keysheet".
A drawing illustrating the electrical circuits
and using the electrical symbols is known as a "circuit or
schematic diagram" while one which shows the equipment to
scale, in the correct mounting positions and details regarding the length, type,

color, and position of wires applied to

the apparatus is known as a "wiring diagram".

In this
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paper electrical circuit details will only be shown in the
form of circuit diagrams,
The description of these drawings has been
divided into two sub-sections, viz., one describing the individual symbols and one illustrating their use in the circuit diagrams together with a description of other methods
employed to graphically describe relay and switch circuits.
It is to be remembered that the drawing methods described are
those used by circuit engineers in making an original circuit
design and do not constitute allowable standards to be used
by the draftsmen in making final tracings.
A - Components
As stated in the introduction to this section,
in general standard electrical symbols are used by the
various companies engaged in the design and manufacture of
relay and switch circuits.
standard references.
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These may be found in several

' 14, 15

Figures 15a-o, described in connection with
relays,

are standard in industrial practice with sensitive

or ordinary multi-contact type relays.

Figure 28 shows four

other methods of representing contacts employed by others,
e.g. research workers, mathematicians, power engineers, etc.
In fig. 28a the two dots may represent either a make or a
break contact according to the method of designating the
letter A which identifies the contact.
fig. 28b is used to show a make

ontact.

The type shown in
If it was desired
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to represent a break contact of this sort, the horizontal
lines would meet at the center of the cross.

While fig. 28c

is obviously a make contact, fig. 28d is used by theorists to
represent either a make or a break contact according to
designation,

in a manner similar to fig. 28a.
Figures 16-25 show the various types of complete

relay representations with a single contact.

Several contact

spring combinations may be added to the relay either on the
top or bottom of the magnet symbol.

Each coil of the magnet,

in the conventions to be used in this paper, is represented
by a rectangle;

the wiring terminals may appear on the same

side (fig. 16) or on alternate sides (fig. 17).

The American

standard convention shows the actual winding in order that
there will be no confusion when the relay is of the polar or
differential type.

For the type of conventions used in this

paper, fig. 20, with the arrows on the individual coils to
show the poling direction, will be used.

Figure 19 shows an

ordinary two coil relay when the windings are poled in the
same direction.

Biased and unbiased polar relays may be

represented by either fig. 21 or 22 and extra coils may be
added when needed.

Slow operating and slow releasing relays

are symbolized in figs. 23 and 24 respectively.

A method of

denoting any special time or operating feature is shown in
fig. 25 where the square above the coil rectangle is apm
propriately designated.
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There are many different types of switches as
pointed out in section II-B, but the general symbols most
often used are in the forms of a semi-circle, fig. 26, or a
wiper-contact group arrangement, fig. 27.

The wipers are

marked B or NB for bridging or non-bridging, while the magnets,
interrupters, and off-normal and special contacts are appropriately labeled.

The interrupter, di, may be in the form

of contacts of fig. 28b or fig. 26, or the regular relay type
as shown in fig. 27.
Although it is not necessary to have a battery
and/or grounded voltage source in direct-current relay circuits, it is convenient in drawing complex circuits to use
this convention, modifying the results and/or limitations
(Part IV) according to the particular practices required in
the electrical system with which the circuits are to operate
or function.

The circuit reasoning and drawings used through-

out this paper are based upon this philosophy.
Well known battery symbols, fig. 29, are used
in this paper, the positive terminal is usually grounded.
The short oblique line at the top of the wires in this figure
is a symbol which indicates the wire, e.g. battery,
to all similarly connected wires.

is common

In most diagrams a large

number of different battery symbols are used to simplify the
drafting, but these all stand for a common battery unless
otherwise noted.
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Figures 30a and 30b show keys and a plug and
Jack combination.

The keys shown are looking to the right

(broken straight line moving springs) and non-looking to the

left (curved line moving springs sometimes straight line
moving springs).

The plug and Jack symbols are standard

showing tip (T), ring (R), and sleeve (S) conductors.
B - Complete Circuit Diagrams
The lines representing the connecting wires
in all drawings are straight lines drawn either horizontally
or vertically.

When two lines intersect, a large dot is

used to show where the wires join.

Thus crossed lines are

not joined unless a large dot is present at the intersection,
This point is often neglected by those familiar with drawings
which separately denote each lead crossing.

For the complex

relay and switch circuit diagrams it would not be practicable
to impose upon the draftsmen the difficult task as required by
this different method of diagramming.
appear with heavy dashed lines.

Occasionally diagrams

These usually represent a

group of wires all running to and from the same places (highways)
and thus saving a great deal of drafting.
way is identified by number or

letters.

Each wire in a highLighter dashed lines

are usually used to represent a recurring wire in a chain of
similarly connected relays.

Other heavy lines are used for

special conductors which weave in and out of the diagram thus
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saving time in locating and tracing through the circuit.
Another diagramming feature, sometimes used when there are
several alternate methods of wiring the circuit to secure
different results all of which it is desired to indicate on
the same diagram, is known as "strapping" or "wiring options".
When this feature is used arrow heads and tails are used with
adequate marking to show what wires are connected in each
strapping arrangement or option.

Sometimes indications are

given on the circuit diagram to show special wires which are
paired or have special insulation or protection.
Diagrams are always lettered appropriately according to the system of diagramming used.

On commercially

tested drawings, the resistance and relay code number are
often indicated in addition to an arbitrarily assigned
designation.

In this paper only identifying designation

letters will be used for the various apparatus shown on the
drawing, except in special cases where it is necessary to show
exact values of resistance and battery voltage.
Many types of circuit diagrams have been used
in commercial practice by circuit engineers and draftsmen.
In the next sub-sections the important methods of drawing circuits and also indicating circuit operations will be discussed.
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1.

Associated Circuit Diagrams
This type of diagram has been used most widely

in this country.
type.

Figure 31 shows a typical circuit of this

(The method of operation and purpose of the circuit

used in this and succeeding divisions is irrelevant for an
understanding of this section since it must be assumed that
the reader is unprepared to analyze it.)

Each relay has its

contact spring combinations directly associated with the coil
symbols.

The author will utilize this type of diagram for

most circuits given in this paper because it is believed
that for one tracing through existing circuits,

it is easier

when all the contacts effected by a relay's operation may be
observed immediately.

In other types of circuit diagrams to

be mentioned in succeeding sub-sections, the contacts are not
associated with their winding symbols.

For the purpose of

developing new circuits or making changes in existing circuits
it is probably more advisable to use such a system.

Since

it is desired to have the reader understand the circuits
described in this paper from only an operational point of
view, the associated method will for the most part be used.
Occasionally both methods are presented on the same circuit
drawing for different parts of the circuit which might lie
outside the circuit under consideration in which case only
necessary contacts in the other circuits are shown.

Such

would be the case in fig. 31 for the I contact or the 0 wire.
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2.

Battery-to-Ground Circuit Diagrams
A newer form of diagram which is being used in

some types of analyses has two vertical lines, one on each
side of the circuit drawing.

One line represents the common

battery wire, while the other represents the ground return
wire.

Figure 32 shows the same circuit as fig. 31 drawn in

this manner.

Sometimes these drawings are made with other

important wires, which frequently occur at different points in
the circuit,

also appear vertical lines within the main two

vertical wires.

In this type of drawing the contacts are

dissociated from the magnet symbols and therefore must be
labeled to show to which relay they belong.

A system of

labeling these contacts which is a standard in dissociated
circuit drawings is to have the designation letter in the
numerator and a number representing the number of contact
spring combinations in the denominator of a fraction associated with the relay winding symbol.

Each contact spring

combination is then numbered in order as they appear throughout the drawing.

This dissociated method of drawing circuits

helps to locate certain circuit faults and simplify or reduce
the number of contact springs.
3.

Dissociated Circuit Diagrams
Figure 33 shows the same circuit of fig. 31

drawn to the older method of dissociated diagramming used as
a standard in Great Britain.

In this method the minimum
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amount of space is used and very few wires cross.

The same

system of designating and labeling is used as described in
the previous sub-section.

This method of diagramming will

occasionally be used in this paper.

It is of advantage,

as mentioned before, when developing new circuits.
Thus far the discussion has been chiefly concerned with the detailed drawing of the circuit.

However,

circuits, their operations or functions, may be described in
other symbolic manners.

Figures 34 to 36 described in the

succeeding divisions show some of the numerous methods used
for explaining the circuit functions or method of operation
without giving the details of the circuit.

Schemes of this

type are especially important and useful in the analysis of
circuits.
4.

Time Graphs of Relay and Switch Circuits
Time graphs are not a new means of graphical

representation in electrical engineering.

However, the more

general type of use to which these graphs are put in everyday engineering practice is to show the ways in which some
measurable or calculable electrical quantity varies with time.
In relayand switch circuits there are no continuous variables.
A relay is either operated, partially operated or not operated, a
switch has its wipers at a given contact point or not, or a
contact is open or closed.

Therefore, the only information

which a time graph of a relay and switch circuit must convey
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is to indicate at what time certain relays are or may be
operated with respect to others in the same circuit, or with
respect to the potentials existing in certain conductors in
the circuit.
Another important point which may well be discussed at this time as later in the paper, is the fact that
before a change may occur in the status, operated or released,
of a relay or switch in a circuit, a change of current coming
into the circuit; relays operated or released in the circuit;
contacts made or broken; or switch movements must take place.
There are a few exceptions to this rule which will be discussed later in this paper, but for one just learning the
methods of operation and development of these circuits it is
best to use only this principle.

Also later in the paper a

brief mathematical analysis will be made of the above roughly
drawn principle.
Figure 34 shows a time graph for the relay circuit shown in the diagrams, fig. 31 to 34.

The presence of

a horizontal line indicates that the relay is operated, that
the switch magnet is operated, or that an operating potential
for some relay or switch magnet exists between a particular
conductor and a reference point.
be labeled in time units.

The abscissa may or may not

Also the exact interval relation

between the application of an operating potential to a relay
magnet and the operation of its contacts may or may not be
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shown.

A detailed discussion of the former type of time

graph has been given in an interesting article to which reference is here given. 1 6
5.

Operational Time Graphs of Relay and Switch
Circuits
Figure 35 shows an operational time graph of

the same circuit previous diagrammed.

In time graphs of this

type, delays between the operation of the contacts after the
application of the operating potentials to relay and switch
magnets are taken into account. 'Here vertical or near
vertical lines join the beginnings and endings of the operating periods of the various relays,

each line having arrow

heads to indicate what relay, switch, or conductor is effected
by this changing condition.

Thus it shows that the applica-

tion of the potential to wire I causes relay B to operate,
which in turn, at the end of the potential pulse-on wire I,
effects an operation of relay A, which again in turn places a
potential between wire 0 and the reference point, viz.,
battery.

Continuing through the sequence of operations, upon

the reapplication of the potential on wire I, relay C is
operated, which in turn release relay B.

This stable condi-

tion exists until the ground is taken off the I wire, when relays A and C are simultaneously released and relay A in turn
takes the ground from the 0 wire.
see figs. 31 to 34.)

(For all circuit references

Although this type of circuit time graph
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representation has not been universally used, it is occasionally useful since it presents much more information about the
circuit than the simple time graph discussed in section
III-B-4.

Examples of this type of time graph are frequently

found in patent diagrams.
6.

Operational Sequence Diagrams and Other
Sequence Listing Schemes
In order to show the details of the sequence

of operations on time graphs such as figs. 34 and 35 it is
necessary to draw them to quite a large scale.

This scale is

not always justified especially when a large number of relays
are used in the circuit which is represented.

Consequently

other methods have been devised to show the sequence of operations of relays and switches in more complex circuits.
Figure 36 shows one of the many methods of illustrating these
sequences.

A filled-in circle indicates the operation of the

labeled relay, a plain circle means the release of the
labeled relay or switch magnet, while the crossed circle indicates the holding of the labeled relay.

Other additional

symbols may be used to bring out more detailed or important
points.

In the example shown, very few details are given,

e.g., the indication of the stable circuit conditions as
against those which arise from the operation or releasing of
other relays.

The lines with the arrow heads obviously in-

dicate the resulting operations which take place after the
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action from which the line starts occurs.

When an action

starts several sequences, the arrow lines start in different
directions, coming together when the separate groups are
again simultaneously effected.
A method of sequence listing which requires no
form of drawing is frequently used by the author when tracing
through circuits in order not to miss any detail or forget
any previous action which may have taken place.

Many other

persons use similar methods of notation to aid the memory
when working with complexed relay and switch circuits.

An

example of this method applied to the circuit used throughout
this section will be described after enumerating the
nomenclature.
The first letter indicates the operation or
function being performed; the second letter in the case of a
wire potential indicates the type of potential or in the case
of a relay or switch function designates the relay which is
being operated or released; and if necessary a third letter
to indicate, after a potential letter, the designation of the
particular wire and perhaps even a~subscript number to show
the number of that operation if it is repeated at different
points of an operating cycle of the relay circuit.

That is,

a subscript is used if a similar potential is applied to a
conductor in a circuit when the relays are not in the same
operated or released positions as they were when the potential
application occurred previously.
all the above points.

The following will illustrate
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TABLE I
Sequence Listing Table
Of Circuit Shown In Figure 31
OxOperate :H-Hold : R=Release : G=Ground
OGII
OB
RGI
•HB
OA
OG0 1
OGle
OC
-HA
RB
RGI1
RA
- RC
RO1
Etc.

-

Repeated

The above type of sequence listing is only one
of many forms.
Some circuit designers and those who have
occasion to analyze large complex circuit use symbols as well
as letters.

Reference to several of methods described in the

literature is herein given. 1

7

18, 19

It is frequently con-

venient for a circuit designer to first express the circuit
requirements in the sequence form, not necessarily in detail,
before striving to attain a complete circuit diagram.

Very

little has ever been done to standardize these methods or
symbolism used by circuit designers.

This is probably due to

the individual characteristics of the circuit designer which
play such an important part in his general ability to produce
a workable circuit of useful and/or novel design.

With the background of the past two sections,
an attempt will now be made to approach the fundamentals of
the individual relay and switch circuits.
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Section IV - CIRCUIT FUNDAMENTALS
A

-

Types of Circuits
When one considers the vast number of different

types of relays and switches and spring contact arrangements
available for these relays, it is evident that very many different circuits utilizing relays and switches may be devised
to accomplish the same circuit functions.

For this reason

three types of relay and switch circuits have been chosen for
use throughout this thesis to represent the typical types of
circuits which might be used in practice to perform the desired circuit functions.

These three types will be defined

and diagrammatically illustrated in the following sub-sections.
1.

Straightforward Circuits

A "straightforward" relay circuit is one which
contains single-winding relays with make and break contact
spring combinations,that are only required to operate on a
direct application of a fixed circuit voltage.

Relays which

operate in this manner are sometimes said to operate in a
"local circuit."

The current drawn by such a relay depends

solely upon its winding resistance (assuming practically an
infinitevoltage source with little or no internal resistance).
All make springs and all break springs are considered as
breaking or making together and all relays are considered as
having the same average operate and release times.

Manually

operated keys and other devices with make or break contacts
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may also be used in these circuits.

Standard switches with

regular contact spring combinations, wipers or brushes, and

drive and release magnets or clutches which function in a
local circuit are also considered in this class of circuits
when used with relays of this class.
The use of straightforward relay and switch

circuits in practice is somewhat limited because of the
availability of more efficient types of relays and circuit

methods.

In general these circuits require many more relays

than other types of circuits to be described in succeeding
paragraphs.

Their usefulness in the study and understanding

of relay and switch circuits has been proven by the results of
the various theoretical attacks to the problem of designing

relay and switch circuits.

For the most part all these theories,

as they stand at present, when applied to a given circuit problem will produce resultant circuits of the straightforward
type.

Perhaps in the not too distant future these methods of

analysis will be improved sufficiently to solve problems in
terms of other classes of circuits.
2.

Semi-straightforward Circuits
A "semi-straightforward" relay and switch cir-

cuit is one which may contain multi-winding, differential,
polar, two step, slow operating, and slow releasing relays;
automatic switches; equipped with any of the standard types
of spring combinations within structural limitations; and manually operated devices of all types; all apparatus being
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arranged for operation on whatever voltage is applied to the
relay or switch winding whether or not it be equal to the full
circuit voltage.
The above definition assumes at the outset
that relays may be secured to operate on a voltage which is
lower than that obtained by the direct application of the

circuit or system voltage to the two terminals of the winding
of a relay.

Circuits of this type enable the circuit designer

to eliminate relays and contact springs from circuits of the
straightforward type which perform the same or fewer functions.
Semi-straightforward circuits are about the most frequently
used type of circuits although conditions arise by which a

further saving may result in restricting the electrical actions
and times of the relays.

This type of circuit will be defined

in the next sub-section.
In semi-straightforward circuits the times of
the various relays may be different but they cannot be defined
or restricted since the current through the winding of the
relays is not restricted, except that there is sufficient
current to operate the relay.
Figure 38 shows the circuit previously used for
drawing illustrations in figs. 31, 32 and 33.

This circuit

is of the semi-straightforward type since it contains a twowinding relay and a transfer contact spring arrangement.

The

circuit shown in fig. 37 shows a circuit designed to accomplish
the same function as the circuit of fig. 38.

However this
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circuit, fig. 37, is of the straightforward type.

Note that

one additional relay is required and there is a net increase
of 4 moving contact springs.

Since a transfer contact in

terms of a straightforward circuit is well known, no attempt
has been made to change the transfer contact on the A relay of
fig. 37 to a make and break contact connected together.

This

would make the "absolute" straightforward circuit contain 5

additional moving contact springs instead of 4.
3.

Marginal Circuits
A "marginal" circuit is one which may contain

any of the various types of relays, switches, and devices used
in semi-straightforward circuits, together with any other
electrical circuit elements.

Only relay windings receiving

the full applied circuit or system

voltage may be considered

to operate the relay, all other cases require calculations and
the addition of electrical requirements to'the relays and other

devices.
Thus the marginal type of circuit is the ulti-

mate application of electrical engineering to relay and switch
circuits since, for a final analysis, the complete electrical
details as well as the contact and winding wiring arrangements
and configurations must be given to determine the circuit's
capability.

Obviously all circuits which are put into practice

must undergo these calculations and specifications but here
other factors are taken into consideration for reasons of
commercial applications, reliability, production, and maintenance.
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A marginal circuit to accomplish the same results as figs. 37 and 38 is shown in fig. 39.

It contains

only two relays, both of which are two-coil, one being a
polar type relay.

There is only a total of 3 moving springs

on the relays as compared with 4 for the semi-straightforward

ease and 9 for the absolute straightforward case.

Ordinarily

this relay circuit would not be a marginal circuit since it
would be assumed that the polarized relay functioned the same
on full or partial circuit voltage.

However, when it is

specified that the circuit is marginal and especially when the

electrical adjustments of the relays, their resistances, and
the circuit voltage limits are given, the polar relays or any
others that happen to be in the circuit may function differently

or within stricter limits

In this case a difference in cur-

rent flowing through the two windings, which are assumed equal,
is assured by the reduced voltage on the top winding which
maintains the relay operated in series with one of the windings

of the two-coil relay until a higher voltage is impressed upon
the bottom winding which causes the relay to release, breaking
the make contact and removing the voltage from the top winding
of the polar relay.

The details of the operation of this cir-

cuit as well as the other two examples will be discussed later
in this paper.

They merely serve as rough examples at this

point to show the differences which may occur between straightforward, semi-straightforward, and marginal circuits.
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The electrical adjustments and requirements of
relays may specify many conditions which the relay must fulfill when given amounts of current are permitted to flow through

its windings.

These requirements for some types of relays are

sometimes stated in terms of voltage instead of current.

These

electrical adjustments may be "operate", "release", "hold", or
*non-operate."

The current corresponding to each of these

adjustments should cause the relay to operate; return to normal (release); remain operated once it has been operated (hold);
and if normal not to operate (non-operate) within reasonable

tolerances.
From the highly theoretical logi

of the con-

tact configurations of the straightforward relay circuits, the

circuit types have progressed to the practical applied electrical engineering and apparatus specifications of the marginal relay circuits.

However, in the design of relay circuita

an optimum combination of these two types of analysis and de-

tail are necessary to obtain a workable circuit with the least
amount of calculations and specialized knowledge of circuit
theory or relay engineering.
B - Individual Circuit Paths and Their Equivalents
Relay and switch circuits for the most part are
composed of many relays, each connected in a manner that will
enable it to operate or release at the desired time in order
to perform the desired function or functions.

In straight-

forward and semi-straightforward circuits a relay operates

when a battery potential is applied to one terminal of a winding and a ground potential is applied to the other terminal.
These-potentials are applied by the contacts of other relays
or switching devices which form a circuit "path."

The simplest

circuit which is possible is a straight series circuit with a
single make contact in series with the coil (fig. 40).
Most readers of this paper are familiar with
other series circuits which are common in electrical wiring
practices.

Such circuits would be the simple electric bell

circuit, electric light switch circuit, and many others.

These

circuits all have a simple series path consisting of one make
contact.

Obviously-many other make and/or break contacts may

be placed in series to form a more complex*$ path, but when

the circuit is completely closed, that is all make contacts
operated and all break contacts normal, then the path is considered "completed."

On the other hand, if all but one make

contact or one break contact is operated or normal respectively,
then the other contacts which may be considered in the series
path have "prepared" the circuit.to perform its function.

If

several make contacts are normal or break contacts are operated, when theyfunction to complete the series path they are
considered as "partially preparing" the circuit.

The same set

of definitions can be applied to parallel, parallel-series,
and series-parallel paths which function in series with relay
or switch windings.

Paths in parallel with relay or switch

winding for the most part use the same definitions.

They will

be more fully understood after the discussion of dual circuits
in Section III-C of this part.
In the discussion of marginal circuits it was
stated that the electrical adjustment of a relay could take

into account the operate current, the release current, the
non-operate current, and the hold current.

Circuit paths may

be given the same general titles and meanings as the adjustments the relay may require.

These paths will be separately

discussed in the next four sub-sections after which there will
be a brief generalization and comparison.
Before continuing, the various definitions of
these relay actions will be reviewed.

A relay is considered

"operated" when, with the proper voltage applied to or current passing through one of the operating windings of the
relay, all make contacts are made and all break contacts are

broken.

A relay is considered "released" when all break
A relay is

contacts are made and all make contacts broken.
considered "held" under two different conditions.

One of

these is the electrical adjustment-condition, viz., a relay
is "held" if it remains operated on a reduced current which is
permitted to flow through the relay's windings before the interruption of the original operating current.

The second

definition of holding concerns a holding circuit path and
will be discussed in part 3 of this sub-section.

A relay is

considered "non-operated" when, with a voltage applied to or
current passing through one or more windings of the relay, no
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make contacts are made and no break contacts are broken.
There is no circuit path condition which corresponds to a
non-operate electrical adjustment.

(Partial operate or non-

operate conditions are also possible with relays and contact
spring combinations satisfactory for two-step operation.)
1.

Operate Paths

An "operate path" for an individual relay is
one which permits the relay to operate.

The simplest path of

this type is the series path, fig. 40, arranged to operate the
relay when the contact 0 is closed.

This circuit is consider-

ed as the straightforward operate circuit path.

Figure 41 shows

a circuit of reduced voltage (assumed because of the presence
of a resistor) which is a semi-straightforward operate path.
The marginal operate path is shown in fig. 42.

Here the relay

has a constant current flowing through it which is lower than
the non-operate electrical adjustment and hence does not operate until the resistor is short-circuited by the closure of the
make contact 0.

Assuming that the electrical adjustments for

the relay are to operate on 50 milliamperes and to non-operate
on 40 milliamperes, the 750 ohm relay and a 550 ohm resistor
will make this circuit function properly on 50 volts.

Normally

about 38.5 milliamperes are flowing in the circuit which is
less than the non-operate adjustment.

With the direct ground

applied to the winding, 91 milliamperes flow through the relay
winding which is sufficient to operate it, (adjustment tolerances being neglected).
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2.

Hold Path
A "hold" path for a relay is one which permits
It is a

the relay to remain operated once it has operated.

path which is different from the one by which the relay was
operated.

The only path of this type which may be set up is

through a make contact on the relay itself, since such a
contact would be the only part of a path which could detect
the operation of the relay and also complete or prepare a
path to maintain it operated.

Figure 43 shows such a circuit

for the straightforward type of hold path.

Contact 0 makes to

operate the relay after which contact H makes and holds the
relay operated when the 0 contact ground is out off.

It is

to be noted that when the relay is being held and the operate
contact 0 is open a ground potential is present on both sides
of the 0 contact.

This condition may be undesirable in cer-

tain contact arrangements where contact 0 is used to operate
or hold other relays independent of the relay shown.

If the

ground from the H contact causes an action which is supposed
to be performed only by the 0 contact ground, then a "sneak"
circuit condition is present and should be eliminated.

Sneak

circuits will be more fully discussed in another part of this
paper.

In this case to eliminate this condition, the semi-

straightforward type of hold path is used.

Figure 44A shows

a make-before-break contact used to hold the relay via the
hold path, provided the hold path is prepared prior to the
application of the 0 ground of the operate path.

If this
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hold path is not prepared, the relay will continually operate and release until either the 0 ground is broken or the H
ground is applied.

A more satisfactory hold path for semi-

straightforward circuits is shown in fig. 44B where a twowinding relay is used.

Here the relay operates on the bottom

winding and holds on the top winding, the two windings being
electrically independent.

The circuit of fig. 44B can be made

marginal by reducing the current flowing in the top winding
to only a hold electrical requirement.

Figure 45 shows a more

conventional marginal hold path for a single coil relay.

If

the operate adjustment is 50 milliamperes and the hold adjustment is 30 milliamperes, the 750 ohm relay on 50 volts will
operate in a path the same as fig. 42 with 91 milliamperes
flowing.

If the H contact operates in series with the 850 ohm

resistor and the operate path is broken at 0, then about 31
milliamperes will flow in the circuit which is sufficient to
On the other hand, if the H contact

hold the relay operated.

operates before the relay operates, the 31 milliamperes should
not be sufficient to operate the relay thus requiring a nonoperate adjustment.
3.

locking Path
Thus far in this paper the term "lock" or "lock-

ing" has not appeared.

It is most frequently used in connec-

tion with a circuit path which holds a relay operated regardless of whatever else happens in the circuit save the breaking of a single path or preferably a single contact,to be
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known as a "break-lock" or unlocking contact.

This path is

only effective if the relay has operated, hence it corresponds to a hold path through an individual break contact
rather than a make contact in the partially prepared portion

of the series circuit.

The contact on the relay which is

looked still remains a make contact in order to detect the
relay's operation and prevent the functioning of the look before the relay's operation.

A hold circuit and lock circuit

may be independently applied to a relay simultaneously.
All circuits so far discussed of the straightforward and semi-straightforward type are known as open cir-

cuits since, when the circuit is normal, no current is drawn
For this reason the unlocking contact is as-

by the relays.

sumed to be a break contact in order that the break-lock
function of another relay, if a relay is used, is also in an
"open" circuit.

Obviously the closed circuit of a lock path

could be obtained by a make contact as well as a break contact, as it was for the hold path, but then for the duration
of the lock, the break-look relay would have to remain oper-

ated in a "closed" circuit.

Thus a lock path differs from a

hold path in that a break rather than a make contact function
is present in the partially prepared circuit.
Figures 46, 47A, 47B, and 48 show the hold path
circuits of figs. 43, 44A, 44B, and 45 with break instead of
make contacts in the partially prepared circuits.

L is used

to denote the break-lock contacts in place of the H used on
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the hold path circuits.

The same reasoning and/or calcula-

tions apply to these circuits as described in connection
with the hold paths.

A looking path is frequently used in relay circuits to supply an "off-normal" potential or circuit, usually
ground, corresponding to the function of off-normal contact

springs on switches.

Thus as the circuitts functions progress,

in a multi-relay circuit, the various relays operate and look
to this ground which is not broken until the entire circuit
has completed its functions.

When the ground is broken by the

operation of some relay denoted to the function of releasing
the circuit or returning it to normal, all the relays which
looked to this off-normal ground are released.

More will be

said regarding these circuit features in the detailed analysis
of locking and releasing circuit function in Part III.

At

present the discussion concerns only circuit paths for single
relays.
4.

Release Path
In connection with locking circuit paths it was

stated that the main reason for the switch from a make to a
break contact on the partially prepared circuit was to allow
the use of a relay in an open rather than a closed circuit.

However, once any relay is operated it is part of a closed
circuit until the operating make contact is broken.

If the

reversed conditions are assumed for the relay to which the 0
contact of figure 40 belongs, then there is a normally closed

circuit for the relay under consideration.
cuit path is shown in fig. 49.

This type of cir-

In such a path the relay is

normally operated and is released when the R contact is broken.
Such a path is known as a "release" path.

A release path for

the semi-straightforward case is the same except that the voltage across the relay may be less than circuit voltage and hence

the introduction of a series resistance, fig. 50.

When the

R break contact is operated or circuit broken, the relay re-

leases in this release path.

Figure 51 shows the marginal

circuit for a release path and release adjustment.

The resis-

tance directly in series with the relay is 2000 ohms and the
release adjustment of the relay is considered to be 20 milliamperes.

The other adjustments and the relay resistance re-

main the same as in the previously discussed cases.

Normally

the relay is operated by the direct ground through the break
R contact path with a current of 91 milliamperes flowing through
When the R contact is broken, the current flowing

the relay.

through the relay circuit is a little more than 19.5.milliamperes.

Since this is less than the release adjustment of

the relay, the relay will release.
as circuit voltage.)

(50 volts is still assumed

Thus the release path is a closed cir-

cuit arrangement as opposed to the open circuit operate path.
5.

Summary of Circuit Paths for Individual Relays
In the preceding four sub-sections four types of

circuit paths have been discussed.

Two of these, (in the
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straightforward open circuit sense) the hold and look paths,
have involved the use of a make contact on the relay; two,
the operate and hold paths, have involved the use of make

contacts or open circuits to provide their paths; and two,
the release and look paths, have involved the use of break

contacts or closed circuits to provide their paths.

The

only other permutation of contacts for a single relay circuit
which can be arrived at is the use of two paths with break

contacts on the relay, one with a break partially prepared
circuit and the other with a make partially prepared circuit.

It is obvious, however, that such a circuit when grounded
would only produce a "buzzer" effect as described before,
viz., the relay would operate and then release continuously
if dependent only upon the ground potential from this type of
path.

Hence, for the present, relay circuit paths with

break contacts on the relays in question do not present
plausible individual relay circuits.
Table II shows the relation of the various
operate, hold, lock, and release paths and their corresponding straightforward, semi-straightforward, and marginal circuits in the Figures 40 to 52.

The last column shows the mil-

liampere adjustment of these various relay actions (nonoperate for lock) when used in marginal circuits.

In the

next sub-section other relations concerning these four circuit paths will be investigated and summarized.
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TABLE II
S

SS

M

0

40

41

42

50

H

43

44

45

30

L

46

47

48

40(N.O.)

R

49

50

51

20

Ad.(ma.)

Numbers in first three columns represent figure numbers.
Numbers in last column represent current adjustments.

S -

Lock : R = Release

Hold : L

0 = Operate : H

Straightforward Ckt.

M = Marginal

Semi-Straightforward

:SS -

= Non-Operate

:N.O

TABLE III
--+

0(M)-M

0(M)-B

H(M)-M

52

53

60

61

M)-(B)Neg.
iB)+*(M)

Dual (M)-*(B)

54

55

62

63

Dual-Neg.

Neg.

56

57

64

65

Stfd.

58

59

66

67

R(B)-M

R(B)-B

L(B)-M

Stfd.

(M)*(B)

Dual-Neg.

(M) = Make Circuit Path

:

K = Make Circuit Action: B
Stfd. = Straightforward

H(M)-B

B)-*-(M) Dual

L(B)-B

(B) w Break Circuit Path
Break Circuit Action

:Neg. - Negative

0 = Operate : H = Hold : L = Lock : R = Release
Numbers in columns represent figure numbers.
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C - Circuit Equivalents
In the last section the various fundamental
paths for operating, releasing, holding, and locking a relay
were discussed and illustrated.

All these circuits were in

series with the coil of the relay in question.

Also none

of the relays were equipped with contacts other than those
used for locking or holding purposes and therefore the functioning of the circuit path did not show how the action of
the relay affects other relay circuit paths which might contain
make or break straightforward contacts on the given relay.
In the next three divisions, followed by a
summary, the above two points will be further discussed in
connection with the operate, hold, locking and release paths
of relays in straightforward circuits.

1.

Dual Circuits
A "dual" circuit is a transformation of a series

circuit path such that all make contacts become break contacts,
all break contacts become make contacts, all series elements
(contacts and windings) are placed in parallel, and all parallel
elements are placed in series.

This is analogous to dual cir-

cuits encountered in electrical network theory.

Figure 52

shows a relay in an ordinary series operate path plus a grounded make contact performing the action of the relay in the cir..
cuit of some other relay,

The dual of the operate circuit path

for this relay is shown in Fig. 54,

The input operate make
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contact I has been changed to a break contact.

The contact

and winding are now in parallel instead of series, and a
resistor is provided to prevent a direct short circuit of the
battery potential.

Thus one might say that this circuit is

not straightforward, but rather sei-straightforward.

In a

strict sense this is true, however, there would be no harm
done on paper if the resistor was omitted, provided the relay
circuit was not put into practice in that manner, or provided
a constant current source was available instead of the voltage
source.

This is a minor point which may most easily be settled

by raising the restriction of these circuits to straightforward
circuits.

When the contact I of Fig. 54 is opened, the relay

will operate and the make contact will indicate a make-ground
relay action the same as before in Fig. 52

The reclosure of

contact I in Fig. 54 will reduce the potential across the
winding of the relay to zero and hence the relay will release,
Examination of figs. 55 and 55 show the same

two relay circuits as Fig. 52 and 54 except that the action
contacts have been changed to break contacts connected to
ground.

These relays are said to perform a negative action

of the preceding relays and vice-versa.

Positive and negative

relay actions are shown for all types of regular and dualcircuits in the figures referred to in this section.
Figure 56 is a drawing of a series release path
making a ground to 0 upon release.

The dual of this circuit
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is indicated in fig. 58.

The negative actions of these

circuits appear to the right on the figure sheet.

The fig-

ures for the regular and dual, holding and locking series
paths are shown in the even numbered figures 60 to 67 while
the negative actions of these same figures are shown in the
odd numbered figures to the right.

Table III, discussed in

the summary, division 4, also lists the numbers of the various figures.

Z.

Negative Circuits
A negative circuit is not much different from

a negative action except that the former applied to the path
of the relay under discussion while the latter refers to the
results of the relayts action.

A "negative" circuit path is

simply one in which all make contacts are changed to break
contacts and all break contacts changed to make contacts.

The

negative of fig. 52 is fig. 56 or in terms of circuit paths,

an operate path is the negative of a release path and viceversa.

Here, in order to keep the contact action of the relay

the same, the relayts contacts also had to be changed from
make to break and break to make.

However, the action of the

path contacts, whatever they may be, still causes a closure
of the output 0 to ground.

Of course the negative actions of

these negative circuit paths are still possible and are located in the figures to the left*
Similarly the negative circuit path of the
hold path, Is

fig. 60, is the regular looking path Is, fig.
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Their negative action figures appear in figs. 61 and 65

respectively.

Make contacts required on the relays in look-

ing or hold circuit paths do not change to break contacts
since the relay winding in series with the make contact is
considered as one element.
.

Dual-Negative Circuits
A final alternate circuit path arrangement of

the original and regular circuit paths is possible by a combination of the preceding two circuit modifications.
results in a dual-negative circuit.

This

A "dual-negative" cir-

cuit for a series circuit path is the placing of all series
elements in parallel and all parallel elements in series.
Actually the above definition is the net result of the two

circuit modifications.

Making a dual circuit negative merely

changes all the relay contacts back to normal or making a
negative circuit dual changes the path contacts back to nor-

mal and places the elements in parallel ( or series).
Thus the negative-dual or dual-negative circuit
of the straightforward operate path, fig.52 is the dual of
the negative, fig. 56, or the negative of the dual, fig. 54.

The result of either of these conversions is the circuit of
fig. 58, which was originally called the dual of a release
path.

Similarly the dual-negative of the release path is

fig. 54, the dual of the operate path.

On the next figure

sheet, figs. 60-68, the dual-negative of the hold path is
the dual of the looking path, figs. 60 and 66.
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The negative actions of all dual-negative
circuits are shown in the figures to the right of the original positive action figures.
4.

Summary of Equivalent Circuit Paths for
Individual Relays

The general relationships of dual, negative,
dual-negative circuit paths; operate, release, hold, locking
paths; and make, break, or positive, negative actions are
well summarized in Table III.
The column headings, top and bottom, indicate
the type of circuit path (0 for operate, H for hold, R for

release, L for lock), the means for circuit path action ((M)
for make and (B) for break), and the resultant relay action of
effective ground to output 0 (M for make and B for break).
(Note that the ground potential may be changed to any other
circuit path condition.)

In the dual and negative cases the

means for circuit path action are interchanged.

This is true

only if a single contact is used in completing and discon-

necting the circuit path.

Other series circuit paths where

more elements are involved which may not always function in
the same sequence all elements must be made parallel (or
series) and/or interchanged for dual and negative circuits.
The release and locking figure numbers are read up and correspond to the equivalents listed in the right-hand column.

The

operate and hold figure numbers are read down and correspond
to the equivalents listed in the left-hand column.

Thus the
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relation between operate and release, and hold and looking
paths may be seen by comparing the right and left columns.
Since the important use of such figures in circuit design
work would be to secure desired relay actions by circuit
path actions; the actual titles of release, operate, hold,
or lock would be unimportant.

The main point is that two

methods of obtaining each permutation of make and break contacts to ground on the input and output to the relay for the
two cases, with a make contact on the relay and without any

relay contacts in its own circuit.

A buzzer action will pre-

vail in any circuits containing a break contact tied to the
relay winding as stated in section IV-B-5, if the potential
is opposite to that applied to the other terminal of the wind-

ing.

The straightforward circuit in the left-hand column is

an open circuit and the straightforward circuit in the right-

hand column is a closed circuit.

The equivalent circuits will

not be defined as open or closed as this is obvious since the
circuit path must contain make contacts to be open or break
contacts to be closed.

In the case of dual and dual-negative

circuits where the series resistor or infinite current source
is necessary, the open circuit is of little value since cur-

rent is drawn at all times whether the relay is operated or
not.

In the next sub-section the circuit equivalents of spec-

ial types of relays and contacts will be discussed from the
standpoints of replacement and other circuit types.
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D - Contact and Relay Equivalents
It frequently happens that certain special

types of contacts or relays are not available to the circuit
designer when needed.

Also the special types of contacts

desired may not be applicable to certain types of relays
which are necessary to perform the functions of the circuit.
Special slow operating and slow releasing relays may not be
available or may not suit the exact timing requirements.

The

limit of the number of contact springs which may be used on
the types of relays used may hinder the design.

In the next

divisions various methods of obtaining all the special contact
and relay types by means of other relays, in most cases with
straightforward relays, are discussed and illustrated.
1.

Contact Equivalents
It has already been stated that a break-make or

transfer type of contact may be considered straightforward
because it is a combination of a single make and a single
break contact.
a, b, and c

Figure 68 illustrates this point.

The letters

correspond to the equivalent terminals of a trans-

fer contact spring combination shown in fig. 15c.
The sequence contact spring arrangements such
as the make-make, break-break, and make-break combinations
shown in figs. 15d, 15e, and 15f respectively also have equivalents in the straightforward type of relay circuit.

It is

obvious that in order to have a sequence of operations in a
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straightforward relay circuit, one relay must operate after
Thus fig. 69 shows an operating sequence where

the othero

first relay (A) operates which in turn operates relay (B)
The top set of

through the bottom make contact on relay (A).

contacts shows the make-make sequence, the middle set shows
the break-break sequence, while the set directly associated
The letters a,

with the relays is the make-break sequence.

b, and e on each figure corresponds to the same letters on the
regular figures for these contact spring combinations.

Take,

for examplethe make-break combination which is the most useful.
The input contact I operates relay (A) which in turn connects

o to a but c

remains connected to b via the break contact of
When relay (A) operates, the bottom make contact

relay (B).

connects the I ground to relay (B) which operates, breaking
the connection between a and b and making a parallel path
for c-a.

Thus the same operating sequence of the make-break

contact is established.

Of coursein releasing the ground

from I the two relays release together and consequently no
definite guarantee can be placed upon whether
connected together before

c breaks from a.

c and b will be

Therefore, as

stated above, this sequence circuit is true only for operate

conditions.
Figure 71 shows a straightforward make-break

sequence equivalent circuit which functions properly on both
the operate and release of the input ground I.

Input I places
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a ground on one winding terminal of relay (A) which operates
connecting

c to a.

ground from the make

Relay (B) is then operated by the direct
contact on relay (A).

Relay (A) in

operating breaks the connection c-b and makes a connection
c-a which parallels the c-a connection of relay (A).

Upon the

operation of relay (B), relay (Al), which has been continuously operated by the ground of the break contacts on relays
(A) and (B), may release.

In releasing it places a direct

ground on the winding of relay (B) making its operating path
independent of the make ground of relay (A).

When the sequence

is to be released the ground I is broken and relay (A) releases
causing o to make contact with b.

When relay (A) gets back to

its released position the operating path for relay (Al) is completed via the break contact to ground on the (A) relay.

The

(Al) relay in operating breaks the operating and holding paths
of relay (B) which releases and breaks the contacts c-a.

Thus

the sequences have been established in the operating and releasing functions.
By the use of a semi-straightforward circuit,
fig. 73, the same results may be accomplished with one less
relay.

Here the ground I operates relay (A) which in turn

operates relay (B).

Relay (B) locks by the reduced potential

ground through its own make contact.

In releasing the input

ground I, relay (A) releases, but relay (B) remains locked
until relay (A) makes its break contact.

Then a battery poten-

tial is applied to the (B) relay which shunts the winding and
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releases it.

This method of forming and breaking a looking

path is identical to that shown in fig. 66 which is the
dual of the regular type of locking path.

Since the (A) and

(B) relays have the same operating and releasing sequences
here as in the circuit of fig.

71, the contact relationships

of c, b and a remain the same, giving the desired results.
The top set of contacts on the (A) and (B) relays illustrates
how the make-break contact set may be separated as shown in
figs. 15h, 151 and 15J.
The equivalent make-make and break-break se-

quences may also be made to act in the proper manner both in
operating and releasing.

Figure 70 shows a circuit of the

straightforward type to accomplish the aforementioned functions
for break-break contacts, fig.
fig. 70A.

70B, and make-make contacts,

Here relay (B2) is normally operated through the

break contact of relay (B).

Relay (A) is operated by the input

ground I through a break contact of relay (Bl).

The input

ground then operates relay (B) which in turn breaks the operating path of relay (B2) and operates the relay (Bl).

But

relay (A) remains operated through the top grounded make contact of relay (B), and when relay (BZ) makes its break contact
another direct ground path to hold relay (A) is established.
Upon the release of the input ground I, relay (B) releases, in
turn releasing relay (Bl), and when finally released operates
relay (B2).

The breaking of the break contact of relay (B2)

releases relay (A) and restores the circuit to normal,
causing contacts c-b to make or break before c-a in the top
two equivalent sets.

Thus the order of the operating se-

quence is reversed.

These two equivalents may be obtained

by a semi-straightforward circuit shown in fig. 72.

Here re-

lay (A) operates on the ground input I to its bottom winding.
Relay (B) operates in turn from the top make contact of relay
(A) and ground input I.

Relay (A) now may look on its upper

winding since the battery shunt is removed by the operation of
the break contact on the (B) relay.

When the ground input is

broken, relay (B) releases, while relay (A) holds on its upper
winding.

However, when relay (B) arrives at its normal posi-

tion, the break contact places a shunt on the holding winding
of the (A) relay, which in turn releases.

Thus the desired

sequence of relay and contact operations are performed, viz.,
c-a functions first on operate and last on release and c-b
functions last on operate and first on release.

The upper set

of contacts is the make-make set and the lower set of contacts
is the break-break set.
These three types of sequence contacts are the
principal ones which are used in relay circuits.

A complete set

of equivalents have been given above for replacing them by
simpler contacts.

If in a particular relay circuit it is

necessary to use one of these equivalents, it is often found
that the desired sequence of relays operating and releasing
may be found performing other functions in the circuit and
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that these contact sets for the equivalents may be added
directly to these relays thus saving the number of relays
which might otherwise have to be used in the circuit.

Combina-

tions of the above three sequence type contact sets can be
made in equivalent form by extra contacts on the same relays
in the circuits described above.
2.

Relay Equivalents
The equivalents of all relays which are permit-

ted in semi-straightforward and margin circuits and not in
straightforward circuits are possible in equivalent straightforward circuits.

In addition, certain semi-straightforward

and marginal circuit equivalents may also be made of these
relays to aid in increasing the number of contacts on them or
to be used when the regular relay types are not available.
The first type of relay which is illustrated in
its various equivalent forms are the three forms of multi-winding semi-straightforward circuit relays.

Figure 74 shows the

straightforward equivalent circuit for a multi-winding relay each
Inputs Ii,

winding of which is capable of operating the relay.
12, etc. each operate corresponding relays (0 1), (or ),
operation of an (0)

etc.

The

relay operates relay (A) which is the

relay carrying the spring combinations that would be desired
in the circuit if a multi-winding relay were used

The

winding of each relay (0) may be connected into the cirouit as the plurality of windings for the multi-winding relay.
Figure 75 shows the straightforward equivalent circuit for a
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multi-winding relay which has some operating windings and
other windings which are only capable of holding the relay
once operated.

The (01) relay is operated by an 01 ground

input and directly operates the equivalent relay (A), while
relay (H) when operated by Hi input only prepares or completes
a holding path for the (A) relay.

Other (0) and (H) relays may

be connected in multiple with the (01) and (Hi) relays to fit
the needs of the particular multiple winding relay that is
being replaced.

A final type of multi-winding relay is the

differential relay.

In fig. 76 the winding of relay (01) re-

presents a winding of a differential relay which is poled opposite to another winding of the relay which is the winding of
relay (O)• When either relay is operated, relay (A) will be
operated; but if both or neither relay is operated, then relay (A) will not be operated.

Any number of groups of two

relays (01) and (O) may be so connected to the winding of relay (A).

To make the equivalent of an odd number or unbalanced

number of windings that are poled oppositely on the differential relay a slight modification would be necessary in contact
sets on the (0)

relays.

As shown in fig. 76, if either relay

operates a ground is placed on a wire which causes relay (A)
to operate via the break contact of the unoperated relay.

If

the second relay should operate this ground is broken and
relay (A) returns to normal.

By using chain contacts, a sub-

ject discussed in section IV-F, on the other relays which are
to function as (0) relays before the ground is connected to

the break contact of the last (0) relay the aforementioned
special oases may be eared for.
Another type of relay for which straightforward equivalent circuits can be made is the polar relay.

In

all examples given herein the polar relay is assumed to have
two windings, one for moving a make contact in either of two
directions as per figs. 15o, 21 and 22.

Figure 77 is the

equivalent straightforward circuit for a neutral pole relay
where e is not connected to e
energized.

or ai until either winding is

If both are energized, the contact returns to the

neutral position.

If only relay (Ox) is operated, c is con-

nected to at while if only relay (0) is operated a is connected to a,.

Figure 78 is the straightforward equivalent

circuit of an unbiased polar relay without a neutral position.
Thus its contacts remain in their last position after the input is released.

If both windings should be simultaneously

operated, c connects with a,.

The contacts remain in their

last operated position by looking the relay containing that
particular make contact through a break contact on the other
relay.

Thus when the alternate relay is operated the first

operated relay releases.

A final type of polar relay is a

biased relay which makes one contact when normal, when one of
the windings is operated, or when both windings are operated.
When the alternate winding is operated, however, the other
make contact is connected to c.
connected to aj.

Thus in fig. 79, o is normally

If relay (O) operates, o still favors
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contact ai.

If relay (0z) operates alone, however, c is

connected to az.

When both relays (Oi) and (Os) are oper-

ated, o is connected to ai via a path through the make

on-

tacts on both relays.
A last type of semi-straightforward relay for
which equivalent circuits are illustrated and discussed are
the slow operating and slow releasing relays.

As mentioned

before in section II-A, slow operating and slow releasing
relays are obtained by the proper placement of copper slugs
or sleeves on the cores of the relays.

Inherently a slow

operating relay is slow-to-release but a slow releasing relay
may be fast-to-operate.

The equivalents of these relays with

better control over the alternate operation or releasing may
be secured by using multi-winding semi-straightforward relays
as shown in figs. 80, 81 and 82.

A relay winding may be made

to act like a copper slug or sleeve if the two terminals are

connected together, since then the eddy currents may freely
flow within the copper wire much the same as they do in the
copper slug.

By placing these short circuited windings at

the proper place on the relay core the various copper slug
slow acting relay time characteristics as described in section
II-A--3 may be simulated.
Figure 80 shows a relay which is normally fastto-operate; but upon operating, the top armature, heel, or
sleeve type winding is short circuited by a make contact on
the relay, and thus the relay is slow-to-release.

In fig. 81
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is shown a two winding relay with an armature or sleeve wind-

ing which is initially short circuited, but once the relay
has operated this circuit is opened and the relay is fast-tooperate.

This is one of the only ways a relay can be made to

operate slowly but release rapidly since most slow-operate
relays are inherently slow in releasing.

The break contact

is part of a continuity contact in order that it will break
late in the travel of the relay's armature.
not be necessary.

This feature may

Figure 82 shows a combination of the above

two effects on a three winding relay one at the armature end,
This relay is therefore

one in the middle and one at the heel
slow-to-operate and slow-to-release.

A relay is spoken of as

being fast operating or releasing if this action is considerably faster than the alternate action.

Thus the relay in fig.

81 is slow operating-fast releasing.
Straightforward circuits may also be used to
make equivalents of slow acting relays.

This is accomplished

by adding the operating and releasing times of several standard straightforward relays to obtain the desired delays.

In

fig. 83 the input I operates relay (Ai) which operates relay
(Az) etc., until the desired number of relays giving the
desired time delay have operated.

The top set of contact

combinations A in fig. 83 represent a transfer contact combination on a slow operating-fast releasing relay.

Center

contact c does not make to contact a until the last relay
has operated at which time o breaks from b (having broken a
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parallel path when relay (A) operated)*

On the release of

I, the relay (A1 ) breaks c-a and makes c-b independent of
the contact set on the last (A) relay which is still oper-

ated.

Thus the release action occurs in the time for releas-

ing the ordinary relay (A1 ).

The contact spring sets B

represent a fast operate-slow releasing combination.

Here

c-a is made and c-b is broken on the operation of the first
(A) relay, the last (A) relay when operating duplicates these
actions.

When the first (A) relay releases, the c-a combina-

tion is still made by the last (A) relay, and this is not
broken until the last (A) relay releases.

This release time

is the sum of the release times of all the (A) relays.

When

this last (A) relay releases, the c-b connection is again
established through a circuit prepared by the released first
(A) relay.

Directly associated with the last (A) relay is

another slow acting combination C.

This transfer combination

represents a slow-to-operate and slow-to-release transfer
contact set.

It is obvious that the (A) relay on which the

contacts appear is last to operate and last to release and
hence performs these actions.

By using marginal circuits other slow actions
may be placed upon ordinary straightforward relays.

Figure 84

shows a marginal circuit using a resistor-condenser network
to accomplish a fast operate-slow release timing requirement
on the relay with the transfer contact spring combination.
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With networks of this type of timing may be accurately controlled.

The operation of the grounded contact I operates the relay

and discharges the condenser through the resistor.

When the

input ground is broken by contact I, current continues to flow
through the relay winding for a short period while the condenser is charging.

When this transient has ceased, and a steady

state condition is arrived at or when the current flowing in
the series circuit drops below the hold current requirement of
the relay the relay releases.

Thus the relay holds for a short

period after the removal of the input ground.

Figure 85 shows

a marginal circuit which gives a marginal relay a slow operm
ating-slow releasing characteristic.

When the input ground

through a resistor is applied to the parallel combination

of the relay winding and condenser the condenser goes through
a transient period and draws current while charging.

This

reduces the current through the marginal relay which therefore does not operate until sufficient current flows through
its winding toward the end of the condenser's charging
period.

In releasing, the input ground is removed at I, but

the condenser discharges through the relay and thereby makes
it slow-to-release.

Other marginal slow acting circuits may

be produced by using copper-oxide rectifiers in shunt with

the relay windings.
This concludes the discussion of the various
equivalentsof relays which may be used when the desired
relays are not available; when special conditions are to

be met; or when it is desirable to eliminate the types of
relays discussed.

In the next section there will be a short

discussion of switch circuits following the pattern of the
past four sub-sections.
E - Switch Paths and Equivalents
In the past sub-sections the discussion has
been concerned chiefly with relays.

In this setion the

various switch paths and wiper equivalents will be briefly
discussed.

For the most part they are similar to relay cir-

cuit paths and for that reason no examples of duals, negatives, and dual-negative circuit equivalents will be given,
Except where noted, all switches will be assumed as backward
acting since this type is more frequently encountered in
practice.
1.

Operate, Stepping and Running Circuit Paths
The operation of the drive magnets of selector

switches is called "stepping."

There are two methods of

stepping the wipers of a selector switch.

One is by a direct

circuit path and the other is by an interrupter circuit path.
Figures 86 and 87 respectively show these two circuit paths.
With the direct drive, each operation of the-input ground I produces, one step of the wipers upon the release of the ground input, because of the backward action.

For the interrupted drive,

fig. 87, the switch continuously steps or "runs" the wipers
until the release of the input ground.

This is the result of

the action of the break contact interrupter din, which breaks
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the driving path at each full operation of the switch drive

magnet DN (see fig. 14 for details).

Figure 91 shows a

modified method of obtaining an interrupter drive using the
bank and wiper contacts as the input.

For forward acting

switches the dm interrupter may be omitted in this circuit if
the wipers or brushes are of the non-bridging type, since the
circuit will be interrupted during the movement of the wipers
from a point contact to the next advanced point.

Figure 95

shows the dual circuit path for connecting a make rather than
break contact interrupter.
87.

This circuit is the dual of fig.

Of course, for switches with a plurality of drive magnets,

any number of these step-drive or interrupter-drive circuits,
the latter sometimes known as "running" drive, may be used.

Also the type of drive circuit for one drive magnet may be
changed after the wipers have reached a certain stage of

their operation.
The drive circuits for continuous drive type of
switches mentioned in section II-B will not be analyzed here.

It should however be mentioned that the so-called interrupters
or commutators on these types of switches are frequently used

to "center" the brushes or wipers on the desired bank contacts
rather than aiding in the drive action of the switch.
2.

Hold and Halting Circuit Paths

The holding path of a switch circuit is the
circuit path by means of which the stepping or running operations of the drive magnets are halted when the wipers reach a
desired point.
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Two circuits illustrating hold or halting
circuit paths are shown in figs. 88 and 89.

Figure 88 is

a hold path circuit of the straightforward type.

Here the

operation of input 0 causes the switch to run the wipers
to the point where the hold path is prepared by the operation

of contact H.

When the wipers arrive at this point the

relay operates, breaking the running path of the drive magnet.
The switch wipers remain stationary on this point until the
contact H is broken when the running is resumed.

In fig. 89

the relay is eliminated by the use of a semi-straightforward

circuit path.

Here the switch normally runs when the contact

0 is made to ground.

When the point on the bank is reached

where the holding path H is prepared to ground, the drive
magnet is shunted and thus prevented from reoperating until
the H ground is removed.
3.

Release and Homing Circuit Paths

Some switches, as mentioned in section I1B,
have normal positions known as "home positions", while others
remain in the position last used until again called upon to

function in the circuit.

These latter type of switohes are

known as "non-homing" switches.

Only the former type of

switches will be discussed in this sub-section.
Switches which move in multi-directions usually
are equipped with release magnets or by some special operation
of the plurality of drive magnets and are immediately returned
to normal by their proper operation.

Figure 90 shows a common
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circuit path for operating a release magnet.

Contact R is

operated to ground when it is desired to release the switch.
The off-normal contacts ON are closed since the switch is not
in its normal position.

Thus the release magnet operates and

returns the switch to normal.

When the switch wipers arrived

in their normal position the ON contact is opened-and the
release magnet released independent of the input ground R.
Figures 91 and 92 show a method of homing switches which may

step or run continuously in a circular motion and have no
release magnet.

Here, fig. 91, a wire is connected to every

bank terminal except the home position.

When it is desired to

home the switch, contact R makes to ground and the switch runs
until the wiper meets the point not connected to ground R, at

which point the drive magnet can no longer be energized by
this path.

Figure 92 has the same type of switch circuit

except that the R ground is connected directly to the wiper
and the drive magnet running circuit is connected to the
strapped bank contacts.

Thus when the switch reaches the nor-

mal position the ground may function in another circuit connected to this home bank contact point.
An alternative homing circuit for rotary
switches of the uni-directional type is shown in fig. 94.
Here the object of the circuit is to eliminate the utilization
of contact points at all non-home positions and save these for
other circuit purposes if necessary.

In this circuit only the

bank contact point of the home or normal position is wired and
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the wiper is connected permanently to ground to be used in
other positions for completing or preparing other circuits.
When it is desired to return the switch to normal, ground R
is made and operates the relay.

The make contact of this

relay completes the running path of the drive magnet of the

switch.

When the switch wiper arrives at the home position,

the relay is shunted and releases, thus breaking the running

path of the switch drive magnet.

This circuit is a semi-

straightforward type.

4.

Wiper Equivalents
In switch circuits there are only two types of

wipers, viz.,

bridging and non-bridging.

Although the oc-

casion seldom arises, this sub-section describes a method of
changing non-bridging wipers to bridging type wipers.

Figure

94 shows this circuit, where two arcs of non-bridging wipers
are required to simulate one bridging wiper set.

The switch

is stepped by closure of operating ground 0 to the drive
magnet.

Upon the operation of the drive magnet the interrupter

dm opens and releases the relay which shunts the two non-bridging wipers, one of which is wired to the adjacent point in advanceof that at which the switch wipers were originally located.

Thus before the switch wipers actually move, a bridge

is formed-between the original contact point and the advanced
contact point on the bank.

There will be a very short inter-

ruption when the two wipers move simultaneously and the relay
is again operated.

However, this may be made shorter than the
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ordinary period if not entirely eliminated by adjusting the
switch wipers so that the one on the original point is as
near to the end of that point as possible while the advanced
point wiper is as near to the beginning of that point as
possible.

A reverse circuit which changes a bridging
are wiper to a non-bridging wiper is not possible by simple
manipulation of bank wiring or simple relay circuits.

The

example of the non-bridging equivalent of bridging wipers

illustrated above can also be made more positive by the use of
more complex46 circuits associated with each contact point.
With this sub-section the brief discussion
of switch circuit paths and equivalents'is concluded.

In

general, switches may be treated in circuits much the same
as relay windings and contacts if the few circuit paths pointed
out in these sections are utilized.
F - Contact Chains
Literally speaking a contact chain may be any

configuration of make and/or break contacts which are connected
together in series and/or parallel.

However, in a more re-

stricted sense, contact chains discussed in this section are
those which are located on relays performing the same or similar
functions and where all the contacts of these relays are of
the same type (make or break) and connected in the same manner
(series or parallel).

1.

Series-Break Chain
This contact

Figure 96 shows such a chain.

chain is made up of break contacts all connected in series.
Therefore as long as no relay is operated, a is connected
through to b.

However, if any one relay is operated this

connection is broken.

Therefore, this type of chain breaks

whenever any one or more relays is operated.
2.

Series-Make Chain
This type of chain is shown in fig. 97.

It is

composed of make contacts in series and therefore requiring
that when all relays are operated, the wire e is to be con-

nected through to d.

If any one relay is released, this path

is broken.
3.

Parallel-Make Chain
Having covered the two possible series cases,

two parallel contact chains are possible.

The first of these

is make contacts in parallel, shown in fig. 98,

Here e is

connected through to f whenever one or more relays are operated.

Thus it may be considered as the negative of the series-

break chain, while the actual contacts are the dual of the

series-break chain.
4,

Parallel-Break Chain

The final obvious chain, shown in fig. 99 is
the chain of parallel break contacts.

In this chain path

g-h is broken only when all relays are operated.

This ac-

tion is the negative of the series make chain, and the chain
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contacts themselves are the dual of the series make chain.
Thus it may be generalized that contact chains perform negative actions by making their duals.
5.

Break Chain Equivalents
By adding an auxiliary relay to pick up the

chain indications, the normally closed circuits of the series
and parallel break chains may be made to function using parallel and series make contact chains.

Figures 100 and 101 show

the method of changing the function of a contact chain in the
manner stated above.

In fig. 100, the operation of any of the

make contacts, which are in parallel, causes the operation of
the auxiliary relay which has either of two spring combinations

associated with it.

The top make contact functions like the

regular parallel make set and the letters give the equivalent
terminals.

The use of a break contact on this relay, however,

changes its action to that of the series-break chain.

In

Figure 101, a series-make chain is used to operate the auxiliary relay.

Here the top make contact simulates the regular

series-make chain,

The bottom break contact, however, is

the equivalent of the parallel-break chain.
A similar set of equivalents could be made by
adding auxiliary relays to figs. 96 and 99 to obtain make
equivalent chains.

The disadvantage of these chains is that

the auxiliary relays must function in closed circuits which
are usually avoided as much as possible in relay circuits
to reduce current drain.
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6.

Special Chains
Figures 102 to 105 incl. illustrate the devel-

opment of an interesting and useful contact

chain.

Figure

102 shows the ordinary parallel-make chain of fig. 98.

By

superimposing a set of series make contacts on this chain
by the use of transfer contacts fig. 103, a chain results
which ordinarily makes a connection between e and 0 when all
If one or more relays should operate e

relays are released.
is connected to 1.

Again by adding another transfer contact

to each relay, fig. 104, and changing the normal make-parallel
path to a normal break-series and parallel-make path the following actions may occur: if no relays are operated e is
connected to 0; if one relay is operated, e is connected to 1;
and if two or more relays are operated, e is connected to 2.
Obviously the transfer contact on the last relay to the left
is not used and can be dispensed with.

By carrying this

process to its natural climax where a transfer set is provided
on each relay for each relay in the chain and the useless
transfer contacts dispensed of, a chain as shown in fig. 105
for 5 relays results.

In this chain e is connected to 0,1,2,

3,4, or 5 according to whether 0,1,2,3,4, or 5 relays are

operated respectively.
Chains of contacts may also be formed between
the wipers and given bank contact points of different selector
switches.

The same general results of the make-series and

make-parallel relay contact chains would prevail.

Other
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contact

chains used in functional relay circuits are demon-

strated in many sub-sections of Part III.
This sub-section concludes this section on
circuit fundamentals.

Not all fundamental circuit points

have been herein discussed, but others which are important
will be discussed when used in circuits described further

on in Part III of this paper.

lob.

PART II
ANALYSIS

Section I - ILTI-RLAY CIRCUITS
A - General An
Up to this point the discussion has concerned
itself with circuits which contain only one relay.

These

circuits are very simple and are most obvious to one desiring
to use them as such.

However, when it is desired to design a

circuit which has more complicated functions it is necessary
to employ a plurality of relays and switches to meet these

requirements.
Naturally every relay in a multi-relay circuit
does or should perform a useful function, but a circuit containing an aggregate of these relays performs a desired overall function.

It is these latter classes of "overall and

circuit functions" about which the remaining sections of this
part and Part III of this paper are written.

In this section,

however, the concern is more for the individual functions and
circuit paths of the individual relays in a multi-relay circuit.

It should be the general policy of one designing

circuits to be able to define specifically the function of
any relay in a multi-relay circuit of his making.

This job

is usually done unconsciously by the circuit engineer in
assigning appropriate designations to each relay.

If a

specific functional designation cannot be applied to a relay,
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or if it is found necessary to utilize extra relays because of
certain circuit limitations to be discussed in Part IV, then
a designation may be applied to the relay which is not directly
indicative of its function in the circuit.

In the latter

case, viz. where a specific functional designation cannot be
applied, steps should be taken to further analyze the circuit
in order to eliminate the functionless relay or to rearrange
the circuit in order that the relay plays a more important
part in the functioning of the overall circuit.

The relay's

action should then be definable.
In certain special cases relays are found that
have a multiplicity of functions during a single complete
cycle of operation of the entire multi-relay circuit.

In such

cases an arbitrary designation representing the most predominate function being performed may be given to the relay.

It

should be mentioned that such a relay is highly desirable in
most relay circuits since by such a design the total number of
relays is sometimes greatly reduced.

One of the major objec-

tives in the simplification and basic design of a relay circuit is to eliminate as many relays as possible and to make
those which are in the circuit perform a multiplicity of
functions.

More will be said in regards to these subjects in

Part III - section VI and Part IV of this paper.
By a limited mathematical analysis, the minimum
number of relays required in certain forms of circuits containing only relays can be determined.

This special case is
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where there is only one wire to ground or two path wires
entering the entire relay circuit over which it receives the
information that permits it to perform its function.

In this

case, if the total number of potential changes (applications
and removals) are known for a complete operational cycle of
the circuits' functions, then the minimum number of relays in
the straightforward type of circuit required to recognize
these changes and produce actions as the result at any particular points in the operating cycle may be calculated.

A

relay of the straightforward type may be either operated or
not operated and hence is recognized in these positions by
either make or break action contacts.

Every permutation of

all the N relays in the circuit in either their operated or
unoperated position presents the desired recognizable indications of circuit changes.

Hence the number of circuit changes,

C, which can be detected by the proper combination of operated
or unoperated positions of N relays is,
C

2N(1)

or excluding the case where all relays are unoperated,
C = 2N - 1

(2)

This equation comes from the total number of combinations of
the N relays taken either operated or unoperated.

Since it

is desired to find the number of relays necessary for a given
number of changes, C, the equation (2) may be transformed to,
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N = log (C+l)
'log -2

(3)

For the cases where the number of input wires
is greater than one, the above type of analysis does not
strictly hold unless the multiplicity of input wires are in
the special classes which are discussed later in Section III
of this part.

The theory of the number of relays required in

the general class of multiple input circuits will be left for
those interested in the theoretical approach to this problem.
It must be remembered that there is usually not
only one solution to a given multi-relay circuit problem.

In

the case where it is desired to find a circuit with the minimum number of relays one might find, and usually does, that
the average number of contact springs required on the individual relays is excessive both from the standpoint of the
economics of the circuit and capabilities of the relays.

It

is for that reason that most often one does not find the minimum number of relays being used.

Another point worth noting

about the relays in a circuit with the minimum number of relays is that it is difficult to assign a definite functional
designation to any of the relays.

If further investigated

one would find, as mentioned previously, that each relay in
such a circuit is used to its maximum capabilities in regard
to multi-functions performed by any one relay.

This value is

obviously equal to the number of operations made by a relay
in the course of a complete cycle of the input changes and
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that is equal to (C+1)/2

in the case of the class of circuit

under consideration.
Special circuit conditions may reduce the minimum number of relays required in a circuit still further, but
these will not be discussed at this time.

Such conditions

rely upon a predetermined knowledge of the exact extent and
time of the input changes.
On the basis of this information regarding the
ideal number of relays which a multi-relay circuit may contain to perform a certain function, it might be possible to
give a circuit a figureof merit.

As stated before this type

of evaluation is not true since it should be weighted in accordance with the total cost of the two relay circuits
(including maintenance - see Part IV).

That is, the relay

circuit's figure of merit, E, might follow a hyperbolic law
as,

x n

E

=

(4)

where n is the number of relays in the circuit being evaluated and N is the number of relays in the circuit containing
the theoretical minimum number of relays.
Another factor which has not been considered
throughout this theoretical discussion is that the relay circuits have been chosen as straightforward circuits.

Since

most circuits are not of this variety, it would be necessary
to determine the minimum equivalent of the various semi-
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straightforward relays in terms on the straightforward relays.
This was essentially done, although not for the purposes of
this discussion or in mathematical terms, in the last section
of Part I.
The general conclusion reached here shows that
it is quite futile in the present state of relay circuit
design theory to evaluate circuits in concrete percentage
terms or to predict the number of relays which should be used
in a multi-relay circuit designed to perform a given overall
function.

The only definite attempt which should be made to

produce unvarying and reasonable results is to be able, in
most cases, to specify the function or functions of each relay in the circuit.
B - Multi-Relay Circuit Paths
In Section IV of Part I circuit paths for individual relays were elaborated upon and classified.

The con-

tacts which completed these circuit paths were assumed to be
any type of make or break contacts.

They could have been on

relays or any other type of contacting device.

In this sec-

tion the basic circuits for relay paths which may be
established in multi-relay circuits will be discussed.

For

reasons of brevity only operating and holding paths with
make contact circuit completing action will be illustrated
since the release and locking paths and break contact action
follow the principles of negation described in the aforementioned section.

li.

As the number of relays in a circuit

is

in-

creased the number of possible arrangements of these elements
greatly increase.

For this reason the circuit paths which

may be established to a single relay in a multi-relay circuit
are greatly increase# in number.

The following four subsec-

tions briefly described the four principal classifications of
paths for multi-relay circuits.
1.

Auxiliary Relays
One method of setting up a circuit path for a

relay in a multi-relay circuit is to use auxiliary relays to
respond to the completion of the circuit path.

These auxil-

iary relays in turn perform directly through their own contacts completing the circuit paths to the individual relay
under consideration.

Figure 106 shows a circuit where

auxiliary relays (B) and (C) are used to complete operating
and holding paths respectively for relay (A).

When the oper-

ating path 0 is completed, relay (B) operates and in turn
completes the direct operating circuit for relay (A).

Here

the operating path of relay (A) may be considered as the make
action contact of relay (B) rather than the contact path 0.
This is purely arbitrary in the example, but for reasons to
be discussed later, it is sometimes necessary to isolate the
actual operating path 0 from the path directly performing on
relay (A).

The hold path, however, is arranged in a differ-

ent manner, although the same general principle as shown for
the operating path may be applied to the hold path, looking
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path, or release path.

If it is desired to hold relay (A)

after it has operated, by definition; the H contact path will
be closed.

When relay (A) operates an operate path for the

(C) relay will be completed, if the H contact has been previously prepared.

Relay (C) upon operating places a direct

ground on the left-hand winding terminal of the (A) relay thus
paralleling the existing ground from the (B) relay's make
contact.

Should this latter ground be removed by the opening

of the 0 operating path for the (B) relay and indirectly for
the (A) relay, the (A) relay will remain held through the
ground applied by the (C) relay.

The operate circuit of this

(C) relay is maintained through a make contact on the (A) relay and hence it may be considered an auxiliary hold circuit.
Before discussing the reason for these types of circuit
arrangements aslightly different auxiliary action will be
described.
The circuit of fig. 107 shows another form of
auxiliary relay circuit path.

Here relay (A) operates over

the usual individual operate path completed at contact 01.
The hold path, however, involves an auxiliary relay (B).
Contact HIl-02 completes a path which operates relay (B) which
in operating causes its make contact to directly complete a
hold path for the (A) relay if it is operated.

However, re-

lay (B) may also have a hold path which is completed by contact H 2 , in which case relay (A) will remain held even after
the opening of the contact path H -.
02
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It is obvious that the number of different
arrangements of the general types shown in figs. 106 and 107
is very large.

In multi-relay circuits an operate path may

be an operate path for more than one relay at a time, or it
may be one kind of a path for one relay while being a distinctly different type of path for a second relay although
both paths are established through the same contacts.

This

brings up the problem of interference between the actions of
the various relays utilizing the same circuit paths.

The

broad aspects of this problem are discussed later in this
section under the heading of dependent and independent circuit paths.
Auxiliary relays are also used in circuits to
multiply or increase the number of contacts on any particular
relay in the circuit due to contact limitations.

The relay

and its auxiliaries may operate in parallel, series, or cascade (one operating the next, etc.).

This is also further

mentioned inPart IV.
2.

Multipliity of Contacts in Paths
When discussing contact paths, the wording has

always been carefully made in this paper to indicate that not
only one contact need be involved, but that one contact
completed the circuit path.

To elaborate further on this

subject, one of the most general types of circuit paths is
one which contains series make and break contacts and parallel
make and break contacts.

Thus if these contacts were all
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shown and analyzed in a general circuit path, the individual
problems dealing with the conversion of any one to another
because of relay contact and circuit limitations could most
easily be handled.

Figure 109 shows a circuit where two of

these general contact paths are involved in establishing
paths to a relay.

The left-hand set of contacts, marked OA,

OB, 00, and OD form the operate path; and the contacts on the
right, marked HA, HB, HC, and HD form the hold path of the
relay.

As stated before the locking and release paths may be

similarly composed, and are in general restricted to break
contacts on normally unoperated relays or make contacts on
normally energized relays, as per the discussion in Section
IV of Part I.
To operate the relay, fig. 109, with all contacts normal, only the make contact in the operate path, QA,
needs to act.

It is also permissible for contact OD to oper-

ate (break) providing contact OC also operates (makes).

The

relay will hold once it is operated if the make contact HA is
operated.

It is also permissible for the BD contact to oper-

ate provided the HC contact also operates.
The above discussion is only preliminary.

A

more detailed discussion is made in the last division of this
section, when equivalent circuit paths for multi-relay circuits are discussed.

Here principles are given for changing

any of these contacts to their oppositely acting contacts and
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still maintain the path function in the same manner as the
original, fig. 109.
3.

Two-Sided Paths
In all circuits so far discussed, the battery

potential was connected to one winding terminal of a relay or
a selector switch magnet.

This type of arrangement is usually

used in basic relay and switch circuits in order that the battery potential will appear in the wiring of the circuits at
terminals on the apparatus which is most likely to be more
remote from the remainder of the wiring.

With the battery

leads isolated, the danger of accidental short circuits by
those testing or repairing the circuits is thus avoided.
However, occasionally it is necessary in circuits to forego
this arbitrary rule in order to accomplish certain desired
circuit results (see Part IV).
Sometimes a circuit involves a path which is
divided.

Part of the circuit path completes a ground poten-

tial to one of the winding terminals of the relay, whereas
the other part of the circuit path completes a battery potential to the other relay winding terminal.

A divided circuit

path of this type is classified in this paper as a two-sided
path.

Actually the path is not limited to two sides, but

since most circuits use relays which have but a single winding or several isolated windings, each with two terminals,
this number is nominally used.
by the use of auxiliary relays.

The number may be increased
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Figure 108 shows a circuit with a divided operate circuit path and a divided hold circuit path.

Here the

relay will not operate until the path 01 applies a ground to
the left-hand winding terminal of the relay and path 02 applies a battery to the other winding terminal.

Upon oper-

ating, the relay may establish a complete holding path built
up of two parts.

The H

path through the top make contact

applies a ground to the left winding terminal of the relay
and the lower make contact and H2 contact path supplies battery to the right winding terminal.

When these hold paths

have been completed, the operate paths may be broken, as is
the case for single sided hold paths.

However, a unique

feature of two-sided hold paths is that a partial hold path
may be successfully completed.

That is, the H

contact path

may be completed and then the 01 operate path broken and the
relay will hold through the partial hold path since the other
half of the hold path is the second side of the operate path,
02 (assuming H2 path is not completed).
In general, paths of this type are used more in
marginal relay circuits than the type where straightforward
or semi-straightforward circuits are to be operated, held,
locked, or released.

In the cases where marginal circuits

are to be used, an accidental battery short circuit is
thrarted by placing a protecting resistance in series with
that part of the path before connecting directly to the
battery potential source.

This accidental short circuit,
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discussed in Part IV, is sometimes known as a "trouble ground"

condition.
4.

Plurality of Relays
The final and perhaps the most important classifi-

cation for circuit paths in connection with circuit which
involve more than one relay will be discussed in this
division.

In subsection B-1 above, multi-relay circuit paths

with a plurality of relays involved in these paths were
described.

In these circuits, the plurality of relays was

used to aid in establishing the circuit path conditions for
one particular relay.
auxiliary relays.

Thus the relays were properly termed

In the other types of multi-relay circuit

paths discussed in this subsection only the contacts of other
relays have been considered as part of the circuit path.
In multi-relay circuits, however, there is the
problem of establishing the same path for more than one relay.
That is, rather than just the contacts of this plurality of
relays being involved in the circuit path, the windings are
also to be considered as an equal, if not more important
factor in multi-relay circuits.
In the case of the most general contact configuration for a circuit path, the various arrangements of
series and parallel combinations were recognized.

This same

principal holds for the plural relay paths which involve
windings rather than make or break contacts.

In this

division the governing types of series and parallel circuit
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paths are shown, the obvious series-parallel and parallelseries combinations will be left for the reader to work out
when necessary.
The series type of multi-relay circuit path
with a plurality of relays is shown in fig. 110.

Here the

operation of the circuit contact path 0 operates all the relays, (A1 ), (A2 ), (A 3 ), and (A4 ), which are in a semistraightforward type of circuit.

Circuits of this nature are

frequently necessary when the number of contacts permitted on
a single relay of the desired type is limited and the circuit
requires more contacts than can be provided on a single relay.
It is obvious that a semi-straightforward type of circuit is
represented here since it would be useless to have any relays
in this circuit which would not operate when the contact path
0 is closed.
If, however, a marginal type of control with a
plurality of circuit paths is exercised on such a series arrangement of relays, a selective type of relay circuit
Figure 111 shows a selective operate circuit path.

results.

Three relays are connected in series and the three operate
paths,

0
A,

OAB, and OABC operate the respective relays de-

noted by these subscripts.

Each path upon being completed

shunts out a portion of a resistance in series with the three
relays thus increasing the flow of current and permitting the
various relays to operate when sufficient current flows
through them.

The (A) relay is 750 ohms and operates on 20

0,4C
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milliamperes; the (B) relay is 500 ohms and operates on 25
milliamperes;

and the (C)

30 milliamperes.

relay is 250 ohms and operates on

The battery potential is 50 volts.

Nor-

mally, before any circuit paths are completed 18.2 milliamperes flow in the series circuit.

When the OA path is com-

pleted, the 250-ohm resistance is short-circuited and 20
milliamperes flow in the circuit operating relay (A).
completion of the circuit path

The

0AB shunts out a total of 750

ohms permitting 25 milliamperes to flow in the circuit operating relays (A) and (B).

Shunting out the final resistance

by completing circuit path OABC, 33.3 milliamperes flow in
the circuit operating all three relays,

(A), (B), and (C).

The action contact configuration shown dotted on relays (A),
(B), and (C) indicates a possible type of contact chain which
might be used if necessary in this case to simulate the operations of the various circuit paths as would be the case when
a single relay operates because of the completion of its operate path.

This selective type of operate path shows how it

is possible to complete several paths over one wire, with
ground return (see Part III - sectionsII-F and III-L).
Going now to the parallel connection of relays
in circuit paths, fig. 112 shows four relays in parallel all
of which operate when the operate circuit path 0 is completed.
This type of arrangement, which is straightforward, is used
in circumstances similar to that of the series circuit, fig.
110.

A selective operate circuit path, fig. 113, is also
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possible with the relays in parallel.

With the electrical

operate requirements and resistances of the relays the same
as described in connection with fig. 111, the three relays
divide the current which is permitted to flow between the
last shunted resistance and the left winding terminal of each
relay as follows:

relay (A) 18.2 per cent of the current,

relay (B) 27.3 per cent of the current, and relay (C) 54.5
per cent of the current.

The completion of circuit path OC

operates relay (C) alone; the completion of circuit path

0

CB

operates relays (C) and (B); while the completion of circuit
path 0CBA operates all three relays.
So far only ordinary and selective operate
paths for a plurality of relays in multi-relay circuits have
been discussed.

The introduction of hold paths brings into

the picture new elements, viz., whether or not the hold paths
of these relays which have been operated by the completion of
a single operate path should have individual hold paths or a
single common holding path; and if the latter, whether or not
this hold path connects to the relays in series or parallel.
The relays shown in fig. 114 have a common
series operate path,
_H3 , and H4.

0 A,

and individual hold paths, H, H2

The circuit of fig. 116 has individual operate

paths 01, 02, 03, and 0 4and a common series hold path.

Such

a hold path is not effective until all the relays in series
have operated.

With a parallel hold path, which is obvious

for two winding relays, the individual relays may hold when

Common

operated, thus being independent of the other relays.

series or parallel operate paths are also obvious for these
two winding relays.

Differential relays are sometimes re-

quired for common release or locking paths.

Individual oper-

ate paths may be applied to the relays of fig. 114 in a
manner similar to fig. 116.
5.

Dependency and Independency of Circuit Paths
An important concept in connection with relay

circuit paths is the dependency or independency of one type
of path to a different type of path affecting the same relay.
Prior to the discussion of multi-relay circuits this factor
was of little importance.

In the case of individual relay

circuit paths the only case where there was a direct
dependency between two circuit paths was in the case of the
hold path for semi-straightforward relays, fig. 44-A, where a
make-before-break contact was used to cut out the operate
path to the relay winding after the relay operated.

Here the

reliable operation and holding of the relay depended upon the
completion of the hold path before the completion of the
operate path.

As illustrated in fig. 44-B, the hold path was

made to function independent of the operate path by the use
of a two winding relay, a permissible element in a semistraightforward circuit.

In the straightforward hold circuit

path for individual relays, fig. 43, the hold path is functionally independent (except by the requirements of its
definition) of the operate path but if after the hold path
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has been completed, the operate path is broken, a ground potential remains on the wire by which the operate path operated the relay.

Such a potential condition is sometimes most

undesirable when there is a multiplicity of relays in the
circuit functioning from the same circuit path.

The circuit

path may be used as the operate path of a plurality of relays
or as the operate path for some relays and the hold path for
other relays.
The problem described above may most easily
arise when the two winding relays of figs. 114 and 116 are
converted to the type of semi-straightforward relays with
make-before-break contacts.
operate and hold paths.

Figures 115 and 117 show such

In fig. 115 all the relays are oper-

ated by the same circuit path,

0 A,

but the relays have

individual hold paths, H , H2, H 3 , and H4 .

Relays (A), (A2 ),

and (A3 ) are arranged as in fig. 44-A thus making the operating path dependent upon the preparation of the holding path
to insure satisfactory circuit functioning.

Relay (A4 ), how-

ever, is equipped with a single contact circuit path, H4 , so
arranged that in event that the hold path has not been operated when the completion of the operate path operates the
relay, the relay is held via its make contact back to the
operate path.

When the hold path contact operates it takes

this holding feature away from the operate path.

Obviously

the hold path with make-before-break contacts is not limited
to a single contact, since several of these may be connected
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in a parallel-break series-make contact chain using makebefore-break contacts to preserve the continuity of the
transferring action and thereby prevent the relay being held
from releasing.

In this latter example, therefore, the hold

path is electrically independent of the operate path.
Figure 117 shows a circuit arranged for individual operate circuit paths and a common hold circuit path.
Here the operate paths for relays (A1 ), (A2 ), and (A3 ) are
dependent upon the completion of the hold path, HA, before
the relays may be successfully operated without experiencing
a buzzer action, as described in Section IV-B-5 of Part I.
Relay (A4 ), however, is arranged for an operate path with a
make-before-break contact chain, similar to that described in
connection with the (A 4 ) relay of fig. 115.

In this case the

operate circuit completely cuts out the hold path until such
time as the operate path is broken, then if the hold path is
completed the continuity part of the breaking operate path
will complete the usual hold path for the relay through its
own make contact.
As mentioned above, there is an inherent set of
dependencies among the various types of circuit paths.

The

hold path is dependent upon the successful completion of and
functioning of an operate path.

Likewise a look path is de-

pendent upon the successful operation of the relay.
path also depends upon the operation of the relay.

A release
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Electrical dependence, of the type described
above in connection with fig. 43, is also important because
backward operation of a path may introduce into the circuit
being designed a so-called sneak path.

A "sneak path" is the

completion of a circuit path of any type by a plurality of
contacts and sometimes relay windings through which a functional path was not originally intended.

Thus, if the oper-

ate path, 0, fig. 43, was operating another relay in parallel
with the relay shown and the hold path for the relay shown
was completed the second relay would not release until the
hold path for the relay shown had been broken.

Although, the

operate path may have been broken after the hold path was completed and the intention of the circuit engineer was to have
the second relay release at that time; still the second relay
would be held via a sneak path placed back on operate path by
the hold path of the relay shown.
Thus the dependency of relay circuit paths, and
switch circuit paths as well, may be summed up by stating
that they may be electrically, functionally, and inherently
related.

Independent relay circuit paths are usually only

inherently related.

Independent electrical circuit features

are only used when necessary to the proper functioning of the
circuit and to prevent sneak circuits.

Independent circuits

are only used when necessary because their introduction
usually results in additional or more complex contacts add
to the various relays and sometimes extra relays, thus
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increasing the overall cost of circuits.
C - Multi-Relay Circuit Equivalents
As was the case for the individual circuit
paths, so too in the multi-relay circuit paths it is possible
to change an action of the relay by changing make contacts to
break contact and/or parallel paths to series paths or viceversa.

In the types of multi-relay circuit paths which involve

auxiliary or a plurality of relays the actual contact path
configurations may in general be represented by the general
contact path of make and break series contacts and make and
break parallel contacts as shown in fig. 109.

Obviously, the

parts of the circuit paths of the two-sided variety may, in
general, be of this type as well as parallel-series and
series-parallel.

In this subsection, therefore, the general

type of circuit path will be analyzed from the standpoint of
circuit equivalents of part or parts of these paths for operate and hold paths.

In a general way this is what is fre-

quently required by a circuit designer.

Usually the entire

circuit path is not changed to a dual, negative, or dual
negative.

In most cases because of apparatus or other types

of circuit limitations, break contacts have to be changed to
make contacts and vice-versa.

Consequently, it is necessary

to arrange the circuit path or paths in which that relay was
a part to permit it to function in the same manner with a
different contact.

In the following discussion a method of

changing these contacts to their duals will be given.
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The problem of changing the make contact, QA,
fig. 109, to a break contact is solved in a manner similar to
that of the conversion of the individual make operate path I,
fig. 52, to an individual break operate path I, fig. 54.

The

only difference in the multi-relay circuit path is that the
remainder of the contacts in the circuit path are unchanged.
Figure 118 shows such a change where the make QA contact of
The cir-

fig. 109 has been changed to the break A' contact.
cuit functioning remains unchanged.

The resistance RA is

placed in series with the battery to prevent a short circuit
when A' is not operated.

In order for the relay to operate

it is essential that A' be operated.
contact QA in fig. 109.

This is also true of

The remaining contacts are unchanged

and thus the two circuits function in the same manner.

Obvi-

ously, to replace the OB break contact by a make contact the
circuit change would be of the same type, see fig. 119.
The altering of any contact which is part of a
parallel circuit path, however, is different and more difficult than altering a part of a series circuit path.

One

fairly simple method described below involves the changing of
the relay upon which the circuit path is acting.

This type

of relay change requires the use of a two winding relay and
is usually possible when a new circuit is being designed.
if the circuit has been built and is being modified it may
not be possible to add a winding to the existing relay.
Hence, an equivalent circuit of the type shown in fig. 74,

But
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or an auxiliary relay such as relay B shown in fig. 106 may
be necessary to utilize the method to be described in the
following paragraphs.
Figure 120 shows the way the parallel contacts
of the circuit path would normally be connected if a two
winding relay was used.

It is always possible to place the

portions of the circuit path next to the winding or windings
of the relay upon which the path is acting.

Then all that is

done, when a two winding relay is substituted,

is that the

individual windings now are connected to series paths and can
be changed as described in connection with the regular series
path.

Figure 121 shows such a change for the break OD con-

tact of fig. 109 and contact D of fig. 120 to the D'

contact

and an RD resistance.
Sometimes several series of parallel paths are
contained in a multi-relay circuit path (parallel-series) and
it is desired to change contacts in two or more of these
parallel branches.

The best methods to accomplish this is to

use auxiliary relays in the plural relay capacity utilizing
the method set forth for relay B in fig. 106; or by using reversing relays of the types shown in figs. 53 or 56 for each
contact change except those to which may be applied the method
described herein.

Similar reasoning may be used for series-

parallel contact paths.
The combined changing of contacts in the series
portions and the parallel portions of a multi-relay circuit
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path is also possible by a further extension of the dual circuit principle.

Figure 122 shows a case where the GA make

contact and the OD break contact of fig. 109 have been
changed to A' break contact and D' make contact.
has been changed to a two winding relay.

The RD resistor re-

mains associated with the winding on which the D'
functioning.

The relay

contact is

However, the A' contact affects the functioning

of the entire relay and hence shunts both windings, the resistor RA protecting the battery.
The circuit changes discussed in figs. 118 to
123 were in connection with multi-relay operate circuit paths.
The changes required for applying the above method of dual
circuits to multi-relay hold paths, e.g., the one described
in fig. 109, in general involve the addition of make contacts
to the relay affected.

These make contacts are added to pre-

vent the preparation of the hold paths from interfering with
the relay before it operates, thus insuring the inherent
dependency of the operate and hold circuit paths.

Figure 123

shows the change of the HA make contact of fig. 109 to the A'
break contact of fig. 123 with the added protective resistor
RA.

If it was desired to abandon the inherent dependency of

the hold path and cause it to be in effect a non-operate
path, the second make contact added to the relay for the
shunting path of the A' contact could be removed and the
connection completed directly.

The normal multi-relay hold

path for split parallel paths is shown in fig. 124 where a
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two winding relay is used.

As in the case of the operate

circuit paths, auxiliary relays (as relay (C) in fig. 106),
plural relays, or reversing relays could also be used to
accomnodate parallel paths.

The HD break contact of fig. 109

is changed to the D' make contact and resistor RD of fig. 125.
Here the D' contact does not require a separate make contact
-on the relay because the lower winding is not used to establish the operate path.

This procedure may, of course, be

used for the A' shunt of fig. 123 if a second winding is
added to the relay.

This, however, would, in general, be

false economy except where the relay has a large spring pileup.

A final figure of this hold path series, fig. 126, shows

the case where both the HA and ED contacts are changed.

Here

again the operate path being established to only one winding
allows hold path contacts to shunt the other winding directly
without the use of intermediate make contacts on the relay.
The A' contact, of course, prepares a shunt path around both
windings of the relay while the D' contact may establish a
shunt on only one winding.

Another minor effect which these

shunts might have on the relay, if not left open by make contacts, is to slow up the operating and/or releasing times of
the relay as described in connection with figs. 80-83 in
Section IV-D-l of Part I.
The aforegoing completes the discussion of
multi-relay circuit equivalents.

As in the case of multi-

relay circuit paths, the release and locking paths have been
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omitted since their general relationships described in
Section IV of Part I adequately shows how the material
described in this section may be applied.
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Section II

DEFINING RELAY AND SWITCH CIRCUIT PROBIMNS
Before attempting to design a relay and switch

circuit, the engineer must know the general service which the
circuit is to perform.

It is necessary for him to interpret

these controls, operations, and results in the light of the

capabilities of relay and switch circuits; the amount and
type of equipment it is permissible to use; the cost of per-

forming these services; possible future additions which might
be required; and possible improvements over the proposed services.

This interpretation requires a great amount of care

and knowledge on the part of the design engineer because fre-

quently the person for whom the design is to be made cannot
technically and accurately explain the services which the
overall circuit must perform.

The circuit engineer should

usually reexpress in terms best understood by the layman how
the circuit which the latter requires will perform before
continuing to work out the details.

It is therefore essential

that the engineer roughly analyze the broad functional aspects

of the problem as it is presented to him.

Some circuits are

so simple that the engineer may visualize most of the
circuit
details immediately, but other problems may be so vast
in
scope that the engineer may only visualize functional
aspects

of important circuits.
In the following two subsections a method of
interpreting the broad operational views of the
layman into
the functional analysis of the engineer are discussed.

A - Conversion of Control Operations or Actions into
Functional Terms
Where may relay and switch circuit be used and
what are their capabilities?

This might well be a question

asked by a layman who wishes to use the services of a circuit
engineer.

Those persons engaged in electrical engineering

work usually have a broad enough view of a given electrical
problem to immediately recognize the type of problem which

might be solved by using relays and switches.

On other prob-

lems there may be a dispute between other and more important

design groups within electrical engineering circles as to
just what type of electrical elements to use to get the required designat the least cost or which type of design will
cost the least to maintain, assuming the initial charges to be
the same.

For the reasons stated above, it is important in a

paper of this type where methods of analyzing and solving relay and switch circuit problems are discussed, to indicate
the general conditions under which it is found most advantageous to use these circuit elements.
Relays and switches are predominantly used in
intricate control, signaling, and/or selective circuits,

The

types of control which these circuit elements may handle are
limited,to actions from manual or automatic devices or switches
where the electrical changes are of such a character that
they
differ primarily in quality.

Only in marginal circuits does

the subject of quantity appear,, and here the quantity varia-

tions are strictly limited by the fundamental qualitative
capabilities of the apparatus.

The qualitative electrical

changes, which are discussed more in detail in Section III
of this part, are usually the presence or absence of one or
more known potentials.

The function of these potentials in

the circuit may serve only to operate or non-operate these
electrical devices.

The acti6ns of these devices are limited.

In the case of relays they may only make and/or break a
plurality of electrical circuits, or in the case of switches
the action may close or open one of a plurality of electrical
paths.
The history of the electrical science, as well
as other sciences, started with a qualitative study and from
this study evolved certain uses to which these mere qualities
could be applied.

As the field of uses for electricity de-

veloped, variations in the electrical quality were also found
to be of great value.

In response to these quantitative vari-

ations other circuit elements, e.g., electronic devices,
telephone transmitters and receivers, and other non-linear
circuit elements were developed.

However, the basic problem

of controlling the presence or absence of the electric
potential still exists in any device using quantity control of
electric current even if that control is only in the form of
an "on-off" switch.
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The communications art was one of the first to
use the qualitative property of electricity.
other signaling systems were developed.

Telegraph and

Later, when the

quantitative properties of electricity were used in the transmission of speech, as the telephone, only the signaling system retained the qualitative property, since it could be most
efficiently and economically handled in that manner at that
time.

The advent of the use of electricity for power and

light immediately presented a problem of distribution control.
This control was performed by qualitative means at the start
since no other means were then available.

At present, quali-

tative control is still the primary type of control used in
the distribution of electric power and light which is now far
more complex than when originally applied to the problem.

Quantitative control, however, is at present being successfully introduced into power transmission systems.

The sig-

naling problem in wire communication systems soon presented a
problem in switching.

Suitable quantitative means were not

available for use in solving this problem and hence the more
reliable qualitative type of circuit was used.

switching sys-

tems have become the most important use of this type of control even in power systems.

Signaling systems are the second

important use followed by regulatory and control systems as
close thirds.

Each of these systems are involved to some ex-

tent in problems primarily utilizing the factors of another.
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In general, the future looks to a more useful
combination of the advantages of the respective properties of
electrical potentials and the circuits to which these sources
are connected.

The various advantages and the combinations

are discussed in Part IV of this paper.

As stated in the In-

troduction, this paper has been written to aid those familiar
with the present quantitative uses of electricity, in understanding and using the qualitative control properties of
electricity which have grown up in the background of these
quantitative uses.

These properties are being found more and

more necessary to help those dealing with quantitative problems
to arrive at efficient and economical solutions.
The above discussion having given a broad view
of the relation of relay and switch circuits to other circuit
elements in the field of electrical engineering, the question
as to what function a relay or switch circuit may perform still
remains to be answered.

Although the limitations of these

circuits is discussed in Part IV, the important point to
remember when trying to use circuits of this nature is
that they may respond only to the presence or absence of a
potential.

Their contact paths may be only open or closed.

These openings and closures of circuit paths are made
either by the relays themselves or auxiliary controlling
contacts.

These auxiliary contacts may be located

on manually operated devices or on other types of automatic
devices.

Even the variation of current in a marginal relay
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circuit is usually accomplished by specific contact control

rather than a continuously varying resistor element in the
circuit.

Occasionally for special types of control the lat-

ter type of circuit element is used in marginal circuits.
As the reader may appreciate relay circuits may
vary in size over a wide range, from circuits with only one
or two relays to those containing as many as several thousand
relays.

The former variety may readily be designed by the

average electrical engineer to meet all his requirements, but
when an engineer without experience in this field sets out to
design larger circuits he either fails hopelessly or overdesigns with the result that the circuit is too costly and inefficient.

It is well to reiterate here that the theoretical

method of designing these larger relay circuits also-becomes
increasingly difficult to handle because of the numerous unknowns and equations solved by a process of substitution.
Therefore, it is the object of the writer in
presenting this paper to show methods of logically reasoning
out the required complex circuit and to present the basic
circuits drawn from experience which are illustrated herein.
It is extremely rare that a large relay circuit
is to perform but a single function, or that in order to obtain a single function no intermediate breaking down into distinct functions may be accomplished.

It frequently happens

when even moderately large circuits are required to perform
but a single function without the aid of intermediate functions,
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that the functional circuit has contained in it a plurality
of circuits which are the same or similar.

For these reasons

the first step to be taken in the design of one or more circuits is to investigate the detailed functional aspects of
the problem after having converted it into terms which are
suitable for this type of analysis.
When an engineer is called upon to have the
operation of a key, push button, or other contacting devices
to perform a certain function; to perform one of several
functions according to previous operations of the keys, push
buttons, or contacting devices; and/or to light lamps or
operate other devices if other operations have been performed;
it is necessary for him to interpret these operations and
functions as presented by the layman into functional terms
commonly used in the relay and switch circuit art.

At the

end of the next sub-section is a list of the more important
general types of technical circuit functions with their
definitions as used in this paper and in general in practice.
Some are more important and more frequently encountered than
others.

Still others are only more limited functions of a

broader class of functions also listed.
B - Block Diagrams and System Schematics
The circuit engineer having determined the
operational requirements of the circuit to be designed, now
attempts to draw up a block diagram.

These block diagrams as

described in Section III of Part I, consist of one or more
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rectangular blocks connected in such a manner that by follow-

ing arrowheads placed on lines which interconnect the
blocks,
one may determine the logical "flow" process by which the desired operations may be accomplished from the given opera-

tions.

Lines with arrowheads indicating a direction away

from a block are called "outputs", while lines with arrowheads in the directiontoward a block are known as "inputs".
Thus all lines interconnecting blockg on a block diagram
may be considered as inputs and outputs, viz. inputs for the
blocks to which they are going and outputs for the blocks

from which they are coming.

It is also possible to connect

two or more interconnecting lines going to a function in the
same direction and coming from blocks performing the same or
similar functions.
put lines.

One block may have several input and out-

Occasionally there are special two-way lines which

indicate that they are used in both directions.

In this case

arrowheads are shown on the lines in each direction.
123 to 148 show a number of simple block diagrams.

Figures
It is im-

portant to remember that the lines between the various functional blocks do not indicate the actual number of wires
between the various circuits.
more wires are so connected.

They only indicate that one or
Also, in the finaldrawing up of

the circuit, the individual block elements may not appear
to
be simple isolated units, since frequently they are
combined
in the process of simplifying the circuits or just in
the
actual mounting of the apparatus. The individual
blocks and

usually the interconnecting lines are adequately identified by
appropriate designations.
The block diagrams referred to above are used to
illustrate broadly the various sub-divisions of a large major
circuit which performs one or more related functions.

However,

frequently in the use of relay and switch circuits a complete
system of various large and small functional circuits are interconnected and interrelated for the purpose of carrying out
a broad "system" function.

In diagrammatically representing

such a system, broader and extended block diagrams are used to
show the relations of the various overall functional units.
These block diagrams are sometimes called "system schematics".
Thus, if the problem to be solved involves several large and
distinct circuit operations which may easily be isolated, a
system schematic is first drawn up before the block diagrams
of the individual overall functional circuits &re

decided upon.

It frequently happens that certain of the circuit functions are
shifted fron one of the system units to another in this process.
One important point which must be kept in mind from
the very beginning of the design of a circuit is that there is
usually more than one way in which a system scheme may be set
up to perform the functions of the system; more than one way
in which a block diagram of the various circuit functions of an
overall functional unit may be set up to perform the overall
function; or more than one circuit to perform a given circuit
function.

Thus, if two circuit engineers had the task of pro-
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ducing a solution to a completely new system problem, they
would probably end up with completely different system
schemes, block diagrams for overall functions, and therefore
different circuits.

It is this variability which makes it

hard to determine the best particular circuit to perform a
circuit function most efficiently for the least cost.

Besides

there is usually the question of the ease of maintenance,
making additions, and making changes.

These points are some-

times referred to as the "flexibility of circuits" or
"flexibility of facilities" since the additions are usually
made to facilitate the operation of the circuit under new or
improved conditions.

The above mentioned flexibility and

variability adds one more problem which makes it difficult to
arrive at relay and switch circuits by theoretical
methods,
because at present the solution is usually for a specific requirement and cannot include provision for the possible future
changes unless these changes are known and included in the
original statement of the problem.
Now that a broad background as to the way in
which the various circuit functions are connected together and
illustrated by the use of block diagrams and system schematics
has been established, it is possible to return to a discussion of the various circuit functions which comprise the
individual parts of these overall functions.

The details of

general block diagram possibilities shown in figs. 123 to
148
will be discussed in the next section. Here the
definitions
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of the types of circuit functions are presented.

These major

and minor circuit functions form the basis of the handbook of
circuits (Part III) used as part of this analysis.

As pre-

viously stated, the list below contains the important circuit
functions used by circuit engineers, although the definitions
may vary slightly from present usage in order that more exacting and detailed classifications may be made of these cir-

cuit functions.
An allotting function is one which determines
and makes available one of a plurality of idle identical

or similar functions to one of a plurality of identical
or similar functions of a different type, an output of
which is to be connected to the input of one of the
former functions.

This type of function is a special

combination of the distributing, hunting, and controlling
functions.
A blocking function is one which may prevent one
function from utilizing another function to which it is
permanently connected.

The blocking function usually

notifies the latter function of that fact.

This type of

function is a form of an intercepting function.
A calculating function is one which performs
some type of mathematical operation with signals received
from its inputs and gives out the results in some form of
signal from its outputs.
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A checking function is one which insures that
the normal input to or output from a function has resulted in the proper circuit action before permitting
the function itself or the function producing or receiving the circuit condition being checked to advance.
A combining function is one which properly controls the inputs to or outputs from several different
functions which enter or leave a single function.

This

type of function is a form of distributing function
which is known as an "input" or "output unit" and is
generally described in the next section.
A connecting function is one which joins the
outputs of one or more functions to one or more inputs
to different functions.
A controlling function is one which directly
or indirectly insures the proper operation of other
functions.

Almost all functions contain some type of

control or are controlled by some other function.
A completing function is one which finishes
the functional operation of or through an overall
functional unit.
A correcting function is one which alters
expected variations and faults of an input signal, the
output of which has these variations and faults corrected within certain specified limits.
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A counting function is one which adds one or

more successive input signals and may then send out the
result to another function.

This type of function is a

special form of a calculating function.
A decoding function is one which changes anyone
of a plurality of input signals into one of a plurality
of predetermined output signals, the output and input

signals being of the same type.

This type of function

is a form of a modifying function.
A detecting function is one which received a
predetermined type of input and prepares it for proper
utilization by another connected or combined function.
This type of function is a part

of a receiving function.

A distributing function is one which determines
the manner in which a plurality of similar outputs are
to be connected with a plurality of similar inputs.
A finding function is one which attempts to connect one of its inputs to the input of another function
desiring to be so connected to and through this function
to a third function.

This function is a type of dis-

tributing function and is usually associated with an allotting function.
A grouping function is one which segregates into
groups which are alike or similar subgroups, the inputs
or outputs from a plurality of different functions.
function is one of the distributing functions.

This
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A holding function is one which may prevent the
restoration to normal of one function while a function
to which it was connected is removed and until it may be
replaced, reconnected, or released.

This type of func-

tion is a form of an intercepting function.
A hunting function is one which attempts to
connect one of its inputs through to an input of another
idle or predetermined function appearing as an output of
this function.

This function is a type of distributing

function.
An identifying function is one which seeks to
determine what particular functional unit of a plurality
of similar functional units or individual inputs to or
outputs from such a function its input is directly or indirectly connected.

This type of function is a special

combination of controlling and hunting or finding functions.
An indicating function is one which shows by
visual or audible means the conditions of one or more
functions or combinations thereof.
An intercepting function is one which interposes between and extends control to two or more functions
normally connected together.
An interlocking function is one which insures the
interrelation of each action of an individual function or
an overall function.
controlling function.

This type of function is a form of a
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An interrupting function is one which interrupts an input and/or output of another function in accordance with predetermined time variations continuously

or under control.
A lockingfuncti onie which provides loking paths for one or more functions and is usually controlled by a releasing function.
A lockout function is one which permits the output of one of a plurality of similar functions to be connected to the inputs of one of a plurality of other
functions to the exclusion of all others.

This type of

function is a special combination of the distributing and
controlling functions and is usually associated with a
sequence function.
A marking function is one which applies one of
its outputs to an output of another idle or predetermined
function, an input of which is connected to the input of
this function.

The input of the other function may also

be a connected output of another function.

This type of

function is a special combination of the finding,

selecting,

other distributing, and controlling functions.
A modifying function is one whose output represents changes of its input in accordance with predetermined
information or signals.
An operating function is one which performs a
direct control on a function or overall functional unit.
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A prepa

function is one which partially

completes the control of or prepares to operate another
function.

A receiving function is one which receives a
specific type of signal from other functions.

It forms

part of a signaling function.

A recording function is one which receives and
retains a specific type of signal from other functions.
A registering function is one which retains information paced into it from or by another function.
This type of function is usually a part of a recording
function.
A releasing function is one which directly, indirectly, or forcingly restores one or more functions to
normal.
A repeating function is one whose general input
characteristics equal its general output characteristics
in type but may be increased in strength or better formed.
This type of function frequently contains some characteristics of the correcting function.
A reversing function is one whose general input
characteristics are the opposite of its general output
characteristics or one which produces such an action
between inputs and/or outputs in another function.
A selecting function is one which connects one
of its inputs to one of a plurality outputs under the
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control of one of its inputs.

This function is one of

the distributing functions.
A sending function is one which transmits a
specific type or types of signals to other functions.
A sequence function is one which controls the
sequence of operation and/or action of other functions
in relation to time or to one another.

This function is

frequently used with distributing, hunting, and lockout
functions and is inherent in many other types of functions.
A signaling function is one which sends and/or
receives information in the form of specific electrical
characteristics to and/or from another function usually
over limited conductor facilities and distance.
A skipping function is one which enables the
inputs and outputs of a function to be directly connected
together to the exclusion of part or all of the function
of the circuit.

This type of function is a form of an

intercepting function.
A splitting function is one which permits the
use of only part of certain types of functions to which
it may be connected or it enables the separate parts to
be used independent of one another.

This type of func-

tion is a form-of the distributing function.
A starting function is one which enables another
function to commence its operation usually under manual
control.
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A stopping function is one which may halt the
operation of another function usuallyunder manual control.
A supervising function is one which may permit
the exercising of general control, usually manual, over
one or more functions and gives indications necessary
for this control.

This type of function is a special

combination of an indicating and controlling function.
A synchronizing function is one which keeps the
functioning of two or more functions in step.

This type

of function is a special combination of a controlling,
sequence, and interlocking functions.
A testing function is one which determines the
functional condition of one or more operational or circuit features of another function.
A timing function is one which measures the
length-of time between two or more circuit or functional
actions.
A transferring function is one which changes
the inputs to or outputs from one or more of a plurality
of functions to one or more of a plurality of another
function or the same function.

This type of function is

a form of a distributing function.
A translating function is one which changes any
one of a plurality of input signals into a predetermined
signal, usually of a different type.
tion is a for

This type of func-

of a modifying function.
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A verifying function is one which determines if
the output of a function is correct in accordance with a
known input after or while the circuit functions and before returning to normal.
Withthe above definitions the discussion of
block diagrams and system schematics is concluded.

In the

next section the general properties of individual functions and
the methods in which they are interconnected are analyzed.
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Section III - DEFINING INPUT AND OUTPUT CONNECTIONS TO AND
ACTIONS OF RELAY AND SWITCH CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS
A - Inputs and Outputs of a Single Functional Unit
In the last section the various functions
which relay and switch circuits may perform were defined and
broadly discussed in connection with system schematics and
the block diagram method of analyzing overall functional
units.

In this section details of the circuit functions

will be discussed in general terms applicable to any of the
enumerated circuit functions.
The input and output block diagram connecting
lines or the actual wires themselves are the only means of
identifying or setting aside the different functions which
are shown as blocks.

Hence the various orientations of these

inputs and outputs will be the main topic in the following
divisions.
1.

General
To sum up the general principles of inputs and

outputs given in the last section the following brief paragraph is injected at this point.
The inputs to a circuit function unit are the
connecting links between this function and other functions.
Over these wires all the information needed for the circuit
to perform its function must be transmitted.
one or more of these inputs.

There may be

In addition, after or while the

function is acting, other functions are notified of the results
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of the functionts actions or the progress which the function
is making in perfarming its actions by output wires.

In cer-

tain cases where limitations are imposed as to number of
wires (sometimes called "leads") between functions, the wires
are used as both inputs and outputs to the same or different
functions.

If these two-way wires are used for the inputs to

one or more functions and the outputs from one or more different functions,

then some form of distributing function is

usually interposed between the functions and the two-way
wires.

It is convenient in using block diagrams to show all

the inputs to a function going into one side and the outputs
emerging from an opposite side of the function block.

This

is only for the purpose of the analyses given later in this
section.

When the circuit is finished then it is permissible

to run the lines to the blocks in any other manner convenient
for drafting.
2.

Inputand

u

Potentials

The inputs and outputs of functions can
eventually be broken down into individual wires.

As pointed

out before the input to one function must be an output from
another function and hence the discussion need concern itself
with these interconnecting wires without specifically referring to them as input or output wires.
As stated in Part I and restated in Sections I
and II of this Part, relays are made to function by the presence or absence of one or more potentials between wires or
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ground.

Most complete systems utilize a standard voltage

source which is common to the every function in the system.
Occasionally two or more standard potentials are supplied to
the system.

These potential sources may be so grounded that

they are of the same or different polarity with respect to
ground.

If a potential less than the system voltage is

needed for a special function, then a fixed potentiometer is
usually specified for this source.
Between each single input wire to a function
and a common ground return, one or more potentials may be applied and removed in accordance with some mathematical time
function.

Since two different potentials cannot exist simul-

taneously between a single wire and ground, and since the resultant voltages due to the simultaneous application of different potentials to the circuit may all be computed, all
possible voltage conditions which may exist on an input circuit may be predetermined for any particular system.

(In the

future if a potential is spoken as being
on an input wire,
the interpretation means that the potential exists between
that wire and ground of ground directly is applied.

Zero

potential is always assumed in the discussion as the absence
of a potential, ground or otherwise.)

For most relay and

switch circuits no more than two potentials are encountered.
However, the following generalizations show a method of
handling problems where more than two potentials are used
and
is based upon the same principles as the methods for analyzing
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one or two potentials on a given input wire.

The following

lists give all possible cases of time varying functions of a
single and two potentials on a wire with the exception of
negatives of those listed.
nizable.

These should be easily recog-

A negative is where zero potential appears where a

definite potential existed and a potential appears where
formerly no potential existed.

In the list where two poten-

tials are used, these negatives are given since the potential
cases were obtained by permuting the two potentials and zero
potential.

All the potential cases may be represented by a

time graph of the type described in Section III-B-4 of Part I.
In this connection it will be noted that at any given time
there may be only one line representing the application of a
potential in keeping with the principle discussed above.

The

application of a potential to an input is of no value unless
it may be utilized in the circuit's functioning.

Therefore

all potential applications and removals made in the lists refer to applications or removals which last at least long
enough to be detected by relays in the circuit.
a.

Single Potential
1) constant once applied.
2) applied and later removed.
3) uniform series of applications
and removals of predetermined
length.
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4) uniform series of applications
and removals of any length.
5) series of applications and removals of predetermined but
varying lengths.
6) random series of applications
and removals.
b.

Two Potentials
1) change from one potential to the
other.
2) change from one potential to zero
potential and then the application
of the second potential.
3) change from zero potential to one
potential and then the application
of the second potential.
4) change from one potential to the
second potential and then the removal of all potentials (application of zero potential.)
5) change from zero potential to one
potential, the application of the
second potential, and finally the
removal of all potential potentials.
6) 2 above preceded by zero potential.
7) 2 above succeeded by zero potential.
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8) 6 above succeeded by zero potential.
9) 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 7 above serially
repeated with uniform predetermined
periods for each potential (including zero).
10) 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 7 above serially
repeated with uniform periods of any
length.
11) 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 7 above serially
repeated with periods of varying but
predetermined lengths.
12) 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 7 above serially
repeated with periods of varying and
unknown lengths.
13) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 above
serially applied in a predetermined
order with predetermined or uniform
periods.
14) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 above
serially applied in a predetermined
order but with varying and unknown
periods.
15) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 above
serially applied in a random order
with unknown periods.
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c.

More than Two Potential circuits.
a general permutation of all factors
as illustrated above for one and two
potential circuits.

In Part III - Section II various means of sending and receiving the above classes of signls will be given
in detail.

For the present, however, it is sufficient to

understand the vast number of these variations which are
possible and that circuits may have to be designed to d-istinguish any part of any-type of potential-time functions
(sequence)

which may occur on a given input wire.

Circuits

may also have to be devised to originate such signals.

A

set of nomenclature describing the various potential conditions on input and output wires is given later in this paper.
B - The Interconnection of Inputs and Outputs
There are two general classifications of inputs
and outputs to circuit functions.

The first class is known

as a "single input or single output."
single inputs and outputs.

There are two types of

For one of these only one input

and/or one output wire and return, if necessary, enters or
leaves the circuit function.

Over this wire all the infor-

mation necessary for the proper functioning of the circuit
is received and/or the results of the functioning of the circuit is transmitted.

Where a plurality of wires actually

enter or leave the circuit unit but all these wires are collectively used in the circuit in the same manner and for the
same purpose, the second type of single input or output results.
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The second class of inputs and outputs to a
circuit function is known as "multiple

inputs or outputs."

In these cases, more than one wire enters and/or leaves the
functional unit.

These wires are each used for a different

purpose or to transmit or receive a different type of electrieal information.

Some of these inputs or outputs re-

spond the same way no matter what the circuit is doing or at
what point in its cycle of operation the circuit as a whole
is functioning.

Other wires, however, are used in an inter-

related manner and it is usually necessary to return information back over output or two-way wires to the function from
which the original information is forthcoming.

For this

reason the method. of analyzing multiple input and output
problems has been separated from the method of handling single
and special multiple input and output problems.

The latter

of these methods is discussed in the remainder of this subsection and the former method is covered in the next subsection.
The general interpretation of the special single
input and output case is where the inputs to or outputs from
a function go to or come from only one other functional unit.
If several of these interconnecting lines enter or leave a
block on a block diagram then it is a general multiple input
problem.

This is not to be construed as indicating that the

circuits for these different types of input cases are different.

It only means that the original analysis is different,
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since it is easy to avoid a multiple input or output by letting the wires enter or leave through a common and single
input or output placing the burden of multiple connections
upon some other function.
Single connected functional units may be of
three types.
form.

The first is one with single input, I, and single

output, 0.
output.

Figures 127, 128, and 129 show these in block

The second is one with a single input and no

Such a function is usually one which utilizes or

indicates the results of a function in an overall functional
unit.

The third figure with a single output and no input

would be a function which starts, originates or controls the
operation of a functional unit.

The special case which has

neither an input nor an output has been excluded from this
paper as mentioned before since self-contained circuits of
that type, which are indivisible, are usually simple enough
to be adequately handled by an engineer not necessarily
familiar with the details of relay and switch circuit development and without the use of block diagrams or system
schematics.
Figure 130 shows a very special functional arrangement wherein one function is contained within another
(ftcontained within f).

In such cases either one function

is considered an inherent part of the other function or it
may definitely be broken down into multiple inputs and outputs.

The conversion to a single function with single inputs
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and outputs is usually preferred since this method is an
escape from the multiple input and output problem.
Figures 131, 132, and 133 show how single input or single output functions may be connected to other
functions.

The regular function fl is supplied by and/or

supplies to the auxiliary function f2 certain information independent of the main functionts part in the block diagram.
This is a common arrangement for indicating, supervising,
interrupting, and timing functions.

Verifying and testing

functions are sometimes connected in the special manner shown
in fig. 134.

The connections A, B, and C represent temporary

connections which have no direct bearing on the ordinary
functioning of the fl.
f 2.
tion.

The temporarily connected function is

I and 0 are the input and output lines of the main funcIn general it may be said that auxiliary functions may

be wholly within, connected into, before, or after a main
function.
Getting back to the connection of main functional units with single inputs and single outputs, figs,
135 and 136 show the general block diagrams.

In fig. 135 the

three functions are considered as connected in series.

I

is the input of function fl with output 01; I2 is the input
of function f2 with output 02; while 13 is the input of
function f3 with output 03*
and 13 are the same.

01 and 12 are the same and 02
When these single inputs and outputs

are functioning in two directions the nomenclature shown
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in fig. 136 is used.

Here the input and output with arrows

in the same direction have the second number of the subscript the same, the first number indicating the number of
the functional unit.

Figures 138 and 139 show units with

single inputs or outputs on one side and multiple inputs or
outputs on the other side.

The circuit analysis of such

functions is therefore taken up by two methods, the inputs
by one method and the outputs by another.

If a plurality of

functions are shown in the same block diagram, as is usually
the case, then the subscripts on the input and output designations are determined in a manner similar to that described
in connection with fig. 136.

Figure 137 is a straight mul-

tiple input and multiple output function.
C - Inputand Ou

units

The method of analyzing multiple inputs and
outputs to a function is by the introduction of another type
of auxiliary function known as "input and output units."
These functions in effect collect all the inputs to or all
the outputs from a function (which are inputs to another
function) and combine or segregate them according to prescribed functional rules.

Thus, there is presented to the

function from which they originally were leaving a single
output, or presented to the function which they were entering
a single input.

The input and output units are therefore

similar to the main functions shown in figs. 138 and 139
with single input and multiple outputs or single output and
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multiple inputs.

Occasionally these input and output units

may function as a clearing house for input and output lines
between a multiplicity of functions.

In that case a unit

similar to that shown in fig. 137 would be used.

It is im-

portant to recognize that these units are not necessarily
separate functions but merely are introduced to further aid
in breaking down a complex block diagram or overall functional
unit.
Figures 140, 141, 142, and 143 show typical
circuit functions as they might be taken from a block diagram.

Figures 144, 145,

146, and 147 show the result of in-

troducing input and output units into the aforementioned
figures, respectively.

Note that the functions in the latter

four figures have only a single input and a single output,
an input and/or output unit being used wherever multiple inputs or multiple outputs enter or leave a function.

Although

no function shown has more than two inputs or outputs the
principle is easily carried on for more complex cases.

When

this is done the problem becomes simpler and usually other
specific functions may be created within or in place of the
input or output unit.

Note that the line designations remain

the same to the overall inputs and outputs to the figures
but only single subscripts are needed on the lines to function
themselves.
To sum up the discussion of these input and output units, the following lists the uses to which they may be
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put and functional units into which they might be converted.
1) To perform mathematical operations upon
the various inputs or outputs.

(calcu-

lating function)
2) To segregate and arrange the various inputs or outputs.

(distributing function)

3) To detect and change, if necessary, the
forms of the various inputs or outputs.
(modif ying function)
4) To assure the proper time and/or sequential operation of inputs or outputs.
(timing, sequence, or lockout function)
The design of circuits with these units frequently utilize unnecessary relays which may normally function as the input detector or output action relays in the
circuit functions connected together.

After the circuit has

been completely designed, some of these relays in the input
and output units may be eliminated since they duplicate operations of relays in the functional units on either the input and/or the output side.
The problem of dependence and independence of
potentials on input or output wires may also be the concern
of input and output units, since these may be applied without
external paths.
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In general, an input or output unit must function within itself with no external paths.

Its general func-

tion is to prepare one or more input wires to be received by
one or more functional units or to receive wires from one or
more functional units and prepare them to be sent to the
output wires.
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Section IV

SUMMARY AND LIMITATIONS OF THE FUNCTIONAL METHOD
OF ANALYSIS
In dealing with the breaking down of complete

functional units and major circuits, the individual functional units shown between input and output units must be
of a type that perform only one function

If two or more

functions are handled by the same circuit, it will be necessary to dispense with the input or output unit.

The general

use of a given circuit for two or more functions may be
analyzed by the use of relative time graphs showing the
actions of the separate circuits arranged to perform the
multiplicity of functions and noting that the action in
each takes place at periods when there is no action in the
other circuits,
Cases where relays may be considered borrowed
from other relay circuits because of the action time relationship noted above, and because a means of disconnecting them
from one circuit and connecting them to another circuit is
available, may also be handled by the above method.

How-

ever, if desired, the individual relay connections may be
considered as separate inputs and outputs and then connected
to each relay in the circuit under development with individual relays considered as functions.
Aside from the aforementioned limitations to
the functional method of circuit analysis, thereis the
limitation which makes it necessary to simplify some circuits
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when they are all connected together because of the possible
duplication mentioned in the last subsection.

This simpli-

fication must be carefully done and frequently it is necessary to completely reverse the polarities of the various relays in some circuits to meet the required conditions when
eliminating relays in the input or output units.

Two other

limitations, already noted, are those where there is a function within a function and those circuits which have no
distinctly recognizable function or functions other than
miscellaneous control.

However, these give little trouble

to the experienced circuit engineer and should be easy for
those getting the feel of the subject from this paper.
To summarize the block diagramming and system
schematic method, it may be stated that there are several
levels on which a circuit may be considered and which must
be considered if the details are to be worked out.

The de-

sign may stop at any point along the way where sufficient
detail has been gathered to suit the purposes of the individual making the study.

If the circuit is to be built,

however, ultimately the circuit details must be worked out.
The design of circuit configuration details for specific
functions is the topic of the next part of this paper.
To continue summarizing, first, there is the
macro-functional class of investigation wherein the various
overall functions of net results of a plurality circuit
functions which are interconnected are considered.

Second,
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there is the group of circuits where a multiplicity of
functions are performed by the same circuit and cannot be
separated directly.

Such circuits have been discussed in

the beginning of this section and may be called "multifunctional" circuits.

The next obvious class of circuits are

those which were listed in section II and known as "single
functional" circuits.

A majority of the circuits used in re-

lay and switch circuits are of this type.

These circuits,

single functional or multi-functional, consist of a plurality
of relays and switches.

It should be carefully noted by all

those designing relay and switch circuits that each relay in
a multi-relay circuit is also performing a function and this
function should be definable by the designer.

If this can-

not be done, then there is either no justification for the
use of that particular relay or else the circuit designer
has made an error.

Occasionally definable limitations with

regard to a relay's mechanical and electrical capabilities
require the use of such relays.

They are then denoted as

auxiliary relays as previously mentioned.
Thus the individual relays are microfunctional with respect to a plurality of interworking functional multi-relay circuits.

The overall function of these

circuits is considered as macro-functional, with respect to
the individual relay circuits and are known as block diagrams.
On the other hand the macro-functional unit of relay cir~
cuits may consist of only a part of a complete system of
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interconnected and interworking circuits.

These definable

and functioning circuits are discussed in the next Part,
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PART III
HANDBOOK OF CIRCUITS

Section I - INTRODUCTION TO PART III
Thus far this paper has contained only illustrations and explanations of circuits for individual relays
or circuit paths of these relays which involve the contacts
of other relays.

The purpose of these circuits was to

present some of the principles involved in the use of a
particular relay in more complex relay and switch circuits.
Relay and switch circuits contain many relays which are interrelated in such a way that a desired circuit function is performed.

These functions and a method of analyzing desired

circuit action or overall operation into functional schematics
were discussed in Part II.

It is the purpose of this part of

this paper to show examples of circuits which perform the various basic functions defined in the preceding part.
The circuits used as illustrations have been
secured either by making copies or modifications of circuits
which have been designed by experienced circuit engineers as
mentioned in the introduction to this paper, or by the application of the author's own knowledge of the subject.
Although it was originally intended to exclude the latter
class of circuits, they were found necessary in order to
bring out more clearly the various distinctions, functions,
classifications, and principles which intricate relay and
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switch circuits possess.
From the outset it has been the primary purpose
of this thesis to provide means of analyses with which students may learn how to design complex relay and switch circuits.

These means of analyses strive to teach by illus-

trating the accomplishments and the experiences of others in
this field.

It is necessary for the student to exert a con-

certed effort to learn these analyses which have been made by
others.

In the case of those using the theoretical approach

to this subject it is necessary for the student to learn and
remember the methods of setting up equations and the rules for
manipulating and simplifying them.

By the use of the methods

herein analyzed the student must fully understand the circuit
arrangements shown and all others with which he comes in contact.

As far as the memory item is concerned, it is neces-

sary for him to remember the circuit's exact functions and
where he may find it when necessary in the design of a new
circuit using the same features.

For this reason it is the

desire of the author to have the interested reader analyze
the details of the manners which the circuits operate in
performing the functions claimed in the accompanying descriptions.

It is necessary to inquire into the reasons for each

wire and contact shown on the circuit drawing and to reason
out each path.

It is only by such a study and analysis that

the student will learn to develop circuits by the methods
set forth in this paper.
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The reader should bear in mind while studying
the detailed circuit functions presented in this part that
they constitute the next step in the general method of analysis disclosed in this paper.

Sections V and VI of this part

continue this analysis in this regard after the detailed discussion of the various circuit intricacies and the methods of
arriving at them given in Sections II, III, and IV.
The drawings herein contained are of two general types, viz., circuit drawings and schematic drawings.

The

former type are detail circuits showing all or some of the
relays which perform the function under consideration.

The

schematic drawings are block diagrams illustrating the relation of the function under consideration with respect to
other functions as they usually occur in practice.

Occasion-

ally drawings combining the aforementioned two types are
used.

In these cases cross-references to circuits repre-

sented in the blocks are usually given.
In many cases it is difficult to isolate a
given function.

When circuits for such a function are con-

sidered it is usually necessary to show circuits or circuit
principles which are more fundamentally of a separate class.
Such examples are frequently cross-referenced in the succeeding discussions.
The order in which the circuit functions listed
in the last part are discussed has been determined from the
relative importance of the function in designing relay and
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switch circuits, its relation to other functions which follow, and the grouping of those which are inherently related.
For the most part the circuit conventions used
are the same as those discussed in Part I.

The lettered

designations of all relays appear in parentheses while important, input, and output wires are just lettered or
numbered.

These input and output leads sometimes are shown

as illustrated in Figure 28b and c in order to show conditions applied to the circuit from without.
A set of appropriate abbreviations have been
made for identifying each of the fundamental functions and
these are used throughout.

In addition, the letter I is used

for input, U and 0 for output, and P for polarity.

Dashed

lines usually indicate optional wiring unless otherwise
stated in the text.
The descriptions of the method of operation of
the various figures are brief and to the point.

As stated

previously, only by actually tracing through these circuits
for oneself will it be possible to understand what goes into
the design of circuits of this type.

The only purpose of the

circuit description is to aid in picking up the circuit at
random and understanding its operation without lengthy preparation.

The text also contains more information as to the

principles involved in the circuits for such functions and
the reasoning behind the various elements of the designs.
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Section II

-

RECORDING, MODIFYING, AND SIGNALLING FUNCTION
CIRCUITS
The succeeding ten sub-sections discuss and

illustrate circuits and schematics commonly used in performing three principle functions.
modifying, and signaling.

These functions are recording,

In general these functions and

their subclasses are utilized in problems which require the
receiving, storing, and sending of information or intelligence by relay and switch circuits.
The three main functions into which this section is divided each includes several more specialized and
more detailed functions.

It is in the discussion of these

more detailed functions that actual circuits are presented.
The main functions, each of which comes under a separate subsection, are discussed only in schematic form with reference
to the detailed functions which immediately precede or follow.
A - Detecting
The most important single class of relay and
switch circuits are those which perform the task of converting the flow of electrical energy along one or more wires
into relay and switch operations which may be interpreted.
This class of circuits has been given the title of the
detecting function as defined in Part II, section II-B.
Direct currents flowing in electrical conductors are the principle types of energy used in relay and
switch circuits.

These currents may vary in magnitude,
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polarity, length of duration, and combinations thereof as
previously outlined (Part II, section III-A-2).

It is the

job of the detecting circuits to respond to these variations
and to inform connected circuits of their presence by simpler
and more direct means.

Thus the detecting circuit acts as a

door to other functions responding to information sent to
them by the various methods mentioned above.
If an overall function is self-contained and
the number of conductors between the various individual
functions is not limited there is usually very little,if any,
need for detecting functions.

However, when the various

units of an overall function become large and separated by
considerable distances the problem of cabling and conductor
costs become more predominant and hence the need for sending
a larger amount of information over the fewer wires which are
economically justified by the balance of cable and terminal
circuit costs.

The only way in which this increased amount

of information may be transmitted by direct current over
these conductors is through the use of the aforementioned
variations.
Occasionally current variations are used in
overall functions where conductor lengths and costs are not
involved.

In these cases it is usually a reduction in the

total amount of equipment which results in resorting to this
method, the economies frequently coming in efficient detecting circuits which combine other functional operations.
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When detecting does not exist in an overall function, most
circuit paths perform only local circuit operations in predetermined circuit paths.

Sometimes overall functions contain

several detecting functions of the same or different types.
From all the possible variations of direct currents in conductors two principal classes have been chosen
for illustration in this subsection since they are the most
widely used.

They are potential variations and several types

of length of duration variations.

Obviously to detect a

length of duration of current of a given magnitude it is
necessary to have a reference current.

To simplify the dis-

cussion and to conform more with the types of circuits found
in practice this reference is taken as the existence of no
current flowing in the conductors under consideration.

The

opening and closing of a conductor to a potential source
(grounded) of given magnitude is known as a potential "pulse".
If the conductor is opened or closed to ground or to another
associated conductor the term "pulse" or "impulse" alone is
sufficient.
As far as detecting the combinations of the
variations which are possible, it would be difficult to include such a multitude of material in a paper of this character.

They are seldom used and when used or needed they are

easily reconcilable with the circuit principles shown herein.
It should be noted that no mention has been made regarding
the detecting of variations in current magnitudes.

The
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reason for this is that they were covered in a general way in
Part II - Section I-B-4, figs. 111 and 113.

Here they were

considered as marginal circuits containing a plurality of relays on a single operate path.

The single operate path is

the single conductor with ground return to which the detecting relays are connected in series or parallel.

Obviously

series-parallel and parallel-series arrangements may be
developed for use alone or with any of the other two types of
detecting discussed in this subsection.

In connection with

potential detecting a few circuits have been shown combining
these two types of detecting, viz., marginal and potential.
This subsection has been further subdivided to
segregate potential and pulse detecting.

Each of these types

of detecting have been further classified to fit their inherent needs.
1.

Potential Detecting
In Part II - Section III-A-2 consideration was

given to the number of different types of potential conditions
which one might find to exist between conductors or between a
conductor and ground.

The conditions listed in division a.

of the aforementioned section are of the type which are discussed under the heading "Pulse Detecting", since they deal
with but a single potential.

In this subsection circuits

which perform the functions listed under division b. of the
aforementioned section are shown and discussed.
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A further analysis of the list under division b.
shows two distinct types of potential detecting.

Items 1 to

8 are basic changes of two-potentials between a conductor and
ground while items 9 to 15 deal with a combination of pulse
and potential detecting.

Item 15 represents the most general

or "random" type of two-potential changes while the basic
two-potential changes and item 12 depend on the "sequence" of
the application and removal of the two potentials.
For convenience in diagraming the two potentials used as illustrations and for purposes of generalization, the numbers 1 and 2 have been used to represent two
grounded potential sources or ground itself while the number
0 is used to denote the absence of potential.

In all the

figures (figs. 148 to 169) where these numerals are used to
denote potential sources or the absence of potentials the
input contacts I are considered as being arranged so that
only one is closed at a time and when removed another contact is closed instantaneously without allowing any open
period except when closed to 0.

The outputs U all ground

leads numbered according to the potential last detected by
the relay combination.
a. Sequence Detecting
Table IV presents in numerical form a summary
of the various combinations of two-potential sequences which
are possible.

The sequences followed by the letter A go

through detecting the sequence listed only once, remaining
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looked up after detecting the last potential or absence of
potential until released by an external releasing circuit
function.

The sequences followed by the letter B are re-

peated indefinitely unless restored to the beginning of the
cycle by the releasing of operated or locked relays by an
external function.

These latter circuits are of the type

covered by item 12 in the section referred to in Part II.
Other information given in the table is discussed later in
this subdivision.
TABLE IV

Summary of Two-Potential Sequence Detectin
Sequence
Detected

Fig.

Relay
Fig.

(DTl)
Form

(DT2)
Form

Relay
Fig.

01A

1 48

Y

0IB

149

x

12A

150

x

12B

(151
(152

x

012A

155

148

150

Local Ckt.
Relays
-n

-

Reg.

Circuits

Reg.

1
012B

154

148

Reg.*

149

Rev.

102A

155A

149

Reg.

150

Reg.*

102B

(156A
(157A

149
149

Reg.
Reg.

152
152

Reg.
Reg.

2
2

120A

158A

152

Rev.

149

Rev.

1

120B

159

152

Rev.

149

Rev.

1

1

(Continued on next page)
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TABLE IV (Cont'd.)
Sequence
Detected

Fig.

Relay
Fig.

0102A

155B

0102B

(DTL)
Form

Relay
Fig.

(DT2)
Form

149

Reg.

150

Reg.*

2

(156B
(157B

149
149

Reg.
Reg.

149
149

Rev.
Rev.

2
1

1020A

160A

149

Reg.

149

Rev.

2

1020B

161

149

Reg.

149

Rev.

2

0120A

158B

152

Rev.

149

Rev.

1

01020A

160B

149

Reg.

149

Rev.

2

Local Ckt.
Relays

0 = open or absence of potential
1 = one potential to ground or ground
2 = a second potential to ground
A = sequence not repeated
B = sequence repeated
Reg. = potentials as shown on figure referred to
Rev. = potentials reversed from those shown on figure
referred to
*
continuity contact shown in figure referred to
eliminated
To properly detect some of the sequences listed
elaborate circuits are sometimes necessary.

However, with an

understanding of the operation of the very simple circuits
shown in figs. 148 to 152 the remaining sequence detecting
figures, figs. 153 to 161, are quite easily grasped.

For

convenience, the combinations of the elementary figures which
have been incorporated into the more complex figures are
listed in columns 2 and 4 of Table IV.

For obvious reasons

the potentials being distinguished from one another or from 0
potential may differ in sequence but retain the same circuit
principle.

To change the sequence it is only necessary to
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change or reverse the numerals 1 and 2 which appear on the
figures referred to in columns 2 and 4.

The abbreviations

which appear in columns 3 and 5 indicate whether such a reversal is introduced in applying the basic figures to the
more complex circuits.
The circuit shown in fig. 148 is arranged for
detecting first 0 and then 1 in a system which might contain
2 (indicated by the circle around the numeral).

Here the re-

lay is connected directly to potential 2 and may therefore
only operate when there is a difference of potential across
its winding.

This difference can occur only when potential 1

is applied at the input I.

Once operated the relay (DTl)

locks to potential 1 independent of the input and may be released only from an external release circuit, DTRLS.

The

ground on the output U is shifted from lead 0 to lead 1 when
the relay operates denoting that the relay which unoperated
was detecting potential 0 as opposed to 2, has now encountered the proper potential 1.

This sequence is known as 01A

since it detects first 0 potential (absence of potential) and
then potential 1 in a two-potential system and is incapable
of repeating this sequence.
A circuit which is capable of repeating this
sequence is shown in fig. 149.
01B.

This sequence is known as

Here potential 2 is connected to the winding of the

(DTl) relay through resistance R,.

Thus the relay operates

under the same conditions as in the preceding figures, viz.
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on the difference between potentials 1 and 2.

However, once

the relay operates potential 1 is also applied to the winding
through resistance R 1 . Assuming resistances R

and R 2 to be

equal, a potentiometer arrangement results in a potential to
ground at the point common to both resistance equal to onehalf the algebraic sum of the two applied potentials.

Thus

if potentials 1 or 2 are applied to the relay after it has
once operated and the relay is capable of holding on the resulting current which flows; only the reapplication of zero
potential on the input I will release the relay.

Potential

2, therefore, does not affect the operation or release of the
relay and hence the desired sequence is secured.

If the two

potentials used are oppositely poled, the current through the
winding of relay (DTl) will pass through zero in changing
It is assumed here

from one holding condition to the other.

that the relay used in such circuits will be slow enough in
releasing to prevent its release during this transition.

In

future discussions this method of operation may be called
"two-potential potentiometer holding".

As in the previous

case, the outputs are grounded in accordance with the detected potential condition.
The next figure,

fig. 150, involves detecting

two potentials from the input in a system where 0 potential
may occur.

The sequence for this figure is 12A.

When the

relay (DT2) is normal either potential 0 or 1 may be applied
to the input without operating the relay.

When potential 2
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is finally applied, however, the relay operates and looks
independent of the input.

An external release is provided

in the form of DTRLS.
Figures 151 and 152 show two methods of detecting the sequence 12B.

In fig. 152 the (DT2) relay operates

with the application of potential 2 to the input and locks to
potential 2 through resistance R2 .

The relay then holds when

0 or 2 potentials are applied to the input.

When the correct

potential is applied, the relay winding has the same potential on both sides of its winding and releases, potential
source 2 being protected by the resistance.

This circuit is

similar to many of the individual relay circuits discussed in
Part I of this paper.
The polar relay may also be used to good advantage in detecting potentials.

By using a polar relay which

sticks to its front or back contact until energized in the
reverse direction the circuit of fig. 151 will permit a potential sequence of 12B.

The potentiometer connected to the

right-hand winding of the relay (DT2) causes the current to
flow through the winding in one direction when potential 1 is
applied to input and in the opposite direction when potential
(The

2 is applied.

0 potential does not affect the relay.

resistances R

and R2 are usually equal in value and will be

thus assumed in the remainder of the discussion in this subsection.

When applying such circuits calculations may have

to be made to determine the capability of the scheme.)
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The first circuit which involves a sequence of
all three potential conditions in a two-potential system is
From table IV it may be seen that this sequence is

fig. 153.

012A and is composed of a combination of fig. 148 and fig.
150.

Normally, with 0 potential applied, the output ground

is connected through the break contact on relay (DTl) to the
0 lead.

If 2 potential is applied, relay (DTl) will not op-

erate since it will be directly shunted by this potential.
However, when potential 1 is applied the relay will operate
and switch the input to the winding of relay (DT2).

Relay

(DTl) locks to the external release function DTRLS.

Relay

(DT2) remains unoperated because it is now shunted by potential 1.

It also remains unoperated if the input potential

should be changed to 0.

The ground from the make contact on

relay (DTl) and break contact on relay (DT2) now places a
ground on output lead 1 showing that 1 potential in the sequence has been detected.

When potential 2 is finally applied

to the input, relay (DT2) operated changing the output ground
to lead 2 and looking the relay also through DTRLS.

The cir-

cuit remains in this condition until DTRLS is broken externally.
The repeating sequence 012B is a combination of
the principles shown in figs. 148 and 149 and results in a
circuit shown in fig. 154.

The output ground is normally

connected to 0 lead via the break contacts on relays (DTl)
and (DT2).

When potential 1 is finally applied, relay (DTl)
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operates and looks to potential 1 supplied through the seImmediately upon oper-

quence break contact on relay (DT2).

ating, relay (DTl) operates local circuit relay (DT) by a
The operation of relay

ground from its top make contact.
(DTA)

places the input ground on the right-hand winding termi-

nal of relay (DT2).

This relay may only operate when poten-

tial 2 is applied to the input.

Upon operating, a potenti-

ometer hold arrangement (fig. 149) prepares the relay for
remaining operated should potential 1 be subsequently applied
before 0 potential.

The top make contact holds relay (DTA)

while the break contact unlocks relay (DTl).

The sequence

contact arrangement is used to insure the holding of relay
(DTA) before releasing relay (DTl).

The output ground has

now changed from the 1 lead, where it was while relay (DTl)
was operated, to the 2 lead directly through the make portion
of the grounded transfer contact on relay (DT2).

When 0 po-

tential returns on the start of a second cycle, relay (DT2)
releases which in turn releases relay (DTA).

The circuit is

now in the same condition it was in at the beginning of the
first cycle and may therefore recycle.
The next sequence arrangement is unique in that
it is possible to utilize the same circuit configuration for
two different sequences with only a change in the contact
arrangement which applied ground to the output leads.

Another

feature is that these output grounds are switched through
contacts on the local circuit relay in addition to contacts
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on the detecting relays.

It is this latter feature which

permits the former arrangement.

The circuit, fig. 155, will

first be discussed in connection with performing the potential detecting sequence 102A, fig. 155A.

Before the output

ground may be removed from lead 1, potential 1 must be received through the detecting relays.

The output ground

reaches the lead starting with the ground on the top break
contact of relay (DT2), to continuity break contact of relay
(DTl), and break of top transfer contact on relay (DTA).
Potential 1 applied to the input operates relay (DTl) through
resistance R2 .

Once operated, relay (DTl) operates relay

(DTA) in a local circuit, applies a potentiometer hold condition to itself in order to remain operated should potential 2
be applied to the input, locks to the input through its own
make contact independent of the break contact on relay (DTA),
and transfers the output ground to lead 1 through the make
portion of its continuity contact.

When 0 potential is ap-

plied relay (DTl) releases but relay (DTA)

remains operated

having locked through its own make bottom contact to the
break sequence contact on the (DT2) relay.

Should potential

2 have been applied while relay (DTl) was still operated,
relay (DT2) could not have operated since the 1 potential on
its winding which detects potential 2 was broken by the bottom contact on relay (DTl).

Now, however, with relay (DTl)

released relay (DT2) may operate on potential 2 completing
the sequence.

In operating relay (DT2) releases relay (DTA)
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after having insured its own locking path through the make
portion of the sequence contact combination.

The (DT2) relay

remains locked until released by external DTRLS.

The ground

on lead 2 of the output is supplied directly through its top
make contact of relay (DT2).

The continuity contact on re-

lay (DTl) is required to insure that the ground remains unbroken on output lead 1 when relays (DTl) and (DTA) operate.
The 0102A sequence is secured from fig. 155B.
Here ground is normally applied to output lead 0 through the
break contacts on relays (DTl), (DTA) and (DT2).

When poten-

tial 1 is applied and relays (DTl) and (DTA) operate the output ground is switched to lead 1 directly through the make
contact on relay (DTl).

The release of relay (DTl) and the

holding of relay (DTA) returns the ground to lead 0 via the
break contact on relay (DTl) and the make contact of relay
(DTA).

When relay (DT2) operates and then releases relay

(DTA) the ground is switched through the break contacts on
relays (DTl) and (DTA) through the front contact of relay
(DT2) thus grounding the proper output lead 2.

The only way

this circuit differs from fig. 155A is that the initial 0
potential is detected.
Repetitions of the two sequences Just discussed
may be secured by the two arrangements shown in fig. 156.
Fig. 156A is for sequence 102B, while fig. 156B is for sequence 0102B.

In these figures there is a difference in the

output ground contact configuration circuits and the action
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of relay (DT2) (see option B).
lows.

The circuit operation fol-

Relay (DTl) operates on potential

1 and holds to a

potentiometer arrangement thus remaining operated on potentials 1 or 2.

In operating relay (DTl) operates local circuit

relay (DTA) and breaks operating potential 1 from the winding
of relay (DT2).

Relay (DTA) locks to a sequence break con-

tact on relay (DT2), prepares an operating circuit for relay
(DTB), and prepares a circuit in connection with output
grounding.

When relay (DTl) releases with the application of

0 potential, relay (DTB) operates in a local circuit from the
bottom break contact on relay (DTl) and make contact on relay
(DTA).

This relay in operating prepares a holding circuit

for itself; alters the output grounding; and switches the input from relay (DTl) to the winding of relay (DT2).

Relay

(DT2) may now operate with the application of potential 2.
In operating it unlocks relay (DTA) at the same instant it
locks relay (DTB) thus insuring that the latter holds independent of relay (DTA).

The circuit for relay (DT2) (see

table IV) is of the type shown in fig. 152 where the relay
may release only on the application of shunting potential 1.
Upon releasing, relay (DTB) is also released and this relay
in turn applies the input back on relay (DTl) the circuit
restoring to its initial conditions.

However, potential 1

which was applied to release the (DT2) relay remains and
this in turn operates relay (DTl) imediately restarting the
cycle.

Normally, in fig. 156A, the output ground is connected
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to lead 1 through the back contacts of relays (DT2) and (DTB).
This is unaltered until relay (DTB) operates thus grounding
lead 0 through the make contact on relay (DTA).

When relay

(DT2) operates the ground is placed directly on output lead 2.
When recycling the ground is reapplied to lead 1 when both
relays (DTB) and (DT2) have made their back contacts.

Until

that time no output lead is grounded the other possible circuit being opened at the make contact on (DTA).
To secure the 0102B sequence option B of fig.
This option differs from option A in that

156 must be used.

relay (DT2) now becomes part of a potentiometer hold type of
circuit arrangement remaining operated with either 1 or 2
potential applied to the input after potential 2 has initially
operated the relay.

Thus relay (DT2) does not release until

the correct recycle potential, viz. 0, is applied at the
input.

The output contact configuration is changed to pro-

vide a ground on output lead 0 when no relays are operated.
This ground may be traced from the break contact of relay
(DTl) to the break portion of the continuity contact on relay
(DTB) thence to lead 0.
lead 1 directly.

Relay (DTl) in operating grounds

When relay (DTl) releases and operates re-

lay (DTB) ground is replaced on lead 0 via the original path
previously mentioned or through the make portion of the continuity contact on relay (DTB) and the break contact on relay
(DT2).

This arrangement insures that a ground will always be

on leads 1 or 0 in sequence regardless of the relative
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movements of relays (DTl) and (DTB).

Relay (DT2) in oper-

ating applies ground to lead 2 via the break on relay (DTl).
By the use of fig. 157, options A and B, one of
the local circuit relays shown in fig. 156 may be eliminated
in performing these two potential sequences.
(DTl) operates when potential
holds to a potentiometer.

Here relay

1 is applied to the input and

It also holds to the input via its

own make contact independent of the break contacts on relays
(DTA) and (DT2).

Relay (DTA) is operated by relay (DTl) in a

local circuit, relay (DTA) looking to the break part of a sequence contact on relay (DT2).

Relay (DTA) in operating

transfers the input to relay (DT2) but the latter relay cannot operate until relay (DTl) in releasing places potential 1
back on the right-hand winding terminal of the relay.
(DTl) releases when 0 potential is applied.

Relay

Relay (DT2) may

then operate when potential 2 is connected to the input.
With option A relay (DT2) locks as shown in fig. 152 and with
option B relay (DT2) holds with a potentiometer arrangement,
the two options being the same as those used in figs. 156A
and B.

In operating relay (DT2) locks or holds independent

of the make contact on relay (DTA) by its own make contact
direct to the input wire.

Once locked or prepared for hold-

ing the relay permits the (DTA) relay to release.

A break

contact prevents the input lead from reaching the (DTl) relay
at this time.

From this point on the circuit recycles the

sameas in the two options of fig. 156.

The output grounding
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contacts for option B are connected the same as in fig. 156B
the (DTl) and (DT2) relays operating and releasing the same
as in that circuit.

For option A the output grounding con-

tacts function as follows.

Ground normally is connected to

lead 1 through the break contacts of relays (DT2) and (DTA)
and the break part of the continuity contact of relay (DTl).
Relay (DTl) in operating eliminates the (DTA) relay contact
from this path.

Upon releasing relay (DTl) permits the

ground to be placed on lead 0 via the operated make contact
of relay (DTA).

Relay (DT2) in operating grounds the output

lead 2 directly.
Figure 158 is also divided into two optional
output ground contact configurations.

Figure 158A gives the

sequence 120A while fig. 158B gives the same sequence preceded by 0, viz. 0120A.

Initially all relays are unoperated

and no relays operate with the application of potentials 0 and
2.

When potential 1 is applied to the input, relay (DTl)

operates over a path supplying potential 2 to the right-hand
winding terminal from the top break contact of relay (DT2).
The contacts on relay (DTl) first establishes a direct path
to the input independent of the break contact on relay (DTA),
locks to potential 1 via resistance Rll, and then operates
relay (DTA) in a local circuit after insuring its own locking
path to the input wire.

Relay (DTA) locks to DTRLS, changes

the input to relay (DT2) and applies potential 1 through resistance R12 to the other winding terminal of relay (DT2).
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Relay (DT2) will operate on the application of potential 2 to
the input.

Relay (DTl) will remain operated if 0 potential

is applied to the input but is shunted down by potential 2 as
well as releasing when relay (DT2) breaks potential 2 from
its winding.

Resistance R

11

is placed in the locking circuit

of relay (DTl) not to enable its release by shunting down but
to protect the two potential sources at the above instant.
These resistance values as well as that of relays (DTl) and
(DT2) must be chosen with care or else relay (DT2) will operate before potential 2 is applied to the input.

This con-

dition would require a non-operate marginal circuit for relay
(DT2).

The operation of relay (DT2) serves only to transfer

output ground connections and releases in the absence of
potential.
as follows.

If option A is used the output leads are grounded
Lead 1 is normally grounded through the break

portion of the continuity contact on relay (DT) and continues to be grounded when relay (DTA) operates after relay
(DTl) through the make contacts on relays (DTA) and (DTl).
Relay (DTl) releasing and relay (DT2) operating places the
ground on lead 2.

When relay (DT2) releases, the poten-

tiometer arrangement holding it with both potential 1 and 2
applied to the input, the ground is placed on lead 0 through
the break contacts on relays (DTl) and (DT2) and the make
contact of the locked relay (DTA).

Figure 158B normally ap-

plies ground to lead 0 through break contacts on relays (DTA)
and (DTl).

Relay (DTl) in operating places direct ground on
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lead 1.

Relay (DTl) in releasing with relays (DTA)

operated places the ground on lead 2.

and (DT2)

The release of relay

(DT2) replaces the ground on lead 0.
The next figure, 159, uses two local circuit
relays in obtaining the 120B sequence.

There need be no op-

tion in this circuit since the other sequence discussed in
the last paragraph cannot be repeated when containing two
like potentials on either end.
ates on potential 1 input.

In fig. 159 relay (DTl) oper-

It locks to potential 1 through

resistance R1 2 , breaks the future path for the input wire,
and closes the operating path for relay (DTA).

This relay

prepares to connect the input to relay (DT2) when relay (DTl)
releases, operates relay (DTB), and locks itself through a
break contact on relay (DT2).

Relay (DTB) looks to DTRLS and

switches output grounds for future recycles.

When potential

2 is applied to the input relay (DTl) is first shunted down
and then relay (DT2) operates over the path previously prepared.

It holds to a potentiometer hold arrangement inde-

pendent of the contact on relay (DTA) which is now allowed to
release.

The absence of potential releases this relay and

the cycle may be restarted with the application of potential
1 and the exception of relay (DTB) which is permanently
locked to DTRLS.

Careful analysis of the output grounding

contacts show the reason for relay (DTB) which is operated
only once during all sequences.

Normally ground is placed

on lead 1 via the break contacts on relays (DTA) and (DTB).
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Relay (DTA) operates placing the ground directly on lead 1.
With relay (DTA) released, relay (DTB) locked, and relay
(DT2) operated the ground is on output lead 2.

Then relay

(DT2) releases and with relay (DTB) permanently looked the
ground is applied to lead 0.

The reoperation of relay (DTA)

reapplies the ground to lead 1 and thus repeating the cycle
with the exclusion of the first circuit established to lead 1.
The sequences covered in the next figure, 160,
are 1020A and 01020A, differing only in the output ground
contact configuration.

With the application of potential 1

to the input relay (DTl) operates followed by relay (DTA).
Relay (DTl) holds to a potentiometer arrangement thus preparing to detect 0 potential.

When this condition occurs relay

(DTl) releases operating relay (DTB) through the operated
make contact on relay (DTA).

Relay (DTB) locks to DTRLS,

changes the input lead to relay (DT2), and alters the output
grounding. Relay (DTA) locked to a contact on relay (DT2)
and prepares the operating potential for the winding of that
relay.

The application of potential 2 operates relay (DT2)

arranging itself with a potentiometer hold after releasing
relay (DTA).

The second removal of all potentials releases

relay (DT2) and finishing the sequence.

The grounding of

output leads for fig. 160A is quite simple, perform start
sequences by make contacts on relays (DTB) and (DT2).

In

fig. 160B the sequence 0102A is placed on the output by the
following configuration.

Ground is normally on lead O.
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Relay (DTl) operates changing the ground to lead I.

Relay

(DTB) operates and relay (DTl) releases replacing ground on
lead 0 by either path from the continuity contact on relay
(DTB) according to the relative position of relay (DTl).
Relay (DT2) then changes the ground to lead 2 on operating.
The remaining sequence listed in Table IV is
1020B the circuit for which is shown in fig. 161.

This is

the last of the relay type potential sequence circuits.
Here relays (DTl), (DTA), and (DTB) operate by the same
means as in fig. 160.

Relay (DTA) looks through a break con-

tact on relay (DT2) as before, relay (DTl) has a potentiometer type of hold releasing with 0 potential and operating
(DTB), but relay (DTB) does not lock up, remaining operated
solely over the operate path from the break contact on relay
(DTl).

Relay (DT2) operates on the application of potential

1 to the input after 0 potential.

It again has a poten-

tiometer hold arrangement and releases in sequence relays
(DTA) and (DTB).

However, the input lead continues to the

(DT2) relay winding by its own make contact while a break
contact keeps this wire away from the winding of relay (DTl).
On releasing, relay (DT2) restores the circuit to the original condition and the cycle may be repeated.

The output

grounding contact configuration is simple and will not be
further discussed.
In contrast to the relay circuit just discussed, fig. 162 presents a generalized potential sequence
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detecting switch circuit with the cross-connections shown for
detecting the sequence 1020--.

Originally potential 2 is

cross-connected to the winding of relay (DTP) through the
bank are 2 and cross-connection punchings.

When potential 1

is applied the relay operates and energizes the drive magnet
DM of the switch, which opens interrupter dm releasing relay
(DTA).

Also a potentiometer hold arrangement is cross-

connected to the make contact of relay (DTP) via the switch
arc1 .

Thus the relay (DTP) holds until 0 potential is ap-

plied when this relay releases and advances the switch by deenergizing the DM drive magnet.

(The switch is assumed to be

backward acting as are all switches in these circuits.)

Relay

(DTA) may now operate when the dm interrupter is closed thus
setting the relay for detecting potential.2.
operates and energizes the DM drive magnet.

The (DTP) relay
The interrupter

dm releases relay (DTA) and relay (DTP) therefore releases
having no battery supply.

Once set on terminal 3, potential

2 is directly applied to relay (DTP) which now also has a
potentiometer hold, thus remaining operated until the next
application of 0 potential.
indefinitely with the (DTA)

Such a process may be continued
relay opening when stepping off

of the terminal point after which 0 potential was detected.
The bank arc 3 directly grounds the output leads in the
proper sequence.
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b.

Random Detecting

In the preceding subdivision the detecting circuits were used to locate one of several potential conditions
which were expected on the input.

Although the potentials

which were actually applied to the input were not in the
order for which the circuit was designed to receive potentials, still all potentials other than the valid potentials
were neglected and had no effect on the circuit.

Thus the

circuits discriminate between allowable potentials and those
which are not allowed, the allowable potentials changing with
the detecting of the preceding potential.

In this subdivision

of potential detecting circuits the discussion illustrates
circuits which detect potentials on the input regardless of
the order in which they appear.
random potential changes.

Thus these circuits detect

Obviously for such an arrangement

there need be no switching of the input lead from one relay
or group of relays to another since the circuit must be prepared at all times to detect any of the system potentials.
Thus all relays are constantly connected in some manner to
the input and this results in much simpler circuits.
Local circuit relays of a sequence function,
such as those discussed in section III-K of this part, may be
connected to the output leads of a random potential detecting
circuit to produce the same overall functional result as a
sequence potential detecting circuit.

The detecting sequence

may thus be readily changed by interposing a selecting
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function (section III-L) between the detecting and sequence
functions for selecting one of a plurality of overall resulting sequences without making changes in the more sensitive
polar and marginal relays in the detecting circuit.
An example of random potential detecting, fig.
163, shows a semi-straightforward circuit for detecting the
potentials of a two-potential system.

Here relays (DTl) and

(DT2) operate in series by the applied difference in potential of 1 and 2.

When potential 1 is applied to the input

relay (DT2) is shunted down while with the application of
potential 2 to the input relay (DTl) is shunted down.

There-

fore with both relays operated the output lead 0 is ground
through make contacts on both relays.

With either relay

operated and the other released output leads

1 or 2 are

grounded.
Figure 165 shows a similar detecting circuit
but in this case the design utilizes a marginal circuit where
relays (DTl) and (DT2) do not operate on the difference between potential 1 and 2.

Thus until the application of

potential 1 or 2 to the input both relays are released.

When

potential 1 is applied relay (DTl) operates and relay (DT2)
remains released.

The inverse is true when potential 2 is

applied to the input.

The contact configuration is arranged

to ground lead 0 when both relays are released and leads 1 or
2 when relays (DTl) or (DT2) are operated.
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Two polar relays may be used to illustrate random detecting in a two-potential system.

Figure 164 shows

two oppositely poled polar relays in series with a potentiometer arrangement.

Thus the current in this series cir-

cuit flows in one direction when one potential is applied,
operating one polar relay; and in the reverse direction when
the second potential is applied, operating the other polar
relay.

The output grounding is taken care of by the same con-

tact configuration used in fig. 165.
Another marginal circuit for detecting random
potentials is shown in fig. 166.

Here an unbalanced poten-

tiometer is connected in series with two relays, one marginal
and the other sensitive.

When potential 1 is applied to the

input only the sensitive relay (DTl) operates, the current
flowing being insufficient to operate the marginal relay.
(The potentiometer is arranged with the resistance to potential source 1 less than the resistance to potential source 2
thus permitting more current to flow when potential 2 is applied to the input.)

The application of potential 2 operates

both the sensitive and marginal relays since more current is
allowed to flow.

The operation of both relays grounds output

lead 2 while the operate and release of relay (DTl) grounds
lead 1 and lead 0 respectively.
The next three figures, 167 to 169 incl.,
illustrate random potential detecting in a four-potential
system.

Figure 167 shows a combination of two figures 163.
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Figure 168 shows a circuit which combines the principle of
fig. 164 with that of fig. 166.

The potentials used in this

system have a special restriction, viz., two must be greater
than zero potential, that is positive, while the other two
must be negative.

H and L stand for high and low thus giving

high positive, low positive, high negative, and low negative
as the four potentials.

Polar relays (DTP) and (DTN) detect

whether an input is positive or negative receiving their current through a balanced potentiometer from potentials L+ and
L-.

H+ and H- could also be used providing a balance was

maintained.

Marginal relays (DTHP) and (DTHN)

operate only

when the higher potentials are applied, the contact configuration being guided as to whether this higher potential is positive and negative by the polar relays.

A simpler scheme

based on this principle but using only one marginal relay and
with all relays in series is used extensively in a commercial
relay circuit. 2 0
A switch circuit for detecting in a fourpotential system is shown in fig. 169.

Relay (DTP) operates

between any two unlike potentials advancing the switch one
step each time it operates.

When zero potential is encoun-

tered the middle source (M), which is the algebraic mean of
potentials 1, 2, 3 and 4 secured by a potentiometer, enables
the relay to operate when any of the four potentials is applied to the input.

This circuit is of the random type since

the application of any potential on the input will cause the
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relay (DTP) to operate until it has found its own mate connected to the arc of bank 1.

The resistance Rm and M poten-

tial help to secure this same action when 0 potential is
applied to the input.

For the above reasons the ground is

not applied to bank arc 2 until relay (DTP) releases.

A

short ground is however sent out at each point while relay
(DTP) is reoperating.
2.

Pulse Detecting
Just as Potential Detecting was divided into

several different varieties, so too Pulse Detecting may be
divided into several different types.

The variable factor in

pulsing is the duration or length of the pulse.
may be known or unknown.

The duration

A pulse the length of which is un-

known is called "unlimited" while a pulse of known duration
is in either of two classifications, viz., "predetermined" or
"limited".

Predetermined means that once the pulse is started

the detecting circuit knows what its length will be.

Limited

means that the pulse is less in duration than a given value
but exactly how long it is, is not known.

Then too there is

the problem of detecting or distinguishing series or "trains"
of pulses from the individual pulses in the series.

A fur-

ther problem is the conversion of pulses, during detecting,
from one form to another.

This latter type of circuit func-

tion may also be classified as a modifying function but it
will be taken up in this subsection in order to illustrate
other detecting principles.

All pulses to be detecting must
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exist for a minimum time equal to the maximum response time
of the detecting circuit.

The following divisions take up

individually the various types of pulse detecting defined in
the above paragraph.
a.

Predetermined Duration

Figures 170 to 172 incl. show one each of the
basic types of circuits capable of detecting pulses of predetermined length for which they are set or calculated.
Figure 170, a straightforward circuit, functions as follows.
When the DTI input is closed to ground, relay (DTl) operates
and locks to external DTRLS.

The lower make contact on relay

(DTl) operates relay (DT2) which transfers the input through
to the output to be further useful in connection with some
other detecting function.

The predetermined pulse length

consists of the operate times of relay (DTl) and may extend
to the operate time of relay (DT2).

The pulse must be cut

off by the time relay (DT2) makes its make contact.

If more

time is desired utilizing a straightforward circuit addition
relays with make contacts may be inserted in the operate path
of the (DT2) relay as was done in fig. 83 in Part I.

Figure

171 shows the same circuit utilizing a slow operating relay
in place of the ordinary (DTl) relay to accomplish this increased predetermined pulse length detecting.
By using marginal and transient principles and
elements, fig. 172, predetermined pulses may be detected by a
single relay.

Here the input is choked by inductance L and
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resistance R before getting a chance to operate relay (DT)
thus prolonging its operation until the point of the calculated relay and LR network time.

Once operated the relay

locks and transfers the input to the output.

To avoid a

short spurt of energy from escaping to the output at such
time a sequence make contact after the continuity lock would
help remedy the situation if the relays on the output were
fast acting.

Such a circuit has not been used as shown be-

cause it is possible to get the required inductance in the
winding of the relay without resorting to external means.

In

general predetermined pulses are seldom used in circuits because of the inconsistency of relay times and the difficulty
in producing such pulses at the input.
b.

Unlimited Duration

The next 6 figures, figs. 173 to 178 incl.,
show straightforward, semi-straightforward, and marginal circuits for detecting unlimited length pulses.

This means that

the input is not connected through to the output until one
pulse has been sent and completed, this interval being of unknown length to the detecting circuit.

Such circuits are more

frequently used for detecting and otherwise controlling other
circuit functions than any circuits that are discussed in
this paper.

For this reason they should be instantly recog-

nizable by one dealing with the analysis, development, and
use of relay and switch circuits.
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Two examples of straightforward circuits for
detecting unlimited length pulses are given in figs. 173 and
174.

The first of these, fig. 173, utilizes one relay more

than the other figure but it shows more clearly the principle
behind many a controlling combination of relays.
(DTl) operates when the input DTI is grounded.

Here relay
Relay (DTl)

in operating operates and locks relay (DT2) to DTRLS.

When

the input ground is broken relay (DTl) is released and operates relay (DT3) over its own break contact and the make contact on relay (DT2).

Relay (DT3) in operating transfers the

input to the output DTU.

(This type of combination was shown

in figs. 156, 160, and 161 using relays (DTl), (DTA) and
(DTB).)
In the straightforward unlimited pulse detector
shown in fig. 174 two alternate methods are shown using the
same relay combination.

Both methods are indicated by dashed

lines which may be connected to the output DTU.
of this circuit is as follows.

The operation

Relay (DTl) operates over the

break contact of relay (DT2) but locks to the input DTI independent of this break contact with its own make contact.

In

addition the operation of relay (DTl) operates relay (DT2)
the latter locking to DTRLS.

When the pulse is completed re-

lay (DTl) releases and can no longer be reoperated by further
pulses.

With option A, further pulses go through the break

portion of the transfer contact on relay (DTl) to the output.
Using option B the path from input to output is via the make
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portion of a transfer contact on relay (DT2) and through a
break contact on relay (DT).

The use of option B prevents

pulses from missing this detector if there is trouble in the
circuit because relays (DTl) and (DT2) have to function
properly before the condition required can be set up.

How-

ever, when using option A, a circuit failure will still permit the input to be connected with the output.
The three semi-straightforward pulse circuits
shown in figs. 175 to 177 incl., are used so frequently in relay and switch circuits that each has been given a special
identifying name.

The circuit in fig. 175 is known as a

"prime counter" having derived its title from its use in
counting circuits to be discussed later in this section.
Figure 178 shows a circuit which may be connected in either
of two ways and is known as a "W-Z combination".

The third

circuit shown in fig. 177 is known as a "two-step counter"
which, like the first and second circuits, is used rather
extensively in economical counting circuits.
The operation of the prime counter, fig. 175,
is as follows.
relay (DT).

A ground pulse from the input, DTI, operates

This relay in operating places ground from some

external release function DTRLS on one side of the winding of
relay (DT).

However, the input ground places ground on the

other side of this relay's winding thus completely shunting
it and preventing its operation.

When the input ground is

removed relays (DT) and (DTt) operate and hold in series.
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Relay (DT') in operating transfers the input to the output
DTU.

The two relays may be released when DTRLS opens.
The W-Z combination, fig.

176, operates in a

manner similar to that of the prime counter, viz. one relay
operating at the beginning of the pulse and one relay operating at the end of the pulse.
one is the dual of the other.

In fact it can be proven that
However, the prime counter 2 1

was designed many years before the W-Z combination 22 .
operation of the circuit is as follows.

The

Closing of DTI oper-

ates relay (DTW)

through resistance Rw to battery.

locks to DTRLS.

Relay (DTZ) is shunted through its own break

This relay

contact by the ground from the input before the operation of
relay (DTW); and by the looking ground of relay (DTW)
input ground after the operation of relay (DTW).

and the

The opening

of the input ground permits relay (DTZ) to operate through
resistance RZ and the DTRLS looking ground.

In operating,

relay (DTZ) cuts through the input to the output.

The re-

sistances Rw and RZ are used to protect the battery when the
relays are shunted.

The method described above is commonly

used in counting circuits.

By adding optional wire A-A

(dashed line) the W-Z combination may be made to function as
a counting or controlling circuit.

The second input ground

pulse shunts relay (DTW) causing it to release.

Relay (DTZ),

however, will hold by receiving the ground from the input.
When the input ground is removed ending the second pulse,
relay (DTZ) will release thus returning the circuit to normal
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on two pulses.

In the meantime the second and succeeding even

pulses will also be sent out through the output thus dividing
the actual number of pulses by two.

Successive W-Z combina-

tions so arranged and connected in sequence will produce a
counting chain to the base 2.

For example, four sets of W-Z

combinations so arranged will require 15 pulses to secure the
condition where all 8 relays are operated simultaneously and
16 pulses to return the circuit to normal.

Such a circuit

thus operates and releases all of its relays in all possible
permutations making it a valuable and the most efficient controlling circuit function (see Part II -

section I-A).

The final semi-straightforward unlimited pulse
detecting circuit is the two-step counter in fig. 177.

This

circuit arrangement accomplishes its function in the same
manner as the prime counter but the two windings and contact
springs are on the same relay.

The lower contacts "x" close

when current flows through the upper winding and both upper
and lower contacts close when current flows through both
windings.

Thus the application of ground to the input lead

energizes the upper winding and closes the ground to the
lower winding.

However, when the ground is removed from the

input a circuit is closed from DTRLS ground through the two
windings series aiding to battery fully operating the relay
and transferring the input to the output.

This arrangement

is used only in special counting circuits where economy is
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the most important factor and the relays are capable of two*

step operation2 3

Examples of the use of prime counters and W-Z
combinations are used throughout this paper.

The W-Z combin-

ation is frequently used for control and may be found in that
capacity in the following figures; 198, 355, 400, 404, 419 and
475.

Another similar circuit arrangement which is used com-

mercially and may be called the "open W-Z combination" is
described in one of the references 4 .

In this circuit three

relays are used to detect closed circuit pulses and are so
arranged to release on open circuit rather than having a
shunt release.

The reason for this is to reduce the time

element involved since shunting the relays increases their
release time and it is frequently necessary to detect these
unlimited pulses

quite rapidly.

The whole matter of relay

times, contact spring combination capacity, and cost are
closely related in this problem of choosing an unlimited
length pulse detector or counter arrangement.
Figure 178 shows a marginal circuit for detecting unlimited pulses.

In reality this circuit converts un-

limited length pulses into limited length pulses at the end
of the unlimited length pulse.

Here when the input ground is

applied condenser C discharges through the relay winding.
When the input ground pulse is removed condenser C is permitted to charge.

In charging the current which flows per-

mits relay (DT) to operate and lock to DTRLS battery.
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Resistance R protects the battery when the input ground is
applied.
c.

Unlimited to Limit Pulse Conversion

The next 8 figures, fig. 179 to 186 incl., show
methods of converting unlimited length pulses into limited
length pulses.

Here the input pulse is either out short or a

pulse of a specific duration is sent out over the output after
the unlimited pulse is finished.
Figures 179 and 180 show straightforward circuits which exemplify each of the above types of pulse conversion circuits.
(DTl).

In fig. 179 the input ground operates relay

Relays (DT2) and (DT3)

operate in turn.

When the

input ground is broken relay (DTl) releases and ground from
its back contact through the make contact on relay (DT3) is
sent to the output DTU.

This ground remains until relay (DT2)

releases, releasing relay (DT3).

Obviously the length of

this pulse is governed by the release time of relay (DT2) and
the time required for relay (DT3) to break its make contact.
This may be varied as desired by the use of intermediate relays or slow releasing relays.
With fig. 180 grounding the input DTI operates
relay (DTl) and grounds the output through the break contact
of relay (DT2).

Relay (DTl) in operating operates relay

(DT2) which opens the output pulse circuit, terminating the
limited pulse.

The dashed lines between relays (DT2) and

(DT1) indicates that additional relays or a slow operate
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(DT2) relay may be used to increase the length of the output
pulse.

On the breaking of the input ground relays (DTl) and

(DT2) release in order resetting the output path for the next
pulse.
Semi-straightforward circuit in the form of
those containing slow acting relays are shown in figs. 181
and 182.

The former figure sends the limited pulse after the

unlimited pulse is completed while the latter figure sends
the output limited pulse at beginning of the unlimited input
pulse.

These circuits function as intimated in the discus-

sion of their preceding straightforward counterparts.

Only

one relay is used in fig. 182 this being slow-to-operate.
The length of the output pulse from fig. 181 is governed by
the difference in release time of relays (DTl) and (DT2).
Figures 183, 184, and 185 show marginal circuits and networks for limiting unlimited pulses.
is similar to the circuit used in fig. 178.

Figure 183

It is assumed in

all these three figures that the outputs terminate in relays
which operate to battery from ground, viz. they are expecting
ground on the input.

With fig. 183 the limited pulse is the

charging period of the condenser C.

Resistance R to battery

is used to discharge the condenser at the end of the pulse.
Figure 184 sends out a pulse limited by the condenser charging
period at the beginning of the unlimited pulse.

Relay (DT)

operates at the beginning of the input pulse while upon re.leasing at the end of the input pulse the condenser is
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discharged awaiting charging to the output at the beginning of
the next pulse.

In fig. 185 the reverse condition is true.

Here the condenser is discharged at the beginning of the
pulse when relay (DT) operates.

At the end of the pulse con-

denser C is connected to the output and charges through the
winding of the relay connected to the output.
Figure 186 shows a generalized switch circuit
which may be used for any type of pulse converting desired.
The input or start DTST is connected to the first bank terminal and any others which are so required.

The other possible

terminal connections, as the DTRLS ground, completely blank,
or the output of the TM (timing) function may be used to advance the switch from one contact to the next.

To secure the

unlimited input-limited output pulse conversion the DTST
should be connected to only terminal 1 while the output from
the TM function is connected to terminal 2.

Thus at the

beginning of the input pulse the switch advances to terminal
1 sending an output ground to DTU and starting the TM function.

This function introduces a time interval before

grounding its output (as described in section IV-K of this
Part).

When terminal 2 of arc 1 is grounded by the TM func-

tion, the switch advances the wipers to terminal 3 thus opening the output.

Modification may be made in the succeeding

terminal of the bank arc to perform other types of detecting
to other output wires or the output shown as well as repeat
the type of pulse detecting shown.
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d.

Limited

t Longer Pulse Conversion

Occasionally the need may arise in the design
of a circuit where it is desired to prolong the detected input application which is limited or short in length.

The

next 6 figures, figs. 187 to 192 incl., show examples of how
limited ground input pulses may be converted into longer
ground output pulses.

This general type of circuit action is

more frequently produced by the use of the correcting (pulse
correcting) function (see section IV-B of this Part).
The operating principles of figs. 187, 188, and
189 are as follows.
ground.

Relay (DTl) operates from the input

This ground is assumed to remain only long enough to

operate this relay and permit it to lock.

This looking path

is through the break contact of relay (DT3) in fig. 187 or
the break contact of relay (DT2) in figs. 188 and 189.

The

operation and locking of relay (DTl) operates intermediate
relays as (DT2) in fig. 187; starts the operation of slow-tooperate relay (DT2) of fig. 188; or starts a timing function
TM as in fig. 189.

Whichever of the aforementioned circuits

are used, the locking path to the (DTl) relay is finally
broken after an interval.

The locking ground for this relay

also extended as the pulse output DTU and thus provides the
longer pulse.
Figures 190 and 191 add a further feature to
the pulse elongation.

Here the limited pulse for lead DTI1

is sent out for an unlimited duration on DTU until an input
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signal is received on a second input DTI2.

Figure 190 shows

a circuit similar to the preceding three figures except that
the relay which unlocks the (DTl) relay is operated from an
external source over lead DTI2.

Two optional methods of

sending the converted pulses to the output DTU are shown as
options A and B.
the other figures.

These options may likewise be applied to
The purpose of option B is to isolate the

looking circuit of the (DT2) relay from the output to prevent
permanent grounds at the input end of the output from "backing
up" on the DTU lead and holding the (DTl) relay after the
locking circuit is broken.

In fig. 191 the (DT) relay looks

to a direct ground and is released by being shunted down from
an external ground placed on the DTI2

lead.

Care must be

taken when applying a circuit which contains this arrangement
to insure that the input ground to a distant (lead resistance)
or marginal function be direct with little or no resistance
since the presence of such resistance will permit a reduced
amount of current to flow in the winding of the relay being
shunted.

The relay may hold on this value of current.

It

may be possible in such cases to use a marginal circuit where
the relay has an electrical release requirement.

(See Part I

for definition.)
A marginal pulse elongating circuit is shown in
fig. 192.

This consists of a network similar to those shown

in figs. 84, 85, and 86 of Part I for marginally controlling
the operate and release time of a relay.

Here in fig. 192
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the output DTU is assumed connected to a relay whose
other
winding terminal is connected directly to battery.

When DTI

is grounded the condenser C charges and when the limited
pulse is ended the condenser discharges through the relay
thus maintaining some current flow for a short period after
the original input pulse.

Obviously the increase in the

length of the pulse is quite limited but with a sensitive relay and resistance R to increase the time constant some increase in pulse will be obtained.
e.

Series of Pulses

The detecting of pulses may not be limited by
just detecting single pulses.

Frequently in practice it is

desired to distinguish or detect series of pulses from one
another provided a sufficient time interval is introduced
between each series.

The most familiar example of such cir-

cuits are in dialing systems where each of the plurality of
digits of the dialed number is represented by a train of
pulses and the detecting relays must be capable of distinguishing between the individual digits.
Figures 193, 194, and 195 give examples of circuits which are used to perform this type of pulse detecting.
Figure 193 consists of merely a slow releasing relay connected directly with the input which is pulsing.

The relay

will operate on the first pulse and holding during the open
period of each succeeding pulse until an interval greater
than the maximum open period of the input pulses is
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encountered.
next train.

Then the relay (DT) will release and await the
Output DTU, sends the train of pulses on to

another function while output DTU 2 notifies an external function that a series of pulses is being received by applying a
steady ground to that output lead.
The circuit, fig. 194, is used to operate a
slow release relay in a manner similar to that of fig. 193 on
closed circuit pulses.

This requires an extra relay (DTl)

which modifies the break input to a make ground which then
operate the slow releasing relay (DT2).

Relay (DTl) then re-

peats each pulse and relay (DT2) holds up after each pulse
until the interval between trains is reached.

OutputsDTU1

and DTU 2 extends ground to external functions in the manner
as the relay outputs shown in fig. 193.
The final of these three figures, fig. 195,
shows the circuit usually encountered in the simpler types of
dial telephone systems for performing this type of detecting 58
This circuit extends the closed circuit detecting circuit
shown in fig. 196 by the addition of two relays (DTB) and
(DTON).

First assume that the input DTI is open.

closure, relay (DTA)

With its

operates in turn operating relay (DTB).

With the first break pulse relay (DTA) releases sending
ground from its break contact through the make contact on
relay (DTB) to operate relays (DTC) (slow releasing) and
(DTON).

Relay (DTON)

in operating locks through its upper

winding to the ground of the top make contact on relay (DTB).
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In the meantime when relay (DTC) operated it prepared a hold
circuit for itself via its make contact to the make contact
on relay (DTON).

As this latter relay operates and looks it

transfers, with continuity, the pulse lead from the break
contact of the (DTA) relay to the hold path of relay (DTC).
This relay being slow-to-release will hold up during the
pulses from the pulsing (DTA) relay until the end of the
train when relay (DTA) will remain on its make contact to
hold the (DTB) relay.

Relay (DTC)

in releasing transfers the

pulse output from lead DTUl to DTU 2 thus separating two successive trains.

This process may be repeated indefinitely.

On the next series of pulses relay (DTC) cannot reoperate
since the (DTON) relay has broken its operate path.

The

(DTON) relay may be off-normal spring contact on a switch as
well as a relay.

It is in this capacity that it is used in

the reference 24.

When the DTI is finally broken at the end

of all trains of pulses, relay (DTA) releases and after a
short period relay (DTB) releases.

Relay (DTON) releases

when relay (DTB) releases if such a relay is used in the circuit.

Another way a release circuit is sometimes provided is

by the ground and break contact of relay (DTA) through a
break contact on relay (DTB) to a switch magnet or a release
relay.

(See reference.)

The circuits for performing these

basic functions in telephone systems have recently been improved by a novel circuit arrangement using fast relays with
copper oxide rectifiers, reference to which is herewith
given25,
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f.

Evaluating Unlimited Pulses

In subdivision b. under the discussion of detecting unlimited pulses the circuits advanced by connecting
the input to the output at the end of the pulse no matter
what the length of the pulse.

In this subdivision circuits

and schemes are shown to illustrate methods of detecting the
length of unlimited pulses and sending this information on to
connected circuits.

In addition to evaluating pulses these

circuits may be used in the simpler capacity to distinguish
between short and long unlimited or incompleted pulses.
Three figures are used to describe typical
methods of evaluating pulses.

The first of these, fig. 196,

shows a general scheme which may be utilized.

Here the de-

tecting function DT recognizes and localizes the pulses coming in from DTI.

The pulses are then sent along to the

counting function CO via an interrupting function IR.

(See

Table of Contents for the location of the subsection describing these circuit functions.)

This latter function constant-

ly interrupts the continuous input pulse while it lasts.
This causes the single unlimited pulse to be broken down into
a plurality of equal pulses generated with the aid of the
interrupter.

These equal pulses are then counted by the

counting function in any of the ways described in the next
subsection.

The end of an unlimited pulse may be detected by

any of the means described in connection with detecting
series of pulses (section II-A-2e) which would be connected
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to the interrupter output IRO.
Another method of evaluating unlimited pulses
is shown with the circuit of fig. 197.

The unlimited pulse

enters the circuit with the closure of DTI.

Then each of the

timing TM relays operate in order one from the other.

The

number of TM relays provided depend upon the longest pulse
expected and the operate time of the TM relays.

The figure

for simplicity shows only the first (TMF), intermediate (TI),
and last (TML) timing relays.
to an external DTRLS.

Each relay in operating locks

The actual pulse length is indicated

by ground coming from one of the break contacts of the top
chain on the TM relays.

If the pulse lasted only long enough

to operate one relay, (TMl) or (TMF), the grounded make contact on relay (TML) would go out through a break portion of a
transfer contact on relay (TM2) and thus indicate to a circuit which utilizes this information that the pulse lasted
only long enough to operate one TM relay or one time unit.
The time unit is governed by the operate time of the TM relays and these may be fast acting or slow-to-operate according to the particular type of unlimited pulse being detected.
Note that a separate looking winding must be used in order to
prevent further relays from operating at the removal of the
input ground.
The final circuit shown for this subdivision,
fig. 198, is similar in detecting to fig. 197 but its information is transmitted through a single output wire by means of
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pulses generated in a manner similar to that discussed in
connection with fig. 196.

In this circuit the TM relays re-

ceive the unlimited ground input DTI the same as in the last
figure discussed.

The pulse is also detected by the detect-

ing control relay (DTC) at the beginning of the pulse, simultaneous with relay (TN1), through the break contact on the
look detecting relay (LDT).

Relay (DTC) upon operating pro-

vides an input holding circuit for itself and the TM relays
independent of the break contact on relay (LDT).

In addition

it breaks the lead to the interrupter start IRST and the interrupter contact IR.

Relay (TM1) in operating locks to

ground through the winding of relay (LDT) via the break portion of the continuity contact on relay (COZ).

Succeeding TM

relays in operating lock to the make portion of the continuity contacts on the preceding operated TM relays which are
connected directly to ground.

The TM relays determine the

time units as in the preceding circuit, fig. 197, and may
therefore be slow-to-operate or fast operating.

At the con-

clusion of the unlimited pulse, relay (DTC) releases completing a circuit from the ground of the make contact of the
(IDT) relay to the IRST and IR contact.

The (LDT) relay

operates in series with the looking windings of any of the TM
relays.

Grounding the IRST lead starts the external inter-

rupter function thus causing the IR contacts to make and
break at a desired rate.

Relay (COW) and (COZ) are counting

W-Z combination relays for determining whether the outgoing
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pulse is odd or even in number and for permitting the TM relays that have operated to release one at a time when the IR
pulse is sent out over the DT-NU detecting or sending output
wire.

The first closure of IR operates relay (COW).

relay locks to the ground from relay (LDT).

This

At the opening

of the IR contacts relay (COZ) operates transferring, in continuity, the (IDT) relay ground from the locking winding of
the (TM) relay to the locking winding of the (TM2)

relay

when relay (TM1) makes the break portion of its continuity
contact.

Since a short interval may exist between the open-

ing of the locking path for the (Tl) relay and the transferring of the locking path of the (TM2) relay from direct
ground to the (LDT) relay ground, the (LDT) relay is made
slow-to-release to insure that it remains operated during
this period.

The (TM2) relay is not looked via the break

portion of the released (TMl) relay's continuity contact and
the make portion of the (COZ) relay's continuity contact to
the winding of the (LDT) relay.

On the next closure of IR

relay (COW) releases to aid in releasing relay (COZ) when the
IR ground is removed at the end of the pulse.
(COZ)

Then relay

releases followed by relay (TUB) whose looking circuit

is thus opened.

This process of alternately releasing TM

relays from the break and make portions of the continuity
contact of the (COZ) relay continues until all the TM relay
operated by the length of the unlimited input pulse have been
released.

Then a holding path for the (LDT) relay is
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completely broken causing it to finally release releasing relay (COW) if operated at that time.

Note that further input

pulses from DTI cannot be received until the (LDT)

relay

operates thus preventing this from interfering with the circuit operation.

Note too that the TM relays are released in

an odd-even manner from two wires, the evenly numbered
relays' looking path terminating in the make portion of the
(COZ) continuity contact while the odd numbered relays' locking paths are connected to the break portion of the (COZ)
continuity contact.
The output from fig. 197 is of the decoding
type while the output from fig. 198 is of the translating
type both of which are discussed later in this section under
modifying functions.

Figure 198 is also a type of sending

function.
With this last subdivision the direct discussion
of detecting circuits is completed.

As stated at the begin-

ning of this subsection the detecting circuit function for a
group of functions in an overall function acts as a door to
the other functions in the group.

It is in this capacity

that most of the detecting circuit functions appear in block
diagrams or schematics further on in this Part.

However, it

is possible to have one or two relays in another function
which perform what might be called a detecting or "pick-up"
function.

Such relays are connected to the input wires and

may perform any number of additional circuit functions.

The
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following list gives some of the most frequent capacities
for
which detecting relays in other functional circuits may be
used.
1.

Increase strength of input signals (repeating)

2.

Change polarity of input with respect to circuit
at hand (reversing or modifying)

3.

Alter the effects of the input signal (modifying)

4.

Change the effect of the input signal without
change in character (modifying)

5.

Prevent receipt of further input signals until
previous signals have been adequately handled
by the circuit function (interlock and synchronizing)

8.

Give indication of input to other circuit functions
or a supervisory function

7.

Multiply the effect of the single input signalin
the same or different

respect (modifying)

8.

Aid in the release of the circuit function (release)

9.

Prepare circuit for succeeding signals

B - Counting
Although the counting function is a form of
calculating function, it is more closely associated with the
detecting function and the recording function in general.
With the aid of the counting function it is possible to add
and thus give more meaning to the individual pulses which
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were detected by the pulse detecting circuits of the last
subsection.

These pulses are usually sent in trains(one or

more digits) which are first detected and then counted.

This

entire process is known as "recording" and will be more generally described in the next subsection.

For the present

circuits are described which perform the counting function in
numerous ways.

In order to classify these methods three sep-

arate divisions have been formed under which these circuits
are illustrated.

The ground input COI shown in all the

counting function figures is assumed to come from the local
contact on a detecting function relay.

This, however, does

not necessarily have to be the case, for unless marginal conditions exist, the detecting may be located right in the
counting circuit or each counting relay may be a detecting
relay as discussed in general at the end of the last subsection.
1.

Successive Detecting
As the reader may gather from the introductory

paragraph the simplest type of counting function circuit
which may be obtained is one which is composed of successive
detecting functions.

To be more specific successive detect-

ing means that when any plurality of pulse detecting circuits
described the last subsection which cut their input DTI
through to the output DTU at the end of each pulse are connected in series, viz. input to output, a successive detecting type of counting function is formed.

It would of course
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be necessary to add contacts to the proper relays in order
that the number of relays operated or the number of the detecting function receiving the last pulse may be made useful.
The only pulse detecting circuits which meet these requirements are those discussed in section II-A-2-a. and b.

How-

ever, the most often used counting circuit lie in this
category.

These circuits are the successive W-Z combination,

the successive prime counter, and the successive two-step
counter.

(Note that the latter two have the word "counter"

in their commercially known title indicating wide-spread use
as a counting function.)

More will be said regarding these

counting functions, or counting relay "chains" as they are
sometimes called.
Before continuing to discuss the remaining
types of counting functions, it is well to stop at this point
and enlarge upon the output requirements of counting circuits
and also discuss two new points of nomenclature.

As stated

in the last paragraph, contacts are added to the counting
relays to indicate which set was the last operated or to
indicate what combinations or sets are operated.

These con-

tacts are then connected to external functions which use the
information and then permit the counting function to return
to normal, usually by opening the CORLS release path by a
releasing circuit function.

Frequently other functions are

carried on by the counting relays or their contacts.
ples of these situations are given later in this Part.

ExamOnly
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the contacts required to perform the counting function have
been placed on the circuit diagrams shown in this subsection.
Regarding the nomenclature, there are two terms
frequently used in relay and switch circuit design which further classify the particular type of counting circuit being
used.

The first of these is known as "counting-up".

When a

counting chain is arranged to count up the first pulse received always starts at the same point in the chain.

Thus in

successive detecting, which is the basis for all other types,
the first pulse is received by the first detecting function
relay set, the second pulse by the second detector and etc.
until the train of pulses is completed.

(It is assumed that

sufficient counting relay sets are provided to handle the
maximum number of input pulses expected.)

This method of

counting-up is used in all types of counting which operate
directly from a single input source.
term is "counting-down".

The second nomenclature

Here two interpretations are given

in practice according to the method of operation of the
particular counting relay chain.

The definition of counting-

down which corresponds to that of counting-up is given first.
This defines counting-down as starting at a particular counting relay set, a set which may be different

on different

operations of the function, and count down pulses until the
last counting relay set is reached.

When this last set is

encountered the circuit usually controls the function originating the pulses in order to stop further pulses from
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entering the counting chain.

An example of this type of

counting is given in subsection H (fig. 227).

The second and

more recent definition of "counting-down" means to perform
counting on relays initially operated by releasing them, thus
releasing them or knocking them "down".

(The word "down" is

commonly used to indicate the condition of a relay which is
not operated (released), while the word "up" is used to indicate a relay which is operated or loked.)

No examples of

this type of counting have been included in this paper.
The question as to what counting circuit arrangement to use for a given problem is a difficult one to
answer.

Factors of pulse variation, pulse speed, relay cost,

number of relays, number of contacts required on the relays,
and the speed of the relays are all involved.

In analyzing

the design of any counting chain these factors should all be
thoroughly reviewed.

In the next two divisions counting cir-

cuits are shown which attempt to reduce the number of relays
required to count unlimited pulses from the number required
when successive detecting function circuits are used.

No out-

put contacts are shown in these illustrations.
2.

Arrangements with Common Relays
In these counting relay circuits one or more

relays are used by all or several of the counting relay sets.
Five typical circuits of this type are shown in figs. 199 to
203 incl.
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The first of these, fig. 199 is a straightforward counting circuit consisting of two relays per pulse and
This circuit is a variation of the straight-

one common relay.

The

forward detecting circuits shown in figs. 173 and 174.

advantage of this circuit is that with the exception of the
common relay (COMD) the number of relays used is the same as
the number used in a successive detecting counting chain
using W-Z or prime counters in their semi-straightforward
circuits.

Input

The operation of the circuit is as follows.

counting-modifying relay (COND)
input ground pulse.

operates on each unlimited

Upon operating for the first time relay

(C01A) operates through a break contact chain on the (CO-B)
relays.
CORLS.

Relay (COlA) then locks to the external release path
When relay (COWD) releases at the end of the pulse

ground through its back contact, through a back contact chain
of unoperated (CO-A) relays, and through the operated make
contact on relay (COlA) operates relay (COlB) which also
locks to CORLS.

In operating the (C01B) relay transfers the

(COA)operating circuit to the (CO2A) relay so that the
closure of the next pulse will operate relay-(COA) and the
opening of the next pulse will operate relay (CO2B).

It is

obvious that any number of intermediate relays may be added
and function as just described.

The only function of the

(COND) relay is to change the single make input to a makebreak type of input.

Of course if the pulses may be sent

over two wires and if the pulses may be secured from a
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transfer contact, the modifying relay may be dispensed with.
The next circuit, fig. 200, functions on an
odd-and-even basis, an innovation sometimes used in circuits.
This circuit is also of the straightforward type utilizing
the general type of straightforward operation shown in the
detecting circuits figs. 173 and 174.

Here in addition to

the (COID) relay two other common relays are added, viz.
(C00)-counting odd and (COE)-counting even.

The general

method of operation is as follows.

Relay (CORD) operates on

each unlimited input ground pulse.

The top make contacts of

relay (COND) operate either relay (COO) or (COE).

The odd

numbered CO relays prepare to operate relay (COO) while the
even numbered CO relays prepare to operate relay (COE) by a
circuit from CORLS ground through the front contacts of operated CO relays to the back contact of the first unoperated CO
relay.

The break contacts on odd CO relays go to the winding

of the (COO) relay while the break contacts on even CO relays
go to the winding of the (COE) relay.

Relay (COO) or (COE)

operates independent of and looks the (COD) relay operate
path.

A circuit is then prepared through the lower make con-

tacts on these relays and the two contact chains, one on the
odd CO relays and one on the even CO relays, to operate the
last unoperated CO relay.

Upon the release of the (COND)

relay the operated (COO) or (COE) relay locks the other side
of its winding independent of the CO relay chain to the
break ground through contacts on the (COeD)

relay.

This
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ground also operates the unoperated CO relay from the left.
The CO relay looks independent of the operate path to CORLS
and in operating prepares the (COO) or (COE) relay operate
path and the operate path for the next CO relay.

The (COO)

or (COE) relay operated on this pulse will be released at
the beginning of the next pulse when the (COND) relay operates breaking one of the locking paths of these relays.
An odd-even arrangement using prime counter
principles is shown in fig. 201.

Here either the (COO) or

(COE) relay operates on the input pulse by a battery chain
circuit on the CO relays similar to that used in fig. 200.
These relays then look directly to battery independent of the
battery contact chain on the CO relays.

The top make contact

prepares a circuit, which is at present ground shunted by the
input COI, to the break portion of the continuity contact on
the first unoperated relay in numerical order, and through
the winding of this relay to CORLS ground.

When the input

ground is removed at the end of the pulse the CO relay operates in series with the (COO) or (COE) relay in a manner
similar to that of the prime relays in a prime counter.
However, the CO relay's make portion of the continuity contact locks the relay to CORLS with battery from the chain of
previously operated CO relays and then breaks the operate
path of the CO relay thus opening the circuit of the (COO) or
(COE) relay which was holding in series with CO relay winding.
The make contact on the operated CO relay prepares to operate
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the next odd or even C0 relay when a circuit for the (COO) or
(COE) relay is again prepared and functions as described.
The novel break make-before-break make contact combination on
the CO relays may be altered to a certain extent by the introduction of separate makes and/or breaks for all but the
continuity portion of the arrangement if such a spring combination is not available on the particular type of relay
structure being used.
The next arrangement shown in fig. 202 uses the
prime counter principle as did fig. 201 only this time the
common relay functions once on each three pulses instead of
once each two pulses as in the last figure.

The result is a

reduction in the number of contacts required on the CO relays.
Here the numerical CO relaysoperate, one at a time, immediately at the beginning of the input ground pulse, the (COA),
(COB), and (CO) relays acting as the prime relays.

This path

may be traced for the (C01) through the break contacts of the
unoperated CO lettered relays to the winding of the (001)
relay to battery.

This relay in operating prepares a path to

the winding of the (COA) relay which then goes to the CRLS
ground via the break contact on the (COB) relay.

When the

ground input is removed the (COA) relay operates in series
with the (C01) relay which holds.

With these two relays

operated the next input pulse is directed towards the (CO2)
relay which operates and prepares a circuit for the (COB)
relay to operate when the input ground shunt is removed.
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operating relay (COB) opens the locking and holding path of
the (COA) and (C01) relays leaving only relays (COB) and
(C02) operated.

Thus only one CO relay is operated at a time

the previous one being released when the pulse which operated
the succeeding one is broken.
for relays (COC) and (CO3).

The same process is continued
The (COQA), (COB) and (COO) re-

lays then recycle as prime counters with the next three CO
relays, viz.

(004),

(C05) and (006).

It is obvious that the

number of lettered relays may not be reduced because one must
release when the other comes up and vice versa.

For this

reason an extra relay is added which insures the proper sequence of operations.

Obviously the number of lettered CO

relays which may be added may equal the number of numbered CO
relays if desired.

The schen

as shown is used canmercially

in several different systems.26, 2 7
The final counting circuit using common relays
which is shown is of the marginal type.

Actually this cir-

cuit converts unlimited to limited pulses in a manner similar
to that described in figs. 184 and 185.

The 00 relays then

pick up these unlimited pulses and lock over a different
path.

Each relay in operating prepares the path of the

succeeding CO relay.

This circuit was proposed in a patent 2 8

but as far as is known it was never used commercially.
3.

Arrangements with Recycling
The principle of recycling on counting relays

is one which endeavors to further reduce the total number of
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relays required to count a certain maximum number of unlimited length pulses.

With this principle the counting relays

or relay sets are operated and locked in order one for each
pulse until the last relay or set has been operated.

Either

when the next pulse enters the counting circuit or at the end
of the last pulse, all the counting relays or relay sets are
released except the last or auxiliary set.

This set then re-

mains operated while the pulses are further counted on the
relays or relay sets which were released.

Theoretically this

process could continue recycling the next time after permanently locking the next-to-the-last relay or relay set and
releasing all preceding relays.

However, this is seldom

done in practice because the maximum number of pulses to be
counted is not large enough to warrant the added circuit complexity.

Circuits which recycle until all counting relays or

relay sets have been looked up for one complete cycle have
been prepared are not discussed in this paper.
Four illustrative circuits are shown for this
subdivision, viz. figs. 204, 205, 206 and 207.

The first of

these, fig. 204, is a modification of fig. 199 to accommodate
the recycling feature.

Each set except the last set, relays

(CO3A) and (003B), operate in a manner the same as described
for fig. 199.

With the next to the last set operated, viz.

relays (CO2A) and (C02B), the operation of relay (COND)
operates relay (CO3A) as usual.

This relay locks directly

to CORLS while other preceding relays except (CO2B) locked to
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CORLS through a break contact on relay (CO3A) and are thus
released.

Relay (CO2B) is locked to CORLS by the break con-

tact on relay (003B). The opening of the input pulse releases relay (COND).

This action places a ground through

the break contacts on the released (CO-A) relays through the
make contact on (CO3A) to operate relay (C03B). This relay
in operating provides a new locking path for itself and all
relays except (CO2B) which will be the last relay to operate
if a maximum number of pulses are received before the operation of CORLS.
lock.

This relay therefore requires no further

The CO relays except for the last set being normal

after (C03B) operates, the counting process may recycle as
before using the new locking path and with the (C03) relays
permanently locked to CORLS.
Figure 205 shows a prime counter arranged to
recycle.

Assume all counting relays to relay (005?) operate

on the first cycle as previously described in the division
on successive detecting.

The next input pulse operates

auxiliary cycle releasing relay (RLSl) which, after locking
to the input independent of the make contacts of the prime
relays, breaks the locking path of all counting sets.

Relay

(006) operates when relay (C05) releases through the break
contact on that relay.

The (CO) relay then looks indepen-

dent of this contact and the make contact on the (RLS1) relay.
At the end of the pulse relay (RLSl) releases replacing the
CORLS0 ground on the other counting relays and thereby
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permitting reoperation in the normal manner.

Relay (RLS1)

may not further operate since the operate path through the
break contact on relay (006) is now broken with this relay
locked.
The recycling of the W-Z counting combinations
may be done in a manner similar to that described above for
the prime counter or a more novel means roughly shown in fig.
206 may be used.

Here the base-two wiring which releases

the W-Z relays in opposite order on alternate pulses may or
may not be used as indicated by the vertical dashed wiring.
The release relay (RLS1) has its winding connected as shown
and possesses make contacts which are used in the base-two
wiring.

If this wiring option is desired no recycling is

necessary because the relay permutations made in the normal
operation of this type of circuit far exceeds any possible
advantage of recycling.

Besides recycling would have no

direct meaning since each alternate pulse is a partial recycle in a sense.

The (RLS1) relay operates at the same time

the (COW6) relay operates, thus all the relays in the circuit
are operated except relay (C0Z6) which is shunted by the input pulse.

In operating relay (RLS1)

(COW) relays except relay (COW).

immediately shunts all

At the end of the pulse,

therefore, all the (COZ) relays associated with these (COW)
relays will release and the cycle is restarted.

The opening

of the input pulse operates relay (COZ6) as usual and this
set of relays remain operated until unlocked by CORLS.

The
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(COW) and (C0Z6) relays are assumed to be the last counting
relay set.
A final recycling scheme using prime counters
is shown in fig. 207.

Here the succeeding unprimed relay

operating circuits are prepared by the operated preceding
prime relay in a backward manner.

That is, the input to the

make contact on the prime relay comes from the succeeding
prime relay instead of the preceding prime relay.

The pre-

ceding relay set is released at the end of the succeeding
pulse.

The circuits function the same until operating the

last set of relays (C06) and (006'). Relay (C06) operates as
usual over a path prepared from the make contact on relay
(CO5') and also a break contact on relay (C06').

The (006')

relay operates at the end of the pulse and releases the (C05)
and (005') counting relays.

The next pulse will now operate

the (001) and (C01') relay set thus restarting the cycle.
Modifications of this scheme are frequently used in relay and
switch circuits but no direct reference is given.
It is obvious that the contact configuration
required to the output from recycling circuits is quite different from those of the regular non-repeating counting chains
discussed in the other divisions.

This problem in modifying

is quite simple and may usually be done without requiring
each relay to have a lead going through a transfer contact on
the cycle detecting (last counting set) relays.
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Cross-references are herewith given to other
figures in this Part which utilize special prime counter arrangements in carrying out their functions.

These are:

figs.

227, 228, 241, 287, 309, 310, 329, 330, 331, 332, 479 and 480.
These are discussed in their respective subsections.
C - Recording - General
The function of recording is merely the combined
action of a receiving function with a registering function.
Figure 208 shows a schematic of a general recording function.
Here signals come into the recorder from the RCI, may then be
decoded by the solid block decoding function DC before being
stored in the register RG (see section II-D).

Function RCC

controls the recording and decoding while an optional RGC
register control may be used to control which registering
function the input signals will be recorded in if several
different sets of information are sent.

The optional decod-

ing function (dashed block) may provide means of getting the
information from the register function or the information may
go direct from RGO register output.
Figure 213 shows another possible registerreceiving scheme.

Here each register is also a counting

function (CO-RG).

The input signals RCI are originally re-

ceived in the recording circuit at RC and then transmitted to
the counting register each of which acts only on the information being stored for that one register.

The sequence func-

tion SQ provides a means of register control similar to that
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of RGC in fig. 208.

This sequence function advances the in-

put from one counting relay function to the next.

If the re-

ceivpfunconin the preceding figure, fig. 208 was a
counting relay set this would have been used on each set of
input signals and the information transferred to separate
registers thus permitting the counting function to be used on
each set of input signals.

This problem is, of course, one

in cost balance dependent on the type of input signals, type
of registers, and decoders if necessary.

Re fig. 213, a

separate release function RLS is provided since once the signals are received in the individual registers they are separated from the RC recording function control.

Separate detect-

ing functions associated with a single register may also be
employed.
In general recording is the receiving and
registering of information sent from a source which requires
detecting on the receiving end.

In other words, recording is

the process of detecting, counting, and registering in any
combination and by any means.

Further schematics are shown

in section IV-A under the subject of the repeating function.
D - Registering
The registering function is one which, isolated
from the various combinations with which it may be put in the
process of recording, is essentially a simple circuit function.
Figures 209 to 212 incl.

show four common register circuits

each of which has a particular advantage over the other.
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The simplest of all register circuits is one
which is required to record only one set of information without providing means for advancing (in sequence as fig. 213)
to another register upon receiving a particular registration.
Figure 209 shows just such a circuit with an optional set of
decoding DC contacts on the register relays to provide a decoded output.

If no decoded output is desired single make

contacts on each (RG-) register relay may be used.

When it

is desired to register, that is operate combinations of the
numerical RG relays, the RGC registering control is closed to
ground and operates the (RGC) register control relay.

The

register input leads RGI are grounded in accordance with the
information which is to be recorded.

These grounds may come

from a counting function, detecting function, another register function, the output of a decoding function and many other
sources.

The grounded leads operate RG relays which lock to

an external release RGRLS.

The relays in locking send a

ground back over the originally grounded lead and by the use
of a proper checking function, such as fig. 457 described in
Section IV-R, it is possible to check the operation of the
individual register relays to insure that the information was
stored correctly.

The RGC may then open releasing the (RGC)

relay to prevent further operation of the (RG-) relays.
To enable the register inputs to be advanced to
a succeeding set of register relays after the registration
has been made in the set under consideration an (RGA) register
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advance relay may be added to each register as shown in fig.
210.

As in the last figure the RGI leads are grounded in

accordance with the combination of (RG-) relays which it is
desired to store and then later send directly or through
contact of the decoding type (not shown - see section II-F).
When it is desired to record, the RGCI, register control
input, is grounded, operating relay (RGC) through the break
portion of the transfer contact on relay (RGA).

The RG

relays then operate and look to RGRLS as before, their operation being checked if desired.

The operation of any one RG

relay prepares a circuit for operating the (RGA) relay when
the (RGC)

relay is released by the removal of the ground from

the RGCI lead.

Thus with this type of circuit at least one

(RG-) relay must be operated before the RGCI may advance to
the RGCO, register control output, which is connected to the
RGCI of the next register circuit.

The release of the (RGC)

relay places ground through an operated RG relay make contact
to operate the (RGA) relay.

The transfer contact then con-

nects RGCI to RGCO.
Another scheme which requires at least one
register relay to operate before advancing to the next register is shown in fig. 211.

It must be remembered that these

are only examples and if it is desired to advance only after
two or more or any other restricted number of (RG-) relays
have operated and locked chains such as shown in figs. 104
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and 105 of Part I may be applied.

With fig. 211 a ground on

RGCI operates relay (RGC) as before.

The grounds on leads

RGI operate a combination of (RG-) relays which prepare to
lock to the RGRLS ground through the winding of relay (RGA)
when the RGI grounds are removed.

If relay (RGA) is made

marginal it may be arranged to operate only if the desired
number or more of the (RG-) relays are operated,

(It is to

be understood throughout this discussion that the number of
(RG-) relays in a set is unlimited, 3 being shown in the
figures to represent a complete set.)

This combination of

(RG-) relays and relay (RGA) is in effect a prime counter
detecting arrangement with the (RGA) relay acting as the
prime relay.

With the removal of the input ground the RGCI

is connected to the RGCO and may thus start the next register
on its way to registering the next combination of grounds on
its RG relays.

The (RGA) relay in this circuit, especially

if made marginal, acts as a check on the locking of the relays rather than depending upon external checking at the output of the function supplying the ground combinations to RGI.
Of course there is no check by this method as to whether
those (RG-) relays which lock are the ones that are supposed
to lock.
A final register circuit is shown in fig. 212
in which the locking check is made locally by a relay used in
the advancing process and then sent to a cross-checking function at the output of the function supplying the input ground
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combinations.

Here a ground on RGCI operates the (RG) relay

through the break portion of the continuity contact on the
(RGL) relay.

In addition to cutting through the RGI leads to

operate the (RG-) relays, the (RG) relay prepares a signaling
ground for the RGCI lead by the upper make contact while the
lower make contact prepares a locking path for the (RG) relay.
The (RG-) relays in this circuit are double wound so that the
locking path is independent of the operate path.

The lower

locking windings operate to ground in series with the winding
of the (RGL) relay.

As was the case before with the (RA)

relay, the (RGL) relay may be marginal to detect at least a
certain number of locking windings present.
operates immediately grounding the RGC

1

The (RGL) relay

lead and locking the

(RG) relay independent of its operate path.

When the ground

on the RGCI is interrupted indicating that the control wishes
to proceed to the next register set, probably after receiving
the RGC 1check, the (RG) relay releases and with the operated
(RGL) relay cause the RGCI lead to be connected to the RGCO
lead to the next register set.

This circuit is through the

make portion of the continuity contact on the (RGL) relay and
the break portion of the transfer contact on the (RG) relay.
In other portions of this Part of this paper
other types of register circuits are illustrated.

One of

these types of register circuits are the register switch circuits which are shown in figs. 224, 225, 226, 243 and'333.
The problem of reregistering or transfer of registrations
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from one register function to another is also dealt with
elsewhere in this Part.

Figures 242 and 243 show a method of

switch circuit transfer registration in connection with the
sending function, while figs. 461 and 462 show a method of
transferring and checking relay registrations.

Other general

references to registers in circuit schematics may be found in
the following figures: 216, 223, 330, 331, 332, 342, 347 and
350.
Regarding switch registers, shown elsewhere in
this paper, are rotary switch registers only.

Examples of

this type of register may be found in practice. 2 9

In addition

other switches, such as crossbar switches,ll,12 are frequently
used commercially as registers.30

Relay circuit registers

are also frequently used commercially and examples may be
31 3 2
found in references given hereto. ,

E - Modifying - General
The modifying function is the broad circuit
function with a class of two main circuit functions, viz. the
decoding function and the translating function.

These two

circuit functions are described in the following two subsections.
Modification in relay and switch circuits may
take place in two ways.

First, the function or action of a

circuit may be modified by the operation of an external function or the resulting function of the circuit may modify
actions or functions which have already taken place.

The

former type of modification is more frequently called "intercepting" and is taken up later in section IV-D of this Part.
The latter definition of modifying is the type discussed in
this subsection.
Functional modifying may be performed in two
ways.

The first of these, which has been defined as decoding,

performs passively by the use of contact configurations on
existing relays or switch arcs in other functions or by the
direct operation of special decoding relays by a selecting
function means.

The translating type of modifying is more

active and consists of changing switch positions or relay
operation, sending out impulses or other signals, or performing numerous relay operations in order to secure the required
modification.

Circuit examples for such modifying functions

follow in the next subsections.
In addition to the two main circuit functions
mentioned above, many other circuit functions exist in this
paper which may also be said to perform a modifying job.
Such functions are reversing, transferring, correcting, and
etc.

These functions are more specialized than the general

term modification will allow and have therefore been discussed
separately in sections III and IV of this Part.

In the broad

sense of the term, however, these functions may be called
modifying functions.
F - Decoding
As stated above, decoding consists mostly of

introducing changes in direct circuit action by the use of

contact configurations.

Another definition, viz. the use of

special decoding relays operated by selecting means, is quite
broad and difficult to express without typical examples.

For

this reason only references to such decoding, which incidentally are widely used in practice, may be given.33,34,35
In brief terms the latter type of decoding functions as follows.

In response to input signals a selecting function con-

trol circuit operates decoding relays or register relayswhich
in turn operate decoding relays (fig. 216).

Paths through

these relays pick one or more outlets which are crossconnected to relay windings or contacts in other functions or
registers.

The decoding takes place in the transfer from the

selected point information to the new relays which are operated from the one or more points selected.
The former type of decoding is much simpler and
consists of only contact configurations which group or split
certain cambinations of leads in such a manner as to operate
other relays in other combinations.

Such combinations may be

simple as those of contact chains which determined if one or
all relays in a group are operated, as described in Part I;
they may involve unscrambling (decoding) one combination of
operated relays into another combination of operated relays;
or they may merely scramble (code) or unscramble (decode) the
combination of operated relays.

The latter two types of con-

tact configurations are illustrated in figs. 214 to 222 incl.
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The examples give typical simple problems which involve contacts on counting or register relays or switches (figs. 221
and 222).
For example take fig. 214.

Here it is assumed

that it is desired to decode the operation of any one of ten
relays, as counting relay, into the operation of a combination of four relays, as register relays.

The small table to

the right of the figure indicates which DCO leads (assumed to
go to other relay windings) are grounded when DCO

is closed

after any one, and only one, of the DCI leads are connected
to negative polarity thus operating a (DC-) relay.

Actually

these contacts could be located directly on the ten counting
relays without first going to DC relays but the relays are
labelled (DC-) to indicate the function which the contacts
It is obvious the way in which the

shown are performing.
combination is made.

A relay which is supposed to ground

three DCO leads has three make contacts, one which is supposed to ground two DCO leads has two make contacts, and etc.
Each of these make contacts is connected to one of the leads
indicated in the chart.

(Note that the sum of the DCO lead

numbers equals the number of the DCI lead.

This is for con-

venience only.)
A more complex decoding circuit is the one in
fig. 215 which unscrambles the combination of four into one
of ten.

It is in arriving at such a contact configuration

that the theoretical approach is the most valuable.
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setting up equations for each condition, ten in this case,
and then simplifying by use of the rules of the corrected
algebra, a final set of equations representing the simplest
contact configuration for performing the required decoding is
given.

The same contact configuration is usually arrived at

by the experienced circuit engineer by a more or less trial
and error method but a method by which he is able to show the
reasons for each contact in the circuit.

The method the

author used in obtaining the circuit of fig. 215 will be
described here as an example of the way such a problem may be
analyzed from a non-theoretical standpoint.
To start with it is known that a transfer chain
type of selecting function as shown in fig. 327 permits the
input to the first transfer contact to be connected to any of
the outputs from the last relay's break and make contacts by
operating different combinations of relays.

It is also known

that these combinations include all possible combinations of
the number of relays provided.

It is obvious that the total

number of combinations possible with the four relays shown
in fig. 215 is 16.

However, the problem to be solved only

involves 10 of these combinations and hence it is merely a
problem of eliminating those not required and then simplifying.

Also notice that relay (DC4) is operated on 7 out of

10 of the combinations hence in order to avoid extra contacts
it is best to start the DCOC on a transfer contact on that
relay.

The break contact of this transfer only goes directly
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to individual make contacts on the other three (DC-) relays
thus giving output leads not involving the (DC4) relay.

The

make contact of the (DC4) relay goes to a "tree" transfer
contact chain of the type previously described thus securing
the remaining outputs which involve this relay.

Note that

since a condition involving the combination of relays (DC4)
and (DC2) operated and relay (DC3) released cannot possibly
involve relay (DCl) operated or released (see chart) therefore this wire is run directly to the output instead of
through a break contact on the (DCl) relay.

Note that this

set of decoding relays does not perform a complete mathematical function, that is it does not add up the sum of the
input leads and thereby ground the output leads.

If this

were done the following combinations would have to be added:
1 and 2; 1 and 3; 2 and 3; 1, 2 and 3; and 1, 2, and 4.

To

obtain these decodings in addition to those shown in the
chart it would be necessary to use a complete "tree" chain
and then connect certain of the outputs together.

It is

desirable when making these contact configurations on decoding or selecting relays to distribute the contacts as evenly
as possible over all the relays.

This may be done when using

"tree" chains by splitting the tree into two sections, one
extending in one direction from the first relay while another
extends in the other direction starting from the last relay.
It is more difficult to do this when using modified "tree"
chains as the one shown in fig. 215 because each output is
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definitely assigned to a relay and is not the result of
opens and closures of each relay in the decoding set.

Fur-

ther investigations of this problem of evening the distribution of contacts on these relays have been made but they will
not be further discussed in this paper.

It is important,

however, to retain this fact in mind while designing contact
configurations since awkward configurations, other than symmetrical forms, are not desirable.
For a further example, figs. 217 and 218 have
been introduced to show a different decoding from a one of
ten to a cmbination of four and vice-versa.

Here, however,

the combinations are different since relay or lead 3 has been
changed to 5 thus making different combinations necessary in
order to add up the combination to equal the one of ten.
Figure 217 is similar in form to that of fig. 214.

The in-

verse figure, fig. 218, was developed in a manner similar to
that discussed in connection with fig. 216 except that certain
modifications had to be introduced in using the break portion
of the transfer contact on relay (DCS) since now the (DC5)
relay is the relay by which the DOC

ground enters the cir-

cuit and this relay is used in only 6 out of the 10combinations.

It was found that the contacts could be more evenly

distributed by running first to a transfer contact on the
(DCl) relay and then the break and make portions of this contact were run to the (DC2) relay.
were taken off, viz.

Here three combinations

1 and 2, 1 alone, and 2 alone.

This
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gave the (DC2) relay a total of three armature springs while
(Dcl) has one more or four armature springs.

If the first

transfer had been on the (DC2) relay this relay would have
only two armature springs while the (DCl) relay would have
had a total of five armature springs.
The next decoding function problem is one where
an input combination is changed to an output combination.
Figures 219 and 220 have been drawn to illustrate this dual
combination decoding arrangement.

Figure 219 decodes from

the combination of 1, 2, 3, and 4,

shown for an equivalent

one-of-ten in figs. 214 and 215, to the 1, 2, 4,

and 5 com-

bination, shown for the same equivalent one-of-ten in figs.
217 and 218.

There is no direct non-mathematical way in

which such a circuit may be arrived at.
rules may be loosely applied.

The following three

First, lay out separately the

contact paths for each of the output wires or for each of the
input combinations; second, decide the relay which has the
most contacts in common with any one of these contact paths,
the input lead which has its operations the most nearly like
an output lead (fig. 219) or start with the single armature
contact for each output wire (fig. 220) and attempt to consolidate the individual paths previously mentioned; and third,
when the circuit is finally completed check each input cmbination to see that the right output combination is secured,
check to see that with every combination grounds on the correct output leads do not sneak or back up to those which
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should not be grounded, and finally check to see that each
contact has been used for a definite purpose and that all
make and break contacts on the same relay going to or coming
from the same wire are made into a transfer contact.
In fig. 219 there are two basic paths.

One in-

volves the simple task of determining when to ground the 5
DCO leads.

This occurs only when relay (DC4) is operated

together with any of the other (DC-) relays.

If no other DC

relay is operated the 4 DCO lead is grounded.

This contact

configuration consists of the make contact on (DC4), bottom
transfer contact on (DC3), next to the bottom transfer contact on (DC2), and the transfer contact on (DCl) the break of
which goes to the 4 DCO lead.

The other path utilizing all

the other contacts and branches of the path just mentioned is
used to decode the input 1,2, or 3 into 1, 2, and 1 and 2.
Also after the (DC4) relay has operated it decodes an input
2 to 1, 3 to 2, and 1 and 3 to 1 and 2 this representing a
shift from the decoding performed before the (DC4) relay
operated.
The circuit of fig. 220 being the inverse of
that shown in fig. 219 must produce the above mentioned variations.

Since these variations are quite simple'except for

the'difference when the (DC5) relay is operated, this circuit
has been designed about the (DC5) relay and effectively
transfers all output leads when this relay operates.

The

(DCl) and (DC2) relays must when operated together ground the
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3 DCO lead below or above (DC5).

However, 2 grounds 2 below

5 and 3 above while 1 grounds 1 below 5 and 2 above 5.

It

was found that only one contact was required on the (DCl) relay since the DCOC, decoding output control, ground enters
the circuit at several different points.
In the last two figures, figs. 221 and 222,
register switches are used to demonstrate a switch method of
decoding.

In the first case impulse 1 to 10 enter by DCI

stepping the switch to one of ten sets of arc

terminals.

The

bank terminals are connected to the individual output leads
and since there are never more than three leads used for any
one combination (the advantage of the 1, 2, 4,

5 combination

over 1, 2, 3, 4) only three bank arcs are required.

The

wipers are connected together to the DCOC ground.
With fig. 222 decoding the other combination
each wiper is connected to an output lead since there is need
for a ground to all four during one combination.

The arc

terminals are connected together as required to produce the
proper combination and are then connected to the DC0C.

The

switches are returned to normal by release circuits DCRLS and
dm connected as described in Part I and later in this Part.
Other references to the decoding function in
this paper are only of the schematic type in connection with
selecting control and register checking.
G - Translating
As previously defined translating may be any
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type of active modifying.

One example of translating given

so far has been the evaluating of unlimited pulses by a detecting function which then converted the pulse length into a
plurality of equal pulses (fig. 198).

By adding a register

or counting function to the detector and then connecting,
when desired, to the translator, a more generalized scheme is
presented.

Figure 223 shows such a scheme.

It is sometimes

desirable to store the output of the translator as well as
the input and hence sometimes two registers, an in-register
and out-register, are requiredas shown in the figure,

These

two registers may also be combined asoptionally shown, making the single register act as both an in and out register.
Also shown are the optional functions which may be connected
between the translator and the registers for the purpose of
placing the signals into the translator from the in-register
and for selecting an out-register or recording the signal
output from the translator before registering them.
For the purpose of illustrating circuits for the
translating function three switch circuits have been drawn in
figs. 224, 225 and 226.

Switch circuits have been chosen for

these illustrations because they required the least space and
preparation.

It is obvious that any and all features may be

copied in terms of detecting, finding, selecting, registering, and counting circuits of the relay type.
The circuit, fig. 224, shows a generalized
translating scheme using a separate in and out register.

The
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switch (IRG), in-register, is stepped to the desired terminal
by input ground pulses from the closure of TLI.

The TLST is

then closed to permit the translator to function.

Ground is

thereby placed on the TLC lead and one point on the 1) are of
the (IRG) switch thus grounding one of the IRGO leads.

With

option A a cross-connection identifies the particular inregister point which is grounded while the TLC lead through
the break contact on the (TLC) relay permits the (TL) switch
drive magnet to run (continuously step) as described in Part
I.

When the grounded point is encountered on the 1) arc of

the (TL) switch the (TLC) relay will operate preventing further advancement of the switch wipers.

(For general finder

switch action, see fig. 294, section III-H).

At the same

time the operation of (TLC) transfers the input TLC ground
from the drive magnet to a point on arc 2) of switch (TL) as
well as ORGC lead to the out-register switch.

The ground

through the second arc on the (TL) switch is connected to a
terminal on the 1) arc of the (ORG) switch through a crossconnection.

The grounding of the ORGC lead starts the (ORG)

switch moving over its terminals.

When the particular point

which has been grounded is reached, the (ORG) relay is operated thus preventing further running of the switch.

A closure

of the TLOC contact will now ground the translated output
lead TLO.

With the use of B wiring the inter register trans-

lation by switch (TL) may be eliminated.
must be provided for the (IRG)

An external release

switch since it must always
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start at the same point.

The TLRILS 2 for the (ORG) is optional

as well as a similar release for the (TL) switch.
Before continuing it should be noted that in
addition to any direct translating finding circuit action, as
that shown in the circuit just described, a distributing
function may be inserted in the general scheme, fig. 223,
where the SN sending function is now shown.
By the use of fig. 225 the translating is accomplished by the use of only a combined in and out register
switch (RG).

Here the pulsing on TLI steps the (RG) switch

to the required terminal point.

(Note a sneak path to oper-

ate the (ORST) relay on input pulses is avoided by the use of
a backward acting switch where dm opens upon the energization
of the DM.
lay.

A short closure may try to operate the (ORST) re-

This may be avoided by making the (RST)

operate.)

relay slow-to-

Next the TC ground is closed sending ground to

the (TL) switch in two paths as described in connection with
fig. 224.

This switch then runs to find the point grounded

from the IRGO lead through the cross-connection.

When this

point is found the (TLC) relay operates, removing ground from
the wiper of the 2) arc and sending ground to the register
switch circuit.

This ground operates the (ORST) relay and

starts the (RG) switch running.

The (ORST) relay in oper-

ating prevents further TLI pulses from being received; removes ground from the two leads to the (TL) switch circuit
thus releasing the (TLC) relay and grounding the desired ORGI
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lead through cross-connections; and continues the running
path for the (RG) switch directly from the TLC ground.
the desired out-register point is reached the (ORO)

When

relay

operates preventing the switch wipers from further running
and preparing a path for grounding the proper TLO lead from
the TLOC contact.

The translating action may be restarted by

the opening and reolosure of TLC thus giving a retranslation
for the new setting of the register switch.

If this action

is not desired, the register may be returned to normal by a
closure of the TLRLS ground.
A final translating circuit shown in fig. 226
is similar to another type of translation which has been used
extensively in practice.3 7 ,3 8
used, the (IRG)

Here two register switches are

switch being set as in fig. 224.

When the

setting of this switch has been completed the TLC contact is
closed operating the (ORG) relay.

This connects ground to

both windings of the (SP) and (ST) relays.

The symbols to

the right of the drawing are segments on a so-called pulse
machine or interrupter.

This machine, or circuits which

simulate its action (e.g. see fig. 241 -

section II-H), has

a plurality of revolving segments and brushes.

These seg-

ments have a desired number of grounded portions and two segments are provided to indicate where any of these segments
start,

(ST) segment, and when a revolution back to the start

has been completed, (SP) segment.

(Actually only one segment

is required since it is possible to count two groundings of
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the brush connected to the (ST) segment thus indicating the
start and the completion of a single revolution.)

Three

regular segments are illustrated, one sending out 2 ground
pulses,

one sending out 5 ground pulses,

1 ground pulse.

and one sending out

The IRGO lead from the selected terminal of

the (IRG) switch is cross-connected to the desired translating segment.

When the start of a complete revolution is

indicated by the operation of the (ST) relay, (battery from
operated (ORG) relay and ground from the (ST) segment) the
pulses from the cross-connected segment are sent through the
IRGO lead, back contact of the (SP) relay, front contact of
the (ST) relay to the drive magnet of the (ORG) switch thus
stepping it a certain number of terminals.

The ground on the

(SP) segment will indicate the end of the pulses and operate
the (SP) relay.

This relay then locks by its second winding

to the same ground that the operated (ST) relay locked to.
The purpose of the two windings on these relays is to provide
a looking path which is independent of the lead from the segments which are common to any number of individual sets of in
and out registers.

This prevents permanent grounding of

either of these leads.

Note also that the (SP) relay cannot

lock until the (ST) relay has locked thus preventing the
cutting off of impulses from the IRGO lead before a complete
revolution is made.

The out-register switch is now set and

the TLOC ground closure will ground the desired TLO output
lead.

The release of the registers is by external TLRLS
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grounds as shown.

Obviously more than one set of registra-

tions may be translated at the same time.

The references

show circuits for a plurality of simultaneous pulse type
translations.

If these plurality of translations are for the

same input function or overall function the term translation
is restricted to the singular unless distinct translations
are made.
Translating functions of the types described in
41
39
figs. 224 and 225 have also had limited commercial use. ,40,

In general the function is quite involved in detailed types
of translations with a variety of types of inputs and outputs
to suit the particular applications.

However it is hoped

that the examples made for this presentation have helped to
further define this function and the uses to which it may be
put.
H - Sending
In subsection A of this part the subject of detecting functions was discussed in detail.

Here it was

assumed that the detecting input DTI was generated in some
external circuit but no clue was given as to how these potential sequences and ground pulses were generated.

The func-

tion which in general is responsible for producing these
variations that may be detected by the distant function is
known as the sending function.

This function is only respon-

sible for sending the pulses as have no control over just
what information it sends.

In the examples shown in figs.
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227, 228 and 229 a distributing function DS determines just
what information is to be sent out via the output SNU.
Although the type of potential variations to be sent, polarity
or pulse, have been predetermined by the sending circuit
chosen it is possible to combine or transfer as desired by
suitable control and auxiliary functions.

It is assumed that

the information has been set up and determined by a distributing function DS (details of this function appear in section
III) which has the input control DSC.

The other leads enter-

ing the functional block on these diagrams represent leads
from the sending function which are distributed to the desired cross-connection output terminal by the distributing
means.
Figure 227 shows a pulse sending circuit
utilizing a prime counter arranged to count down.
terminology see section II-B-1 of this part.)

(For

The SNC con-

tact represents an external sending start contact which controls the start and dismissal of the sending operation.

The

SNIR is an interrupter contact which may be common to other
circuits utilizing ground closure.

The interrupter is of the

continuous type discussed in Section IV of the part under
interrupting functions.

In connecting another circuit to

any common lead of this type it is important to see that the
other circuits as well as the one in question do not return
other grounds to this common lead thus preventing the other
connected circuits from properly receiving this ground.

Two
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options are provided in the pulse sending circuit for sending either open or closed circuit pulses, 1 for closed circuit and 2 for open circuit.

When the SNC lead is closed and

as the SNIR ground is closed and opened relay (SN) operates
and releases sending out a pulse of length equal to that of
the interrupter plus or minus the difference between the release and operate time of the (SN) relay.

This is known as

circuit "distortion" when the generated pulse is changed by
operating one or more relays before performing its function.
The (SN) relay in operating opens or closes the SNU circuit
to ground and grounds the lead into the distributing function.

The distributing function connects this wire to one of

a plurality of terminals.

The number of terminals equals the

maximum number of pulses the circuit is capable of handling,
that number being determined by the number of pulses which
the counting circuit is able to count.

For the circuit shown

this is the number of counting relay sets in the chain since
only ordinary successive prime counter detecting is used.

If

DS cross-connects to the n terminal the maximum number of
pulses n will be sent; if cross-connected to the x terminal
some intermediate number of pulses will be sent; and if crossconnected to 1 terminal only one pulse will be sent.

Assume

the cross-connection is to x for purposes of illustration.
The ground input to the DS function from the make contact of
the (SN) relay then is connected to the DS output lead to x
terminal and operated relay (COI),

the unprimed relay of the
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intermediate count relay set.

Upon the removal of this

ground the (COI') relay operates in the well known manner
advancing the lead from the x terminal to the next counting
relay set.

The circuit continues to count pulses until the

last counting relay set (COL) and (COL') are operated.

At

the end of the last ground pulse the (COL') operates and
breaks the interrupter path which previously had operated the
(SN) relay.

Thus no further pulses enter the SNU or the DS

function until the SNRLS is broken by an external function.
If desired a make contact may be added to the (COL') relay to
notify another control function that the desired information
has been sent and thus change the DS function and release the
SN function in preparing to count another set of pulses.
The second pulse counting circuit, fig. 228, is
similar to the one just described except that the counting
relay count up instead of down.

Here the common interrupter

is directly connected to the DS function thus-saving leads
between these functions if such factor is important in the
particular application.

The output of the DS function is

cross-connected to the terminals as before according to the
number of pulses it is desired to send.

These normally lead

to the SNC contact which when closed prepares the operate
path of the (SN) relay.

This relay will now operate with the

next closure of the interrupter through the DS function and
cross-connection path.

In operating it opens or closes

grounds to the SNU output lead and grounds the input to the
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first set of prime counting relays (COF)

and (00F). On each

operation of the (SN) relay another set of counting relays
operates.

This is permitted

until the prime relay through

whose break contact the interrupter path to the (SN) is
established operates.

The operation of this relay breaks the

path and thus prevents further counting and further pulses to
be sent out.

The release and resending may be continued as

described in connection with the last figure.
With this circuit, fig. 228, the pulse counting
always starts with the same set of counting relays while with
the preceding circuit the counting starts at a different
point according to the number of pulses to be sent but always
ends at the same relay set.

Recycling and other types of

counting relay sets may be added to these circuits but they
will not be shown.
The next scheme, fig. 229, shows a method of
sending out polarized pulses which vary in sequence and
polarity according to the dictates of two sections of a distributing function.

Part I of the DS function is the same or

similar to that described in connection with figs. 227 and
228 arranging for the number of pulses to be sent.

The

second part of the DS function, part II, places either potential 1 or potential 2 to the contacts on the counting relays
of counting function CO through cross-connection terminals P
1
to Pn+1*

The extra potential point takes care of the initial

potential or the potential after all pulses have been sent.
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The output SNU instead of being grounded at the (SN) relay
now comes from the continuity contacts on the unprimed relays
of the prime counter type of counting chain circuit thus
applying the potential upon the ground closure of the SNIR
interrupter.

Continuity contacts are used in transferring

from the potential at one counting stage to the potential at
the next counting stage in order zero potential is not sent
out during the transfer period thus ending a false potential.
If it is desired to send out zero potential the P terminal
for that pulse is not cross-connected thus opening the output
during that interval.
Two special circuits are shown in figs. 241 and
243 at the end of this section.

These functions involve the

sending function and will therefore be discussed at this
point.

The first figure, fig. 241, is a special interrupter

and sending circuit which upon the closure of the SNST contact causes a different number of pulses to be sent out over
the output IR leads.

The number of output pulses depend upon

the number of counting relay sets which must be counted up
before the break contact on the primed relay is broken.

The

counting relays shown are of the prime counter type but any
other type and arrangement of counting circuit function may
be used.

A circuit of this type may replace the machine

pulse sending circuit described in connection with fig. 226.
The operation of this circuit is as follows.

Normally the

SNRLS ground is present on all IR output leads through the
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break contact of all prime relays and (IR) relay.

This

ground also operates relay (COF). When the SNST ground is
closed relay (IR) operates cutting the ground from the IR
leads and operating the (COF') relay permanently cutting off
the ground from the IRF lead.

When relay (COF') operates the

operating path for the (IR) relay is broken thus permitting
the (IR) slow-to-release relay to commence releasing.

After

this pause ground is returned to the IR leads and the next un.primed relay.

When the unprimed relay operates a path to

operate the (IR) relay is again established.

This removes

the second ground from the IR leads and operates the next
prime relay cutting off any further grounds from the particular IR lead associated with that counting relay set.

This

process repeats itself until the last counting set is operated.

The operation of the SNELS would then permit the cir-

cuit to be reset and once again send out the various number
of pulses on each IR lead.

The end of the counting may be

detected by a control function by the addition of a make contact on the (COL') relay.

This circuit is, therefore, a

special combination of an interrupter and sending circuit.
The circuit of fig. 243 is a special combination of a sending, receiving, registering, synchronizing, and
transferring function.

Since the discussion of three of

these functions are made in this section of this Part the
description of the circuit's operation will be made here.
The circuit consists of two identical circuits each
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containing a relay register RG (circuit in fig. 242), a sending relay (SN), a receiving relay (RE), and a rotary switch
with backward action.

The object of the circuit is to trans-

fer from one of the identical circuits to the other any
registrations which appear in the form of operated register
relays upon the closure of contact SNST in the portion of the
circuit containing the registration to be transferred.

This

closure operates the (SN) relay which runs the switch from
the homing terminal.

Once this terminal is passed the (SN)

relay is looked up by the bridging ground from arc 1) of the
switch.

In the meantime the opens and closures of ground to

the local drive magnet have operated the (RE) relay and drive
magnet in the second portion of the circuit.

When the wipers

of this second switch steps off the home terminals the (RE)
relay looks to the 1) ar

bridging ground.

At the same time

ground is applied to the dm interrupter which maintains a
ground on the intercircuit lead until the drive magnet is
energized sufficiently to step.

Ground may still be held

there, however, by the interrupter circuit in the sending
circuit thus keeping the two drive magnets energized until
both have opened their interrupters.

This feature enables

the two switches to keep in synchronism provided the adjustments of the two switches are not radically different.

Thus

step by step the two switches move over their bank terminal
until the sending end reaches the home terminal again.

By

this time the SNST ground should be removed thus unlocking
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the (SN) relay and restoring the circuit to normal.

The (RE)

relay in the other portion of the circuit restores in the
same manner finding no ground on the home terminal of arc1 ).
During the period where the switch wipers moved over the individual terminals of arcs 2) circuits of the type shown in
fig. 242 were encountered and connected together.

These

double wound register relays lock with one winding and operate on a second winding connected to the RG function input.
When an RG relay is operated in the sending circuit the looking ground is sent over the interconnecting wire to the looking winding of the other RG relay and operates it.

This

relay then locks independently to its own RGRLS ground.

This

is the situation when the wipers of the switches connect two
register relays together.

When the wipers advance to the

next terminals the RC relays remain locked within their own
portion.

If the RG relay on a particular terminal in the

sending end is not operated the corresponding RG relay in the
receiving end will not operate because no ground is present
on the inter-circuit lead.

In order to transmit the correct

registrations the RGRLS should be opened for an instant
before receiving the registrations from the other circuit.
This would prevent the false operation of RG relays in the
sending circuit because of the presence of operated RG relays
in the receiving circuit.

The RGRLS ground must be replaced,

however, before the circuit starts to receive the transferred
information.
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With the above special discussion this subsection on the sending circuit function is concluded.

In the

next subsection a more general picture of the part sending has
to play in the more general signaling function is discussed.
I - Signaling - General
Generally speaking the signaling function consists of a combination of receiving and sending functions.
When the individual functions are used the signaling may only
take place from the sending function to the receiving function.

However, with the signaling function the signaling,

sending and receiving, may take place in both directions thus
involving a transfer function, a sending function, and a receiving function at each end of the signaling line.

Some-

times a checking function is incorporated into the design of
the signaling circuits.
Circuits for sending pulses and potential sequences were discussed in the last subsection.

Subsection A

of this section contained a discussion on the detecting
function which provides the circuits for interpreting the
pulses sent out by the sending function.

It was mentioned in

the detecting function that the source of the input signals
did not necessarily have to come from a distant point but
could also be from local functions.

With the signaling and

receiving functions their actions are assumed to be most useful when special restrictions as to the number of interconnected wires or the checking of signals, when special types
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of signals are to be sent over these wires, usually for a
considerable distance.
The discussion of signaling and receiving circuits are taken up together in the next subsection which is
entitled only after the latter function.

It should be remem-

bered, however, that not only receiving, but signaling in
general is involved in all two-way circuits discussed.
J - Receiving
In all the cases to be discussed it is assumed
that the limitation imposed on the signaling is that only one
wire and ground return or two wires may be used between the
sending and receiving functions.

The term "line" is used to

denote leads which enter signaling functions from a distant
point thus involving cable and open-wire resistance, leakage,
inductance, and capacitance considerations.

For this reason

relays which are connected to such a path must be marginal
and function (operate or release) against adverse line conditions.
Figures 230 to 237 incl. deal with one-way
signaling and receiving circuits.

In all these examples

sending functions SN similar to those discussed in subsection
H are schematically shown with SNC and SNIR control.
The first circuit, fig. 230, shows a simple
type of one-way signaling circuit which provides for a checking feature to determine whether the line receiving relay
(LRE)

is connected at the other end before permitting pulses
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to be sent out.

Normally both the receiver present (RP) and

(LRE) relays are operated in series over the line.

When both

the SNC and SNIR contacts are closed ground is sent into the
SN function and there used to control the SN output.

The out-

put from this SN function is assumed to be ground pulses so
that as they ground the line wire, the (LRE) relay is shunted
and releases.

The release of this relay grounds the RE re-

ceiving wire which might go to a detecting function or counting function.

If the SNIR is used as shown it may not be

common to the SN circuit as described in the sending function
subsection.

However, it does not necessarily have to appear

in the circuit at this point.

Note also that the ground

placed on the line wire by the SN function must be direct
without an appreciable amount of resistance since any resistance in this ground will make it necessary to release the
(LRE) relay against current flow (electrical release requirement as described in Part I).

If the line wire should acci-

dentally open, the (RP) and (LRE) relays
the wire was reclosed.
either end.

would release until

The break could then be detected at

The sending end could use a break contact on the

(RP) relay to directly indicate this condition while the receiving end would have to provide a means for timing how long
the (RP) relay was on its back contact.

If this time were

longer in duration than the maximum pulse length expected
then it would be known that a trouble condition existed.
timing arrangement is known as *timing out".

Should an

This
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accidental or so called "false ground" be placed on the line
wire, the (RP) relay would remain operated but the (LRE) relay would release and cause the receiving function to time
out.
By the use of fig. 231, the false ground and
open conditions may both be detected from the sending end.
This is more desirable than the arrangement shown in fig.
230 because once the sending end knows of trouble it may
cease functioning until the trouble has been corrected.

If,

however, the sending end did not know a trouble existed and
its sendings were not received there would be no immediate
indication as to where any trouble existed in the overall
functioning of a system containing these elements.

With fig.

231 the pulse from the SNIR is sent directly to the line in
the form of ground pulsing.

The (LRE) is connected to bat-

tery and does not operate in series with the high resistance
(RP) relay.

When the (RP) relay is shunted out by the SNIR

ground the (LRE) relay operates grounding the RE lead.

The

(RP) relay is released by the shunt and sends a ground pulse
back into the SN function which this function used to actuate
the counting relays in place of the SNIR.

If an open or

false ground occurs on the line the (RP) relay releases without the SNC closed.

This may then be immediately detected as

a trouble condition before any sending starts.

The (LRE) re-

lay may only detect a false ground condition on a time-out
basis.
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Another scheme shown in fig. 232 is for detecting trouble on the line without the marginal conditions on
the (RP) and (LRE) relays.

Here ground is closed through

SNIR and SNC to the (RP) relay, line wire, (LRE) relay to
battery.

These two relays operate in series the make ground

on the (RP) relay going to pulse the counting relays in the
SN function while the make ground on the (LRE) relay goes out
over the RE lead.

At the end of each pulse the (RP) and

(RLE) relays release.

If the line is open or grounded the

first pulse fails to operate the (RP) relay and ground goes
over the break contact to a short time-out trouble detector
in the SN function.

The (LRE) relay detects false ground on

the line wire by timing-out only.

The sending end time out

is inherent since the SNC is closed for more than one SNR
pulse without actually receiving the pulse in the SN function
counting relays.
By the use of fig. 233 which adds an extra relay, the sending end of the signaling circuit may more
accurately detect the receipt of the pulses.

With this

figure the three relays (RP), (SN) and (LRE) are normally
operated in series.

The (LRE) relay detects these troubles

the same as in fig. 230.

Ground impulses from SNIR and SNC

release relay (SN) locally as well as (LRE).

With (RP) oper-

ated the pulses from this (SN) relay releasing goes to the SN
lead into the SN function.

The open line lead condition

grounds the SNTM relay since both the (RP) and (SN) relays
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release.

The advantage of this circuit over that of fig.

230 is that the (SN) and (LRE) relays may be identical and
thus the pulses into the SN function come from approximately
the same time closures and opens as are sent to the RE lead.
By this method these pulses may be more accurately checked by
the sending function.
The disadvantage of all the circuits thus far
discussed is that some relays must always be operated when no
signaling occurs.

This is taken care of in fig. 234 by the

addition of a relay at the receiving end of the circuit.

Here

the (REST) relay operates on the first ground pulse while the
(LRE) relay comes up after the first pulse and goes down on
each succeeding pulse.

The (RP) relay at the sending end

detects the presence of the (LRE)
pulse has been sent.

relay only after the 1st

Operation of the (RP) relay before the

SN function goes off-normal indicatesa false ground on the
line wire the open being detected by the same relay after the
1st pulse is sent.

The succeeding pulses depend upon a

ground from the make contact on the (RP)

relay thus prevent-

ing further pulses until this check is made.

The (REST) re-

lay which operated on the first ground pulse at the receiving
end is released when the receiving function is released by
RERIS.
The three circuits shown in fig. 235, 236, and
237 use two line wires instead of depending upon the ground
return.

This also enables the addition of another feature
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fig. 237, which may be called "signal-check" that is the signal as received at the receiving end is present to the sending end and there used to advance the sending function.
Figure 235 sends the interrupter ground directly out to the
receiving circuit on Ll operating relays (RE) and (SN) in
series over the other wire L..

If either lead is open the

(SN) relay will fail to operate and thus send the ground to
the SNTM lead for time-out purposes.

The operation of (SN)

enables a pulse to return to the SN function to advance the
counting circuit.
output lead.

The (RE) relay in operating grounds the RE

A false ground on either line wire will prema-

turely operate the (SN) relay which may be readily checked
especially if the SN function is normal.

A ground on the L

lead will operate the (RE) relay as well and the receiving
circuit may thereby detect the false ground by timing out.
In the next circuit, fig. 236, the (RP) relay
is added to a continuously closed circuit including the (RP),
(SN), and (RE) relays and both line wires, L

and L2

In

sending the ground pulses from SNIR and SNC the (RP) relay
remains operated and the (SN) and (RE) relays release at the
sending and receiving ends respectively.

A local pulse

through the break contact of the (SN) relay and the make contact on (RP) relay sends the interruptions into the sending
function.

The release of the (RP) relay on the line open

trouble condition grounds the SNTM lead.

The (RE) relay can

detect ground on the Ll lead by timing out.
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The final one-way signaling circuit discussed
at this point is shown in fig. 237.

Here the circuit on line

wire Ll is the same as that of fig. 230.

The second wire is

used to return the ground closure from the break contact of
the (LRE) thus checking that signal properly functioned that
relay.

This ground then goes into the SN function to advance

the circuit.

This control is part of a more elaborate scheme

known as "revertive signaling" where the signals come from
the receiving function the sending function only informing
the receiving function when to stop.

Figures 332 and 333

illustrate this principle in more detail.
It should also be noted that the checking of
the line wire may be performed by any of the usual checking
function circuits(section IV-R of this Part), e.g. fig. 460.
Many of the ground and open checking features are shown in
the circuits just described and will not be repeated later
in the discussion of the checking function.
Two-way signaling involves fundamentally the
use of two transfer functions, one at each end under the control of the local sending function.

These transfer functions,

fig. 240, are normally set to connect the local receiver to
the line.

When a sending function wishes to use the signal-

ing circuit it first checks to see that the receiver is not
in use; and then operates the local transfer function preventing the local receiver from receiving the signals and connecting the local sending function to the line.
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The circuit in fig. 238 shows an example of
this two way arrangement.

Here the (RE) relays are normally

connected to the single line wire.

Finding no action on the

RE lead the sending function control SNC is closedoperating
the (SN) relay at the end originating the signals.

This re-

lay locks to SNRLS and connects the line wire into the output
from the SN function, designated SN.

The pulse signals are

then received by the (RE) relay at the distant end which
grounds the RE lead upon operating.
In the circuit just described there is no
direct provisionfor trouble and signal checks.

The next

circuit, fig. 239, is a two way signaling circuit arranged to
check the line for opens or false grounds on the L, lead and
return signals on the L 2 lead by methods described in connection with one way circuits.

Before starting to prepare for

sending, the sending control checks to see that the RE lead
is not grounded (permanently or by pulses).

If it is not,

ground is placed on the SNC lead operating relay (SN).

This

relay in operating prepares a circuit to the SN lead and
changes the potential on the (RP) relay winding from ground
to battery.

The (RP) relay will now operate if the distant

(RP) relay is connected at the far end or if the line L
grounded.

is

Ground pulses will now be sent out over the Ll

wire from the closure of SNC and SNIR contacts.

If connected,

relay (RP) will release on pulses thus sending ground opens
on the RE lead and back over the L2 wire.

These ground
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pulses on the L 2 wire are used to advance the SN function on
each pulse.

Should either wire be grounded the received

ground would be permanent before the pulse began or would not
be received thus indicating this type of the trouble condition.
This circuit thus combines the features of the circuits of
figs. 237 and 230.
With this function this section on recording,
signaling, and modifying is concluded.

These circuits are

for the most part quite commonly used in active and pulse type
of circuit functions except as noted.

The circuits herein

shown do not by any means constitute all important circuits
of these functions but indicate only the general trends.

In

the next section a second general class of circuits and circuit functions is considered.
The reader should continue to bear in mind that
these various circuit functions constitute the possible
individual schematic blocks with which the circuit designer
is enabled to produce an overall working function or system.
Their relations to one another as described herein should
also be remembered.
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Section III - DISTRIBUTING FUNCTION SCHEMES AND CIRCUITS

The distributing function heads the list of
functions which are of importance in all systems where a
plurality of functions or wires from functions are employed
all of which may serve the same or similar purpose.

The main

purpose of the distributing function is to associate the
outputs of functions desiring to be interconnected over one
or more of these plurality of paths to the inputs of one or
more of a plurality of functions.

The distributing function

schematically illustrates with block diagrams the methods by
which the distributing take place while the remaining functions
in this class are the component parts of the distributing
function which contain the actually circuits.
A - Distributing
It is difficult to discuss this vast subject in
all details and to cover all possible methods and schemes of
interconnecting.

Therefore in this subsection only the most

general outline of possible distributing schemes are discussed.
Indication of some of the possible variations and special cases
possible are mentioned.

Of the schemes which are possible only

those of the vast list described which may frequently be found

in practice are illustrated.

The distributing function discus-

sion is the only one in this part which coordinates the actions
of the individual component functions discussed with circuit
detail in subsections B to M inc.

I

-'

There are two different types of distributing
functions.

For convenience this subsection has been further

divided into two subdivisions each of which presents a different type of distributing function.

The first subdivision

contains a discussion of distributing functions which utilize
the circuit actions of the functions discussed in subsections
B to M inc. in order to obtain the desired interconnection or
distribution.

This class of distributing function is called

"controlled", and may be termed "active."

The second sub-

division on distributing functions briefly discusses those
where permanent or semi-permanent interconnections are established without a great deal of circuit actions.

This type

of distributing function iscalled "predetermined".
1.

Controlled and Random Distributing
The general way in which these types of distrib-

ution take place are as follows: The problem is to connect one
or a group of outputs from an originating function to the inputs of a terminating function.

The distributing function is

started into action by an input control from the originating
function and this in turn controls the various circuit functions
in performing as required.

It is obvious that if it was desired

to have the terminating function also originate, the required
wires and control leads would come into the distributing
function the same way outputs from the originating function
entered the distributing function.
puts from the terminating function.

These wires would be out-
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The leads or wires entering the distributing
function are of two types, viz., 1) control leads which act
within the distributing function and 2) connecting leads or
wires which are out-through from the originating to the terminating function by the distributing function thus completing its required action.

Sometimes these actions are combined

in the same group of wires.
The main circuit functions which are used in
this division to perform the distributions indicated in the
schematic diagrams are the connecting, allotting, finding,
hunting, selecting, marking, sequence and lockout functions.
To further classify distributing functions five
cases of general distribution have been made up for use in
this subsection.

It is obvious that in connecting one func-

tion with another it is frequently necessary to utilize more
than one wire.

For this reason the terms "inlet" and "outlet"

are used in the following case definitions in order that the
interconnetion performed by the distributing function may
include the general situation where the more than one input
lead is connected to more than one output lead, all of which
come from or go to the same function.
Case I is a distribution function where the
number of inlets, i, equal the number of outlets,
u.

(i=u)
Case II is a distribution function where the

number of inlets, i, is greater than the number
of outlets, u.

(i>u)

Case III is a distribution function where
the number of inlets, i, is less than the number
of outlets, u.

(i<u)

Case IV is a special limiting distribution
function of Case II where the number of outlets,
n, equals one. (i>u-l)
Case V is a special limiting distribution
function of Case III where the number of inlets, i,
equals one.

(u>i-l)

The first three of these cases involve a plurality of both inlets and outlets while the latter two cases has
only a plurality of either one of these. With cases IV and
V it is possible to set up only one connection at a time whereas with the former cases a plurality of individual connections
up to u or i,

whichever is smaller, may be established.

(Note-

individual means that only one inlet and one outlet is involved
in each connection.

All distribution problems discussed in

this subsection are of that type.

No discussion is contained

in this paper about the special problems where more than one
inlet or outlet is used in a single connection.

However, the

grouping and splitting functions open the way for further

consideration along those lines by those who desire same.)
The maximum number of connections which may be established

and the number of different switches or relay chains of
different inlet or outlet capacity which are required in
various types of distributions as used in telephone systems
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are discussed in detail in one of the references and therefore no discussion will be given here regarding the mathema"
ties which is involved in any type of distribution.
mentioned elsewhere in the same reference

42

Also

is the general

characteristics of the main circuit functions listed above
in connection with this subdivision of the distribution function.

These characteristics are of some value in this dis-

cussion but are confined mostly to their use in the field of
telephony.

They also include the inverse of these functions

where outlets may originate to terminate in inlets.

These

have been eliminated as discussed above, although there still
exists occasions where they are needed.

A knowledge of the

aforementioned material is not necessary for an understanding
of the succeeding discussions or the general design of distributing circuit functions and schematics.
When there are a plurality of both inlets and

outlets two separate connections must be made with controlled
and random types of distribution.

The first connection is es-

tablished from the inlet to a path within the distribution
function.

The second connection is from the path within the

distribution function to an outlet.

This path within the

distribution function is known as a "link".

If more than

one link exists within the distribution function before finally connecting with the outlet, the path within the distribution function is known as a "channel."

For distribution

of the type used in connection with cases IV andV there is

no need for a special term since the inlet is connected directly to the outlet after the operation of the distribution function.

Frequently, as described elsewhere 4 4 , several distribu-

tion functions of the case IV and V type are used in tandem,
viz, outlet connected to the inlet of a succeeding distribution
function.

Here each distribution function is known as a distri-

bution "stage".
Before going into the details of just what each
circuit function is capable of performing, an outline of the
fundamental types of distribution is presented.

This outline

may be used in general for any case of distribution, although
certain of the topics, especially those under the classification of links, cannot be used in cases IV and V.

An outlet

"condition" mentioned in this outline is a means of control
which the outlet may exert on the distributing function to

indicate whether or not it is available for use or desires
to be so

onnected.

This condition may be applied by other

distributing functions or other connecting means of this distributing function as well as from the connected function it-

self.

The term "order" represents the desired distribution

which is the natural sequence of the switch terminals or relay chains.

The outlets and inlets may be wired to these

terminals and contacts in any order desired.
be called a "point order."

This order may

By the use of a translating func-

tion interposed between the points and inlets or outlets any
desired controlled change may be made.

Another distinction

which is made in the outline is between the connection of
a single distributing element to inlets or outlets in order
or the interlocking of all distributing elements which have
access to the same inlets or outlets to establish connections
in order.

These two alternatives are possible only when it is

desired to connect with these leads in order.
divided into three parts.

The outline is

The first deals with the possible

actions of a distributing function on the inlets, the second
does the same for outlets, while the third generalizes the
methods of allotting the plurality of similar elements or
links which may be available in distribution cases I, II
and III.

A - Inlet Connections
1.

connect in any order upon input control

2.

connect in time order of input control

3.

connect in point or terminal order
a)

without awaiting input control
to stop before advancing when

next point starts input control
i.

each distributing element independent

ii.

all distributing elements in
step

b)

awaiting input control to stop

before advancing
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i.

each distributing element
independent

ii.

all distributing elements in step

B - Outlet Connections
1.

connect to outlet desired by input control

2.

connect to outlet group desired by input
control then function within the group
by any of the methods described in 3,4,5 or 6

3.

connect to any unconditioned outlet

4.

connect to all outlets in order regardless
of condition

5.

6.

a)

each distributing element independent

b)

all distributing elements in step

connect to unconditioned outlets in order
a)

each distributing element independent

b)

all distributing elements in step

connect to all outlets in order waiting for

conditioned outlets to become unconditioned

7.

a)

each distributing element independent

b)

all distributing elements in step

connect to unconditioned outlets in the
time order in which they become unconditioned

C

Allotting Distributing Elements
1.

allott unconditioned elements in order

awaiting conditioned ones to become
unconditioned.
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2.

allot unconditioned elements in order

3.

allot

4.

allot all elements in order reallotting

any unconditioned element

conditioned elements
5.

allot simultaneously as many unconditioned
elements as are available

6.

allot simultaneously as many unconditioned
elements as required by input controls

7.

a plurality of allotting means or parallel
distributing functions for items 1, 2, and 4
above involving order
a)

each allotting means independent

b)

all allotting means in step when allotting
distributing elements which have access
to the same inlets or outlets

D

Number of Connections
1.

Maximum possible simultaneous connections
established between single inlets and single
outlets

a)

Case I -u

b)

Case II

c)

Case III

d)

Cases IV and V - one distributing

= i links
u links

i links

element
2.

1 simultaneous connections established
between single inlets and single outlets
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3.

links

a)

Case I

w<u-

b)

Case II

- -.
u

links

c)

Case III - <i

links

Only one connection established at one
time between a single inlet and a single
outlet all cases single link or distributing element

4.

Up to I simultaneous connections established between single inlets and single
outlets if more connections are attempted
all existing connections are broken or
released

5.

If more than one connection is attempted
between single inlets and single outlets
the existing connection is broken or released
A link of cases I, II or III may be consi-

dered as consisting principally of the outlet of one distributing element of the type used in case IV connected to the
inlet of one distributing element of the type used in case V.
Assuming this, the following table V may aid in determining
the number of links to be used in the possibilities outlined

in section D above.
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TABLE V
Number of Links Reuired in Distribution Cases I

and III

Distributing Elements of
the type used in Cases
IV

Max. number of connections
established
Case I
Case II
Case III

-

V

IV

i

I and X (I u-i)

V

all

(i-u)

u

(i>u)

u

or

I and I (I<u)

(i<u)

I and I(I

.)

As mentioned before, the figures used in this
section are for the purpose of showing how the various circuit
functions are interconnected in order that they may perform
the types of distribution outlined above.

The schemes rela-

ting to controlled and random types of distribution are shown
in figs. 244 to 258 inc.

These schemes do not show all the

possible arrangements needed to carry out the above outline
but are used only as illustrations of some of the more important arrangements of these circuit functions.

In all of the

figures a connecting function CN is used to connect inlets
DSI with the outlets DSU.

Of course when two of these schemes

are placed in tandem, as would be the case when links are involved (cases I, II and III), two connecting functions are
required, one for each end of the link.

The DSC leads are con-

trol inputs or outputs to or from the succeeding or preceding
function which the distributing function is interconnecting.
The bracket from one or more sides of a block in the figures
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indicates that the lead shown is one of a plurality of similar leads, the number of such leads being indicated by the
letters u, i or x.
The first scheme, fig. 244, shows a method

of obtaining a distribution of the type outlined in section
B-l of the above outline.

Here the selecting function SL is

controlled from input DSC to pick one of the outlets u.

The

selecting function is controlled to pick the outlet desired
by the input control and then operates the connecting function CN.

When it is desired to relinquish this connection,

the release function is called into action by the input
control through the selecting function.

The releasing func-

tion RIS then returns the selecting function to normal so

that it may properly function on the next connection (thus
providing a reference point).
Another scheme for connecting the input to
the desired terminal is shown in fig. 245.

This is the basic

marking function which usually has a finding function associated with it*

Other forms of the marking function may be

found in practice but the principles of all are quite similar.
Here the input controls the marking function to one of the
outputs u.

Then or simultaneous with the start of marking

control, the finding function FD is started to find the

output "marked" by the marking function from the input control.

Upon finding this point, the finding function operates

osc
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the associated connected function.

The RIS releasing func-

tion returns the marking function to normal but the FD finding function need not have any home position.

The releasing

functions associated with the functions shown in figs. 244,
245 and 246 will not be mentioned throughout the remainder of
the discussion.

They have been illustrated here to show the

importance of returning functions which distribute from and to
particular points to a normal or a reference point.
The scheme in fig. 246 adds the hunting feature

to a selecting function thus covering item B-2 of the outline.
The selecting function is first controlled as described in
connection with fig. 244.

Each output is then associated

with a hunting function HT which functions to find an unconditioned outlet from the DSCU leads.

When such an outlet

is found, under any of the forms of hunting which may be imposed, the hunting function operates the associated CN connecting function cutting-through the DSI inputs to the DSU
outlet.

There are x groups in which to hunt and presumably

u outlets in a group making a total number of xu outlets.
A simple hunting function of the type which
may be used in connection with items B-3, 4, 5 or 6 of the
outline is shown in fig. 247.

Here the input control starts

the hunting function HT which is controlled by the condition
of the DSCy leads.

When a lead with the desired condition

or lack of condition is encountered the hunting function
stops hunting and operates the connecting function CN.
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A special arrangement of the hunting funo-

tion is when a lockout function LO is interposed between the
hunting points and the DSCU leads of the outlets.

This scheme,

fig. 248, is used to obtain the requirement of item B-7 of the
outline.

The lookout function permits only one unconditioned

or conditioned DSCU lead to reach the hunted points of the
HT function at a time, this outlet usually being the first

one available in time order with the desired control condition.
The hunting feature may also be added to the
marking type of scheme by permitting the FD finding function
of fig. 245 to hunt once it has found the starting marked outlet.

In fig. 257 a scheme is shown which may mark outlet DSCU

leads under input control from an allotter AL or hunting func-

tion Hf which functions similar to the finding function just
mentioned.

The hunting may be restricted to a group of out-

lets by marking the end of the group as well as the beginning.
This general marking-hunting scheme is necessary sometimes to
secure the special sequence and point order restrictions of

certain section B and C items.

The sequence function also may

control or set the marking function to the desired one or more
outlet DSCU leads to control some type of outlet sequence.
drawing represents a general outlet distributing function
the exception of the selecting function.

with

For that reason it

may constitute the output connecting half of any link type
distributing function as indicated by the U under theON of
the connecting function.

This
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There are two types of allotting functions, one

utilizes output control from the condition of the point to
which it intends to allot while the second type has no control from such a source.

Figures 249 and 250 show allotting

functions AL and sequence functions SQ in such distributing
capacities as required to perform items C-1, 2, 3 and 4 of
the outline.

Here the input control progresses the allotting

or sequence function to the succeeding or unconditioned outlet point, then operating a connecting function CN.

In this

case it is necessary for the input control to release after
allotting a connecting function since it might be necessary
to reallot before the release of the connecting function previously operated.

This is more generally true when there are

a plurality of input controls.

In the examples shown schemat-

ically, the allotting and sequence functions are acting to
allot outlets assuming one input, e.g. item B-4.

The more

usual allotting scheme used in conjunction with the finding
function (fig. 256) is described after finding functions are
discussed.

Hunting functions may also be allotted in this

outlet type of distribution.

Figure 251 shows a scheme where

the allotter choses one of x hunting functions which in turn
are controlled by the condition of the output leads DSCU.

When

the proper condition is found, the connecting function is operated and the allotting function may be reused independent of this
particular hunting function.

This hunting function may also

be reused by the same or a different allotter.
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The most fundamental type of finding function
requires two DSC

input controls.

One input, DSC 1 of fig.

252, is used to indicate to the finding function at just what
point the particular inlet desiring to be connected may be
found on the points of the finding function switch or relay
chain.

The second control input, DSC 2 , which is common to

all inlets having points appearing on this finding function,
is used to start the finding function FD perform its circuit
action.

When the controlling point is found the CU connect-

ing function associated with the point is operated and then
the FD function is released by these particular input controls
inorder to be available for further finding action.

This

figure covers item A-1 of the outline.
To obtain certain time and sequence distributions
lockout LO or sequence SQ functions are interposed between
the finding function point terminals and the DSC lead for

the particular inlets desiring a connection as in fig. 253.
The lockout and sequence functions permit only one or certain
ones of these input controls to be associated with the find"
ing function under the particular circumstances.

The se-

quence and lockout function may incidentally, provide the
common path for starting the finding function.

This path

sometimes requires elaborate grouping and splitting arrangements if different finders do not all serve the same
inlets.
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Occasionally the number of inlet connections
required to be made is so large and frequent that the finding
function may not require any starting input since it is
continuously in operation.

Figure 254 shows the resulting

scheme when no lockout or sequence function is interposed.
This case is rare but possible and mentioned here to emphasize
the method and effect of input control.

Certain novel cir-

cuit means have been devised to eliminate the extra input
control required by each inlet and are referred to herewith. 4 5 , 4 6

The figure may also be used to represent schem-

atically outline itemA-3 a) or b) where the finding point is
known to be in terminal sequence, hence the FD function acts
only as a sequence function, usually employing standard finding circuits.
The important addition to a finding function
scheme is the allotting function.

This function AL, or one

with similar capabilities, is required whenever more than
one finding function is employed to make inlet connections
and it is desired not to start all of them simultaneously;
or where they do not return to service after making a con-

nection and it is desired to make more than one connection
simultaneously.
scheme.

Figure 256 shows the basic allotter-finder

Here the DSCl controls its point on the finder as

before while the DSC2 input control causes the allotting
function AL to allot one of x of the finding functions FD.
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This may be done directly or by the option of being controlled by the ALC condition of the individual finding func-

tion being allotted.

The ALC condition control from the

finder may originate from the output condition DSCU.

This

is necessary for such items as C-2 or 3 of the distributing

function outline.

The lockout and sequence functions may be

added to this allotter-finder scheme as shown in fig. 255.
Here the finding and allotting functions are common while

the lockout and sequence functions must individually serve
the inlets.

In order to allot finders by the methods
outlined in items C-5 and 6 it is necessary to have means in

the sequence lookout or special functions to indicate by
contact chains(as figs. 104 and 105 - Part I - Section IV-F-6.)

the number of inputs applying for connections simultaneously
and means in one or more allotting functions for simultaneous-

ly allotting and controlling the required number of finders.
This type of finder-allotter arrangement is seldom required,
the lockout scheme being usually satisfactory for handling

large volumes of inlet connections in time order without depriving particular inlets of service because of their point
position.
By adding the optional releasing function RLS
to the scheme of fig. 258 a generalized input element for
links of distributing cases I, II and III is presented.

The

release may be used to reset the sequence or lockout function
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or all connections for items such as D-4 and 5.

The release

may be operated from an external input DSRS or from contact
chains on the lockout, sequence, finding or connecting
functions.

As previously mentioned, the links for the items

in section D of the outline each consist of an inlet connecting distributing element and an outlet connecting distributing element.

Thus figs. 256 to 258 together with

figs. 257 or 246 (with HT optional) constitute a complete
distributing link.

With the above discussion this subdivision of
this section on distributing function schemes is conoluded.
All the schemes discussed in this subdivision were what might
be termed "active",that is the path which was to be used by
the distribution function was set up at random or by special

control by the action of the various circuit functions.

In

the next subdivision a more "passive"type of distribution
takes place by predetermined permanent or semi-permanent wiring distributions.

2.

Predetermined Distributin
The same three general and two limiting distriboo

ution cases previously described are possible in this type of
distribution.

With case I each input is connected through

one or more connecting functions which are permanently connected to a like number of outlets.

These permanent connec-

tions may or may not be made through a distributing frame or
some other means of cross-connecting.

For case II where the

number of inlets is greater than the number of outlets
each outlet is connected through connecting functions to an
inlet or inlet group.

Each inlet group comprises a plural-

ity of inlets connected together each of which may be preceded by a connecting function.

Finally in case III, where

the number of outlets exceeds the number of inlets, each
inlet is connected to an outlet or outlet group.

All con-

necting functions either before or after grouping are optional.

They may be grouped or otherwise controlled in any

desired means through the input and/or output control leads.

These leads in general are cross-connected exactly the same
as the cross-connected inlets and outlets in the particular
distributing case at hand.
The following brief outline illustrates the

various type of predetermined distribution connections which
may be and are most frequently required in practice.

These

items are for cases I, II and III only.
a)

Each inlet or inlet group connected individually and by individual means to an outlet
or outlet group.

b)

Individual control

All inlets or inlet groups connected individually by common or individual means to outlets or outlet groups.

c)

Common control

Each inlet or inlet group connected individually by common or individual means one at
a time only to an outlet or outlet group.
Common lockout control
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d)

Up to I inputs, input groups or inputs in
groups connected individually and by individual means to outlets or outlet groups.
Common lockout control with special contact

chains (as figs. 104 and 105).
e)

One inlet or inlet group connected individually and by individual means to the corres-

ponding outlet or outlet group.

This con-

nection to be released if more than one inlet
or inlet group require a connection at the
same time.
f)

Common lockout control and release

Up to I inputs, input groups, or inputs in
groups connected individually and by individual means to outlets or outlet groups.

These

connections to be released if more than X

in"

lets, inlet groups, or inletsin groups require
connections at the same time.

Common lookout

control and release from special contact chains
(as figs, 104 and 105).
All other types of predetermined cases not

covered in the above outline are connections which are handled
in the connecting selecting, grouping or splitting functions.
The special contact chains referred to above are those also
referred to in the outline of the previous subdivision, viz.
the contact chains which determine the number of relays operated as described in Part I, Section IV-F-6, figs. 104 and 105.

The meanings of common and individual are more fully interpreted in the subsection on the grouping function (section
III-D).

In the case of common control, a single control lead

or source controls the setting up of all connections.

Individual

control is interpreted to mean that an input control lead associated with each inlet or inlet group controls the operation
of the connecting functions for the connection of its associated
inlet or inlet group.

There are two types of connecting func-

tions, vizo those with individual and those with common means
of connecting.

Thus with individual connecting means each con-

nector connects only for individual inlets, outlets or groups
while the common connector makes all these connections simultaneously.
There is, of course, only one connection for
each of the two limiting cases IV and V.

These connections

are, for case IV, the single outlet from the inlet group,
and, for case V, the single inlet to the outlet group.

In

addition to the straight predetermined distribution, combina-

tions of controlled, random and predetermined distribution
may be obtained by the use of controlled and random distribution within the individual inlet or outlet groups.

This

is done by using cases IV and V of the distribution types
described in the preceding subdivision within the individual

inlet or outlet groups for cases II and III with predetermined
distribution.

The basic schemes of the outline above are shown
in figs. 259 to 262 inc.

In all these figures an inlet and

outlet connecting function is shown but either or both of
these may be optional.

In the first figure, fig. 259, each

connecting function is independent, the DSC input control
operating the inlet connector via DSC

while the outlet con-

neotor is operated via DSCU, lower cross-connection field
X-CN to the connecting function CN-U.

This arrangement is

suitable for common control where the control lead goes to
all connecting functions instead of being directed to the
individual connecting functions.

With this arrangement the

lower cross-connecting field is not required, hence fig. 260.
Here a separate path for connecting through the individual

control paths is also shown.

These would not be used in the

distributing function but may be used in connection with distribution within a group or between other functions.

Figure

261 shows the predetermined type of distributing function

covered in items c) or d) using the lockout function.

Separ-

ate lookout functions are used with the input and output

connecting function.

Their operations should be coordinated.

The last figure, fig. 262, carries out itemse) and f) with
a release function operating from the lockout function with
or without the special contact chain.

This chain may also

be in the connecting functions.
When a single inlet is connected to an outlet group it is assumed that the signal or control path is
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established to the several outlets together provided no
individual connecting functions or controlled distribution
case exists within the outlet group.

However, for the case

where an inlet group is connected to a single outlet without individual connecting functions for each inlet, it most
frequently happens that the path is required by only one of
the inlets in the inlet group and therefore the signal or
control path besides being completed to the outlet or outlet group also "sneaks" back to other functions whose outputs are in the inlet group.

Care must be taken to insure

that these sneaks do not effect the operation of the other

functions not requiring the connection as well as the proper operation of the functions connected to the outlet or

outlet group.
With the above discussion this subsection
on the general distribution function is completed.

In the

succeeding 12 subsections the individual circuit functions
used in performing various types of distribution are illustrated.

It is to be remembered that since distribution is

such a broad subject that it has been practically impossible
to discuss all methods and factors involved.

However, it

is hoped that the aforegoing information gives the reader

a working knowledge of the problems encountered.

The cir-

cuit functions presented in the succeeding subsections may
occasionally be used in overall functions for purposes which

are not strictly distributional.
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B - Connecting
The connecting function is a relatively
simple circuit function.

Its job is to see that the desired

connections are made in response to control paths set up
by the functions which it is connecting or allied distribution functions.

These connections may be through contacts

on ordinary or multi-contact relays or merely contact points
of banks and their associated wipers or brushes on switches
which performed other distributing functions for this connection.

(Examples of the latter may be found in figs. 333,

336 and 337).
The general circuits for relay connecting
functions are shown in figs. 263, 264, 285, 314, 315 and 316.
The former three figures illustrate the possible paths for
operating connecting relays while the latter three figures
show contact arrangements which might appear on these connecting relays.
With fig. 263 the two functions fi and fu
are being connected together by connecting relay N.

(If

these functions are parts of groups several other functions
may be in parallel with either or both the input and output
functions.

Also other functions may be interposed for the

purpose of grouping, splitting, intercepting, holding or
blocking.)

A third function f3 may be an external control

or distributing function.

Any individual or combination of

the optional paths 1, 2 and 3 leading to the CN relay may be
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connected.

When this CNC lead is grounded relay CN oper-

ates connecting through the required inlets and outlets.
This permits input, output, or external connecting control
or combinations thereof.

Figure 264 shows the resulting

circuit if options 1 and 3 are connected to the CNC lead.
Here either the input or output function may effect a connection.
By an arrangement of the type shown in fig.
265, the cooperative action of both the input and output func-

tions is required to effect a connection between them.

Here

the input and output controls form a two-sided relay path
(Part II - section I-B-3) where one places battery to one
winding teminal of the relay while the other places ground
of the opposite winding terminal.
As previously mentioned these CN relays may
also have extra contacts on them for the purpose of detecting
the number of such relays that are operated, for locking or
holding, or for other control and checking operations.
The remaining figures referred to above show

how various connections may be established.

In the foregoing

discussion it was assumed that the connecting was the same
for each individual wire from the input to the output function.

When a plurality of wires are cut-through, fig. 316

applies showing a general case of three wires and a connecting function schematic block representing that type of con-

necting function.

A single lead connected through is shown
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in fig. 314 with the block above the relay symbol showing

the schematic representation for such a connecting function.
The middle figure, fig. 315, shows a single input ONI lead
connected by the CN relay to a plurality of CNU outlet leads
Although this is also a type of grouping function, it may also be considered in connection with connecting outlet groups
by common means.

These connecting functions are also used

in selecting function schemes such as those shown on the
same sheet and discussed in subsection L.
C

-

Combining

There are two types of combining which may be
spoken of in connection with relay and switch circuit.
The first of these is the type mentioned in Parts I and II
where individual relays and to some extent individual fun-

tions perform a multiplicity of functions.

In such functions,

which are wholly desirable from an equipment cost standpoint,
the process of utilizing one relay or function to carry out
the functions which normally would require a number of functional units may be called the combining function.
not in this sense that the term

However, it is

is used as a circuit function.

As a circuit function, combining is a form of
distributing and connecting function where leads from a
plurality of functions are combined into a group or together.
Examples of this combining may be found in fig. 316 as used
in fig. 321 (for explanation see subsection -L) and fig. 315
with input and output leads reversed.

A general scheme of

the combining function is shown in fig. 466.
functions fl, f2

Here four

fS and f4 run their outputs to the CM

combining function.

The combining function then has but

one outlet which terminates at the point where any or all
of the individual functional output would terminate.

The

combining function may handle all the functional outputs
at one time as in the reverse fig. 316 or it may handle
them only one at a time by regular controlled group or splitting distribution methods (subsections D and E).

A combining

function of this type is useful in taking full advantage of
a small number of leads between a plurality of identical

functions where cabling costs may be a factor.
A combining function may also be used as a
control to combine information which is placed into it from
several different functions before allowing another function
to be controlled from these functions.

Examples of this

type of combining may be found in the calculating function

circuits figs. 479 and 480 the-details of which are described
in connection with that circuit function (section IV-V).
D - Grouping

The next two distributing circuit functions,
grouping, discussed in this subsection, and splitting, discussed in the succeeding subsection are also simple circuit
functions which may become complex when applied.

The general idea of grouping is very simple
and may be explained by either fig. 266 or fig. 267.

In

fig. 266 the input leads to the three functions fy, fl,

and

fL (generalized as a plurality viz. first, intermediate, and
last) are normally individual (Iy, II, and IL) and independent.
However, with the operation of the grouping relay (GR) by
closure of grouping control contact GRC these inputs are
replaced by a single input ICG which terminates as the input
lead in all the functions.

Thus these functions are grouped

either to act for one another or with one another*

With the

second version of grouping, fig. 267, all three original
input leads are connected to the functions as normal but the
grouping function permits them to connect with all other functions as well as an optional IGR input.

The inputs treated by

grouping do not necessarily have to be the only input leads
to these functions.

Also, output leads or both output and

input leads may be handled by grouping and splitting circuits
in manners similar to those shown.
As mentioned in the discussion on connecting
functions, fig. 268 is also a grouping circuit.

Here the in-

dependent F, I and L leads are connected together and to I
when the (GR) grouping relay operates.
other type of grouping.

Figure 269 shows an-

Here the common group lead normal-

ly goes from I to CG while the other leads F, I and L are
independent.

When the (GR) relay operates the CG common
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group lead is opened and the input lead I groups the remaining leads.

The principles of grouping are important from

the standpoint of individual and common control of connected
circuit functions.
Frequently more than one group may be possible
from the same input lead I.

Figure 272 shows such a circuit

where three separate grouping functions, or parts of a
single grouping function, each group leads F, I and L.

Each

of these groups may be called "subgroups", although a more

common type of subgrouping is explained in connection with
fig. 274.

Here a single grouping function GR connects the

input lead I to a plurality of subgroups designated SGRF,

These subgroups then act as ordinary in-

SGRI and SGRL.

dividual and independent groups in commoning or grouping F,
I and L leads to, from or between other functions.

The

results obtained by this type of grouping are the same as
those of fig. 272 when the individual groups are controlled
However the subgrouping may be extended to

independently.

sub-subgroups, etc. thus making the scheme of fig. 274 easier
to reconcile.

(The F, I and L leads from each grouping func-

tion or subgroup of figs. 272 and 274 are assumed to be

different and normally unconnected.)
As stated previously in this subsection, grouping is very broad and complex in application but simple in

circuit details.

Examples of grouping uses are to be found
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in figs. 348 and 350.

Figures 431 and 448 show examples of

common grouping circuits, the former figure in connection
with key circuits, while the latter in a regular relay
circuit.
E M splitting

In general the splitting circuit function is
the opposite of the grouping circuit function.

With the

splitting circuit function individual or subgroups of leads
are broken from a common lead when the splitting function
acts.

Thus normally in fig. 270 the input lead I is con-

nected to the plurality of leads F, I and L.

However when

the splitting (SPL) relay operates, these leads become disconnected and hence may act independently.

Figure 277?,cor-

responding to fig. 267 of the grouping function, also shows
how the individual leads may be split from the common lead

and act independently.
Other figures for the splitting function correspond to the figures described in connection with the grouping function as follows: fig. 270 for fig. 268, fig. 271 for
fig. 269, fig. 273 for fig. 272, fig. 275 for fig. 274, fig.
276 for fig. 266 and fig. 277 for fig. 267.

The splitting

function may also be used in fig. 448 referred to as an
example of the grouping function.

It is also possible for

the grouping function to be used together with the splitting

function to obtain a desired distribution.

Thus the individual

leads which the splitting function splits may be regrouped by
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a grouping function, or the individual subgroups of a
grouping function may be split as desired by a splitting
function.
F " Transferring
The transferring function is interesting in
that several other types of functions utilizing special transferring function arrangements arise from the basic use of
the transfer type of contact (usually a plurality on one relay).
These functions are mentioned later in this subsection*
The basic idea of a transfer contact and function is shown in fig. 278.

Here the input function f

is

normally connected to the output function fUl (input and
output refer to the transfer function).

When the TFC transfer

control contact is closed, relay (TF) operates transferring
the connection from the fUl function to the fU2 function.

A

variation on this method of transfer is the use of two connecting functions.

These connecting functions may be inter-

locked as shown in fig. 279 so that one is always operated.
Here relay (TFl) is normally operated through the break contact on (TF2).

When the (TF2) relay operates by the closure

of TFC, relay (TFl) releases.

Each of these relays is equipped

with a make contact connected to a different fU function and
the same fl.

(Note the I and U may be reversed without chang-

ing the meaning of the transfer function).

A transfer contact

by definition requires that the armature spring break from the
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back contact before making with the front contact.

However,

when transferring with a transfer function it is always permissible to have the transferring done in continuity, that
is, complete the circuit to one function or lead before
breaking the circuit to the other function.

It is possible

to arrange a circuit similar to fig. 279 to get this particular sequence if the circuit is designed by the use of
the principles disclosed in Part I, section IV-D-l.
Another point which should be mentioned in
connection with transferring from one function to another
is that the term transferring does not necessarily mean that
the leads to one function are all broken while those to an-

other are made.

It occasionally occurs in practice that it

is necessary to make circuits to the function which is being
disconnected in order to indicate or control the circuit properly.

Figure 280 shows a cascade scheme using transferring functions.
to UO.

Here transfer input I is normally connected

The operation of function TF1 connects the input I with

output U.

Further operation by TF2 connects input with out-

put U 2 while the final operation of TF3 connects I with U3*
This is in effect a selecting function arrangement because of
a plurality of transfers are involved allowing one input to be
connected with a plurality of outputs.

Note that a plurality

of transfer functions, starting with the first one, must always
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be operated to secure a connection further on.

However,

if a plurality of connecting functions are used as described
in connection with the scheme shown in fig. 317 only one
need be operated to select a different output.

Besides, these

connecting functions require only one make contact for each
lead thus making them more satisfactory all around,
A more efficient use of transferring functions
for selecting may be found in the scheme shown in fig. 281.
This scheme is discussed more in detail in connection with
figs. 327 and 328 and in another paper by the author as referred to in subsection.L on the selecting function.

Here a

plurality of transferring functions do not have to be oper-m
ated in order to transfer from one output lead to another.
Any combination of transfer functions will connect the input
to an output lead, whether or not the TF2 functions act to-

gether.

The subscripts on the individual output leads indi-

cates which TF functions must act to connect the input with
that output.
Other uses of transferring functions, alone

or in a plurality are given in this paper in the following
figures: 240, 243, 266, 269, 271, 276, 332, 346, 347, 351,
352, 353, 361, 362, 363, 370, 460, 461 and 462.

Of all these

figures the most important other uses of transferring func-

tions are in repeating and. reversing functions.
G • Allotting
The allotting circuit function is the first of
the more complex distributing circuit functions.

The circuits
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for this function and their individual and general characteristics are discussed in connection with the various
figs. 282 to 290 inc.
It will be remembered from the general distributing function discussion that two basic types of allotting circuit are possible.

One type is controlled (fig. 250),

that is the allotted function notifies the allotting circuit

whether it is conditioned or unconditioned both before and
after allotting.

The second type (fig. 249) is a straight-

forward sequence allotter function which does not receive
any form of control from the condition of the function to
which it is establishing a connection or allotting a path.

No matter which type of allotting function is used, the general direct control is the same.

A contact or a plurality

of parallel contacts close a circuit path to the allotter.
This contact path is designated in the figures as the ALST allotter start lead and contact.

function desiring the

This is closed until the

allotment has been satisfied after

which this function removes the closure of the ALST lead
It will be remembered that the allotting function is a common function to a plurality of input functions and a plurality
of distributing function elements, thus accounting for the
common ALST lead or the parallel closures which are possible
from the other input functions.

Sometimes the leads from

the individual input functions are made common in another
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grouping or splitting circuit.

This circuit is sometimes

termed a starting function but is not the same as the starting function defined in this paper.

When the ALST lead has

been opened after the allotment, the conditioning control in

the function allotted may control the allotting function if
the allotting function is so arranged.
Figure 282 shows a simple output condition
controlled allotting function circuit.

Here the closure of

the ALST contact sends ground through the break portion of

a transfer contact on the allotting function relay associated
with an unconditioned output function.

(A conditioned func-

tion is denoted by ground on the ALC allotting control lead

for the individual function.)

This ground is received in

the function allotted which then acts on or with the function desiring the allotment, eventually opening the ALST

contact from ground.

Then, if the allotted function is

or becomes conditioned, the ALC lead associated therewith
becomes grounded operating the (AL) relay and advancing
the path for the ALST ground to the next unoperated (AL)
relay and unconditioned output function

There is one principal difficulty with the circuit just described.

That is, if an allotted function whose

associated (AL) relay is located early in the preference contact chain on the (AL) relays should become unconditioned while
a later function was being allotted a double allotment might
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take place with the single closure of the ALST lead.

To

avoid this condition from occurring, a second winding and
extra make contact is added to each (AL) relay as shown in
fig. 283.

Here once ground is placed on the contact chain

by the closure of AST, no operated (AL) relay may release
if it precedes the first unoperated (AL) relay with its output to the funtion being allotted on this closure.

The

(AL) relay holds by the top winding, the lower winding being
energized by a condition in the output function from the ALC
lead.

The contact shown in the chain for the extra make con-

tact is a make-make contact, but any other suitable double
make may be used.

This relay allotting scheme is used ex-

tensively in practice.
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The circuit just described is perfectly satisfactory where the traffic carried by the allotting function is high.

That is, where the last allotting relay (ALL)

gets operated rather frequently thus indicating that all

functions are busy or conditioned; or where more than one
allotter serves the same functions so that the (ALL) relay
may be operated by the function which it allots becoming
conditioned without requiring all the intermediate (AL) relays in this allotter to be operated first.

If neither of

these conditions exist, the functions which are allotted at
the beginning of the preference contact chain on the (AL)
relays bear most of the traffic leaving very little to
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the later functions.

To remedy this situation a revolving

or end chain releasing type of allotter (described below)
is used.

This type of allotter insures that the later func-

tions of the preference chain get served more frequently and
if possible equally.
The first step towards this type of distribu-

tion with an allotting function is shown in fig. 284.

Here

the output functions are allotted as before operating the
associated (AL) relay when they become conditioned.

The

(AL) relay in operating looks to the make portion of its

continuity contact and lower winding.

(The locking is not

done on the operating winding because the locking ground
may sneak back into the output function making it conditioned when it actually is not.)

This looking path may not

be broken until the (ALL) allotter relay is operated, the
operation of this relay indicating that all the preceding
(AL) relay and their associated functions have been allotted.
However, when the (ALL)

relay breaks the original locking

path, after insuring its own operation to it, the faster
relays which are not being held by a conditioned function,
release and reground the locking path for the other (AL)
relays that do not have a chance to release.

(This is a

race of the slower relays against the faster relays.)
The faster relays are thus the first to be reallotted
and then the slower relays are released and reallotted.

This
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scheme has to be resorted to in a simple circuit of this
type since some ground must be placed on the looking path
while the (ALL) relay is operated by a conditioned last output function.

If desired, however, the ground to the break

portions of the continuity contacts on all the (AL) relays
may be removed thus permitting the allotting function to
act as the allotting function of fig. 282 until the (ALL)
relay is released, at which time the functions are reallotted
in order with the exclusion of those allotted in the interim
and those which were not unconditioned during the operated
time of the (ALL) relay.

The guard feature of fig. 283 may

The (ALL) relay then need not have the look-

then be added.

ing path.
An improvement in the non-preference allotting function is shown in fig. 285.

Here when all (AL) re-

lays are released, the (AR) relay is operated through a break
contact chain removing ground from the lower looking windings
of these relays.

The output functions are allotted as be-

fore operating the (AL) relays as they become conditioned.
The (AL) relays look to the ground through the break contacts on the (CR) chain release relay and (AR) relay which
releases when the first (AL) relay operates.

When the (ALL)

relay operates, indicating that the last and consequently
all output functions have been allotted in order, the (CR)
relay operates and looks to the (AR) break contact ground.

This permits all (AL) relays controlled by output functions
which are unconditioned at this time to release.

The re-

leased (AL) relays may be reallotted and released thereafter
as they become unconditioned and as all preceding allotting
relays are operated by conditioned output functions.

If all

output functions should at some time later become unonditioned and release all the (AL) relays, the (AR) relay would
reoperate releasing the (CR) relay and permitting the chain
to once again allot all output functions in strict order until the (CR) relay is again operated by the (ALL) relay.
This allotting scheme also does not fully meet the conditions
of equal traffic allotted to all output functions.
A scheme which allots the output functions in
strict order or repeated cyles is shown in fig. 288.

For

the proper operation of this circuit it is necessary that
more than three (AL) relays and hence more than three output functions be allotted.

This fact as well as an under-

standing of the meaning of the F, I and L designations on
the relays and output leads is necessary in order to comprehend the circuit operation.

To start with, there are two

dashed lines entering and leaving each I or intermediate
relay.

These are connected one for another from the pre-

ceding to the next immediate relays and thence to the succeeding relay contact chain

All the (AL) relays in the chain

except the first, (ALF), and the last, (ALL), are wired as
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the (ALI) relay shown.

This means that before any output

functions have been allotted, the (AT) advance testing relay

is operated by a ground on the break portion of the lower
transfer contact of what would be the (AL3) relay through a
break contact on (AL2) relay.

This permits the ALST closure

to ground the AL lead to the output function thus allotting it.

This circuit is then broken and the function becomes conditioned operating the (ALI) relay shown as the (ALF)

Note

relay.

that prior to this time the (RG) regrounding relay has oper-

ated and now releases.

This action has no meaning on the

first cycle of allotments but will provide a secondary looking
path for further cycles when the (ALL) relay is held by its
conditioned output function.

Relay (ALF) locks to a ground

through the break contact on the (ALL) relay, and prepares a
direct locking ground for the (AL2) relay when it operates.
The next closure and open of ALST and the conditioning of ALC
of function 2 would operate the (AL2) relay.

This relay

would look as described when the (ALF) relay operated.

The

operation of relay (AL2) also transferred the operating path
of the (AT) relay from the break contact ground on the (AL3)
relay to a similar break contact ground on the next (AL) relay,
which in this case would be (AL4).

The purpose of this trans-

fer will be more apparent after a complete cycle of operations
is discussed.

The (AL3) relay is operated and locked in a
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manner similar to that described for the (AL2) relay on the
first cycle.
ted.

This continues until the (ALL) relay is opera-

The (ALL) relay looks to a direct ground from the next-

to-the-last (AL) relay, opens the looking path for the (ALF)
relay and connects the (AT) relay's operate path to the armature of a transfer contact on the (ALF) relay.

If this re-

lay remains operated when its locking path is broken it
means that the output function is still conditioned and hence
cannot be reallotted.

The allottlng function is arranged to

wait for it to become unconditioned before making the next
reallotting,

thus making it the next to be allotted.

This

is possible because the (AT) relay does not reoperate until
the (ALF) relay releases grounding a make contact chain
through all (AL) relays but (ALF).

With the (AT) relay re-

leased the ground closure of ALST is of no value thus providing a convenient method of allotting when desired.

The

(AT) advance testing relay gets its name from the fact that

it tests the condition of succeeding output functions before
allotting the next output function to be allotted in order.
When relay (ALF) releases the operate path for the (AT)

relay is advanced to the locking transfer contact on the
(AL2) relay.

The release of the (ALF) relay opened the lock-

ing path for the (AL2) relay, thus if it is still operated,
the output function is still conditioned.

It would be of

no use to allot the F output function if the next (2) out-
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put function was not available for the succeeding allotment
because then the circuit would be back in a condition similar
to that when the (ALL) relay operated, thus preventing strict
recycling.

For these reasons the circuit does not permit

the allotment of an output function until the succeeding
output function is unconditioned.

Thus the (AT) relay will

not operate to permit the reallotting of output function F
until the (AL2) relay is released, grounding a chain path
through its break contact.

(This path is not shown since

the (AL2) relay is not directly represented.

A break

contact paralleling the chain make contact on (AL2) relay
is necessary to accomplish this operation.)

Once (ALF)

reoperates, the chain awaits (AL) to release before allotting (AL2).

As stated previously the (RG) relay operated

when (ALF) relay released and looked to (ALL) operated in

order to provide a relocking ground for (ALF) relay when it
reoperated.

The release of relay (ALL) reestablishes its

own ground to the locking winding of (ALF) relay and releases relay (RG).
The complex circuit described above carries

out the strict order requirement but introduced another difficulty which cannot be overcome without the introduction of
faults found in the other simpler allotting circuits described.
The trouble with the arrangement obtained with the circuit of
fig. 286 is that unconditioned output functions may be available when the allotting function is not permitted to allot
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on closures of ALST because a particular output function is
not immediately available.

Indirect methods of eliminating

this difficulty may be secured by special combinations of
allotting, lookout, and sequence functions.

This problem

will not be further discussed except to say that it is a

type of problem occasionally encountered in relay and switch
circuit design.

The eventual conclusion is that it cannot be

readily accomplished.

With sufficient design effort and

extra relays, as just mentioned in connection with special
combinations of other distributing circuit functions, it
is possible to obtain the desired results.

Sometimes the

desired results may be obtained by transferring all necessary leads, by a transferring function, from one circuit arrangement to another after a time interval has elapsed without
circuit action.

An example of this would be to measure the

length of time relay (AT)

in fig. 286 is released by the

use of a timing circuit function.

If this time is too great,

all necessary leads would be transferred to a circuit arrangement such as fig. 285.

Usually the net result is too

complex and costly to be of any use.
Turning now to a much simpler type of allotting circuit, an example is given of allotting without output condition control.

Figure 287 shows a typical circuit

using the prime counter circuit principle.

Here each closure

of ALST operates an unprimed relay which, on operating,
grounds the AL lead associated with that set of counting relay
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through a break contact on the primed relay.

When ALST

is opened the primed relay is operated in series with the
unprimed relay and thus advances the ALST to the next
allotter counting set and cutting off the ground to AL.

An ALST closure after relay (ALL') has been operated acts
on a releasing function RLS to release the primed and unprimed relays thus permitting the allotting to continue on
another cycle.
The next three figures show allotting func-

tion switch circuits.

Although they look comparatively sim-

ple, still they perform the various types of allotting previously illustrated with relay circuits as efficiently and, in
one case, more efficiently than the corresponding relay circuits.
Figure 288 shows a simple allotter switch circuit which goes over all the output functions in order and
allots only those which are unconditioned.

A ground on arc

2) operates the drive magnet of the rotary switch thus stepping it to the next set of output terminals.

This process

is continued until an output is encountered which is unconditioned.

On the closure of ALST the AL lead to the uncon-

ditioned function is grounded as in the relay circuits.

After

ALST has been broken and the function becomes conditioned,
the switch steps in order to the next unconditioned outlet.
Thus with this circuit the traffic is distributed as evenly
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as possible, each output function getting a chance to be
used each revolution of the switch wipers.

This extremely

simple circuit accomplishes what the very complex relay circuit of fig. 286 attempted to do but failed.

This shows how

switch circuits may many times introduce considerable savings
in circuit detail and design.

However, the maintenance of

switches may in many cases exceed this saving.

Commercially,

however, there are a great many allotters using this general
8 , 9
type of switch circuit action. 4 4

The switch circuit of fig. 289 functions the
same as the relay circuit of fig. 286 in that it waits for
an output function to become unconditioned, thus allotting
Here the (AT) advance testing

in strict outlet order.

relay operates whenever a conditioned outlet is reached.
This prevents the ALST ground from reaching the AL lead to
the output function and prevents the switch from advancing
to the next terminal.

When this outlet becomes uncondi-

tioned the (AT) relay releases preparing the allotting path
from ALST and energizing the drive magnet preparatory to
making a step (backward action).

When the outlet becomes

conditioned the (AT) relay operates again causing the switch
wipers to advance a step.

If the next outlet is conditioned

the (AT) relay will remain operated until the condition is

removed.
With the next switch circuit, fig. 290, no

output condition control is provided.

Here a closure of
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AIST energizes the drive magnet

of the switch and sends

ground out to the allotted function by the AL lead.

When

ALST is opened the drive magnet is deenergized stepping the
switch to the next output function.

This action continues

independent of the functions being allotted providing they
do not return a sneak ground back over their AL leads.
With the discussion on switch allotting funotion circuits this subsection is concluded.

In general

there are two types of allotting functions, viz., output
condition controlled and uncontrolled.

In addition, out-

put controlled allotters may be arranged to recycle to afford each allotted function a more equal share of the traffic
or they may be of the releasing type where the functions
allotted at the beginning of a preference chain are given
more chance of receiving the traffic.
H - Finding

The finding circuit function is the next
detailed distributing function discussed.

Four circuits are

shown in figs. 291 to 294 ine.

to illustrate different types

of finding circuit functions.

These all show an FDST contact

path which controls the start of the finding circuit operation.

This path may come direct as DSC

2

in fig. 252 or as

the particular AL lead in fig. 256 from an allotting function.
The FDC contact paths are the individual controlling outputs
as DSCl of fig. 252.

The FD leadsto other individual out-

puts represent the paths to a connecting function also as
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shown in fig. 256.

Note that the closure of FDC leads in

the schematics are to ground while fig. 291 shows this condition as one to battery.

This has been done to simplify

the basic circuit, in the remaining circuits this is correoted by means within the finding function.

There is no

logical reason for restricting the input from battery but
from a practical standpoint certain hazards exist which experience has proven to justify this limitation in grounded potential systems.

This point is more generally discussed in

section I-wB2 of Part

IV,

With fig. 291 a closure of the FDST contact
permits all (FD) relays which are presented with an FDC condition to operate thus finding an output desiring to be
connected.

However, the contact chain on these relays permits

a ground to extend outward towards the connecting function
on only the first operated (FD) relay in the preference contact chain.

The opening of the FDST contact returns all

relays to normal.
The circuit just described lacks several features.

First of all the scheme requires battery conditions;

secondly, no indication is returned to the controlling
function to let it know that the desired output has been
found; thirdly, the (FD) relay for other outputs is operated

but not used; and finally, it is possible for an (FD) relay
earlier in the preference chain to steal a connection while
being made by another (FD) relay since the relays are always
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prepared to operate even while awaiting the opening of FDST.
These items are corrected in fig. 292.

Here the FDST ground

closure operates the (IM) input modifying or reversing relay
which produces a battery closure to each (FD) relay's lower
winding through a break contact chain on the preceding (FD)
relays and through the break contact on the (HA) hold and
acknowledge relay.

The first (FD) relay in order which finds

an external FDC ground will operate and prevent all (FD) relays further along in the preference chain from operating.
From battery through the upper winding of this (FD) relay,
back through a similar preference contact chain to the winding of the (HA) relay, lower make contact of the (IM) relay
to ground a series holding path for the (FD) relay and operating path for the (HA) relay is established.

The (HA)

in operating opens the operating battery from the (D)

relay
relays

thus preventing other (FD) relays earlier in the chain from
operating.

The lower make contact of the (HA) relay places

ground through a contact chain to the FD lead associated with
the particular (FD) relay operated and to the general FDC

lead back to the controlling circuit showing that an output
has been found.

The contact chain last mentioned may be re-

placed by parallel make contacts to the FD leads if desired

since the circuit is insured against more than one (ED) relay operating.
The only disadvantage of the circuit of fig.
292 is that if more than one output is conditioned and
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awaiting the finding function the earlier ones will always
The

get served first and the others may never get served.

basic difficulty with the circuit is that it always starts
finding from the same point, the (FDF) relay.

In the next

circuit, fig. 293, the finding circuit is arranged to continue finding on the next closure of FDST from the point
where the last (FD) relay was operated and acted on a con
necting function.

All other characteristics of the preced-

ing circuit are retained.

The circuit operation assumes

that the removal of the original ground which it finds is
an indication that it may reoperate and advance on the succeeding closure of FDST.

The circuit operation is as follows:

Closure of FDST operates relay (IK)

as before.

This relay

makes a battery closure through the winding of the (DA)

de-

tecting and acknowledging relay and the break portion of the
continuity contact on the (O0)

relay to the windings of the

(FD) relays through a preferential contact chain.

The earliest

conditioned (FD) relay operates via this path and relay (DA)
operates in series.

The lower make contact on (DA) operates

the first operation relay (FO), the top make contact grounds
the FDC lead and the FD lead associated with the operated (FD)
relay, while the other make contact on this relay places a
direct battery to the left hand winding terminal thus making
this branch of the holding circuit independent of the original
operate battery from the (IM) relayts make contact.

The (10)

relay operates and arranges the leads so that further FDST
starts will rotate from the point just operated.

This re-

lay therefore distinguishes the first FDST operation from
the succeeding operation until such time that the (DA) relay in operating on a future finding operation takes too
The finding will then again

long to operate an (FD) relay.
start from the (FDF) relay.

The (FO) relay in operating

transfers the holding path of the (DA) relay from the break
contact of the (FDF) relay and its winding and the winding

of the particular (FD) relay operated on this attempt to
the same path through the operated make portion of the lower
transfer contact of the operated (FD) relay to its winding

The (FO) relay is made slow-

through all other (FD) relays.

to-operate in order that the (FD) relay will be fully operated

when this transfer is made.

The lower make contact on the

(FO) relay prepares a holding path which will come from the
(IM) relay when it releases.

The top make contact closes a

holding circuit from the operated (FDI

relay through the (H)

resistance (provides marginal hold condition for these upper
windings on the (FD) relays), make portion of top transfer
contact on the operated (FD) relay back through all other
(FD) relay break contact chain to the top winding of this
operated (FD) relay to battery.

When the FDC condition is

removed the aforementioned hold path keeps the (FD) relay
associated therewith operated while the (DA) relay is
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released.

It is assumed that by this time the (Il)relay has

been released from the opening of the FDST following the
Relay (FO) holds by the path previously

grounding of FDC.

described.

When the (IM) relay again operates relay (FO)

does not release immediately since it is also slow-to-release.
During its releasing interval it is assumed that the relay
(DA) will again operate reestablishing the operate path for
the (FO) relay.

The (DA) relay will operate when the new

FDC ground is found by an (FD) relay, the chain now starting at the relay previously operated.

When this new (FD)

relay operates it breaks the holding path chain for the previously operated (FD) relay and establishes the path for

its own holding winding.

Now when the (IM) and (DA) relays

release the next FDST closure will cause the finding process to start from this new point.
With the above circuit the discussion of relay
finding circuits is concluded.

Reference is herewith given

to several systems of relay allotting and finding used commercially.5 0 ,5 1 ,5 2

The last circuit shown in fig. 294 again

shows a switch type finding circuit.

(Others are shown in

connection with the translating and calculating functions
sections II-G and IV-V.)

Closure of FDST starts the rotary

switch running to find the output with the FDC ground.

When

this point is reached the (FD) relay operates cutting this
operate path for the DM drive magnet.

One make contact on
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the (FD) relay grounds the FDC lead back to the input control

while another sends ground to the FD lead associated with the
output found.

Frequently other arcs on the switch are used

for the connecting function thus engaging the finder for the
duration of that particular distribution.

If it is desired

to return the finder to a homing point after each operation
the FDRLS is closed when necessary, otherwise the switch continues finding from the point at which it last stopped.

Sev-

eral uses of switch finders may be found in practice, most
of these being engaged for the entire duration of the parti5 3 54 5 5
cular distribution set up. , ,

I - Hunting

The hunting function circuits are similar to
the finding function circuits but the hunting function attempts
to connect with an unconditioned rather than a conditioned
outlet.

The schematic use of the hunting function has been

described in section III-A-l.

As for the finding function,

the simplest circuit results when the condition on the output
control leads HTC is battery.

The first hunting function cir-

cuit, fig. 295 shows this condition while the renaining fig-

ures use a ground output condition.

When an unconditioned

output is located, a ground is placed on the associated HT
lead.
When the HTST contact path is closed in fig.
295, relay (HTF) operates if the first outlet HTC lead is
conditioned to battery.

This relay in operating extends
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the input ground to the next (HT) relay and at the same
time breaks the connection to the HT lead associated with
the first output.

This process continues until an (BT)

relay is reached which is not connected to battery, thus
recognizing an unconditioned outlet and at the same time
sending ground out through the break portion of the transfor contacts to the HT lead.

It is now assumed that the

BTST ground will be removed before the HTC lead for this
chosen outlet is connected to battery.
Also as in the case of the finding function
circuits, the simplest circuit is not the best practical circuit.

There are several objectionable features in the hunt-

ing circuit of fig. 295.

Several of these features are cor-

rected in the circuit of fig. 296.

Firstly, the circuit in

fig. 295 does not in any way notify the source of input control when a suitably conditioned output function has been
found; secondly, each HT lead of conditioned outlets are
momentarily grounded while waiting for the associated (HT)
relay to operate, and thirdly, as mentioned before, it would
be better to have the hunting function respond to an output
ground rather than battery condition.
Figure 296 has been shown to illustrate the
above features added to the basic hunting principle shown
in fig. 295.

In fig. 296 the (GH) ground holding relay is

normally operated from the ground on the break contact of
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the (IM) input modifying relay.

In this operated position

the (GH) relay does not perform any direct function.

When

the HTST path is closed the (IK) relay operates sending
battery to one winding and lower contact chain on the (HTF)
relay.

If the RTC lead for this output is grounded, the

relay will operate advancing the contact chain to the succeeding (HT)

relay as before.

When an unconditioned outlet

is encountered the (HT) relay will not operate and there
will no longer be a ground on the top contact chain of operated (HP) relays since this particular (HT) relay is unoperated and the associated HTC lead is open.

Relay (GH) which

has remained operated during this chain acting period where
only momentary opens occur during the transfer from the
back to front contacts on these top contacts while the relays operate, may now start to release.

When it finally

makes its back contacts, a ground is sent through a bottom
contact chain on the (HT) relays to the HT lead of the unoperated (Hr) relay while the other make contact on the (GH)
relay grounds a control HTC lead back to the hunting control
function or other input source.

The input source may also

detect the fact that an unconditioned outlet has been found
through the connection set up by the hunting function in
cooperation with a connecting function.
Two more improvements may be added to the
circuit described in the preceding paragraph.

In all relay
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and switch circuits it is highly desirable not to have any
circuit elements draw current when the circuit is not in use.
Thus one improvement in the hunting circuit of fig.2 96 is
to eliminate the circuit action shown in connection with
the (GH) relay that is normally operated.

A second feature

which could be improved in the above hunting circuit has to
do with the outlets which become unconditioned after being
tested and while the HT lead for another outlet is being
grounded.

The release of the (HT) relay associated with an

earlier output which has become unconditioned may thus
*cause a second BT lead to be grounded in order thus initiating a second false or double connection.
The above improvements havebeen incorporated
in fig. 297.

Here the same basic method of hunting is used

but the (Hr) relays are made marginal with a non-operate
electrical requirement (no specific examples and values
are given).

The (IMH) relay operates on the closure of HTST

and may look to the optional HTRLS external release.

The

top make contact supplies battery to the windings of the
(HT) relays as before, while the lower make contact (not
optional) applies ground to one winding terminal of the (CA)
condition absent relay preparing for its operation.

The

(HT) relays operate as before but once operated they lock
to a solid ground independent of the BTC ground condition.
When an unconditioned outlet is encountered the (CA) relay
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operates in series with the marginal (HT) relay associated
with that outlet, the (HT) relay, however, remaining un-

operated.

The (CA) relay in operating grounds the proper

HT lead and sends ground back to the HTC lead from the

input.

The circuit remains in this condition until the

(IMH) relay is released by an external release function or
removal of HTST ground.
The next circuit, fig. 298, adds a non-homing
feature to the hunting function.

In all the circuits thus

far discussed the hunting always starts with the same outlet.

With the circuit about to be described, the hunting

on the succeeding closure of HTST continues from where it
last found an unconditioned outlet.

The (IC) input changing

or modifying (as before) relay and (CA) condition absent
relay act as in fig. 297.

A lower continuity looking con-

tact path has been added to the (HT) relays so that once
operated the battery to these relays is independent of
the operation of the (IC) relay.

The (EC) end chain relay

has been added to operate when the (BTL) relay operates de-

noting that it is necessary to recycle and start hunting
from (HTF) again.

The break contact on the (EC) relay opens

the looking path for all (HT) relays and the relay is made

slow-to-release in order not to reground the looking path
until all (HT) relays are assured of releasing.
By the addition of another winding to each
of the (RT) relays, the two sets of continuity contacts on
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each relay may be elminated.
rangement.

Figure 299 shows such an ar-

Here the upper windings are used for looking to

the break contact of the (EC) relay while the lower windings are used to operate on ground output conditions and
non-operate in series with the (CA) relay.
Another method of hunting which has not yet
been discussed might be called "simultaneous" hunting.

Here

all outlets are tested for the ground condition simultaneously while a preference contact chain grounds the HT lead of
the first unoperated (HT) relay.
in fig. 300.

The (RV)

Such a circuit is shown

reversing relay reverses the input

HTST ground to battery and then applies this potential to
the windings of all (HT) relays.

The (HT) relays presented

with ground from their HTC leads operate and transfer their
operate paths in continuity to a ground through the winding
of the (CA) relay.

This latter relay may then start to

operate in series with the one or more (HT) relays operated.
The (CA) relay is made slow-to-operate in order to give all
(T)

relays a chance to operate before sending out ground

on the HT lead of any particular one through the lower contact chain and directly to the HTC lead.

This circuit is

protected against interference when further circuits become
unconditioned while setting up a different connection because
their associated (HT) relays are already operated and held
independent of their RTC lead.

When HTST is opened the (HT)
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relays and (CA) relay release and are then prepared for
the next closure.
Relay circuit hunting has been used in
practice and reference is herewith given to some forms
which may be found. 5 6,57

In addition many forms of switch

hunting circuits may be found. 58 ,5 9

Illustrative examples

of this latter type of hunting are shown in fig. 301 and 302.
With fig. 301 the homing type of switch hunting

is produced.

Here the closure of HTST operates relay (IM).

This relay in operating closes a running circuit for the
switch drive magnet IM through interrupter dm to permanent
ground on the first contact.

Thereafter the switch wipers

will continue to run as long as ground is found on are 2)
from HTC ground conditions.

In the meantime the (GH) relay

has operated in parallel with the drive magnet and interrup-m
ter circuit.

When an unconditioned terminal is found the

switch stops running and relay (GH)

releases grounding the

associated HT lead from arc 3) and the ETC lead from the
input.

When HTST is opened, the (IM) relay is released thus

running the switch wipers back to the first home terminal
by means of the ground on are 1).

Relay (GH) again operates

to prevent the HT leads from being grounded while passing
over them.
The switch

circuit of fig. 302 is of the non-

homing type where hunting continues from the last uncon-

ditioned outlet found.

Here the circuit functions similar
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to that of fig. 301 except when HTST opens the (IM) re-

leases opening the circuit to the dtive magnet and grounds
from the HT and HTC leads.

These grounds are now separated

so that they will not interfere with one another should a
ground sneak back from the circuits to which they are
connected, since the wipers are still connected to active
terminals on the switch.
With the discussion of switch hunting circuits this subsection on the hunting circuit function is
brought to a close.

In this subsection, as well as the two

preceding subsections on the finding and allotting circuit
functions, the circuits illustrated have been for the purpose of showing the gradual development of various principles into usable circuits provided with certain necessary
and desirable safeguards.

In succeeding subsections of

this section on distributing functions the emphasis of the
circuits presented is more in the light of different methods
of accomplishing final working circuits rather than the details and principles leading up to the individual circuits
presented.

The circuits in general, however, remain as

simple as possible.
I - Lockout
The lockout circuit function is the first of
the distributing functions which involves a plurality of
possible input controls (see figs. 253, 255, 250, 261 and
262).

In figs. 303 to 306 inc. the LOC contact paths are
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these input controls while the LO or L01 leads are connected by the lockout function, one at a time, to their respective L0 2 leads or a common LOC output lead or ground.
In the figures this path, which is established from the
action of the lockout function, may be used to act on
individual or common functions connected to the output, a
connecting function, or on the individual input functions
themselves.

The first lookout circuit shown, fig. 303,
functions as follows.

The closure of any LOG contact path

operates the associated (LO) relay through the upper winding
and break contact on the (CO)cut-off relay to battery.
When the relay has operated the bottom transfer contact
establishes a series circuit operating the (CO) relay and
holding the (LO) relay operated.

The (CO) relay in opera-

ting breaks the original operating battery for this as well
as all other (LO) relays thus locking out all other inputs
from further attempts to establish a connection from the
LO, path to the L02 path or common LOG path.

Once an (LO)

relay opens the break portion of its lower transfer contact,
all the earlier (LO) relays in this preference chain are not
permitted to hold when the (GO) relay operates.

Thus if

several circuits simultaneously attempt to set up a path
only the one whose front contact on this chain is nearest
the (GO) relay's winding will establish the connection for
the duration of its LOG closure.

It is desirable therefore
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that the (CO) and (LO) relays operate as quickly as possible

to prevent false closures of the LO circuit paths.
The next circuit, fig. 304, eliminates the
(CO) relay as well as partly overcoming one of difficulties
with the circuit just described.

With the circuit of fig.

303 it is possible when many of the same inputs are trying

to connect through the lockout circuit, that the circuits
which constantly get through are the earlier ones in the

chain while the later ones which try to start simultaneously
are constantly denied a connection.

This is because new

inputs which are earlier in the chain in the meantime have
also started to attempt to make connections.

This "stealing"

may be partially cured, if desired, by arranging the circuit
to store all input attempts which are made simultaneously
before handling any others.

This is the case with fig. 304.

Here simultaneous closures of several LOC contact paths operate their respective (LO) relays from a battery supplied
through a contact chain which breaks only after the relays
have almost fully operated (break portion of a continuity
contact with battery also on the make).

The operated (LO)

relays then look to their own battery on this make portion
of the continuity contact.

The upper transfer chain gives

the preference in which the common LO lead or ground is
passed to or from the individual LO lead.

If it is desired

to connect through individual paths to individual output
functions auxiliary relays in either the input or output
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function must be operated from the ground or a potential
condition on the individual LO lead.

As each LOC contact

path is opened indicating that the path through the lockout

function is no longer desired, the next operated (LO) relay's
LO path is connected through.

This continues until all the

operated (LO) relays have been handled in the order of the
upper contact chain.

In the meantime, (LO) relays at the

latter part of the chain may still operate and perform when

the contact chain reaches that point before earlier relays
again have a chance to operate.

These latter relays are,

of course, narrowed down in number until finally no more may
be served.

There is one disadvantage of this circuit, and

that is if one or more of the earlier relays in a chain are
slower in operating than some of the later ones; these later
ones will steal the calls from the slower relays since they
will never be able to get a chance at locking up before the
battery chain is broken.

To avoid this condition still other

circuits have been devised (e.g. fig. 306 and sequence circuits discussed in the next subsection) which are sometimes

used.
Another type of lockout circuit which handles
simultaneous starts absolutely before any other is shown in
fig. 305.
circuit.

This circuit is called a "gate" type of lockout
Here the individual LOC paths reach the (LO) relays

through break contacts on the (GT) gate relay.

When simul"

taneous closures of the LOC contacts take place the associated
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(LO) relays operate and look-to these leads independent of
the break contacts on the (GT) relay.

Each (LO) relay having

operated closes parallel operate paths for the (CT)

relay

which may be made slow-to-operate to give all (LO) relays a
chance to operate if their operate paths are closed simultaneously.

Once the (GT) relay has operated all operate paths

for (LO) relays are broken.

The (GT) relay closes a path from

ground or common LOC lead to the first operated (LO) relay's
LO lead.

As the operated (LO) relays are released the lower

preference chain advances to the next operated (LO) relay.
When all (LO) relays are released the (GT) relay releases and
again all closed LOC leads operate associated (LO) relays.
This procedure is repeated as the closures of the LOC paths
continue.
The final lockout circuit to be illustrated
in this paper is shown in fig. 306.

This circuit is capable

of eliminating the stealing from slower early chain relays
of fig. 304 by providing arrangements consisting of two sets
of fig. 304 chains acting on the same (LO)
posite preference direction.

relays in the op-

By the use of this circuit

slower relays which attempt to fully operate but whose bat-

tery supply is removed before they look are given a full
chance to operate when the direction of preference for the
chain is reversed.

This reversal occurs whenever the pre-

ference chains pass the center (LO) relays.

Two extra re-

lays are required to properly perform and detect these re-
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versing operations and conditions.

These relays are the

(GP) ground present relay which detects that LOC circuit
paths are closed and requesting their associated (O) relays
to operate and the (CR) chain reversing relay which shifts
from one preference chain to a second reverse preference chain
after all (LO) relays past a center point in the chain are
released in one direction or another.
cuit operation is as follows.

In general the cir-

When the first LOC path is

closed the (LO) relay operates by its lower winding in series
with the (GP) slow-to-release relay which also operates.

The

(GP) relay provides battery for operating the (CR) relay when
necessary.

This action prevents the (CR) relay from remaining

operated when no LOC paths are closed.

The slow releasing

feature insures against a false release of this relay when
transferring from one set of (LO) relay windings to another.
The (LO) relays operate as explained in connection with fig.
304 permitting relays to the left to operate and lockout
relays to the right while the extreme right operated relay
has a completed path for the ground on the LO lead from the
break portion of the top continuity contact of the (CR) relay
through the top transfer contact chain.

When the relays on

the right half are all released the (CR) relay operates from

battery and protecting resistance, through the make contact
on the operated (GP) relay, winding of the (CR) relay, top
transfer contact chain on the (LO) relays through the top
continuity contact on the (CR) relay to ground.

Once operated
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the (CR) relay looks to the ground from the bottom make
contact independent of the top transfer contact chain on
the (LO) relays.

The operation of the (CR) relay also trans-

fers the direction of applying ground to the LO leads; the
windings of the (LO) relay to which battery is applied; and
the top continuity contact chain on the (LO) relays through
which the (LO) relays are operated.

The relays in the left

half of the (LO) chain which were operated are now dispensed
with in a reverse order from left to right as governed by the
bottom transfer contact chain on the (LO) relays.

In the

meantime other relays to the right may operate preparatory
to getting ground on the associated LO lead.

When all the

(LO) relays in the left half of the chain have released a

path is established from ground through the make portion of
the top continuity contact on the (CR) relay and the bottom transfer contact chain on the (LO) relays to a winding
terminal of the (CR) and resistance to battery through the
make contact on the (GP) relay.
terminal of the (CR)

Since the other winding

relay is also connected to ground the

relay is released and thus again reverses the direction of
the (LO) relay chains.

This process continues until no more

(LO) relays desire to be served at which time the (GP) relay
releases in turn releasing the (CP)

relay if it is not al-

ready released.
With the above description this subsection
on lockout.circuit functions is concluded.

It is possible
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to obtain actions similar to that obtained in fig. 306 by
reversing the order of sequence of the LOC and LO lead to
the (LO) relays in some definite order or at random with
another distributing element or reversing function.

Certain

of the sequence function circuits described in the next subsection may be applied to the lockout function to obtain rotating types of lockout where the applying inputs are served
without discrimination.

The circuits shown in figs. 304 and

305 have been described together with certain modifications
in one of the references.6 0

Such circuits are used exten-

sively in the system to which the reference applies.
In addition to the lockout function circuits
described above, lockout circuits and schemes are shown elsewhere in this paper in connection with other functions.
311 and 312 show

Figures

the circuits referred to in the last para-

graph in connection with the sequence function circuits.

A

special lockout function used in applied grouping in a repeating circuit function is shown in fig. 349.

The schemes

in figs. 348 and 350 illustrate this particular application

and others in connection with the repeating function.

Sev-

eral possible uses of lockout functions in timing functions
are illustrated in figs. 402 and 405.

Frequent mention is

made of the lockout function in connection with certain uses
of the marking function described later in this section.
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K -Seuence
The sequence circuits about to be described
illustrate the various types of sequence circuits which may
be designed for different types of distributing circuit use.
Seven circuits are shown in figs. 307 to 313 inc.

Each in-

put has an associated SQO input control lead which indicates
to the sequence circuit that this input desires to make a
connection if it is next in sequence or order; an associated
(SQ) relay or relay set; and one or more SQI connected input leads and SQU connected output leads which are connected
together according to the type of sequence circuit used when
the corresponding SQCinput control lead is grounded and sequence circuit action takes effect for that particular input.
The following outline briefly enumerates some
of the various types of sequence circuits which are possible.
(SQ)

It is important to recognize that the operation on an

relay or relay set does not necessarily mean that the

SQI and SQU leads are connected together for the duration of
the operation of these relays.

To exemplify this point, note

that in fig. 308 the SQ-I leads are connected to the SQ-U
leads when the corresponding (SQ)

relay operates but this con-

nection is broken when the next (SQ)
the preceding (SQ)

relay operates although

relay will not release.

plurality of connections of SQ

Obviously a

and SQU may occur at the same

sequence point in the same or in a different manner.
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1.

Close inputs to outputs in order opening
them when the succeeding input is controlled.

2.

Close inputs to outputs in.order opening
then when their input releases control the m
permitting next sequence input control to
be effective.

3.

Close inputs to outputs in order opening
them when their input releases control
but permitting succeeding sequence input
controls to become effective immediately.
Sequence may advance until encountering,
on recycle, an input which still maintains
control then halting until this input releases control once and again becomes controlled.

4.

Close inputs to outputs in order opening
them when their input releases control
but permitting succeeding sequence input
controls to become effective immediately.

Sequence may continue to advance and recycle skipping input controls which have
not as yet released.

5.

Close inputs to outputs in order opening
them when a given time interval has
elapsed after the start of input control
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if this control persists for the time
interval, otherwise opening them when
the input control is released.
In addition to the possible sequences mentioned above there are sequence circuits which are selfstarting and those which require certain relays to detect
when no sequence relays are operated.

This is a point espe-

cially worth noting since occasionally circuit engineers
design circuits which require one relay to be operated and
the only way that relay could be operated is by having another relay in the circuit operated etc.

It must be re-

membered that power failures are likely to occur which
would release all relays and thereafter with the restoration of power the circuit would be inoperative unless restored manually.

It is in circuits of this sequence function

that this type of circuit condition is most likely to occur
since generally the operation of an (SQ) relay is allowed
through the contacts of a preceding (SQ) relay which in turn

is released when the other (SQ) relay operates.

Obviously

it is not possible to make such a sequence work if no (SQ) relay is operated.
The circuit shown in fig. 307 is one of the
type generally described in item 1 of the outline and one
which requires a starting relay (SQST) since it is not being
self-starting.

The operation of the circuit is as follows.
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Normally relay (SQST) is operated by a chain of break portions
of bottom continuity contacts on the (S) relays.

Thus bat-

tery is placed on the lower winding of the (SQF) relay.

When

the SQFC input control path associated with the (SQF) relay
is closed, the (SQF) relay operates by its lower winding and
looks by its upper winding through the first top make contact
and through a bottom break contact on the succeeding (SQ) relay.

The top make contact closes the input SQI lead to the

output SQFU lead while the lower sequence contacts opens the
operate path for the (SQST) relay; breaks the looking path

for the (SQL) relay on future cycles; and prepares an operate
path for the succeeding (SQ) relay.

When the succeeding (SQ)

relay operates, it locks to the next (SQ) relay and then re-

leases the preceding (SQ) relay.

The sequence contacts on

the bottom of the (SQ) relays insures that the preceding
(S) relay will release after the (Sq) relay which is operating locks.

The (SQST) relay remains released as long as an

(Sq) relay is operated.

The break portion of the transfer

contact on the (SQST) relay places the preparation of the
operate path of the (SQF) relay in the lower make portion of
the continuity contact of the (SQL) relay thus permitting

recycling.
The next sequence circuit shown, fig. 308,
is also covered by item 1 of the outline but involves the
use of a release function in order to recycle.

This function
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is only intimated on the circuit drawing, viz, the grounding
of the SQRLSC'sequence release control lead causes the SQRLS
contact to open for a sufficient duration to release all relays locked to its ground.

In this circuit the individual

(SQ) relays operate over a path established by the preceding
(SQ) relay and then lock to the SQRLS ground.

The SQI lead

is connected to the SQFU lead through the top make contact

on the last operated or associated (SQ) relay and the bottom
break contact on the succeeding (SQ) relay.

As stated before

the (SQ) relays release when the SQUIS contact is opened by

the external release function which becomes active when all
(SQ) relays are operated.

Note that here, as in the circuit

described in the last paragraph, the established sequence
connection of SQI to SQU is broken as soon as the succeeding
input control lead is closed to ground regardless of the
condition of the input control lead of the preceding (SQ)
relay.

In the circuit shown in fig. 309 the SQISQU path cannot be broken until the ground is removed from
the associated SQC lead.

This is done in the illustrative

circuit by the-use of a prime counter circuit arrangement
although any other type of counting function circuit may be
used.

The SQC ground operates the associated unprimed (SQ)

relay if the preceding (SQ') relay has operated.

The un-

primed (SQ) relay closes the SQI-SQU circuit path and places
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ground on one winding terminal of the associated (SQ') relay
preparatory to operating it in series with the (SQ) relay
when the SQC ground is removed.

The (SQt) relay in operating

breaks the SQL-SQp path and prepares the operating path of
the succeeding (SQ) relay.

The recycling is accomplished in

the same manner as described in connection with fig.3 08 by
an external release function.
Figure 310 shows a sequence circuit which
fulfills the requirements of item 5 of the outline.
again a prime counter arrangement is used.

Here

The circuit opera-

tion is similar to that of fig.3 09 with the addition of the
timing interrupter IR.

This interrupter takes a given time

interval to break the 1 contact and make to the 2 contact.
It is within this interval that the input control to the
associated (SQ) relay must be opened thus operating the (SQt)
relay in the usual manner, or else the relay is forced to
operate by its additional upper winding.

The time required

for the interrupter to return to its 1 contact isimmaterial
but should be as short as possible since it delays the operation of the succeeding (SQ) relay if its SQC lead is grounded.
The (SQ) relays' operate circuits are made from the interrupter 1 contact through the make contact on the preceding (SQf)
relay and once operated continues with a solid battery from
the make portion of their continuity contacts.

The removal

of the input SQC ground operates the (SQ') relay by its lower
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winding in series with the winding of the (SQ)

relay while

the closure of the interrupter 2 contact operates the (SQ')
relay through the top winding to the SQC ground.

As before,

the recycling is obtained with a release function.
The sequence circuit of fig. 311 obtains
the same results as the circuit of fig. 307 without the use
of a starting relay.

Here a chain of break contacts sup-

plies battery to the (SQF) relay when no (SQ) relay is operated.

Once an (SQ) relay operates this chain is broken and

the battery for operating and locking the (SQ)

relays is ob-

tained through a make portion of a switchhook contact on
the operated preceding (SQ) relays.

The release path for

the preceding (SQ) relays is produced by breaking the locking battery through a bottom break sequence contact.

The

(SQL) and (SQF) relays are wired as succeeding relays in the
chain thus enabling recycling without extra relays.

A make

contact for connecting SQI to SQU is shown on each (SQ) relay,

A sequence circuit which performs as described in the outline under item.3 is shown in fig. 312.
Here each SQC input control is associated with a set of two
relays.

The first of these two relays operates and releases

in sequence as the (SQ) relays in the circuit of fig. 311
while the extra relay, known as the sequence looking relay
(SQL), is operated when the (SQ) relay is operated but
remains operated until the input control is relinquished.
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The circuit also requires a starting (SQST) relay.
ing is a description of the circuit operation.
relay is normal if no (SQ) relay is operated.

The follow-

The (SQT)
When ground

is placed on SQFC the (SQF) relay may operate over a path
through the break portion of the continuity contact on the
(SQFL) relay, break portion of the continuity contact on
the top of the (SQF) relay through the relay winding and

break portion of the lower continuity contact to battery on
the break contact of the (SQT) relay.

The (SQF) relay

operates and locks to a ground on the sequence contact of
the succeeding (SQ) relay while battery is supplied through
the winding of the (SQST) relay operating that relay and
removing the starting battery for the (SQF) relay.

The top

make contact on the (SQF) relay closes a path to operate the
(SQFL) relay from the input control ground to battery and
this relay upon operating locks to the input ground independent of the (SQy) relay and also cutting this input ground

away from possibly reoperating the (SQF) relay when it releases if the input ground should still be present.

The

bottom make contact on the (SQ) relay prepares the operate
battery path for the succeeding (SQ) relay which upon operating unlocks the ground path to the (SQF) relay and thus

causes its release.

The succeeding (SQ) and (SQL) relays

are operated in the manner described, only one (SQ) relay
being operated at one time while the individual input controls determine when the (SQL) relays may release.

These
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relays connect the SQI leads to the SQU leads.

When the

succeeding relay set to be operated consists of an (SQL)
relay already operated the input to its (SQ) relay is ineffective thus preventing the sequence from continuing until the input ground has been broken and regrounded to indicate a closure for the next cycle.

This circuit thus

does not permit the grounded inputs to be skipped on suceeeding cycles.

The scheme of operating and locking the

(SQL) relay to the input and then dropping and opening the
path to the (SQ) relay may be considered as a form of lock-

out circuit as well as performing a sequence function
The final circuit shown in fig. 313 is very
similar to that of fig. 312 except that it fulfills the requirements of item 4 of the outline.

By the addition of

two extra contacts on the (SQL) relays this basic circuit
is made to skip those inputs which have not relinquished

control on succeeding cycles of the sequence.

This is done

by 1) providing the top make contacts for diverting the battery preparation for the operating path of the (SQ) relay
to the succeeding (SQ) relay, and 2) transfer the ground
locking path of the preceding (SQ) relay from the local (SQ)
relay to the succeeding ground break path which may be still
further advanced if its associated (SQL) relay is also operated.

The latter changes noted above are performed by the

top continuity contacts on the (SQL) relays.

The (SQ$T)
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relay functions as described before as do all other circuit features.
In addition to the input type of sequence
circuit just described, a set of sequence circuits were discussed in section II-A-.-a. of this part where the sequence
consisted of predetermined potential detecting.

In addition,

the type of sequence circuit shown in fig. 308 is used in
a later section under the discussion of interlocking circuit
functions.

Sequence and lockout functions are shown in cer-

tain of the distributing function schematics illustrated in

subsection A of this section.

Sequence circuits are fre-

quently used in practice being designed to meet the particular problem at hand and are sometimes called "progress" or
1 62
"walking" circuits or functions. 6 ,

Sequence switch cir-

cuits may obviously be derived from those shown for the allotting function.
L - Selecting

Selecting distributing function circuits in
general may be broken down into two separate block or functional components, viz. 1) the connecting part which in relay
selectors consists of contact configurations on connecting
and transferring function relays and, in switch circuits, the
wipers and banks of the switches and 2) the selecting control

function which operates these relays or switches from the
selecting control input lead SLC.

The SLI selecting function
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inlet or input, of which there is usually only one (see
general distributing function schemes and cases) is connected
to one of the selecting function outlets or outputs SLU through

one or more connecting functions.
The connecting functions described in connection with figs. 314, 315 and 316 may be connected to one

another in a multiplicity of ways to obtain different types
of selecting functions.

The figures 317 to 326 inc. illus-

trate the general schemes in which these connecting functions
are employed in selecting functions involving no more than
three useful and selective stages (successive connectors).
The first selecting function scheme shown
in fig. 317 utilizes a plurality of parallel connecting
functions of the type shown in fig. 314.

Here the SLI select-

ing inlet is connected to the inlet to all the connecting
function relays.

The outlet of a single (CN) relay then con-

nects the inlet to one of a plurality of outlets, one and
only one (CN)

relay being operated by the selecting control

function SIC.
With the next selecting scheme, fig. 318,
two successive stages of the connecting function just described are used.

Here each outlet from the first stage is

again connected to a plurality of individual connecting functions.

The operation of one (CN) relay in connecting function

CN(A) and the operation of one and only one connecting
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function relay in CN(B) in the group into which the first
outlet was connected by the SLC function causes the SLI
to be connected to one SLU.
By preceding the connecting function of the
type shown in fig. 314 by a connecting function of the type
shown in fig. 315 the scheme of fig. 319 is arrived at.

Here

there is no economy in relays since the first stage connects
through to all connecting functions in the second stage.

The

relays in this stage may or may not be made common to each

outlet from the relays of the first stage.

Since there is

only one CN(A) function this scheme does not have any advantages over the scheme of fig. 317 except that the inlets to
the individual connecting functions are not common.

The

scheme of fig. 320 is similar to that of fig. 319 except that

the first stage contains a plurality of connecting functions
of the type shown in fig. 315 with all the inlets connected
together.

Here in order to connect the SLI inlet to one of

the plurality of SLU outlets one connecting relay must be
operated in both the CN(A) and CN(B) functions, the relay in
the latter function being the only one operated in that group
determined by the first stage.

The four schemes just described in connection
with figs. 317 to 320 inc. will be designated as the general
type I class of selecting functions.

The principal character-

istic of this type of selecting function lies in the fast
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that all connecting stages connect through only one lead or
suboommons (subgrouped common) of one lead.
The scheme in fig. 321 involves a connecting
function of the type shown in fig. 314,in the first stage
and one of the type shown in fig. 318 in the second stage.
Thus the SLI inlet is closed to one lead by the first stage
and then upon the operation of the second connecting stage
relay or relays this lead is run through to a definite and
predetermined outlet SLU.

This requires the operation of one

relay in the first stage and one relay in the second stage.
The connectors of figs. 315 and 316 may be
connected together only if a plurality of the latter are used
and no two outlets from the first stage are connected through
by the same second stage connecting relay.

Such a scheme

is shown in fig. 322 where the cross in brackets indicated
the type of connection between the first and second stage
relays.
By the addition of a stage before the first
stage consisting of a connector of the type shown in fig. 314
of the scheme of fig. 323 is arrived at.

Here the first stage

CN(A) connects the inlet SLI to one of a plurality of connecting functions of the type shown in fig. 322.

The same re-

strictions still apply to those connections between CN(B) and
CN(C) which are between the same group of relays.

407.

Still more efficient use of fig. 316 may be
made in a multi-stage selecting function by the use of the
scheme shown in fig. 324 where the second and third stages
consist of two of this type of connecting functions in tandem with a simple connecting function to connect the original inlet SLI to a single inlet to the second stage.

The

connections between the second and third stages may be a
straight inlet for outlet connection if varied as shown by
the cross of fig. 322.

The third stage may be so connected

as to prevent the possible selection of more than one outlet
in the event that more than one connecting relay in C(A)
should be operated.
Figure 325 shows a combination of two connecting functions of the type shown in fig. 315 succeeded
by a simple connecting function of the type illustrated in
fig. 314.

The following figure, fig. 326, illustrates one

each of the figures 315, 316 and 314 connected in that order thus providing an additional three stage selecting function scheme.

These schemes do not result in any material

saving or other direct benefit and hence the method of operation will be left for the reader to infer from the preceding descriptions.
function of type I.

The scheme of fig. 325 is a selecting
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All selecting functions involving the use of
a connecting function of the type shown in fig. 316 are
called type II selecting functions.

The third type of select-

ing function using transferring functions is described in
succeeding paragraphs.

The schemes of figs. 321, 322, 323,

324 and 326 are type II selecting functions.

With selecting

functions of this type, especially the well known ones of
figs. 321 and 322, the number of contacts required on the relays in the second stage may become so large that the particular relays available will not be able to handle this type

of selecting function directly.

In order to provide for such

a possibility a subtype of selecting function known as type
Iet is defined to make this function workable with limited

spring capacity relays.

This type of selecting function is

the same as type II in schematic form but in practice a
plurality of relays are placed in parallel to obtain the required number of connections at that stage.

(These relays

do not necessarily have to operate in parallel).

The maxi-

mum seized relay is called a "standard relay" and hence the
subclass of function being type Ist or type II standard.
The standardization factor also enters in

the use of transferring functions in the selecting function
scheme.

Figures 327 and 328 show the selecting scheme of

the general class known as type III.

The first figure,

fig. 327, is a regular type III selecting function while
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the scheme of fig. 328 is a type IIst or type III standard.
The method of operation of type III selecting functions is simple.

The SLI inlet is connected with the

armatures of the first transfer relay in the first stage
TF(A) of figs. 327 or 328.

The make and break contacts of

this transfer function constitute the inlets to the next
transfer function stage which has transfer armatures equal
in number to the number of second stage inlets or first
stage outlets.

The break and make contacts from the trans-

for functions of the second stage are then connected to
the armatures of transfer contacts in the third stage.

This

process continues until the desired number of outlets have
been obtained.

When the number of transfer contacts re-

quired on the relay at any one stage become commercially excessive, two or more standard relays are added as shown in
fig. 328 for the third stage.

The SLI inlet is connected

with one SLU outlet from the entire selecting function which
consists of a plurality of stages by the operation of any
combination of the transferring relays in any and all stages.
Thus the operation of any combination causes one and only
one outlet to be selected.

The operation of these combina-

tions is controlled by an SLC selecting control function
as indicated in previous schemes or marking MK function
(figa. 338, 339 and 340).
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The selecting function types I, II, IIst,
III and IIIst have been mathematically analyzed with regard
to the number of relays, contacts, standard relays, and
cost in another paper of the author and therefore this aspect of the function will not be discussed here.
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The pre-

sentation above of the various selecting schematics in these
classes are slightly more general than those discussed in
the reference but-the reader should have no difficulty applying these analyses to any particular problem.

In the same

reference there is also an extended discussion of switch (or
relay) finding and selecting functions dealing with the
mathematical aspects of the problem.

Here also will be

found the general arrangements of switch arcs, wipers, brushes
and banks for the function of selecting and selecting control.
These references, however, are not required to understand the
following descriptions of typical selecting circuit functions.
The next four figures attempt to show schematically the various methods by which the selecting control
function SLC used in connection with the selecting function
schematics just presented receives its information as to
what outlet the inlet wishes to be connected and then pro-

ceeds to set up this connection through these various contact
configurations.

Of course many such methods of control are

possible but this discussion is confined to only such
schematics as are actually used in practice.

The general

operition of these controls is to receive their information
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by some well known signaling and recording means and then
or simultaneously by direct control or through some modifying means operate the required connecting or transferring
relays, in the case of relay selectors, or the proper drive
magnets in the case of switch selectors.
Figures 329 and 330 show two of the schematics
commonly employed to directly set the selecting control function SLC by the information sent into the group of functions
or overall function over the SLC input lead.

The schematic

of fig. 329 shows a detecting or counting function receiving the information and immediately transferring such information directly to the selecting control function for setting
the selecting function.

In fig. 330 the information received

by the detecting or counting function is stored in a registering function directly or modified by a decoding function DC
1
and then the register function transfers its information when
ready or controlled to the selecting control function SLC
directly or modified by a decoding function DC 2.

A relay

selector of this type is shown in one of the references. 6 5
Typical direct control switch selectors are frequently used
in practice. 6 6 ,6 7

The selecting control functions described

may be common to several selectors or individual to one.

If

common means must be provided to connect the controlling function with only one selecting function, some additional
distributing element must be inserted between the selecting
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control function and the selecting relays or switch drive
magnets.

The connecting relays then look to the connection

set up independent of the control function.
Another type of control which may be exercised
by the selecting control function is known as "revertive"
control.

This method of control usually employs revertive

type signaling described under that function in the preceding
section (section II-H).

Figures 331 and 332 show two schemes

which may be used to set the control function SLC by revertive
means.

In the first figure, fig. 331, two sets of detecting

or counting, decoding and registering functions are employed;
one to record the input selecting signals from SLC while the
second records the signals sent out from the SLC selecting
control function over SLSN once started under the control of
the SLST selecting start input.

The first of the recording

functions is designated I as the input recording functions
while the second recording function may be called the output
recording functions, O.

The IL interlocking function controls

the starting and stopping of the SLC control function when
the inputs from the IRGO outputs matches the inputs from the

ORGO outputs.

The selecting control function is then set and

may continue to operate the connecting and selecting functions
in the same manner as previously described.

By the use of a

scheme of the type shown in fig. 332 only one set of recording functions is required.

Here transferring functions
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TF1 and TF2 are employed to enable the same detecting or
counting and decoding functions to function with the input
from the SLO selecting input control and the revertive

on-

trol input from SLSN selecting control function sending
output.

The information received from the SLC input is

registered in the registering function RG. which, when all
information is received, controls the transferring functions
and starts the sending of the selecting control function.
The control in the registering function is arranged to match
the input from SLSN as detected or counted and thus halt
further sending by the SLC function when the proper or desired
signals have been revertively sent.
Since the revertive method of control is frequently used in practice the circuit shown in fig. 333 has
been presented herein in order that the reader may see a
simple yet comprehensive illustration of this method of
selection control.

The circuit presented employs switches

in order to simplify the circuit drawing, however, relays
may be inserted in place of the switches the individual
elements and functions shown having already been shown in
detail elsewhere in this paper.
cuit is as follows.

The operation of this cir-

The selection information is placed

into the in-register (IRG) switch by ground impulses over
the SLC lead.

Each pulse causes the (IRG) drive magnet to

step the switch wipers on arcs 1) and 2) one terminal.

The
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(SL) selecting switch and the (ORG) out-register switch
are assumed to be resting on the home or first terminal as
shown.

When all the impulses have been received, the SLST

contact path is closed to ground operating the (SLC) relay
over an external lead and causing the (SL) switch to run
over its terminals in the usual self-interrupted manner.
Each opening of the dm interrupter of the (SL) switch sends
an impulse back to the out-register switch (ORG) drive magnet causing it to move a step in synchronism with the (SL)
switch.

(It is assumed that the (SL),

(IRG) and (ORG)

switch have the same number of points.)

When arc 2) of the

(ORG) switch reaches the same or grounded point to which arc
2) of the (IRG) switch is set (translation may be introduced)
the (IRG) relay operates preventing the further operation
of the (SL) and (ORG) switches and releasing the (SLC) relay.
Note that the (SL) switch was not stepped in this action but

that it was just started and stopped,

it having sent informa-

tion back (revertively) to the controlling registers to inThe release of the switches may be

dicate its positions.

accomplished in two different ways indicated on the figure
as options A and B.

With option B each switch is returned

to the home position by an individual RLS release path con-

sisting of a bridged (B) arc release contact path, drive
magnet and interrupter.

Using option A the switches are

returned to normal by the closure of a single release path
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employing the revertive method of control for the (SL) switch.
Closure of contact path IRGRLS first returns the (IRG) switch
to normal and then grounds, through the home contact on the

(IRG) switch arc 1), the releasing are for option B for the
(ORG) switch.

Here, however, only the home terminal of this

are is used with option A.

The instant the (IRG)

switch

moves from the contact grounded by the (ORG) switch, the
(IRG) relay releases and assuming SIST to be still grounded,
reoperates the (SLC) relay and continues to run the (SL)
switch as previously described.

The (ORG) switch is in

turn advanced by revertive impulses.

When the (ORG) switch

reaches its home contact the (IRG) relay is again operated
by the ground from arc 1) and the IRGRLS path thus halting

the (SL) switch on the same terminal, which is also its
home terminal.
The refinements of this method of control as
used in practice are quite detailed and will not be further
discussed.

Reference is herewith made to systems using

this method extensively. 6 8 ,6 9

In addition to the reference

to transfer type III selecting functions as given in connection with figs. 280 and 281 another general type of select-

ing function was described in Part II, Section I-B-4, figs.
111 and 113.

These latter two figures were also mentioned in

connection with the detecting function in section II-A of

this part.

This selecting function is based on the marginal
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operation of a plurality of relays in series or parallel,
selecting being accomplished by appropriate transfer contact
tree configurations on these relays.

References in this paper

have also been made to the selecting function, in schematic
form, in the subsections on the decoding marking, translating
and testing functions.
M - Marking

The final distributing circuit function discussed is the marking function.

In addition to schematics

for the marking function shown in subsection A-l. as a general
distribution function, method figs.334 and 335 are shown at

this point to explain in more detail of what a marking circuit function is composed.

Generally speaking, the marking

function of fig. 245 may be directly replaced by a selecting

function, as shown in fig. 334, producing

an overall distribut-

ing function which would still be known as a marking function.
By a similar token, the addition of a finding function to
the scheme shown in fig. 246 for a selecting function, an
overall marking distributing function results as shown in
fig.335.

This latter figure also shows a lockout and con-

necting function used to connect the finding, hunting, and
selecting functions.

The purpose of these functions are to

permit the finding function to be allotted one-at-a-time
by the lockout function thus connecting the hunting and

selecting elements of one marking function to the main connect-
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ing function and using the finding function which has access
to that particular main connecting function.
The operation of the first marking schematic,
fig. 334, is as follows.

The required information as to

where the MKI inlet wishes to be connected is sent into the
selecting SL function over the MKC marking control lead.

If

it is desired to have the distribution partially controlled
by the condition of the outlets the MKC 2 leads are also
brought into this function and then as in fig. 335, sent to
the HT hunting function, or handled within the selecting function.

When the selecting function has concluded its opera-

tion, the FDST lead is used by the selecting function to control the FD finding function which searches for the output of
the selecting function which has been selected.

When this

point is found, the finding function operates the connecting
function thus connecting inlet MI with outlet MKO.

In fig.

335 the hunting HT function connects with an idle selecting
SL function the latter being controlled over the MKC lead
directly and MKC
2 leads indirectly to locate the outlet desired by this particular distribution.

When these operations

are completed, the FDST lead controls the lockout function
to prevent other marking functions from seizing the same
finding function or in other words finding means which have
access to connect an inlet with an outlet in the same group.
The selecting SL function may have a plurality of FDST leads
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to thus pick the one which has access to that outlet group.
When such a finding function FD has been isolated the lockout function operates a connecting function which connects the
hunting and selecting leads from the HT function to the FD

finding functionb

One of these leads has been selected and it

is now up to the finding function to find this lead and then
operate the connecting function CN to make the desired connection between the inlet MKI and outlet MKO.

The hunting

function may be permanently associated with the finding function.
The circuit of fig. 336 briefly shows by means
of a switch circuit the basic marking principle.

Here the

MKC lead closures step the (MK) switch to the desired terminal
selection.

The arc 1) may be used by the control when the

selection is to be governed by an output condition.

When the

MKO closures have ceased, the FDST path is closed and the (FD)

finding switch starts to run over its terminals.

When the

ground of arc 3) of the (MK) switch and arc 2) switch crossconnection meet, the (FDC) relay is operated stopping the

switch at the desired point and permitting arc 1) of the (D)
switch to make the connection directly or to operate a connecting relay associated with that point.

Decoding or trans-

lating may be introduced in the connection between the hunting
or selecting and the finding function as between the arc 2)
of the (FD) switch and arc 3) of the (NK) switch in fig. 336.
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This is one of the principle advantages of the marking
function over the selecting function.

The (MK) switch in

this figure is released by closure of MKRLS and the switch
must be returned to normal before further selections or
markings are made.
Figure 537 shows a simplified circuit diagram using switches to illustrate the schematic marking funotions shown in fig. 335.

Here closure of the HTST path per-

mits the marginal (HTC) relay to non-operate in series with
the (HT) drive magnet running circuit or operate in series
with an outlet of arc 2) of the (HT) switch which is connected to an (MKC) relay and ungrounded.

Thus the (rT) switch

runs until a marking-selecting function is found.
found, the (BTC)

When it is

relay is operated opening the (HT) drive

magnet path and placing direct ground on the 2) arc thus
operating the (MKC) relay.

The (HTC) relay remains operated

by the hold path for the top winding to the HTST ground path.
The top make contact prepares for the running of the (FD)
finding function.
(IM)

Grounding of the MKC lead now advances the

switch to the desired outlet terminal perhaps under the

control of the associated MKC 2 output leads on arc 2).

The

operation of the (MKC) relay causes a try to be made by the
marking function to connect with the finding function FD
associatedwith the hunting HT function through the lockout
function LOON and relay (LOR) associated with this particular
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selecting function.

The (LOR) relay is in a lockout chain

similar to that described in fig. 304 and operates if no
other relay behind it in the chain is operated.

When it is

the first of the operated relays in the preference chain,
the ground from its make contact is applied by the wiper
of arc1 ) of the (MK) switch to one of the selecting points,

whichever the (MK) switch has thus far reached in its control by the MKC and MKC 2 leads.

The ground also starts the

finding function switch (FD) running to find this point and
when found, the (FDC) relay operates and locks.

The FDST

path may be closed in either the UK or HT functions.

The

connection between the FD and BT functions need not be permanent, the FDST path then running through the LON function
as previously explained.

The looking of the (FDC) relay pre-

vents further operation of the (FD) function until the FDRLS

path is opened while the make portion of the lower transfer
contact on this relay may be used to indicate that the desired
terminal and connection has been established by the FD func-

tion.
The remaining three figures of this subsection,
figs. 338, 339 and 340, show relay and switch circuits which
perform marking operations where the finding is done through

relay connecting-selecting functions the marking function
marking the final outlet leads directly.

The marking func-

tion is composed of the required combinations of selecting,
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hunting, lockout and connecting functions as previously
shown on schematic drawings.

The selecting-connecting

function shown in all these three figures is of the selecting function type 111 and hence the individual relays thereof
have been designated as transferring relays to avoid confusion
since these relays both select and connect.
The method of operation of fig. 338 is as
follows.

The marking function, shown directly as the MK

block, applied ground to a lead associated with the selected
outlet and appearing as an outlet on the (TC) relay through
an LOON contact which thus permits only this marking function to apply such a ground.

A ground is also placed on a

lead to the (FD) switch magnet (switches again being used
for simplicity) in series with the dm interrupter or external IR interrupter contact.

Thus this switch (FD) now

advances its wipers over the banks 1), 2) and 3) shown.
At each switch bank point (for the first eight shown) a
different combination of (TFA), (TFB), and (TFC) relays are
operated thus connecting the Ma input successively to the
different output leads, one of which is marked by the marker
with ground.

The operate paths for the (TF) relays may be

traced from ground through the switch banks and wipers through
the (TF) relayst upper windings through another contact on
the LOCNlockout and connecting function to battery.

The

purpose of this latter contact is to prevent other selecting
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(TF) relays to which this finder might have access as indicated by the common lead to the switch wipers from operating.
When the desired outlet is found, the (FDC) relay operates
through another LON contact and by the ground applied at

the marker.

In operating, the (FDC) relay opening the run-

ning or driving path for the (FD) switch and grounds a lead
through an LON contact in the selecting-onnecting function.
This causes the (TFL) transfer function looking relay to
operate in series with the lower windings of the operated
(TF) relays to battery.

In operating, the (TFL) relay places

another ground on the lead coming from the make contact on
the (FDC) relay to insure that the (TF) relays will hold in
series with it when the LON contact breaks after the mark-

ing process is completed and the distribution effected is
maintained.

These relays may then only release when the ex-

ternal TFRIS contact path is opened.

The alternative of the

dm. or IR contact in the drive path for the (FD) switch magnet
is to insure that the switch gives the (TF) relays a chance
to operate before advancing to the next combination.

If such

an adjustment is not possible using the dm interrupter it-

self, a separate external IR interrupter must be used.

Other

contacts may be placed on the (TF) or (TFL) relays to indicate to the marking function that its operation and that of
the finding function are completed whereupon the FDST ground
is removed and the LOCN function is released.

The finding

function may now be used by the same or another marking
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function which selects an outlet, selects or allots a set
of (TF), and starts a common finding function to start and
allot to choose a finding function.
In the next figure, fig. 339, the finding

through the selecting-connecting function (TF) is performed
in another more definite manner and completely with relays.
Here the outlet desired is marked by the UK marking function
as before.

The finding (FD) function through lockout and

connecting functions LOCN and ON successively detect for the
presence of the marking ground from after the last transferring stage (TFC) to before the first transferring stage
(TFA),

This means that for the (TFC) relay to be operated

at the end of this marking operation, the ground first must
appear on one of the make contacts of this relay.

If it

does, the (TFC) relay is operated, if not, the (FDC) relay

is operated since the absence of this ground means that the
ground is sent back to the contacts of the (TFC) relay
through break portions of the transfer contacts on the (TFC)
relay.

If now a ground appears on any of the make portions

of the transfer contacts on the (TFB) relay, the (TFB) relay will be operated over a path described later.

If no

ground appears on these make contacts then the corresponding
(FDB) relay operates, advancing the circuit to the make contacts on the (TA) relay.

If one of these make portions of

the transfer contacts on the (TFA) relay is grounded the
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(TA) relay is operated, if not the (FDA) relay is operated.

Once these actions are completed the MK function is notified
and the operated (TY) relays look independent of the marking

function.

The LOCN function connects the finding function

to the connecting-selecting function which has associated
with it other connecting (CN) relays.

These latter relays

may be made common by the introduction of other LOCO

con-

tacts between these relays and the (TF) relay lead, or preferably, the (TF) relays may be common to a marking function

transferring their final settings or operated combination to
another individual selecting-connecting function by means
which are readily conceivable but which will not be covered
in detail in this paper.

On the bottom. side of the (ON) re-

lays the leads from make portions of the transfer contacts of
the associated (TF) relay are multipled together while the

leads from the break portions of these same transfer contacts
are separately multipled.

The former multiple goes through

the top break contact of the associated (FD) relay while the
latter multiple goes to a winding terminal of the associated
(FD) relay.

The break portion of the lower transfer con-

tactson the (FD) relays is used to operate the associated
to
(CN) relay while the make portion of this contact is used
advance this (CN) relay operate path to the preceding stage
when the (T) relay associated with this (FD) relay does not
operate.

The marking function UK and TFL-1 contact path
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grounds are closed when the finding action is to start.

The

TFL-1 ground goes through the LOCN contact path, the break
portion of the bottom transfer contact on the (TFC) relay,
the break portion of the bottom transfer contact on the (FDC)
relay, to the winding of the (CNC) relay causing this relay

to operate and lock.

If a make portion of the transfer con-

tacts on the (TFC) relay is grounded the (TFC) relay will

operate as described before and lock to the TFL-l ground on
the FDST lead.

If the ground appears on a break portion of

a transfer contact on this relay the (FDC) relay will operate.
Whichever relay operates, the TFL-1 ground is advanced to
the (FDB) relay break portion of the bottom transfer contact

to operate and look the (CNB) relay.

This finding process

continues until either the (FDA) or (TFA) relays are operated,
ground then being returned on the MKC lead to indicate that
the marking operation is complete.

TFL-2 is then closed and

LON may open and the (CN) relay release while the marking
function is also restored to normal.

Obviously any number

of type III selecting stages may be used as required for a
particular case.
The final finding-through-connector type of
marking circuit function is shown in fig. 340.

This scheme

is similar to that of fig. 339 where relays in the finding
function determine, starting at the last relay stage, whether

or not the relays in this, and successively, the preceding
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stages are to be operated because of the presence of ground
on one of the make portions of the transfer contacts on these
relays.

However, here a switch is used to successively con-

nect a fixed set of testing relays to these contact leads and
determine whether or not to operate the (TF) relay to which

they are connected.

The circuit operation is as follows.

The

marking function MK grounds the desired MKO lead as previously
described.

Then after controlling a lockout and connecting

function by the HTST lead the various LOCN contacts are closed
exclusively for these marking, finding and selecting functions.

Next a contact path in the marking function is closed to permit the break contact of an interrupter designated SQIR to
ground the FDST finding start lead and advance the switch
drive magnet from the home position to the next terminal set
by arc 2) and thedm

interrupter.

the switch operates the (CNC)

The ground from arc 1) of

(2) relay connecting four of

the eight leads from the (TFC) relay to the hunting (HT) relays (similar to figo 300).

Relays (HTl) and (HT3) operate

if a break contact is marked while the (HT2) and (HT4) relays operate if a make contact is marked with ground.

For

cases such as this of the (TFC) relay where all the leads
through the same relay are not simultaneously tested, the
front or make contact of the SQIR interrupter advances the

switch wipers to other connecting relays in order that the
testing may continue if no (HT) relays operate in the time
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required for the SQIR interrupter to'leave its back contact
and-make its front contact.

This path is from the make SQIR

contact through the break portions of the transfer contacts
on all four (HT) relays to the desired terminals on arc 2)
of the switch, in this case terminal 2.

This advances the

switch to the next position, 3, where connecting relay (CNC)
(1) is operated and the hunting (HT) relays continue to test
for the ground on a make or break portion of the transfer
contacts in that group.

If the (HTl) or (HT3) relay operates

the ground from SQIR front contact operates the drive magnet
which advances the wipers to the next group to be tested.

If

the (HT2) or (HT4) relay operates the switch is advanced into
the next position by a path from the back contact of the SQIR
interrupter and FDST lead through make contacts on these re-

lays to the switch drive magnet which advances the wipers
upon deenergization.

The make portion of the transfer con-

tact on these relays completes an operating path through
the (CN) and (LOCN) relays for the particular (TF) relay to

which the tested leads are connected.

These relays in opera-

ting hold to the TFL contact path ground which should be
closed at this time.

The remaining (TF) relays are operated,

if necessary, in this manner.

Upon the completion of this

marking operation, the (SQ) switch is released by the closure
of the SQRLS contact path.

Note that four leads are always

tested together and if the group is less than four, as is the
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case for the (TFA) relay the remaining leads are left open.
With this circuit, the circuit discussion of
the marking function is completed.

Marking functions fre-

quently contain many control function features which are
used to control connected or connecting functions.

Of the

marking functions used commercially one is of the simpler
type similar to the circuit of fig. 336.70

Another marking

function used in practice contains many of the aforementioned
control features as well as combining a plurality of decod71 72
ing, translating, hunting and selecting functions. ,
This latter marking function uses the lokout-connecting
scheme extensively. 6 0

In the circuits shown for the calcu-

lating function, figs. 474, 475, 477 and 478, certain of the

simple marking circuit operations are utilized.

Here the

term "point detecting" is used for the finding function
associated with the marking function.
The discussion of the marking function con-

cludes this section on distributing functions.

As stated at

the outset distributions are rather complex when applied since
the desired actions must be clearly understood and careful
track must be kept of the multiplicity of connected and connecting functions.

In addition to the circuit problem, there

is the problem of traffic handling capacity.

This subject

has been carefully studied by mathematical analyses using
the theories of probabilities and permutations and combinations.
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Section IV -

ASSOCIATED AND MISCELLANEOUS CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS
The circuit functions discussed in this sec-

tion are not as closely interrelated as those discussed in
the preceding two sections.

The circuit functions described

in the preceding two sections are frequently involved in the
schematics of some of the functions described in this section and vice versa depending upon the relative importance
of the circuit functions.

Also the circuit functions thus

far discussed have contained portions of other circuit
functions or contact paths therefrom which are described in
more detail under the heading of these particular circuit
functions.

For these reasons some of the circuit functions

in this section are called associated.

The remaining cir-

cuit functions are not directly concerned with any other
circuit functions but are different than the general classes
thus far discussed.

For this reason they have been called

miscellaneous circuit functions.

The circuit functions

described in this section have, in general, been grouped together whenever they are related to one another to the
slightest degree.

Some functions involve circuits whereas

others are only combinations of existing circuit functions
arranged in a different manner.

These miscellaneous cir-

cuit functions often form part of the main circuit function
itself as shown in the schematic diagram of fig. 130 in
Part II.
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A - Repeating
The purpose of the first relay circuit ever
devised was to perform this function of repeating.
ing may be controlled or uncontrolled,

Repeat-

that is it may record

input information before sending out that same information
or it may send the information at the same time or instant
it is received.

The main purpose of the repeating function

is to increase the strength of the input signal which may
have decreased in strength from the original source.

Re-

peating may occur on a given input and output in one direction only or in both directions individually but not simultaneously.

Also it is permissible to include within the

scope of a repeating function the process of repeating an
input signal, controlled or uncontrolled, to several outlets.
By a further application of repeater types the multi-outlet
repeater may be made to repeat signals from any output to
all other outputs and inputs.

Thus there are one-way, two-

way, and multi-way controlled and uncontrolled repeaters.
The following ten figures, figs. 341 to 350 inc., present
circuit functions and schemes for these repeating function
variations.

In general the repeating function is inter-

posed in a signaling function between receiving and sending
functions.
The simplest uncontrolled repeater possible
is any ordinary detecting function arranged to detect the
type of signals being sent into the repeater.

Hence the
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detector input becomes the repeater input RPI and the detector output becomes the repeater output ROP, fig. 341.
If it is desired to control these repeated
signals, a repeater of the type shown in the scheme of fig.
342 results using an ordinary recording function R
ing function RG, and sending function SN.

register-

The repeater in-

put becomes the input to the recording (detecting and counting or registering functions) function while the sending
function output becomes the repeater output.

The starting

of the sending function is handled by a starting ST function or repeating control function RPC.

Here the repeating

is controlled to start when the ST function is placed into
operation.

It is necessary that the recording and register-

ing functions be capable of handling the maximum amount of
information which is stored before the repeating control
function or starting function definitely commences the
sending operation.
The fig. 343 shows a simple ground pulse repeating function circuit.

Here the inputs have been de-

signated I, and 12 with respective outputs 01 and 02, 01 and
02 and I

being common to one another.

Ground input on Il

operates the (RPl) relay which grounds the output 01 and
breaks the operate path of the (RP2)

relay.

If the (RPl)

relay is not operated a ground pulse on the 12 input will
operate the (RP2) relay preventing the operation of the
(RPl) relay and grounding the output 02'

Care should be
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taken to insure that the (RP)

relays are so designed that

the break contacts opening the path for the other (RP)

re-

lay breaks before ground is placed on the output lead which
is normally connected to that relay.
The general principle of two-way uncontrolled
repeater operation is shown in fig. 344.
tecting functions DT

Here the two de-

andET2 individually act as in fig.

341 each through the interlocking function IL which insures
that only one detecting function may be operative at any
one time.

The IL interlock function is controlled by the

input to the detecting functions.
If the detecting functions required for fig.
344 are complex it may be more economical to use schemes of
the type shown in figs. 345 and 346 employing only one
signal detecting function DTS which is arranged by the use
of connecting or transferring functions controlled by an
interlock function to receive the signals coming into the
overall repeating function from either direction.

With the

scheme shown in fig. 345, the simple detecting functions
DT, and DT 2 act immediately and quickly upon the receipt of
input signals from their respective inputs I

and I2 through

the interlocking function IL to operate connecting functions
CN, and CN

2

respectively thus associating the input on which

the signal has been received with the input of the main detecting function DTS and associating the signal detecting
function output with the proper repeater output.

Signals
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going out are prevented from functioning the connecting
function associated with that input by the interlock function while the input detecting function may be used to check
the outgoing signals (feature not shown).
With the scheme of fig. 346, transfer functions TFI and TFO are used to reverse the signal detecting
function DTS with respect to input 12 and output 02 from
normal when necessary by the detecting function DT2.

The

detecting function DT, functions as before with respect to
the interlocking function and perhaps as a checking funce
tion when the signals being repeated are from the input 12*
Using either of the schemes just presented,
controlled two-way repeating may be secured by the use of
recording,

registering,

sending, and starting functions as

shown in fig. 342 to replace the signal detecting function
as was done with one-way repeating.

Figure 347 shows the

scheme of fig. 346 modified in this manner.
Multi-way repeating consists of a plurality
of two-way signaling input-outputs any one of which may act
as an input while the remaining act as outputs sending out
the repeated signals.

The scheme of fig. 348 and the cir-

cuit of fig. 349 shows a method of obtaining this uncontrolled type of repeating function.
The general method of operation is to cause
the lead acting as an input to lockout all other leads by a
lockout function LO.

The lockout output LOO, which is
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connected to the successful lockout input, is connected to
a signal detecting function DT which in turn is connected to
a grouping function GR.

The grouping function operates upon

the lockout function in such a manner that the detecting
output is placed on all repeating function leads but the one
which is cut through to the detecting function input DTI by
the lockout
done.

Figure 349 shows how this may be

function.

Here the lockout function operates in a manner

similar to that of the lockout function of fig. 303 except
that only one winding is employed for both operating and
locking0

An input ground on any input I lead operates the

associated (LO) relay to battery through the break contact
on the (00) relay.

When the (LO) relay has operated it

locks independent of this battery to a battery through a
chain of break contacts on the preceding (LO) relays.

The

input lead is connected to the LOO or DTI lead into the
detecting function DT.

The (C0) relay is operated by the

make portion of the transfer contact chain to battery thus
preventing the operation of any other (LO) relay.

The top

make contact on the (Ca) relay operates the grouping relay
(GR) which connects the detecting function output or grouping function input GRI to all repeating function inputs and
outputs via break contacts on all unoperated (LO) relays
thus excluding the lead which is functioning as the input
to be repeated.

The (LO) relays for the circuit shown are

made slow to release since it is assumed that the signals
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being repeated are ground pulses over which these relays
will hold.

However,

quired the (LO)

if other types of detecting are re-

relays would be required to operate as the

first detecting relay in the detecting function and lock independent of the input or to all possible signals thereof.
The release of (LO) relays would be taken care of by the detecting functions, a receiving and recording function, or
special control signals from other functions.
The scheme of fig. 350 is similar to that of
fig. 348 for controlled multi-way signaling wherein the input information is stored before being sent.
possible,

It is thus

to send the received information to

if desired,

all repeating leads including the lead from which the information was received if all information is received before
sending is started.

This information thus sent back could

be used to check the performance of the repeating function.
Considerable special control circuits are required for the
lockout function as intimated above if any type of signaling other than pulses which will permit slow to release
relays to hold is used.
In addition to the repeating functions shown,
several of the reversing functions shown in subsection C
also perform one or two-way repeating as well as potential
reversing.

Many types of repeaters will be found in prac-

tice, such as those used to repeat telegraph signals and
other types of pulses.
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B - Correcting
The correcting circuit function is closely
allied with the repeating circuit function.

Practically all

repeating functions correct as well as strengthen input signals.
The correcting function receives the very
weak and almost unrecognizable input pulse signals and returns them to normal strength and length before resending
them.

Thus the correcting function is, in this instance,

nothing more than a very sensitive detecting function.
Examples of this type of signal correcting
may be found in several commercial applications.

These con-

sist of correcting telegraph signal pulses 7 3 , telephone dial
pulses from a repeater
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, and telephone dial pulses into a

recording switch or relay circuit7 5, 76.

No correcting func-

tion circuits have been illustrated in this paper but relay
and switch circuits for sane may be found in the aforementioned references.
Correcting may also apply to forms of circuits other than repeaters or detectors.

Frequent correct-

ing functions may be construed as the elimination of unusable
or undesired information received by a recording, translating,
or distributing function; or the recognition by a circuit itself of the lack of certain information and the substitution
or return to normal of the circuit when it recognizes these
conditions.

These functions may all be considered as
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correcting operations or functions but they usually involve
major functional scheme considerations.

Reference to and

examples of such conditions in practice may be 1) the disregarding of false preliminary single pulses in dial systems
by relay recording circuits 7 7 and switch selector circuits 7 8
and 2) the alternate route and the second trial features of
telephone and other communication systems 7 9 , 80,
C - Reversing
The reversing function,

in general,

is used

to reverse leads between or within functions or to reverse
complete circuit functions or overall functions.

The re-

versing function may in general be divided into two separate
parts.

The first deals with the reversing of groups of two

leads by the use of two transfer contacts per pair of leads
while the second deals with the reversing of an input or
output potential or the potential on any lead.
The diagrams shown in figs. 351 to 355 inc.
and figs. 361 and 362 are examples of the former type of
reversing.

Figure 351 shows a reversing of two input leads

with respect to two output leads by the use of two transfer
contacts the make of which is connected to the break of the
other and vice versa.

Normally 1I is associated with lU

while 21 is associated with 2U.

When RVC is closed, oper-

ating relay (RV), 1I is connected to 2U and 21 is connected
to lU thus effecting a reversal of the two input leads to
the two output leads.

In fig. 352 a plurality (A, B and C)
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of these reversals are accomplished upon the operation of
the (RV) relay.
As was the case with the simple transfer function, separate break and make contacts on two separate relays which are operated simultaneously or the same relay may
be connected as a double transferring or reversing function,
This condition is shown in fig. 353 where the (RV1) and (RV2)
relays operate in parallel.

With fig. 354 the transferring

is accomplished by using two separate relays each with make
contacts and one of which is always operated.

These relays

are interlocked so that when the (RV2) relay is operated the
(RVl)

relay is released and vice versa.

As mentioned in

connection with the transfer function, section III-F, continuity type contacts may be used in producing the desired
functional action.

In the case of the reversing function

the use of continuity contacts would result in the short
circuiting of all four leads involved while the reversal
was taking place.
The circuit of fig. 355 shows a reversing
circuit similar to that of fig.

351 except that the revers-

ing contacts are on a Z relay of a W-Z counting combination.
The object here is to have the input and output leads reversed on every pulse closure of the RVC contact path, a
requirement which frequently is found in commercial design.
The opening of the RVC path each time operates or releases
the (RVZ) relays thus reversing the leads.
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The reversing function of fig. 361 merely reverses a given function f by controlling or containing the
two transferring functions TFl and TF2 which operate together upon the application of control over the RVC lead.
Thus the f function is reversed without a change in the in"
put and output leads f, and fU function.

This type of con-

dition may be required of some types of repeating or controlling functions.
By cascading several reversing functions as
shown in fig.

363, the limitation of reversing only two

leads may be removed.

By the use of this cascading arrange-

ment any input I may be connected to any lower output or the
output preceding its own output according to the particular
combination of (RV) relays which are operated.

No matter

what combination of relays are operated all input leads are
connected individual to some output lead.
The simplest example of potential reversing
is shown in fig. 356 and may be called battery to ground or
ground to battery reversing.

This is probably the most im-

portant type and several uses have been made in the circuits
shown in this paper for the hunting and finding functions
where the reversing relays were said to perform a general
input modifying function.

Obviously when the reversing func-

tion is called upon to reverse potentials the reversing is
a form of modifying.
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With fig. 356 the closure of the ground path
RVI operates reversing potential relay (RVP)
places battery out on the RVO lead.

which in turn

As was the case in the

repeating function, potential reversing may be one or two-way
or multi-way.

Frequently when circuit functions are inter-

connected it is necessary to connect two control circuit
paths together each of which requires a different input
potential and supplies a different output potential.

If

these separate input or output actions from either function
occurs at a time which is different from time at which the
control exercised by the other function takes place, a twoway potential reversing function of the type shown in fig.
357 may be used.

Here the application of ground RV1 opera-

tes relay (RV1) opening the operate path for the (RV2) relay
and applies battery to the RV2 path.

If battery closure of

RV2 takes place, the (RV2) relay operates preventing the
operation of the (RV1) relay, by an interlock as before, and
applies ground to the RV1 lead.
Figure 358 shows a potential reversing function where the potential reversing takes place on successive
closures of the input circuit only if the reversing relay
(RV)

is so controlled.

Otherwise the output lead is kept at

the same or ground potential as the input lead.

The (OCN)

operate connecting relay is operated by the input closure to
ground at OC and the battery or ground output potential to
the output 0 lead is determined by the front or back portion
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of the transfer contact on the (RV) relay.

Care should be

taken to insure that the break breaks before the make makes
under all conditions or that protecting resistance is placed
in series with the battery in order to prevent a short circuiting of the potential source.
The next figure, fig. 359 shows a circuit
similar to that of fig. 358 except that it is arranged with
a controlled potential reversal for both the input and output
in two directions.

Here extreme care with reference to short

circuits as mentioned above need be taken, not only on the
relay contacts,

but also on the input and output leads them-

selves and the circuits in which they terminate.

Normally

the circuit is arranged to detect battery from lead 1 by the
(DTl) relay to ground while the (DT2)

relay connected to

lead 2 normally detects ground being connected to battery.
The (R7l)

and (RV2) relays controlled by the RVl and RV2

contact paths respectively,

respectively reverse the

potentials detected by the (DTl) and (DT2)
1 and 2 leads.

relays from the

The detecting relays are interlocked to

prevent their operations from interfering.
The circuit shown in fig. 357 is a satisfactory
two-way potential reversing circuit for most needs but there
remains one difficulty.

If the RV1 contact path has

operated the (RVl) relay by placing battery out on the RV2
path and then if a battery should be placed on the RV2 lead
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from the function to which it is directly connected and the
RV1 ground should be opened, the (RVl) relay would have to
release and the (RV2) relay would have to operate before
Thus, although there was

ground was replaced on RV1 lead.

no battery potential open period on the RV2 lead there was a
short ground potential open period on the RVl lead during
which period relays are liable to unlock etc. if the two-way
potential reversing does not simulate a single potential
control lead.

To correct this condition fig.

360 has been

presented to show a method of accomplishing, as near as
possible, the ideal single lead replacement introducing
potential reversing.

In order to do this certain high re-

sistance battery and ground loads HI
on the individual input leads,

and H2 need to be placed

a (RVD)

reverse direction re-

lay is added, and certain contact changes and protective resistances are added to the (DT)

relays.

This circuit

results in a slight time lag in the ideal operation rather
than the undesirable complete break mentioned above.
The operation of this circuit is as follows,
Normally the (RVD) relay is held operated through the break
portions of the transfer contacts on the (DT)

relays.

In-

put ground I, operates relay (DTl) through the break sequence
contact on the (DT2) relay and break portion of the con"
tinuity contact on the same relay.

When the (DTl) relay has

fully operated the similar and normal operate path for the
(DT2) relay is broken.

The (RVD) slow-to-operate relay
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releases grounding the same winding terminal of the (DTl)
relay that the input I

is grounding and placing battery on

the corresponding winding terminal of the (DT2) relay.

Thus

the (DT2) relay operates in series with the H2 resistance
to ground and also places a low resistance ((DT2)
winding)

battery on the 12 lead.

relay

The (DT2) relay in oper-

ating releases the (DTl) by breaking the battery supply to
that relay.

The (DTl) relay is now shunted by ground from

the input I

and break contact on the (RVD) relay which did

not operate for the moment when both of the (DT)
operated.

relays were

When the (DTl) relay has released, direct battery

is placed on the 12 lead by the battery break contact on
the (RVD) relay through the break sequence contact on the
(DTl) relay released.

The application of external battery

on the 12 input would not change the circuit action since
the (DT2) relay is operated by a path which is independent
of this lead.

The removal of the ground from the I, input

would permit the (DTl) relay to again operate,
series with the HI

resistance to battery.

this time in

The (DT2)

relay

would then remain operated if battery was not applied ex"
ternally to the 12 input lead, otherwise it remains operated
in series with the H2 resistance to ground.

With both re-

lays operated, the (RVD) relay operates cutting off the
battery and ground supplies for these relays which may now
release removing battery and ground direct or low L resist
ance from the 12 and l input leads.

Had direct battery
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been applied to the I2 lead prior to the removal of the I
ground, the (DT2) relay would have released immediately because its winding would be shunted by battery and then
direct ground would have superseded the low resistance
ground (relay winding)
(RVD)

on the I

input lead.

Again the

relay would not have operated during the short inter"'

val when both (DT)

relays were operated.

With the above circuit description this subsection on the reversing function is concluded.

In general

the reversing function uses are restricted to lead reversals
as a means of polarized signaling or direct potential reversals.
D -

Intercepting
There are two general types of intercepting

which are illustrated schematically in figs. 363 and 364.
The intercepting function merely consists of bringing into
play a connecting or transferring and sometimes other distributing functions to divert from two normally connected
functions to a third function, the latter of which may be
similar to or different from the function to which one of
the first functions was originally connected.
In the scheme of fig. 363 a transfer function
TF normally connects functions f

and f 2 (any type of circuit

function) together through the break portions of transfer
contacts.

The dashed ICC leads represent the various types

of intercept control paths which may be used to bring the
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intercept IC and consequently the transferring function into
action.

The ICC 1 lead would be a control from the f, func-

tion, the ICC3 lead would be a control from the f2 function,
the ICC2 lead would be a control from an external function
and the ICC4 lead would be a control from a supervising
function SU frequently associated with intercepting functions.

The TF transferring function is usually controlled

by the IC intercepting function through an external control.
The intercepting function may have either or both of the
two outputs shown.

ICU2

output connects the fl function

through the intercepting function IC (when the TF function
is operated)

to the f2 function in the same or a different

manner than a normal connection.

With the ICU1output the

intercepting function is connected to an indicating or
supervising function for purposes of further control.
The second scheme shown in fig. 364 is almost
the same as fig. 363 except that in place of the transferring function TF a simple connecting function CN is used
to intercept between the two functions f
main connected.

and f2 which re-

Either of these functions may control the

connecting function as well as a control (not shown) from
the IC intercepting function.
E - Blocking
A blocking function may be connected in some
cases in the same manner as the intercepting functions just
described.

Figure 365 shows a schematic of one form of
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blocking where a connecting function CN is used to block the
normal connection between circuit functions fl and f 2.

The

intercepting functions just described only received the into
formation normally sent out from the f, function or checking
information expected by it and then after making use of this
information could pass this on to the regular f 2 function.
With the blocking function, the purpose is just the opposite,
that is, the blocking function wishes to halt this flow of
information or circuit potentials to and from the two functions f, and f 2.

Hence its output BLU is connected to the

connection instead of the input since the blocking function
control causes the blocking function to originate conditions
which will cause these normal functions to become inoperative
or blocked.

Control of the connecting function is usually

by either of the two circuit functions involved which in
turn receive this control by the BLC blocking control leads.
Figure 366 shows the general circuital method
employed to block the individual leads between these func~
tions.

If it is assumed that an output from the fl func-

tion, f 1 0, grounds the input to the f2

function, f 2 I, and by

this means repeatedly sends information in the form of
various types of pulses, the blocking function may become
effective by the operation of the (BL) blocking relay from
the BLC blocking control lead and ground this interconnecting
lead through the connecting function permanently for the
duration of the blocking condition.

This action prevents
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this type of information from being sent.

In a similar

manner, battery may be applied to other conductors in
proper sequence or simultaneously to cause the functions to
operate improperly and, if so designed, to perform desired
blocking conditions within themselves.
Another form of blocking consists of connecting the blocking function directly to the function
f2
which might be blocked.

Upon the controlling action of the

BLC leads, the BLU blocking output would remove or impress
certain conditions into the f9 function directly.
shown schematically in fig. 367.

This is

The BLC control is shown

to originate from the function f 2 itself.

This may occur

when a normal trouble is encountered in the function's operation under which conditions it desires to self-block.
Figures 368 and 369 show two ways in which
the blocking function may accomplish this later type of
blocking.

The first method, fig. 368,

simply removes the

battery and/or ground supply from the function f
(ground supply and battery supply) leads.

2

GS and BS

If this method is

used with a control of the BLC 2 type it is necessary to see
that a separate ground supply which will not be cut off by
the blocking relay is provided for the BLC circuit condi-.
tion or that it is done in continuity.

The other figure,

fig. 369, shows a circuital means of blocking if the circuit is not yet off-normal by prematurely operating the (ON)
off-normal relay (if the coreuit contains same) and this
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would in turn lock to a release (RLS) relay as usual.
Various controls back and forth between the (ON) and (RLS)
relays and relays in the blocking function thus would enable
the circuit to be blocked before the function starts its
action or even after its function starts its action if the
(RLS) relay is prematurely operated.

(The release and off-

normal relay circuits are discussed in subsections P andQ
of this section under the releasing and locking circuit
functions respectively.)
A final means of blocking which is not shown
is to completely break all leads to the given function which
it is desired to block.

This sometimes does not give the

desired results since relays in the other function may
operate or release when these leads are opened thus starting
some type of circuit action which might be part of the circuit's normal functioning.

The same reasoning applies to

the short circuiting of all the input and output leads.
Blocking must take places at the function or before the
function to be blocked.

In being effective it must, if

possible, indicate and control the block to the originating
function f, as well as other functions in the overall
functional scheme,

Output blocking is not a form of the

blocking function but more a function of the intercepting
function.

Here the function performs its action but to no

avail or not for the original purpose.
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F - Sk ipp ing
The skipping function is another rather
simple function which performs the function just as the name
implies.

Two schemes have been drawn to show the general

arrangement when one or more functions are skipped.

It is

assumed that the inputs of the function skipped match the
outputs or that the skipping function adds to the new input
those leads which might be needed in addition to the
regular leads.

Such leads would control the new input

function to an extent that it would recognize that the
original and normal function to which its input leads are
connected was skipped.

Other functions may be incorporated

in the skipping function foremost among which are the reversing, grouping, transferring,

connecting, and splitting

functions.
The two schemes, shown in figs. 370 and 371,
are about the same in performance.
function f

With the former figures

is normally connected to function f2 through the

unoperated transferring function TFl.

The function f 2 is

in turn connected through the TF2 transferring function to
the f 3 function.

The skipping function SK, which may be

controlled from any or all of the individual functions as
well as an external source, SKC 2 , directly and simultaneously
controls the two transferring functions which connect their
respective make portions of transfer contacts together thus
eliminating the function f 2 which was connected to their
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break portions of the transfer contacts.

In the latter

figures, the skipping function itself has the two transfer
contacts which perform the elimination process when con"
trolled by any or all of the SKC control leads.
G - Holding
The basic purpose of a holding function is to
maintain, when required,

all conditions of another function

which existed at the instant the holding function was controlled.

This means that potentials which existed on input

and output leads must be maintained even if they are removed
by the function which originally connected them and that
where potentials are absent, such leads must be kept free
from any subsequent potentials.

Of course, if it is known

that the holding function is to always use only when the
function which it is to hold reaches a certain point in its
operation, many of these individual lead problems may be
neglected since only a few control conditions which exist
to or within the function may be held.

These latter types

of hold conditions usually concern the off-normal and releasing relays of the circuit function and illustrative
examples of such holding are presented in this subsection
in connection with figs. 378 to 380 inc.
The holding of a condition where no potential
exists may be taken care of by simply applying an operating
potential to a relay connected to the lead in question.

If

the relay operates, the various holding potential conditions
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to be described subsequently would apply.
not operate,

If the relay does

a circuit should be completed through a back

contact on this relay to control a releasing or connecting
function which will open this lead into the function being
held.
In general, potential detecting and holding
is accomplished by the scheme shown in fig.

373 where the

detecting function DT is connected to the individual leads
to or from the function to be held while a holding function
is connected to the detecting function.
usually are, one and the same relays.

They maybe, and
Figure 372 shows a

circuit which performs these two functions.

The RC ground

path is the I-0 lead (input or output) which operates and
release the (R) relay in the function to be held.

When it

is desired to hold the potential condition, the HC contact
path (hold) is closed.

The (DH) detecting-holding relay

would be operated if the potential were present and hence
the HC ground would act to hold the relay and the ground
potential if the RC potential were removed.

If no ground

were present on the I-0 lead, the HC ground would have no
effect,

but may go through a break contact on the (ED)

re-

lay to perform the control operation mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
Obviously if the condition on the I-0 lead
were a battery condition the.(DH) relay would operate to
ground (in a single potential system) and battery would
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appear at the HC holding path contact.

Figure 374 shows a

general circuit which may be used for simultaneously holding
various potential conditions on a plurality of 1-0 leads,
The (DH) relay windings are connected to potentials P

or

P2 through a distributing block while the opposite potentials
are applied to the former HC path, via, the (H) relay con'
trolled by the HC path, through distributing blocks to hold
the (DH)

relays if operated or to control a connecting or

transferring function if no potential exists.

(The latter

condition is not shown in the figure.)
The next three figures 375, 376, and 377,
show other types of holding function circuits.

With the

circuit of fig. 375, the detecting (H) relay is not applied
to the 1-0 lead until the holding function HC contact path
is closed operating the (HC) relay.

This may be necessary

because of the effect of the winding of the (DH)

relay of

fig. 372 may interfere with the normal operation of the 1-0
Another feature of the circuit of fig. 375

lead circuit.

is that the RC path is cut off completely when the (H) relay operates,

applying its own ground through a continuity

contact.
With fig. 376 a marginal relay is used to perform the combined operation of holding and detecting but
the detecting relay winding exists for the entire time on
the 1-0 lead thus relinquishing the advantage of the circuit
just described.

However, the arrangement shown brings out a
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novel marginal relay circuit which may be useful in certain
Here the flow of current through either wind-

applications.

ing is not sufficient to operate the relay but current flowing through both windings will operate the (HC) relay.

Thus

if the RC ground path is closed and the HC ground path is
closed the (HC)

relay will operate and ground the I-0 lead

directly until the HC contact path is opened.
Another type of holding which might be termed
uncontrolled is shown in fig. 377.

This type of holding con-

dition is frequently placed on the output lead from a function to hold the function to which the lead is connected independent of the condition in the first function itself.
Here the (H) and (R) relays operate in series over the 1-0
lead when the RC contact path in the other function, the OP
contact path in this function, and the off-normal contact
path to this function are closed.

The off-normal ground may

well be the same ground as the one supplied by the armature
of the continuity contact on the (H) relay,

Thus when this

condition exists and both relays operated, the relays locked
to the off-normal ground in the function doing the holding
are released while the (H) relay locks in series with the
(R)

relay over the I-0 lead.

The hold condition is released

by the opening of the relay control RC contact path in the
other function.

Other contacts may be placed on the (H)

relay to indicate that the output is being held by the other
function thus preventing this function from being further
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controlled.

The HC closure frequently is arranged to

originate in some type of manual control device or circuit.
The final three figures,
are the use of a holding relay (H)

378, 379, and 380,

controlled by the HC

lead to hold a function by connecting to the leads to or
from the (ON)

off-normal

lease

controlled by grounds on the OF and RLS lead

relay

respectively.

(locking)

relay and the (RLS)

In these figures the (ON)

re-

relay operates and

locks to the ground on the break contact of the (RLS)

relay

closing ground to the ONG off-normal ground lead to which
relays lock-as described in subsections P and Q of this section.

In fig. 378 the operation of the (H) relay also

grounds the off-normal ground thus preventing the function
from releasing relays locked to this lead when the (ON)

off-

normal relay is released by the operation of the (RLS) relay.
With fig. 380 the operation of the (H)
parallel locking ground on the (ON)

relay places a

off-normal relay thus

preventing it from releasing when the (RLS)
to release the (ON)

relay.

the operation of the (H)

relay operates

The final figure, fig. 379 has

relay prevent the completion of

the operate path to the (RLS) relay thus maintaining the
off-normal ground locking path until such time as the ground
is removed from the HC holding control lead.

Care must be

taken in using figs. 378 and 380 to insure that the (RLS)
relay is operated again after the (H)

relay is released or

that it remains operated for a short period after the (H)
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relay goes down to insure the release of the (ON)
relay.
The holding function may also be considered
in connection with the ordinary holding paths discussed in
Parts I and II.

Several interesting holding paths for relays

are shown in the circuits of figs. 415,
described

416, and 417

in subsections L and M in connection with the

starting and stopping circuit functions.
H -

Interlk
The interlocking function is what may be

termed a controlling sequence function.

Its main function

in an overall scheme is to coordinate the actions of the
various active functions in time and sequence relationships
governed by relays and relay contacts in the interlocking
function.

Interlocking functions insure that each circuit

action takes place in the right sequence affecting only the
functions which are required at that moment and sometimes
making all others ineffective.

In general,

a circuit which

is controlled by interlocks is slower in its operation than
one which is controlled between the various functions
directly.

The principal reason that interlocking functions

are not used as much as its advantages would indicate is
because of this increased time element.

Interlocking cir-

cuits are used where safety is of immediate importance and
worth the extra expense.

Examples of such circuits in

practice are railway interlocking circuitseog. 81, 82.

The
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safety feature in faster circuits which do not contain
interlocking is sometimes taken care of by the use of interlocked checking functions which perform after or while the
regular functions of the circuits are taking place and
usually in the vital functions of these circuits.

Such

"crosschecking" is considered herein as part of the function
of the circuit interlocking function.
Another place where the interlocking function
is of importance is in the correction of individual relay
functional circuit, or overall functional races.

A race oc-

curs in a circuit between two or more relays or functions
when these circuits may conclude their functions either before or after one another resulting in different cumulative
results under each possible resulting sequence.

This means

that if two or mre relay circuits are started independently and the results of their circuit functions cause different
cumulative results due to the difference in the times required for the individual circuits or relays to perform their
functions, a race results.

These results may cause false

functioning or put the circuit in such a condition that its
functioning becomes "stuck" or otherwise ceases.

To correct

this undesirable condition without the strict forms of socalled "step-by-step" interlocking or "crosschecking" interlocking described above, the following methods of approach
to the problem may in general be used.
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1.

The introduction of contacts on the

outputs of the two or more functions of relays
in the race which are required to be simultaneously conditioned and operating upon an
interlocking relay or function prior to the
start of the next circuit function.
2.

By stopping the race at its source,

via. by never causing the simultaneous start
of two functions whose functioning times are
near the same mean value and which effect the
same final or eventually the same succeeding
functions.
3.

By careful calculation of the maxi-

mum and minimum functioning times and arranging these times by choice of the proper relay
and switch times and otherwise cutting down
or increasing the circuit functioning time
until the minimum time of one function is
greater than the maximum time of the other.
Seven figures are presented in this paper to
illustrate the general forms of circuits which are encountered in the interlocking type of function.
three of these figures 381, 382,

The first

and 383, illustrate the

general interlocking circuits for the type of interlocking
applied step-by-step or to certain of a plurality of checking
functions which function in sequence.

Figure 381 shows the
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general scheme where three functions fF'

I, and fL

represent a line of functions whose outputs are normally
connected, through optional connecting functions CN, to the
inputs of the next circuit function which in turn usually
controls the succeeding function through its output leads.
With the interlocking relays shown,

(ILF)

(no

and (ILI),

relay is required for function fL since it is the last of
the series of functions and does not need to interlock with
a succeeding function) the former operates when the fFU
2
lead is grounded indicating that at this point in the function fy's operation it is permissible to have the next
The operation of the

function F 1 commence its operation.
(ILF)

relay starts this operation by sending a ground

closure into the f

function, perhaps operating the con-

necting function CN, or operating off-normal, detecting,
or start relays in this
operation of the (ILF)
of the next (IL)
lay.

function.

At the same time the

relay places battery on the winding

relay's winding,

in this case the (ILl)

re-

Thus if the function f Imay at this point be prepared

to perform certain operations on the next, f , function it
may do so while receiving the further information from the
fF function by the path just started.

If not, the (ILI) re-

lay will not operate until the fl function is complete and
thus starts the circuit action in the fL function.

The ILL

lead away from the interlocking function is connected to battery to control other functions or possibly the (ILL) relay
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if desired.

The output from the fL function may be strictly

said to have occurred after all preceding functions had been
properly taken care of in order since they were all interlocked.

There is no chance that the other functions may

still be performing operations which are important to this
re-

last function if the fU 2 outputs which operated the (IL)

lays were taken at the right points in the circuits' operations.

Figure 382 shows this circuit reduced as it appears

in the interlocking function, one (IL) relay operated preparing the operate path for the next (IL)

relay and each

sending out a grand closure to control the succeeding function.

Obviously with such a circuit it is necessary that

the fU 2 output ground be maintained for the duration of the
operation of all functions involved in this interlock.

With

the circuit of fig. 383 this requirement may be waived since
the (IL) relays lock through a continuity contact independent
of the function output which operates the relay.

The relays

lock to an external releasing ground OVFRLS which is an
overall releasing function since the interlocking maybe and
usually is for all or most functions of a plurality which
constitute an overall function,
The next figure,

fig. 384, is a more general

circuit for the step-bystep type of interlocking where the
independent type of locking (IL) relays are used each with
a plurality of control leads to-the succeeding and other
function which may perform control conditions on the
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following functions associated with or within the succeeding interlocked function: connecting, detecting, off-normal
(locking), releasing,
blocking.

starting, stopping, holding,

and

The control condition is shown as a ground open

or closure but other potentials may be used.

The (IL) re-

lays are released by an overall external releasing function
OVFRLS as before.
The interlock circuit of fig. 385 shows a
crosschecking type of interlock where two groups of series
functions f 1 -f 3 and f 2..f4 function simultaneously but their
resulting outputs are not connected to the next function f
5
until the f3 and f

functions ground their respective out-

put leads to the (IL) relays indicating that they have
reached the stage, where the connecting, off-normal (locking), detecting,

or starting function with or within the f5

function may be controlled.
are shown on this figure,

Two separate circuit options

option B requiring one (IL)

relay

to be associated with each of the parallel series functions
while option A uses only one (IL) relay when two parallel
series functions are involved.

With option B the (IL4) re-

lay must operate before the (IL5) may operate.

The (IL5)

in operating grounds the control lead to the f5

function,

sends battery to the ILU lead, and locks to the OVFRLS external release.

When using option A the (IL34) relay opera-

tes from f4 function while the control ground for function
f5 is the resulting interlock control from the f3 function,
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a circuit which is completed only when the (IL34)
operated thus performing the desired interlock.

relay has
This relay

also sends battery to an ILU lead and locks to OVFRLS external release.

Thus one less relay than the total number of

parallel interlocks is required by using option A than
option B.

With option B one interlocking relay is required

for each parallel branch of functions which are required to
control the succeeding function or functions.
The circuit of fig. 386 shows the individual
elements of a two parallel branch each with two series functions using a special interlock between these four functions.
Here either function f

1

or f 2 may be started but the first

one to finish enables its succeeding function to operate before permitting the succeeding function for the other
parallel branch to operate.

Once one of these second func-

tions in the parallel branches grounds its interlocking
control input,
operate.

the other second function is allowed to

Assuming that function f

grounds the fjU lead

before function f 2 grounds the f 2U lead, then the input to
both functions starts them simultaneously.

The (ILl) relay

operates and locks removing battery from the winding of the
(IL2) relay thus preventing its operation, and ground the
control input to function f 3.

When this function has com-

pleted its operations, the (IL3) relay is operated by a
ground from the f3 U lead and battery from the operated (ILl)
relay.

In operating the (IL3) relay places battery on one
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winding terminal of the (IL2)

relay thus permitting it to

operate assuming the f 2 U ground to be present by this time,
The f

function now functions and grounds the f 4 U lead on

completion of these operations.

This operates the (IL4)

relay and completes the output control path for starting
the f 5 function.

This path is from ground through make

contacts on both the (IL4) and (IL3) relays.

All the (IL)

relays lock, once operated, to the OVFRLS external release.
The reverse sequence of these functions would have taken
place if the (IL2) relay had operated first, cutting battery from the (311) relay and replacing it when (IL4)
ated.

oper-

This circuit shows an example of a well planned and

typical interlocking scheme for parallel and series functions.
A final interlocking circuit is the simple
allotting and sequence switch circuit now shown in fig. 387.
Here when the f.U's are grounded the (IL) drive magnet advances the wipers to the next terminals (assuming,

as it

should be, that the next fxU is not as yet grounded), and
grounds the fxI lead into the next function in sequence.
This may continue indefinitely for several different functions by crosschecking or individual series functions by
step-by-step interlocking.
Another form of so-called interlocking has
been described in connection with figs. 238, 279, 343, and
354 where the operation of one relay prevents another relay
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from operating and vice versa.

Other circuits of this type

may be used with other circuit functions, interlocking relays "one-for-another" in releasing as well as operating.
In other sections interlocking functions have been shown in
functional schematics, e.g. fig. 331 for the selecting function, figs. 344, 345, 346, and 347 for the repeating function, and figs. 470 and 471 for the testing and verifying
functions.

The synchronizing function described in the

succeeding subsection also contains a schematic and circuital use of interlocking functions.
I - Synchronizing
The synchronizing circuit function is primarily what might be called a "double interlocking" function.
Here two different actions or functions which occur simultaneously are kept in step before allowing each to proceed
to the next step or function.

To accomplish this control,

the simple process of interlocking two interlocking functions
each associated with functions to be operated in sequence and
synchronized is used.
The schematic diagram of fig. 388 shows the
general method of synchronizing at a single point in the
operation of the functions fr-f3 and f 2-f
effective,

4

.

Usually to be

synchronizing is required at each point in the

circuits' operations.

The synchronizing function shown in

fig. 388 is the combination of the interlocking functions
Il and IL2, the connectionbetweenthese

functions also being

a parallel type or crosschecking interlock.
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The circuit shown in fig.

389 has two series

of functions which are synchronized, with implications of
additional series of functions which may also be synchronized
with them,

Each function flL'

flF

f3L, and f3F operates an

associated interlocking and synchronizing relay from an output ground when the preceding (SY) relays have all operated.
This is accomplished by a chain of make contacts on all (SY)
relays in the same stage feeding battery to the windings of
all the (SY)

relays associated with the succeeding functions.

A second chain on the (SY)

relays in the same chain sends

ground closure to a control input lead associated with each
function of the succeeding stage as was the case with the
interlocking function circuits.

An exception to the above

type of synchronizing is shown for the synchronizing of the
plurality of f2 functions in the second stage where one less
(SY) relay is provided than the number of f 2 functions in
that stage.

This arrangement is similar to the (IL)

relays

in option A of fig. 385 only this time it is used to control
and interlock all the functions in the same stage.

This

brings to the front again the fact that synchronizing is
nothing more than double interlocking,
well as horizontal
All

(SY)

that is vertical as

interlocking as view in the fig. 389.

relays in this figure lock independent of their

functional output operate paths to an external release
ground SYRLS or OVFRLS.
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In addition to the relay and functional synchronizing just illustrated, a circuit has been presented in
connection with another function which performs the stepping

of rotary switches in synchronism.

This circuit is fig.

243 associated with the sending function.

The figure shows

a true means of circuit synchronizing by the parallel use
of the dm interrupters.

Synchronizing is frequently rew

quired in commercial circuits but no specific examples will
be given in this paper since they usually involve a detailed
consideration of the circuits in which they may be found.

J

-

Interrupting
There are two types of interrupters commonly

used in relay and switch circuits.

The first of these is

the mechanical type which employs some type of mechanically
driven electrical contacts or commutator.
discussed in this paper.

This type is not

The other type of interrupter is

in the form of an interrupting relay or switch circuit.
The interrupting circuit function is a miscellaneous function
used to supply various types of circuit interruptions to
connected circuit functions.
The simplest interrupting circuit possible is
the well known buzzer type where a relay is energized through
its own break contact.

This type of interrupter is the

basis of all other circuit interrupters,

the only difficulty

with it being its general instability and high speed.

The
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latter item may be partially remedied by the use of a slow
operating and slow releasing relay.
Several other buzzer type interrupting circuits have, however, been made useful.

Figures 390, 391

and 394 show several such circuits using ordinary slow acting relays*

Each circuit is provided with an IRC inter"

rupter control or start lead and two circuit paths which may
be opened to stop the interrupting in addition to the
original IRC control.

Each interrupting circuit function

is assumed to have two possible outputs, via. output 1 normally closed to ground and output 2 normally opened from
ground.

With fig. 390 the closure of IRC grounds lead 1

and starts the operation of the (IR)
protective resistance.

relay through the P

(This resistance also increases the

time constant of the circuit making the relay slower to
operate than if it were in a local circuit).
finally operates,

When the relay

the make portion of the top transfer con-

tact shunts the relay starting its release while ground is
removed from output 1 and placed on output 2.
besides causing the relay to release,

The shunt,

makes it slower to re-

lease because it helps to maintain a circuit for the current
flow induced by the decay of flux in the relay coil.

When

the relay finally releases, the cycle starts over again.
If the SPON path should be opened at any time the interrupter will stop off-normal, that is the (IR) relay will remain
operated.

If the SPN contact path is opened, the
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interrupter will stop in the normal position with ground
on output 1 and the (IR) relay released.
For the next interrupting circuit, fig. 391,
two slow acting relays are used in circuit schemes similar
to the one just described.

Here the closure of IRC operates

the (IRl) relay, the (IR2) relay being shunted by the break
contact on the (IRl)

relay.

When the (IRl)

relay has broken

this contact, the (IR2) relay starts to operate in series
with the (IRl) relay and upon making its bottom make contact shunts the (IRl)
(IRl)

relay starting its release.

When the

relay finally releases the CIR2) relay is again

shunted and releases. Before the (IR2)

relay opens its front

contact, the protective resistance P prevents a direct short
circuit of the potential source and, after the front contact is broken, the (IRl)
interrupting cycle.

relay may once again start the

The output lead 1 is grounded when the

(IR) relay is down and the output lead 2 is grounded when
the (IR2)

is released.

There is therefore a period when

ground is simultaneously applied to both leads, which is
sometimes desirable.

Opening the SPN contact path prevents

the release of the (IR2)

relay, therefore maintaining the

(IRl) relay released and grounding lead 1.

The opening of

contact path SPON keeps both relays operated and removes
the ground from both leads, another condition which is sometimes desired.
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The circuit of fig. 394 operates in a similar
manner.

No outputs are shown for this circuit but they

would be break and make contacts on the (IRl) and (IR2)
lays respectively.

Closure of IRC operates relay (IRl)

which then operates relay (IR2)
lay (IRl)

re-

starting the release of re-

in turn releasing relay (IR2).

maintains the (IRl)

Closure of SPON

relay operated independent of the break

contact on the (IR2) relay while opening of SPN prevents the
(IR)relay from again operating.

This interrupting cir-

cuit does not involve any periods where the potential source
may be shunted and therefore does not have the advantage of
slow circuit characteristics as the shunt and series operating resistance.

In all the circuits just described it is

possible to slow down the interrupting to any value desired
by the use of counting circuit functions to pick up the interrupter outputs and then send out another pulse from the
counting circuit when a certain quantity of pulses have
been received from the interrupter.
would be arranged for recycling.

The counting function

Some of the interrupting

circuit just described may be found as used in practice in
one of the references.

83

Since the buzzer type of relay interrupters
just described are required in such circuit functions as the
sending function and may be sent over long cable loops and
to other relays which require a longer period than the
interrupter relays to respond, interrupters using polarized
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relays and condensers have been devised to control the in"
terrupter rate and percentage make and break of the resulting pulses more closely.

Figures 395 and 396 show two

typical circuits of this type.
The first of this type of circuit,
uses two differentially polarized relays.

fig.

395,84

Closure of the

IRC contact path starts the circuit in operation.

Before

this closure the condenser is charged through the resistance
R and the two relay left windings.

With the closure both

relays now operate by their right windings.

When the IRRLS

ground is applied to the other side of the resistance
R,
the right windings of relays (IR1)

and (IR2) become shunted

and a discharge path for the condenser is established from
ground through the left windings of the relays to ground.
The discharge current of the condenser energizes the left
windings of relays (IRl)

and (IR2)

and since there is no

current flowing through their right windings, relays (IRl)
and (IR2) remain operated until this flow ceases and then
release.

When the IRRLS ground is removed by the (IRl)

re-

lays current flows through both windings of both relays,
charging current for the condenser through the left windings,
and local circuit current through the ring windings.

When

the charging current stops flowing, this time governed by
the time constant of the charging circuit, the relays again
operate and repeat the cycle.

By opening the IRRLS ground

the circuit may be halted in the opposite cndition from
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which it started.
(IR2)

Ground is sent out over IRO when the

relay operates.
The second figure, fig. 396,85 is what is

known as a "condenser-timed" interrupter.

The same is true

of the preceding circuit, but this circuit is now more widely used.

Here current normally flows through the left wind-

ings of the (IR) relay to the potentiometer voltage source.
This source may be entirely grounded but for the particular
case it may be necessary to use this potentiometer to more
accurately control the amount of current to flow in this
winding.

The potentiometer circuit should be opened when

the circuit is normal to prevent unnecessary current drain.
The condenser is also normally discharged.

To start the

circuit the IRST ground is removed, thus permitting current
to flow in both windingsand does not permit the relay to
operate until the charging current in the right winding has
ceased.

Then the relay operates by the left winding since

current now flows from battery to the potentiometer there.
fore in the proper direction.

When the relay operates, a

ground through the make contact of the relay causes the condenser to discharge through the right winding and to change
the direction of current in the left winding.

This maintains

the relay operated until the condenser discharges sufficiently, the relay then releases and repeats the cycle.
The dashed lines between the potentiometer and left winding
and the make contact and R, resistance indicates places
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where additions to the circuit are frequently made.

The

former dash is for the windings of auxiliary polarized relays
which are required for additional contacts to follow the
same interruptions while the latter dash is for release and

stop control over the interrupter.
Another type of interrupter circuit which is
used in order to obtain longer interrupter cycles by the use

counting circuits functioning from the interrupters as previously described is the so-called "sequence" type of interrupter circuit.
and 393.

Two such circuits are shown in figs. 392

Here the operation and release of a plurality of

slow acting relays introduce the time interval between the
open and closure of interrupter contacts.
closure of IRC operates relay (IRF)
tact on the (IRL)

relay.

path for the next (IR)

The (IRF)

With fig. 392 the

through the break conrelay operated closes a

relay, say the (IRI) relay.

The

operation of the next relays finally operate the (IRL) relay
which opens the operate path of the (IRF) relay.

These re-

lays are slow to release and cannot reoperate until all have
released thus introducing an appreciable time interval.

The

output ground contact may be on any of the relays but has
been shown here on the (IRL)

relay.

Two contact paths have

been shown for stopping the interrupter circuit either on or
off normal,

By closure of the SPON contact path the (IRF)

and consequently all relays remain operated independent of
the break contact on the operated (IRL) relay thus keeping
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the interrupter contact closed.

By opening the SPN contact

path the (IRL) relay is prevented from operating thus main..
taining the interrupter contact open.
With the next circuit, fig. 393, the (IR) relays are nornally operated and are released by being shunted
down by the preceding (IR) relay when it has released.
Closure of IRC provides the first shunt path for the (IRF)
relay through the make contact on the operated (IFL) relay.
By opening the SPN contact the (IRL) relay is prevented from
operating thus leaving the IRO lead ungrounded or the interrupter normal.

Opening of the SPON contact path prevents

the (IRL) relay from being shunted down thus keeping the
interrupter ground on the IRO lead or off-normal.

This cir-

cuit is given in one of the references 8 3 and is the dual of
the preceding circuit, fig. 392.
The use of interrupting circuits are the basis
of the circuit function described in the next subsection,
via. the timing function.

Other circuits throughout this

paper have been shown which require interrupter contacts in
order to properly carry out their circuit functions.

Three

types of interrupting circuits have herein been described.
They are the sequence type, the marginal type (condensertimed), and the buzzer type.

In addition, these types may

be continuously in operation repeating cycles where necessary, or may be of the stop-start types which interrupt for
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only a limited number of interruptions,

e.g. fig. 241, or

are stopped and started by regular control means.
K a- Timing
There is need in the design of circuits to
count off time from a given point in the operation of the
circuit until another action or control takes place.

This

timing is performed by the timing function which uses interrupter closures and opens as the basis for such intervals,
modifying or otherwise recording them as desired by the
particular example at hand.

The interrupter periods are

usually of known duration and hence by their proper use a
time value may be set upon the timing circuit.

The timing

function may be contained within another individual circuit
function or be just part of an overall function.
Timing circuits usually are individual to a
given circuit function but the actual timing interruptions
are comon to several timing circuits using the same rate of
interruptions.

Therefore,

if the interrupter has but one

contact and this interrupter is used alone by the timing
circuit,

it is inherent in such a timing circuit that the

possible variation in a measured timing interval produced by
two closures of the interrupter be 100%.

This value may be

reduced by counting a plurality of these interruptions, the
larger the number the smaller the variation; by the use of
special interrupters where two contacts are used the time
difference in the closure to one being much greater than the
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return cycle; or by the use of individual interrupters for
each timing circuit which start when the timing is required
and always start from the same normal point.

The double con-

tact type of interrupters, both common and individual to the

timing circuits, are also useful in reducing the complexity
of the timing circuits in many instances.

Here the timing

interval is governed by the time required to break one contact and to make the other.

The return usually is not used

and hence the design of the interrupter should be such that
this period is short thus permitting more timing periods and
a lower percentage variation if the interrupter is common
to several timing circuits.

In addition to all the factors

just mentioned there is the further possibility that the
interrupter may be continuously in operation or may be
started when required by the timing function according to
whether it is common or individual to same.

The following

eight figures, figs. 397 to 404 inc., are presented to show
examples of these variations in timing circuit functions.
The first circuit, fig. 397, is a timing circuit using an individual interrupter which has two contact
closures and is continuously in operation.

Here closure of

TMC timing control contact path starts the timing operation.
When the interrupter closes contact 1 the (TMST)timing
start relay operates locking to the input TUC ground independent of this closure and preparing the circuit path for the
operation of the (TMCP) timing completed relay when the
interrupter reaches its number 2 contact.

When this occurs,
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the ( TMCP) relay locks to the input TMC ground and places
ground out on the TWO timing output lead to indicate that a
time interval has been measured within the designed limits.
The opening of the TM contact path at any time will release
all timing relays which have operated.
The circuit in the next figure, fig. 398, is
even simpler using only one relay and a controlled start individual interrupter.

Here the closure of TM

starts the

interrupting function IR and places ground on the interrupter
contact preparing to operate the (TNP) relay when the time
interval has been timed by the interrupter.
locks to the T

The (TMCP)

ground independent of the interrupter con-

tact which continues to interrupt while the TIE
closed.

relay

ground is

The (TCP) relay also grounds the TMO output lead

in operating.

The interrupting function and the timing relay

are released when the TMC ground is broken.
The circuit of fig. 399 shows an individual
controlled start double contact interrupter timing circuit.
This circuit is the same as fig.

397 except that the inter-

rupter starts with its number 1 contact made operating the
(TMST)

relay immediately.

This circuit has no other features

which are not common to the two previously described.

The

(TMST)relay is used just to check that the timing started
from the point where the number 1 contact was closed thus
insuring the exact time interval.
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For a timing circuit with an individual continuously operated single contact interrupter, the W-Z combination in fig.

400 provides an example.

Here TM

closure

permits the (TMW) relay to operate on the first TMIR closure
and the (TZ) relay to operate on the first opening of TMIR.
The next TMIR closure releases the (TMW) relay and grounds
the TMD lead through the operated (TMZ) relay.

This latter

relay is now locked through the continuity contact to the
TMD ground independent of the interrupter input.

The relay

releases when TMC opens thus showing a novel use of the W-Z
combination not in a counting function.
Figure 401 illustrates the first of the timing circuit shown herein using common interrupting contacts.
With this circuit a controlled start double contact common
interrupter is used.

The controlled starts means that it

is started by the first closure of any of the TMC contact
paths of the timing functions common to this interrupter.
The interrupter being on its number 1 contact immediately
operates all (TMST) relays and those whose TVC leads are
grounded may lock by the top windings of these relays.

When

the interrupter reaches the number 2 contact, the (TMCP) relay is operated grounding the TMO lead and locking to the
TMC ground input.

The start ground for the interrupting

function was removed when the (TST) relays were operated.
The interrupting function must be arranged to complete one
cycle and ground the armature contact of the interrupter
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independent of this starting ground once it is removed.
The removal of this ground shows that all TMC leads which
have been grounded have had their associated (TMST) relays
operated.
The next circuit, fig. 402, uses a gate type
lockout circuit with a common single contact controlled start
interrupter.

The CIRST common interrupter start relay acts

as the gate relay the break contacts on this relay permitting
the individual TMC closures to operate the associated (TMST)
relays which in turn operate the gate (CIRST) relay starting
the interrupting function.

When the interrupter makes it

contacts TMIR, the (TMCP) relays associated with operated
(TMST) relays are operated and looked to the TMC independent
of the interrupter contact.

The gate control is dropped per-

mitting the interrupter to start again for another group of
timing functions, while the (TUET) relay remains locked to
the grounded TM.

Thus once the (TMST) relay has operated

approximately the same time interval is measured before the
(TMCP)

relay is operated.

However,

if the common inter-

rupter starts before the TMC is closed, the individual timing function will have to wait until the end of the timed
interruption before the (TMST) relay may be operated to
start its own timing period.

This means a maximum variation

of 100% in the measured interval unless means are provided
to start the timing only after the operation of the (TMST)
relay.
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The next figure, fig. 403, presents a common

double contact continuously operated interrupter timing circuit.

Here battery closure is used by the TC contact path

although this may be substituted for by the closures of
paths A-1 and A-2 indicated on the circuit drawing.

Path

A-i may control the start of the timing while A-2 may control the release of the circuit with the battery closure

direct all the time to the relay windings.

When TMC is

closed the (TMST) relay will operate upon the closure of the
number 1 contact of the interrupter.
and prepares the path for the (TMCP)

The (TMST) relay locks
relay which also

operates and locks when the interrupter reaches the number 2
contact with ground.

This circuit differs from that of

fig. 399, only in that continuity type of locking paths are
used instead of simple make contacts since no grounds from
the locking paths must sneak back to the common leads thus
prematurely operating all relays in other timing functions
when their TMC leads are closed.

Opening contact path A-2

prevents the (TMST) relay from operating while the opening
of the A-I contact path acts as an external release function
if the TMC battery is direct instead of controlling.
The final circuit of this series is the one
with a common single contact continuous interrupter, fig.
404.

This circuit is another non-counting use of the W-Z

combination.

Battery TMC closure is also used in this cir-

cuit for simplicity but the A-i and A-2 paths are shown to
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perform the same functions as described in connection with
fig. 403 when battery closure is not desired.

The first

closure of TMIR after TMC operates the (TMW) relay.

The

(TMZ) relay is operated in the usual manner after the TMIR
ground is removed.

The next closure of TMIR releases the

(TMW) relay grounding the TKO lead through the operated (TMZ)
relay.

The (TMZ)

relay locks independent of the W-Z com-

bination as in fig. 400 by the use of the continuity contact to ground.

Further ground closures do not affect this

circuit and the circuit does not return any sneak ground back
to the interrupter.

The general principle of the slow timing circuit as well as the slow speed interrupter is shown in the
schematics of figs. 405 and 406.

Here the timing start TMST

lead functions to connect an individual timing function and
counting circuit TM-CO to a common or individual interrupter.
This is done in fig. 405 through an optional lokout circuit
and then to the counting function with an optional direct
control from the TUST lead.

The other scheme, fig. 406,

shows a start function ST connected to the timing and counting function presumably operating from a common interrupter
IR although an optional connection is shown from the starting function ST to the interrupter.

Many circuits and

schemes of this type are used in practice but it is difficult
to give specific references which do not involve a detailed
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analysis of the overall circuits of which the timing function is a part.
The circuit shown in f ig. 407 gives an
example of a circuit which introduces timing or a timed interval without the use of interrupter contacts.

In this

circuit the closure of TMC ground operates the (TM) relay
through the break portion of the transfer contact on the
(T3) relay.

The operation of the (TM) relays closes the

path for the (TM2)
the (TM3)

relay.

for the (TM1)

relay which in turn operates and locks
The (TM3)

relay thus causing it to start releasing,

being slow to release.
the (TM2)

relay breaks the operate path
it

Once the (TM) relay has released

relay starts to release and when this relay

finally gets down, the ground path is closed through to the
TMO lead indicating that the interval has been timed.

Tim-

ing circuits of this type may be found in many commercial
designs.

e.g. 86
A final type of timing circuit is the switch

timing circuit.

Figure 408 shows an example of this type of

timer which is also quite frequently used in practice. 8

7

Here the TMC ground closure starts the switch in motion by
the energization of the drive magnet causing the wipers to
move one step.

The drive magnet is next energized when the

common interrupter TMIRmakes its number 1 contact thus advancing the switch wipers several points until they reach
the point leading to the number 2 contact of the interrupter.
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When the interrupter finally makes this contact, after the
desired interval has elapsed, the switch is moved to the
last contact where the TWO lead is grounded.

The timing may

be restarted by returning the switch to normal on closure of
the TMRLS path.

In practice the extra points may not neces-

sarily be skipped since it may lead to other interrupters or

the contacts from this interrupter may be adjacent leaving
the remaining points for other circuit control uses.
It is important to recognize in connection
with both relay and switch timing circuits that the same relays or switches may be repeatedly used to time intervals
from different interrupters, thus obtaining different times,
by the introduction of some type of distributing function
between the timing relays (usually (TMST) and (TCP)) or
timing switch points (usually adjacent)
contact or contacts.

and the interrupter

In addition timing circuits are fre-W

quently used in timing a plurality of intervals of either
the same or different length at different points in the control of a single circuit function or overall function and
thus timing functions usually contain a plurality of the
types of circuits just described all interrelated and interconnected.
Timing circuits which function on the sequence
relay principle similar to the interrupter circuits described
in the last subsection were described in connection with
figs. 197 and 198.

Here the time interval is introduced
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by the sum of the times required to operate a plurality of
relays in sequence.

Uses of timing circuits of all types

are schematically shown in figs. 186, 189, 310, 446, 447,
and 460 and in figs. 230 to 240 inc. as described in the
text regarding timing-out periods for detecting trouble,
L - Starting
Starting and stopping, the latter to be discussed in the next subsection, are two functions which represent the manual form of controlling circuit functions.
In order to carry into the circuits the contact controls
which the manual operator or controller desires, keys of
two types are provided.
The first type are known as non-locking,
figs. 409 and 410 show first and open circuit type or make
contact and second a closed circuit type or break contact
keys which remain operated only as long as the manual operator has control or exerts a mechanical force on them.

A

plurality of either or both types as well as other spring
combinations may be obtained in many different forms of nonlooking keys and push buttons.
The other type of keys are the locking type
which after being operated manually remain in that position
until restored to normal by the same or another manual force.
Another variation of this type of manual locking key is the
key which locks manually and releases electrically.8 8
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Figures 411 and 412 shows the symbols for the make and

break contact locking keys respectively.
Since the electric circuits which are sometimes used to aid the action of the various types of keys
and button usually involve both the stopping and starting

functions this discussion is continued in the next subsection under the heading of the stopping function which is

also a manual control function using the same key and
button contact elements.
M M Stopping
Usually if a function is manually controlled
to start there is also an associated stop control.

The start

control consists of performing certain regular circuit control operations, shown in the following figures as a ground
on the ST-SPO start and stop output lead, which may or may
not be stopped by a manual stopping function control.
wise,

Like-

the start of a circuit or the direct relay control may

be automatic but the stopping, either before or after its
function has been completed, may be performed by a stopping
function.

These types of start and stop controls require

locking circuit arrangements.

The following seven figures,

figs. 413 to 419 inc., show typical stopping and starting
circuit functions where STK is the start key,

SPK is the

stop key, STP is the start preparing circuit path, and STO
or SPO the start or stop output.
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The circuits of figs. 413 and 414 are elec-

trically locking start circuits where the closure of the
STK start key operates the (ST) start relay and grounds the
STO lead with an optional break ground.

In fig. 413 the

STP start preparing contact path must be closed before the
(ST)

relay will look to the RLS external release whereas in

the circuit of fig. 414 the relay (ST) may lock but the output will not be grounded until this preparing path is completed.

This path is optional in all figures.
The stopping and starting actions are first

incorporated in the next circuit, fig. 415.

Here the (ST)

relay locks through a break contact on the (SP) stopping relay which also carries a break contact for the SPO output
lead.

The (ST) relay locks to this break contact path ground

directly or through an optional circuit control in the form
of the RLS external release path.
stop key operates the (SP)

The operation of the SPK

stop relay which unlocks the (ST)

relay and opens the output ground control lead.
key is still operated,

If the STK

the (ST) relay will remain operated,

otherwise it will release.

With the optional wiring to the

front contact on the bottom of the (S3)relay the reoperation of the STK key and (ST) relay would cause the relay to
relock, this time to the SPK key ground.

Upon the removal

of this ground, assuming the STK key no longer operated,

the

output would not be grounded since both relays would release.
(This assumes that the (ST) relay will release before the
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(SP)

relay makes its back contacts.)

Thus this option pre-

vents a restart on closures of STK which occur before the
stop SPK key is released.
In the next circuit, fig. 416, the stop key
operation unlocks the (ST) relay by breaking the battery supply path,

There a hold path is established for the (SP) re-

lay through its top make contact to the operate path for the
(ST) relay so that if the start key should be operated before the stop key was released, the (SP) relay would remain
operated thus preventing the restart in a different manner.
By the use of a differential polarized relay,
the stop-start control of the type just described may be
performed with only one relay.

The circuit, fig. 415, shows

a STK start key which when depressed operates and locks the
polar relay by the top winding to the output ground through
a resistance,

When the SPK stop key is depressed, the relay

has current flowing through both opposing windings, in fact
more current in the release direction because of the series
resistance if the two windings are equal, and hence the relay releases.

Operation of the STK key again while the STP

is depressed keeps the relay released*
With the next figure, fig. 418, the relay (ST)
is operated by the STK key through a break contact SPK key.
The (ST)

relay also locks through this break contact to an

optional RLS external release ground.

The circuit is un-
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looked by the operation of the SPK key and further opera-

tion cannot take place until the SPK stop key is released.
Frequently a control is desired where only one
key is necessary for both starting and stopping the circuit
being controlled.

The circuit of fig. 419 shows the use of

a W-Z relay combination to produce this result with a
single ST-SPK start-stop key.
key operates the (STW)
lead.

Here the operation of this

relay grounding the ST-SPO output

Upon the release of the key anytime later the (SPZ)

relay operates.

The next operation of the key releases the

(STW) relay thus breaking the output while the release of
the key for this second time releases the (STZ) relay restor-

ing the circuit to normal and preparing for another cycle
of operations.

The RLS contact path may be used as an

auxiliary external circuit control.
Automatic starting and stopping are frequently spoken of in discussions, for example in connection with
the sequence function circuits, figs. 307,

312, and 313.

Here the external control had to operate special control relays which started the circuit into operation and thereafter
remained operated until some sort of failure occurred.

Some-

times the automatic start control circuits are also stopped
by an automatic release, usually in the form of a release
function.

Also shown in this paper is the start and stop

controls from rotary interrupter drums as used in the
translating function, fig. 226, as reference points on these
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commutators.

Frequently input control leads entering a func-

tion, such as the timing and allotting functions, are designated as start leads on which either manual or automatic
control could exist.
ly.

The terms in general are applied loose-

The term starting function circuit is used in practice

frequently in connection with the grouping and lockout circuits preceding allotting circuits. 8 9 , 90

The combined type

of operation, viz. start-stop, is applied in telegraph and
telephone system practices as a method of signaling.

This

start-stop method of signaling as applied in telegraphy
usually uses commutators and control segments as illustrated
and mentioned above in connection with the translating function. 9 1
N -

Indicatin

Indicating circuits usually consist of circuit
paths through other circuit functions which function or operate audible and visual signals.

These signals in general

have the same types of circuit paths as ordinary relays,
usually using only the operate and release paths.

In the

following indicating function circuits, figs. 420 to 430 inc.,
a small square represents any two terminal indicating device, the indicator usually being a lamp or electromagnetic
device.
An ordinary indicator operating circuit is
shown in fig. 420.

Closure of the INC indicating control

path functions the indicator until this path is opened.
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Some indicators require manual restoration after the INC
circuit path is opened.

The indicating function circuit of

fig. 422 is the dual of the figure just described.

Here

contact INC normally shunts the indicator IN if the resistance R 2 is equal to zero.

This releases the indicator.

If the resistance R 2 is greater than zero the indicator is

released against current flow which is sometimes useful as
next explained in connection with fig. 421.

Here there is

normally current flowing through the indicator thus requiring a non-operate electrical requirement.

However, this

partial flow of current may be used to maintain a lamp filament at a certain temperature making it invisible through
a lamp cap but enabling the lamp to light more quickly once
the series resistance is shunted by the operate path INC.
(the same applied for fig. 422.)

This method of lighting

lamps is frequently used in practice for the reason just
stated.9 2
The indicating function control may be direct
from particular control paths in the function whose circuit
action is being indicating.

The next three figures, figs.

423, 424 and 425, show three control paths for the indicating function as connections within the circuit of the function from which the indications are being obtained.

Figure

423 shows an indicator control circuit paralleling a relay
winding, thus indicating the control condition of this relay.
This circuit is through an optional connecting function.
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Figure 424 indicates the condition of the relay itself by a

make contact on the relay whose condition is being indicated.
This is also through an optional connecting function and may
also be connected to other RC relay control leads in the

function under observation.

The final figure in this group,

fig. 425, shows the indicator in series with the operate path
of the relay with an optional INC indicating control path
which shunts out the indicator circuit either before or
after the RO relay operate path closure.

The advantage of

the last two circuits is that they tell whether the circuit
to the relay is complete, the former figure because the relay actually operates and the latter figures because the
circuit must be complete to actuate the indicator.
The connecting function which is sometimes
used to connect the indicator with the relay contact or control path usually connects through a plurality of these indicating leads to a single overall indicating function.
These overall indicating functions are frequently used in
tracing circuit troubles and are brought into use by the
various circuit functions when they fail to operate properly.
These failures are usually detected while the circuit is in
use by the failure of checking functions within the overall
circuit function or the operation of time-out features in
the timing function portions of the circuit.

Many devices

of this type are used in practice where they are known as
"trouble-indicators".e*g

93
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The remaining five f igures of the indicating
circuit function, figs. 426 to 430 inc., show ways in which

various circuit conditions of individual relays are connected
in order that the indicating circuit will function when the
relay has responded to those circuit conditions.

In fig.

426 the simple operate path relay functioning is indicated
by a closure when the relay has operated after an RO relay
operate control closure.

In the next circuit, fig. 427, the

release of a relay is indicated when it makes its back contact after the RRLS relay release path is opened.

The hold

path is indicated by inserting the indicating device in
series with the hold path thus it will not operate until the
hold path is actually used, that is after the RO closure is
operated and the RL or RR relay hold or lock path is closed.
By the use of fig. 429 the hold path is indicated as soon
as the relay operates by employing a relay with a separate
holding winding.

In the final figure, fig.

430, the operate

and hold (or locking)

indications are both obtained with a

single winding relay.

Here it is assumed that the indica-

tors are high resistance compared with the relay and funotion on very little current (also the relay) or that they
are non-linear circuit elements which decrease in resistance
with a decrease in current flow.

Hence when the two indica-

tors are in parallel 'after the RO and RL or RE paths are
closed the decrease in current through both will decrease
the resistance sufficiently to regain the same amount of
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current flow that is normally required to properly function
them with equal ability.
Besides their use in trouble indicators, in-

dicating circuit functions are used in a similar capacity
in testing function circuits, e.g. fig. 473 and alarm
systems of all types.

The supervising circuit functions dis-

cussed in the next subsection requires indicating functions
as a major part of the control.

0 - Supervising
The supervising function is a manual control
function using keys and buttons, as the starting and stopping
functions, and receiving information from the circuits being
supervised by means of ordinary indicating circuits.

The

four parts of fig. 431 show typical key or button contact
configurations.

The upper left part shows two non-locking

keys in series with the KC key common to several K1 keys;
the upper right part shows a non-looking key and break contact in series with the key common to several such contacts;
the lower left part shows a key and make contact in parallel;
while the lower right part is a common C lead breaking away
from several individual leads when the key is depressed.
Such contact means and regular control means constitute the
bulk of the circuits in the supervising functions.

The

general supervising function is a manual control function
capable of all contact configurations and circuits for which
automatic or self-contained electrical control is used.

As
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stated previously, the indicating circuit portion of the
supervisory circuit is usually necessary to inform the manual
controller of the circuit conditions of the circuits being

so controlled.
Two basic combination control circuits are
shown for the supervisory functions.
figs. 432 and 433.

These circuits are

In fig. 432 an external circuit condi-

tion functions the indicator while the supervisory key performs the control and releases the indicator circuit in
preparation of a second Indication.

Here closure of the

INC control path operates and locks the (INC) indicator control relay through the supervisory key SUK.

In the meantime

ground is sent out over the SUC supervisory control lead to
indicate that this indication has been received and to thus
inform the automatic control in the circuit if necessary.
The operation of the SUK key after the INC ground is removed, will release the (INC) relay and SUC ground thus preparing for the next operation.

With fig. 433 the tables are

turned, this time the supervisory function starts the control and so indicates it.

When the control is accepted by

the circuit function using or controlling this supervision,
the indication is released.
locks the (SUC)
contact path.

Closure of SUK key operates and

supervisory control relay to the INC break
The operated (SUC)

relay sends out ground on

the SUC supervising control lead and completes the operate
path for the indicator.

When the control condition is
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accepted the INC path is opened and the (SUC)
leased thus releasing the indication.

relay is re-*

(The indication may,

of course, work in reverse, viz. operated when (SUC) is normal and released when (SUC) is operated.)
The supervising function is also used in connection with the testing and intercepting functions as well
as in alarm, indicating and regulating systems.

Other manual

control operations which involve the operation of devices
other than keys or buttons may also be broadly classed as

supervising circuit functions.
P - Releasing
The releasing function is one of the circuit
functions thus far discussed which is the same functionally
as certain of the individual circuit paths of relays discussed in Parts I and II.

Other circuit functions in this

category are the locking, holding, and operating functions
with the preparing and completing functions also entering
individual relay circuit paths under a broader classifica-

tion.
There are three general types of releasing
functions discussed in this subsection and in cooperation
with the next subsection,

These are normal releasing, forced

releasing, and timed releasing.

Normal releasing of an in-

dividual circuit functions or of an overall circuit functions
occurs when that function has completed all of its required
functions.

Forced releasing of such functions takes place
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when certain types of difficulties or trouble conditions
have been found either within or without the function being
released before all of its required operations have been
completed.

Timed releasing consists of releasing a func-

tion (individual or overall) after a measured time interval
from the time it starts its operations or is seized by
another function.

This latter release would take place

whether or not the function had finished all its operations
although different control paths could be closed when releasing according to which condition was found to exist by
the releasing function at the releasing time.
In many of the circuit functions thus far discussed external releasing grounds were shown to which, in
the course of regular circuit operation, relays in that circuit function locked.

It is the job of the releasing func-

tion to break the locking ground at the appropriate and
desired time.

Of course, the external releasing contacts

shown in these figures do not necessarily have to be located on or at the releasing function

They may form a part

of any other type of control that is desired.
In the six figures, figs. 434 to 439 inc.,
this locking ground is shown as the RLSU release output lead.
The first five of these figures have been drawn to illustrate
two types of releasing,
the RLSI1

viz. regular or normal releasing with

input lead grounded with the loking ground broken

when this input ground is opened and trouble releasing by

coc
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grounding the RLSI 2 input to open the RLSU output ground im-

mediately.

The RLSI 1 input is shown, for illustrating pur-a

poses only, working through a contact chain on counting CO
relays thus providing a 000 counting control path from the
COI counting input ground.

It is obvious that with normal

releasing it is not desirable to release any locked relays
until the releasing control ground has been removed since
the RLSI input path may be through relays which are locked
to the RLSU output and hence if this output ground should be
broken immediately,

there would be a buzzing action that

would cut off the input as soon as the fastest relay in the
RLSI contact path opened the path and the relays in the releasing function restored the RLSU ground.

In the illustra-

tions presented here as is the case with most counting functions, the counting relays which form the RLSI, input contact
path ground from COI are looked to the RLSU loking ground.
With the first figure, fig. 434, the closure
of ground to the RLSI, lead operates the (RLSI) relay which
in turn operates the (RLS2) relay and establishes a hold
path back to the 001 input source around the locked relays
which are to be released.

The operation of the (RLS2) relay

opens the RLSU ground until the COI ground path is again
opened.

Ground on the RLSI2 input at any time will operate

the (RLS2) relay and opening the RLSU ground immediately
regardless of the condition of the COI path.
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With the circuit of fig. 435 there is no back
holding path around the locked relays.

Here the RLSI1 ground

closure from COI through the COC chain operates the (RLSl)
relay which in turn operates the (RLS2)

relay and also sends

out a ground to parallel the RLSU looking ground.

The opera-

tion of the (RLS2) relay in turn operates the (RLS3) relay
which breaks the original ground from the RLSU output lead.
However the operation of the (RLSl) relay establishes its
own ground on this lead thus preventing the locked relays
connected to the RLSU lead from releasing.

When the COI

ground is removed from the RLSI input lead, the three relays release in order: relay (RLSl)

opening the RLSU ground,

relay (RLS2) releasing the (RLS3) relay, and the (RLS3)
lay reestablishing the (RLSU) locking ground.

reo

The (RLS2)

relay could be made slow-to-release or abolished if the
(RLS3) relay is made slow-to-wrelease.

The locking ground

must be removed from the RLSU lead at least as long as the
release time of the slowest relay which is locked to it.
Hence it may be necessary to have both the (RLS2) and
(RLS3) relays slow-to-release if slow-to-release relays are
locked to the locking ground.

This, however, is seldom done,

for if it is desired to have a given circuit action delayed
during a release it is usually controlled directly by the
releasing relays.

That is, these control leads are placed

directly on the (RLS) releasing function relays rather than
on relays which the releasing function controls.
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The next circuit, fig. 436, uses only one releasing relay,

Here the RLSI1 ground closure operates the

relay which locks back to the COI ground around the locked

relays which it is releasing and then, in sequence, opens
the locking ground RLSU circuit,

A forced release operates

the (RLS) relay directly since it is always assumed that the
forced releasing grounds always from external functions
which do not have relays looked to this releasing function.

Another possible releasing function circuit
is fig. 437.

Here the RLSI1 ground closure operates the

(RLS1) relay which in turn places a parallel ground on the
RLSU lead and operates the (RLS2)

slow-to-release relay.

Re-

moval of the RLSIl or COI ground releases the (RLSl) relay
and opens the ground from the RLSU relay until the (RLS2)
relay has released.

This method of operation is discussed

in connection with fig. 435.
Another single release relay circuit is shown
in fig. 438 where the RLSI

ground operates the (RLS) relay

breaking the original ground from the RLSU lead but replacing that ground with the

COI input ground in continuity.

Thus when the COI ground is removed the RLSU lead is ungrounded until the (RSL)

slow-to-release relay makes the

break portion of the continuity contact again.

Here the

forced release RLSI 2 is under the same conditions as the
regular releasing ground unless a separate winding is
established on the relay for such operation.

For this type
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of forced releasing there can be no direct check on the functions

t

releasing reactions until the RLSI2 ground is removed

which might be too late.
The final circuit in this group, fig. 439,
uses a marginal and checking scheme to insure that the relays
which were locked to the RLSU output all release.

Here the

(RLSl) relay operates as usual on ground closure to the RLSI
lead from the COI contact path.
charges condenser C.

The operation of this relay

When the COI ground contact path is

opened the (RLS1) relay is released and discharges the condenser C through the high resistance and sensitive relay
(RLS2) which operates breaking the direct ground from RLSU
lead and placing its winding in series with this lead, thus
providing a high resistance ground path.

The relays locking

to this lead are designed to release against the current flow
allowed by this high resistance ground (release electrical
requirement), while the (RLS2) relay being sensitive will
hold on this current until there is no longer any path to
battery.

This last condition will occur when all locked re"

lays have released thus opening the RLSU lead from their
windings and battery,
Chain releasing circuits have been shown in
this paper in connection with the allotting and counting circuit functions, under the recycling arrangements.

Figures

378, 379 and 380 of the holding circuit function show the
holding circuits attached to regular releasing grounds.
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Schemes in figs. 347 and 350 in connection with the repeat--

ing function and also in many distributing function schemes
in connection with the selecting and marking functions show
the general way in which releasing functions are connected
to individual circuit functions.

It is difficult to single

out examples from practice of isolated releasing functions
although all major or overall functions contain relays which
perform this operation, usually in conjunction with the
locking function as described in the next subsection.

Q a Locking
The locking and releasing functions are very
closely related.

It may be recalled from Part I, where

these circuit paths were discussed, that the locking path
was primarily a break path through which a relay locked by
its own contact while a release path was just a break contact
path directly connected to the relay.

In the last sub-

section the RLSU output was called a release ground although
its main function was to unlock relays which had been looked
to it.

Strictly speaking in terms of circuit paths this

function should have been called an "unlocking" circuit
function.

The looking function discussed in this subsection

performs the task of applying a locking ground to a lead
which the releasing function then proceeds to remove when
the function is released.

These variations in terms from

the original circuit path definitions come about because of
the desirable circuit limitation that when the circuit is
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normal, that is not functioning, that all relays be normal.
For this reason, when the circuit is taken into use, a locking or better known "off-normal" relay or switch functions
to change circuit conditions so that relays may operate
initially and later be released or that relays which operate
may look for the duration of the acting time of the circuit

function.

The locking ground therefore from the locking or

off-normal function is called the "off-normal ground" and
this ground is removed when the function releases by a releasing function.
The next nine figures, figs.440 to 448 incl.,
show circuit combinations of these two functions in applying
off-normal ground to the ONG lead at the start of functional
operations,

closure of OF operate function contact path, and

removal of ONG ground at the conclusion of functional operations, upon the closure of the RLS contact path.

Also shown

are two circuits utilizing timed releasing after off-normal

ground is applied and one multi-releasing function
The first circuit, fig. 440 uses but one relay.
Here closure of the OF contact path operates the (ON) offnormal relay placing ground on the ONG output and looking
itself to the lead.

(Note ground back up on the OF closure

from ONG may be used as a check by the function applying the
OF ground as described in connection with the checking function.)

Closure of the RLS contact path at the end of the

functioning of the circuit shunts the (ON) relay causing
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its release.

This operation, of course, assumes that the

RLS contact path does not depend upon any relays which look
to the ONG lead.
With fig. 441 the (RLS) relay is not permitted
to release until the (ON) relay has released.

Here closure

of OF operates and looks the (ON) relay through the break sequence contact on the (RLS) relay.
the ONG lead.

The (ON) relay grounds

Closure of the RLS contact path operates the

RLS relay which locks and opens the locking path of the (ON)
relay in sequence.

When the (ON) relay makes its break

portion of the top transfer contact, the (RLS) relay is
shunted and thus releases restoring the circuit to normal.
Locking ground remains on the ONG lead until the RLS contact
path is opened or the (RLS) relay is released.
In fig. 442 the (ON)

relay operates and locks

in the same manner as in fig. 441.

Closure of the RLS conm

tact path operates the (RLS) relay breaking the locking path
of the (ON) relay and grounding the ONG lead.

This lead then

remains grounded until the (RLS) relay is released by removal of the RLS ground closure.
The next figure, 443, shows a method of checking the unlocking of relays, such as relay (R)
lock to the ONG ground.

shown, which

Here the relay (R) is operated by

path OR and locks to the ONG ground from the break sequence
contact on the (RLSl) relay.

The top break contact on the

relay (R) is a chain of break contacts to ground and off-normal
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ground through all relays which may lock to this ground.
When it is desired to release all these relays, the RLS contact path is closed operating the (RLS1) relay.

This relay

locks to the break contact on the (RLS2) relay and then
breaks the ONG ground starting the release of all relays
locked thereto if the circuit is designed to prevent sneak
or back-up grounds other than that of the break contact
chain mentioned above.

When all the relays finally release

this chain ground operates the (RLS2) relay and this releases the (RLS1)

relay.

If it is desired to prevent this

ground from going on to the regular ONG lead a separate make
contact rather than make portion of a transfer contact should
be used for the (RLS2) relay operate path on the (RLSl)

re-

lay.
Another scheme to check the release of relays
locked to the ONG is shown in fig. 444.

Here the (R) relay

is locked as before to the ONG ground from the (RLS)
break contact.

relay

The RLS ground closure operates the (RLS)

relay placing it in series with all the
battery supply to the (RLS)

locked relays.

The

relay is through a potentiometer

composed of resistances B and G thus causing current to
flow in this series circuit of the (R) and (RLS) relays.
However, the design is such that the (R) relays have electrical releasing requirements and thus release against this
current flow, although the (RLS) relay remains operated.
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When all the locked (R) relays have released the series path
is opened and the (RLS)

relay releases.

A final unlocking check scheme is shown in fig.
445.

Here a differentially wound polar relay is used for

the release (RLS) relay.

Normally current is flowing through

the upper winding in the reverse direction thus maintaining
the relay released.

When the RLS ground is closed,

the lower

winding is energized in the proper direction and the relay
will operate if the top break contact chain through the (R)
relays is broken deenergizing the upper winding of the (RLS)
relay.

The (R) relays normally lock to the break portion of

the transfer ground on the (RLS) relay.

This path is broken

when the (RLS) relay operates and thus the (R) relays release.

If both windings of the (RLS) relay are simultaneous-

ly energized it will stay in the last position it was in,
thus with the contact chain through the (R) relays grounding
the upper winding and the RLS grounding the lower winding
the relay will remain operated until the RLS ground is released.

The (RLS) relay in operating connects to ONG lead

to the top winding to insure that a trouble ground or sneak
OR ground not yet released will not go undetected when RLS
is opened.

When no ground appears on this lead, the (RLS)

relay will again make its back contact and establish offnormal ground.

A circuit limitation in the form of contact

current carrying capacity may enter the picture with such
a circuit if a large number of (R)

relays are to be
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released when the back contact of the small and sensitive
polar relay is opened.

More is said in this connection in

the next part of this paper.
A typical timed-release circuit arrangement is
shown in fig. 446.

Here the OF closure operates the (ON)

off-normal relay which places ground on the ONG lead and
locks to a break contact on the (RLS) relay.

The ground on

the ONG lead also grounds the TMST lead starting the timing
function TM.

When the required time has elapsed the TMO

output lead is grounded operating the RLS relay, releasing
the (ON) relay, and removing ground from the ONG lead.

The

regular RLS contact path is shown as optionally shunting
the circuit action of the timing function so that if the
normal operations occur within the allotted time the function will release as usual but if not, the timing release is
brought into play.
Another interpretation which may be given to
the term timed-release is illustrated by the circuit of
fig. 447.

Here the (ON)

relay is operated as usual by

closure of the OF contact path and locks to the break portion of the continuity contact on the (RLS) relay.
lead is grounded by the (ON) relay operated.

The ONG

This condi-

tion remains until the RLS contact path is closed operating
the (RLS) relay, releasing the (ON) relay, and establishing
ground to the ONG lead from the make portion of the continuity
contact through the break contact on the (TM)

relay in the

The ground

timing function and through the RLS contact path.

entering the TM function also starts the timing function
which, after a given period has elapsed,
tact path operating the (TM) relay.

closes the TM con~

This action releases the

(RLS) relay and removes the ground from the ONG lead.

This

type of timed-release may also be used where the ONG lead
ground is removed after the RLS contact path closure and
stays off during the timed operate period of the (RLS) relay,
exclusive of the RLS closure.

((RLS) relay locks to the TM

function directly.)
The final type of releasing and locking functions discussed are those where a multiplicity of off-normal
grounds and release paths are provided.

Figure 448 shows

a generalized scheme for a multi-release circuit where the
off-normal ground closure has already been made through a
break contact on the (RLS) relay.
(RLS)

Here three illustrative

relays and associated leads are presented, viz. F

first, I intermediate, and L last.

Each of these relays has

an individual ONG and RLSC (release control) lead while there
is also shown an ONGA off-normal ground which requires all
these individual release circuits to be normal.

The off-

normal ground is supplied by the single optional closure ON
but individual closures for each relay may be used.

By the

use of the group or splitting functions the ONG leads and/or
the RLSC leads and relays may be grouped or split thus gi~
ing different types of controls where some off-normal grounds
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parallel others or where a single closure of one release
path releases several others.

The splitting and grouping

functions are individually controlled by GRC or SPLC leads
and cumulative grouped ONGGR and RLSCGR leads may enter or
leave these functions.

Sometimes a single (RLS) or (ON) re-

lay may carry several closures and opens to individual offnormal ground leads in the same circuit function to avoid

certain back-ups or sneaks and to reduce contact load and
wear.
Although throughout this discussion the
potential applied to the ONG or RLSU lead has been ground,
off-normal battery is sometimes used in practice in circuits
either with or without a coexisting off-normal ground.

This

may come about because of the desirability of connecting certain oppositely poled sections of circuit together within
or without a circuit function and have them controlled
together from the same locking and releasing functions.

Al-

though there are certain limitations on direct battery
contacts, still this type of off-normal arrangement is much
more economical than any other arrangements which usually
employ extra relays.
The circuits in connection with the blocking
and holding functions showed connections and other restrictions which sometimes govern the type of locking and releasing functions chosen for a particular circuit.

Figure 195

of section II-A of this part shows an arrangement where an
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off-normal relay is used in a circuit commonly found in
practice.

With switch circuits, off-normal ground is fre-

quently supplied from special contacts on the switch which
indicate by mechanical action that the switch is 'off-normal'.
To generalize, the off-normal ground supplies the locking

ground which is broken by the releasing function.

This is

done to prevent relays from normally remaining operated.
R - Checking
There are in general two types of checking
operations.

One is the checking of individual relay func-

tions and the second is the checking of wires and lead themselves.
releases,

The first check determines whether a relay operates,
holds or locks on each particular use of the in-

dividual relay being checked.

The second check determines

if the leads to and from different functions are continuous
before each use to insure the all control over these leads
will reach the functions at the distant ends.

These func-

tions are connected where need for control and safeguard
purposes in the overall functional scheme and are frequently associated with an indicating circuit function.
Figures 449 and 450 shows two methods of checking the operation of a relay (R) which is operated from contact path 0.

In fig. 449 relay (R) when operated closes

ground to operate the (CH) checking relays which locks to
external release CHRLS and sends ground out over the CHU lead
to indicate that the check has been successfully completed.
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However,

this method requires the use of an extra contact on

the (R) relay which might not be allowed.

With fig. 450

the make contact is in some ground circuit path with output
RU.

In order for this path to be effective the (R) relay

must operate and close this path, hence the (CH)

relay will

operate from the path and lock independent of the path.
Care must be taken to insure no ground back-ups from the RU
lead which might falsely operate the (CH) relay.
With figs. 451 and 452 the release of relays
is checked in a manner similar to that just described for the
operate.

Here, however, the (CH) relay is operated from a

back contact on the (R) relay,

thus the relay must be oper-

ated before the checking function can be brought into play
and operate upon the release of the (R) relay.

Figure 451

shows the circuit where an extra break contact is used on
the relay whereas the circuit of fig. 452 assumes that a
ground path is completed by the relay when it releases and
hence may operate the (CE) which locks independently.
With the three figures, figs. 453, 454, and
455, both the operate and release of a given relay (R) must
be checked before the checking relays ground the CHU checking
output.

Each of these figures show an optional reversal in

the leads coming from the contacts of the relay (R).

If the

leads are connected straight, the checking order is first
operate then release but if these leads are reversed the
checking order is first release and then operate.

With fig.
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453 the (CH1) relay operates on the first relay action and
locks preparing the path for operating the (CR2) relay on
the next circuit action.
the CHU.

The (CH2) relay locks and grounds

In fig. 454 the (CHl) relay does not lock since

it is slow enough in releasing to permit the (CE2)
operate lock before breaking this operate path.

relay to

This method

of operation prevents the locking ground for the (CH2)

re-

lay from sneaking back to the break contact on the (R) relay in case it is desired to control or complete another circuit with it.

Figure 455 is arranged the same as fig. 453

except that the relays lock through continuity contacts thus
making themselves independent of the ROU and RRU output
leads which are circuit paths the (R)
If a relay (R)

relay may function on.

locks directly to the lead which

operates it, it is sometimes difficult to check the holding
of the relay.

Figure 456 shows a circuit which checks the

hold (or lock) of the (R) relay operated over a contact path
which consists of 00 operate control path and RC, and RC
2
contacts of a release control path (first contacts to open
when releasing.)

The (CHO) relay operates when the OC path

and RC 2 contacts are operated or closed to operate the (R)
relay.
path.

This relay is then held by the closure of the H hold
The operate path is opened by the release of RC 2 or

the operation of RC1 which operate the (CHH)

relay if the

(R) relay holds the ground on the operate lead for the (CHO)
relay.

To insure that the (R) relay holds, the (CHH) checking
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hold relay remains normal for an instant after ground is
applied to its left winding terminal, being slow-to-operate,
to insure that the (R) relay will release if it is ever going to fail to hold.

Once the (CHH) relay operates it locks

and grounds the CHU lead.
Another hold checking method which is used
when the checking function is part of the function which is
controlling the (R) relay is shown in fig. 457.

Here the

circuit uses a polar relay with an optional looking winding.
Normally there is battery connected to both relays in series
and hence they do not operate.

The (R)

relay is operated by

closure of contact path 0 which non-operated the (CH)

relay

since the current goes through the winding in the wrong
direction.

However, after the (R) relay operates and the

H hold path is closed the current through the winding of the
(CH) relay is reversed (because of battery and ground
potentiometer or ground alone if 0 is opened).
ated,

Once oper-

the (CH) relay grounds the CHU lead and may lock it-

self operated through a lower winding circuit.
The scheme shown in fig. 458 emphasizes the
manner in which the checking function may be connected to the
function (or relay) which it is checking.

This is through-

a connecting function CN which may permit the checking function to have access to a plurality of functions, such as

function f.
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In passing a hold (or lock) check is illustrated in fig.

459 by a method similar to that used for

operate in fig. 450 and release in fig. 452.
(R) has two windings.

Here the relay

The top winding operates the relay

while the lower winding holds the relay.

The energization

of the lower winding operates the (CH) relay which parallels
it.

The (CH) relay then proceeds to look independent of

this operate path through CURLS external release.

A ground

is then placed on the CHU lead to indicate a successful
check.
The circuit of fig. 460 shows a method of checking the continuity of a wire between two functions or within
a function.

Here the lead to be checked is the L lead while

the CHC lead is necessary for the control of the checking relays at either end of this wire.

Closure of the CHI check-

ing input path starts the checking function in operation.
This places ground on the right winding of the (CHI) checking input relay which is in series over the L lead with the
left winding of the (CHU) checking output relay to battery.
If the L lead is continuous these two relays operate; relay
(CHU) looking to the CHRIS2 external release ground through
its right winding and preparing the operate path for the
(TFI) and (TFU) input and output transferring relay; while
the (CHI) relay in operating looks by its left winding to
the CURLS 1 external release, completes the path for operat.
ing the two (TF) transfer relays in series over the CHC lead,
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and grounds the CHU checking output lead to show that the
check has been successfully carried out.

The transferring

relays disconnect the L lead from the checking function at
both ends and connect the I input with the U output for any
use which is desired.

Obviously a plurality of leads may be

checked in order by the same set of checking relays or simultaneously with a plurality of checking functions.

The op"

tional dashed wiring shows the way in which failures to check
this lead would be indicated by the checking control.

Here

the CHI ground closure also starts a timing TM function which
after a predetermined interval attempts to operate the (CHF)
checking failure relay if the (CHI) relay is still unoperated.
One difficulty with this circuit is that a failure of the
CHC lead will go undetected by the checking function and result in a situation as serious as an open L lead.
In the next circuit, fig. 461, two advantages
of checking lead continuity are gained over the circuit just
described.

First, all leads including the CHC lead are

checked for opens and grounds and second, they are checked
while in use thus reducing the time of the overall function
required by the checking function.

Hereit is assumed that

it is desired to transfer the settings of one set of register
relays

(RGl),

(RG2),

(RG3)

leads to the (RA), (RGB),
ly.

and (RG4)
(RGC),

over the A, B,

and (RGD)

C, and D

relays respective-

The numbered (RG) relays are originally operated by RGI

grounds in combinations as described in connection with the
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registering function in section II-D of this part.

The

operated relays then lok to the RGRLS ground and the RGC
control path is closed to transfer the information registered
into another function,
registers.

in this case into another set of

However, with the circuit shown before operating

the individual relays in the lettered (RG) relay set alone,
there is a ground on the CHC lead from the CHRLS ground
which grounds all interwregister leads of unoperated numbered
(RG)

relays.

This means that every lettered (RG) relay should

operate either from a ground on the back contacts of the
numbered (RG) relays from the CHC lead or from the front
contacts of the numbered (RG) relays from the RGC lead.

The

lettered (RG) relays have a series make contact chain which
starts with the CHI ground and operates the (Cl) relay if
all the lettered (RG) relays are operated.

The (CHl) relay

in operating operates the (CH2) relay which removes the CHC
lead ground and locks directly to the CHRLS ground.

The

lettered leads associated with unoperated numbered (RG) rep
lays should now release breaking the operate path of the
(CHl) relay which releases.

With the (CH1) relay released

and the (C2) relay operated a path is completed from the
CHI ground to the CHU lead to indicate a successful check.
Another check is for false grounds on the A, B, C, and D
leads.

Obviously this ground would back-Pup through the break

portion of the transfer contact on the unoperated (RG)
numbered relay and could be detected by another relay on CHC
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lead after the first direct ground was removed by the (CE2)
relay, or all lettered (RG) relays would remain operated and
thus fail to release the (CHl) relay.

It is assumed here

that all combinations of the numbered (RG) relays which may
be operated include at least one unoperated (RG) relay.

If

not, the CHI input must be removed from the series chain contacts directly and run through a break contact on the (C2)
relay in order to release the (CHl)

relay after the check.

It is in this case that an extra relay would have to be
added to check for false grounds on the interconnecting
leads.

This general method of checking is described in de-

tail in one of the references.
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The sketch of fig. 462 shows a way in which the
checking method described in fig. 461 may be applied when
the register relays have decoding contacts.
tacts decode from the 5 register (DC)
four output leads.

Here these con*

decoding relays to the

The DCC decoding control is the same as

the RGC register control in the former figure while the
CHC checking control lead is also connected in the same
manner at the distant end.

It is assumed that each of the

output leads 1, 2, 3, and 4 operate individual relays at
the distant end.

Ordinarily this decoding would require the

make contacts on each relay which is connected to the DCC
ground.

However, with the checking feature it is necessary

that each relay connect ground to all leads either from the
DCC control or the CHC control.

With this arrangement it
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requires that only one (DC) relay be operated at one time
otherwise back-oups will result.

This may therefore also

serve to indicate false grounds on the operating leads for
the (DC) relays.
in the reference.

This method of checking is also covered
94

Elsewhere in this paper checking functions
have been shown in connection with other functions.

Examples

of such functions were the signaling and receiving functions
where line checks for opens and grounds were made, and the
releasing function where checks were made to see that locked
relays released before returning off-normal ground.
Schematic use of the checking function is shown in subsections T and U of this section in connection with the testing
and verifying functions.

In practice many other forms of

checking are used but reference to these will not be given
astoo much circuit detail is required before the essential
checking circuits may be uncovered.
S -

Identifying
Occasionally there is a need in the design of

circuits to identify one or all functions to which a given
function is directly or indirectly connected in an overall
or system schematic.

This identification is necessary only

when there is a plurality of each of the connecting functions only one of each of which may be connected to the
given function at one time.
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Two generalized schematic diagrams have been
drawn in figs. 463 and 464 to show the two most frequently
used means of identifying sources of control or connection.
In each of these it is assumed that there are three functions connected together in the order fl, f , and f with
2
3
input and output leads between each, although the output
leads need be arranged only for the identifying.

The

identifying function is taken into use by the function f3
through an optional connecting function CN in fig. 464 or by
any function through the identifying function input IDI in
both figures.
With fig. 463 the identifying function starts
a hunting function HT which is conditioned by output from
the fl function being identified.

This condition or signal

originates in the function f 3 and is thereafter locked out
from all other functions f 3 until the identifying function
has completed its operation.

This lockout and the control

of the identifying function are usually controlled from some
other common function.
the right f

The hunting function having found

function, connects its outputs HTU to indicat-

ing, registering,

calculating, or controlling functions as

needed in the particular case.
With the second arrangement, a finding function FD is connected directly to the identifying function.
When a function f

wishes to have the function fl to which

it is connected identified, it originates an exclusive
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signal, control, or condition which is thereafter locked-out
from all other f 3 functions until the identifying process
This condition or signal starts the finding

is completed.

function through an allotting function, when it is necessary
to have more than one identifying function, which proceeds
to find the conditioned FDC lead.

This process having been

completed, the identifying function is connected and may
utilize this information as sent by the finding function FDU
outputs to indicating, registering, calculating, or controlling functions.
The only examples of the identifying function
as used in practice which the author knows of at present is
in the trouble indicators previously referred to 9 3 and in
automatic telephone ticketing systems in which a-c signals
rather than d-c conditions are used.
T -

95,96,97,98,99

Testing
In order that the various circuit functions

are kept operating properly at all times and that trouble
is detected before causing serious circuit tie-ups, it is
necessary to provide means for testing them.
may be manual or automatic.

This means

The testing functions covered

in this subsection are automatic in their operation although they may involve manual setting or controlling.

Test

circuits are usually arranged to test individual circuit
functions, overall circuit functions, or particular features
in any given circuit function and are frequently required
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to test a plurality of the same type of circuits.
many different types of automatic test circuits.

There are
Some test

just the overall action of all circuits of one type; some
test each detail of operation of all individual circuit
functions of one type; some test many different types of
circuits; some test all circuits automatically in order
(routining) and some test circuits automatically only when
externally controlled or manually controlled to do so.
The schematic shown in figs. 487 to 472, incl.
show some of the more frequent testing arrangements and
principles.

Figure 467 is a general scheme for manually

controlled testing where the function f to be tested is connected to the testing function TS by manual means to the fI
and fU function inputs and function outputs.

The test cir-

cuit is then started manually by the starting function ST
and the results of the test circuit operation are indicated
by the IN indicating function.

The test circuit simulates

the regular input conditions and receives the resulting output conditions.

These conditions are then indicated direct-

ly by the indicating function or are interpreted and other
indications given.

The manual access means usually includes

lead cut-offs which prevent back-ups into the input and output functions which the circuit normally functions with and
also is frequently arranged to send a control condition back
to the input function for the purpose of notifying other
normally connected functions that the circuit is under test
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in case a service circuit condition is attempted.

In dis-

tributing functions special outlets are sometimes assigned
for test purposes.

In succeeding schematics the starting

and indicating functions are to be considered as combined
in the supervising function SU.
The routining types of test circuits are arranged as shown in the schematic of fig. 468.

Here access

to the functions to be tested is obtained through regular
selecting and hunting elements of a distributing function,
the various outlets of the distributing connecting function
being the inputs and outputs of the plurality of functions f
to be tested while a single inlet to the connecting function
is the testing function TS.

The output results of the

function under test need not be direct and may be through
other associated functions, hence the dashed line from the
function fU output to the testing connecting function.

The

selecting and hunting function may be arranged to test each
idle function f in order or the supervisory function may
control the selecting function to pick one particular function f to be tested.

The hunting function may also be ar-

ranged to wait ("camp")

on busy functions f until they

become available for test thus preventing any from being
skipped continuously when they may contain trouble or be in
trouble.

If the waiting period is too long a suitable in-

dication may be given.
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As mentioned previous, when a test circuit
takes a function f into use for testing, the various regular
input and output leads are usually cut free of the input and
output functions.

With this an indication or control is

sent to these functions and, if necessary, beyond in order
that they will not be used until the test circuit once again
restores the function f to normal.

With the scheme of fig.

469 this feature is not necessary since here a special and
extra function f, shown as fR is provided as a substitute
while the regular function f is under test.

This function

which is substituted for the regular function is known as
the "reserve" function and is brought into play by the
transferring function TF.

This transferring function dis-

connects the regular inputs and outputs from the function f
and connects them to the reserve function fR when the connecting function C

for this particular function is operated

by the hunting or selecting functions HT or SL as previously described.

Arrangements may be made in the circuits to

keep the reserve function in use after the testing of the
regular function until the reserve function is finished its
operation if it has been taken into use during this period.
The scheme of fig. 470 is a cross between the
testing circuit function and the verifying circuit function.
Here separate test circuits TS-fi and TS-f 3 get access to
the input and output leads to the function under tests
respectively.

(Optionally through a connecting function CN).
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The first testing function TS-f 1 sends the regular type of

circuit control and information required by the function
under test f2 in the course of normal operation through the
test output leads TSU,

The second testing function TS-f 3

receives the output information and control from the function f 2 under test.

The two testing circuit functions,

which might be separate parts of an overall testing function
are each arranged and connected directly to checking functions CE 1 and CH

respectively which insure that each opera-

tion and action by the associated testing function is proper
and correct and that as nearly as it may determine the leads
to the function under test are continuous.

After each check

of circuit action by the function CH1 , it is controlled by
the interlocking function IL to wait for the proper results to appear at the function output through the output
testing function and checking function,

in which case the

interlocking or synchronizing function will permit the test
to advance to the next point.

The supervisory function per-

mits the usually manual setting of the particular tests to
be carried out and the results of tests made.
All of the schematics thus far shown for the
testing function make connection with only the input and
output of the function under

test.

However, many testing

functions go right into the function under test as shown in
fig. 472 as well as connecting with the input and output
leads (optionally through a connecting or distributing
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function).

This arrangement permits the testing of

critical relays and actions within the function to which no
direct access may be obtained from the input or output
leads.
All of the various types of testing circuits
mentioned in this subsection are used in practice with the
different features discussed.

Again it is difficult to

give readily understandable references since they are
usually involved and in addition require a thorough knowledge of the circuits under test.

Frequently these circuits

test several different types of the same general circuit
functions which make a working understanding of the testing
circuits even more

difficult,

A general analysis of routine

testing circuits used in an automatic telephone system is
given in one available reference.

100

In addition reference

is herewith given for several of the complex testing circuits just mentioned,1 0 1 ,1 0 2 one for a plurality of large
overall circuit functions and the latter for a plurality
of individual circuit functions.

The reserve transfer test-

ing feature is also used in practice and is described in one
of the references 1 03,
U - Verifying
Another less exacting method of testing circuit
functions or overall circuit functions is by means of the
verifying function.

This function acts as a check on the

overall operation of a circuit function either while in
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service or while being tested.

The scheme of fig. 473 shows

a general way in which a verifying function may be connected
Here the func-

to verify the circuit action of function f.

tion is assumed to be connected as the functions under test
in connection with the testing function.

However, only the

outputs from the function f are brought through the optional connecting function to the verifying function VR which in
turn is connected to an indicating function.

The verifying

function has its circuits so arranged that it knows what to
expect from the output of the function f during normal
service use with the exception of variations in actions
which result because of different types of minor control.
The function f may actuate the output function at the same
time that it actuates the verifying function thus differing
from the testing function which disconnected the function f
from the input and output functions while it was under test.
The scheme of fig. 470 may also be considered
a schematic for the verifying function since all that it
does is verifying the resulting output when a given input is
imposed upon function f20
Another method of verifying is cross-checking
which is shown schematically in fig. 471.

Here two separate

and identical overall or circuit functions are checked in
their normal operation one against another.

If there is any

discrepancy in these two simultaneous or consecutive operations,

it is detected by the two checking functions CHA and
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CHB and the interlocking function IL and interpreted in the
supervising function SU.

Since there might be slight dif-

ferences in the individual actions of these circuits on
different seizures, these discrepancies may be eliminated
by the elimination of that portion of the check or verification by the supervising function in connection with the

interlocking function or by the circuit itself.

If neces-

sary the cross-check may be simulated by the use of wiring
option 2 of the schematic where both functions f2A and f5B
respond to the input from function flA and thus should perform the same circuit actions which are checked by the
verifying function.

An example of this type of verifying

and testing function may be found in one of the references., 0 4
Verifying may also be interpreted in another
form of circuit action which is similar to that which this
paper has termed the repeat function.

That is, it may be

desirable to verify some information which a given function
receives and to do this a storing type of repeater is in"
serted before this function so that the verifying function
merely checks the received information against stored information or, if possible, against the original source of
the information.

The verifying function in this respect may

be likened to the checking function except that the latter
usually deals with individual circuit operations while the
former deals with circuit functions or overall functions
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and hence requires more control, planning,

and internal

circuit functions.
V - Calculating

This function besides performing a useful circuit operation is a fitting circuit function to be described
towards the end of this handbook since it incorporates many
of the circuit features and functions discussed in foregoing
sections of this part.

Although strictly speaking the cal-

culating circuit function is capable of performing many types
of mathematical operation, still these operations have been
restricted in theexamples given herein to the simple
arithmetical operations.

To simplify the circuits, rotary

switches have been used, although in practice relays in any
arrangement may always take the place of these switches.
The circuits shown are only typical and of course may be
altered to suit the particular need.

In each case, figs.

474, 475, 477, 478, 479, and 480, two calculating inputs
CLIl and CLI2 register two numbers on the switches and then
these numbers are added, subtracted, multiplied, or divided.
These results are expressed in terms of ground pulses originating in the circuit and coming out on the CLU calculating
output lead,

just as the input information is sent in the

form of ground pulses.

Obviously any other register setting

means of sending means may be used in connecting these
functions to overall functions by the introduction of
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suitable recording and signaling functions preceding and
succeeding this function.
The first circuit, fig. 474, sends out pulses
equal in number to the sum of the settings of register
switches (A) and (B).

Closure of circuit path CLST operates

the (CLST) relay which locks through a break contact on the
(AB)

relay.

The operation of the (CLST)

relay prepares an

operate path for the (AB) relay and sends out a ground which
starts the (C)

switch running and sending out pulses on the

CLU output lead through break contacts on the-(PDT) relay.
The positioned wiper of the switch (A) is grounded so that
when the wiper of are (C) of the switch (C) passes this
point, having sent out that number of pulses, the (PDT)
point detecting relay operates cutting off the pulses from
the output and continuing the running of switch (C)
arc (2C) offunormal ground.

by an

In addition, to locking to the

off-normal strapping of arc (2C) of the switch, this relay
operates the (AB) relay and provides a further locking ground
for the (CLST)

relay.

Relay (AB) in operating breaks the

original locking ground from the (CLST)

relay, prepares a

locking path for itself, and changes the grounded multiple
point from the arc of switch (A) to the arc of switch (B).
When the switch (C) returns to normal a ground is provided
for holding the (AB) relay while the (PDT) relay is released
and the switch temporarily halts running until the (PDT)
relay makes a back contact.

At that time the locking paths
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for the (CLST) relay are broken and this relay releases while
the (AB) relay locks to the ground on the home point of
switch are (20) directly and to all succeeding points
through a break contact on the (PDT) relay.

The switch once

again starts to run and sends out ground pulses on the CLU
lead until the grounded (B) arcpoint is reached.

Relay

(PDT) again operates this time releasing the (AB) relay by
breaking the locking path and locking itself to the off-normal grounded strapping on arc (20) and running the switch
back to normal.

At this point the (PDT) relay releases and

the circuit is thus halted until the switches (A) and (B)
are returned to normal by closures of CLRLS

and CLRLS

2

ex

ternal release grounds through the off-normal contacts or
are strappingson these switches.

(See figs. 90 or 91).

The

resulting pulses which have been sent out over the CLU lead
during this circuit acting period are equal to the setting
of switches A plus B, thus performing this rather simple
calculation.

Obviously it is necessary to make the circuits

more complex in order to handle larger numbers which are
registered as digits to the base ten.

However this type of

scheme is one which may be applied although other more
analytical methods are available by the conversion of the
numbers to base two, since, a relay is fundamentally a device
of this character,
tor of type III.)

(e.g. the selecting function relay selec-
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The circuit of fig. 475 is designed to take
the absolute difference of inputs CLI
on switches (A) and (B).

and CLI, as registered

Switch (C) then does the counting

and finding of the points marked by the other two switches.
Closure of the CLST calculating start contact path drives
switch (C) off-normal and thereafter it runs until returning
to the home position by which time the CLST ground should be
removed.

The contact points on switch (A), (B), and (ic)

arcs are multipled, the (A) and (B) arcs grounding their
respective settings.

When the (C)

arc wiper passes over the

first grounded point, be it from switch (A) or switch (B),
the (CLW) relay of a W-Z combination operates connecting the
CLU output to the drive magnet of switch (C) thus sending
out the pulses which the drive magnet will receive from now
until the (CLW) relay releases.

When the switch steps off

this first grounded point the (CLZ) relay operates preparing
to shunt down the (CLW) relay when the next grounded point
is reached, this point being grounded by the (A) or (B)
switch wiper whichever was not responsible for the previous
grounding.

When this second grounded point is passed no

further pulses are sent over the CLU output lead and the
(CLW) and (CLZ) relays are once again restored to normal
while the switch (C)
tion is reached.

continues running until the home posi-

Switches (A)

and (B)

are released in the

usual manner by the closure of CLRLS contact paths through
off-normal contacts or bank strapping.
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The switch multiplying circuit is shown in fig.
477 where the switches (A) and (B) are again sent from the
CLI inputs.

Closure of CLST calculating start operates and

locks the (CLST)

relay to an external release ground and

grounds a lead through the break contact of the (SP) stop relay which starts the switch (D) running and energizes the
drive magnet for switch (C).

The former path also causes

pulses from the dm interrupter for the switch (D)

to be sent

out over the CLU output through a break contact on the (PDT)
point detecting relay.

When switch (D) reaches the grounded

point where the (B) switch has positioned its wiper the (PDT)
relay operates, cutting out the output pulses and running
the switch (D) back to the home position.

The operation of

this relay also deenergizes the drive magnet for switch (C)
thus permitting it to take a step.

The cycle continues

again when the switch (D) returns to normal releasing the
(PDT) relay which was locked through its top make contact to
the off-normal strapping on the lower (D) arc to ground.

This

time the same number of pulses are sent out on the CLU lead
while the switch (D) moves to the point grounded previous
and still by the wiper of switch (B).

This process is con-

tinued advancing the switch (C) once for each revolution of
the switch (D) until the former switch meets a grounded point
on the are of switch (A) which will cause the (SP)

relay to

operate and prevent the switch (D) from further pulsing once
it reaches its home position.

Thus switch (D) makes A
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revolutions of B pulses each or the product of A times B.
The restore to normal is by the usual release means for
switches (A), (B), and (C).
The final switch calculating circuit, fig. 478,
gives a result which is a division operation, viz. A divided
by B.

Here there are two separate outputs, one, CLU to give

the number of pulses equal to the number of whole times B
goes into A, while the secondtCLU-R is grounded to indicate
that there is a remainder, the amount of which is not pulsed
out.

Briefly the operation of the circuit is as follows.

Closure of CLST operates and locks the (CLST)
starts the (D)

and (C)

relay which

switches running in synchronism, viz.

the two drive interrupters in parallel-series with the two
drive magnets through contacts on the (SP) and (PDT)
Relay (PDT)

relays.

operates first if A is greater than B from the

arcs of switches (B) and (D) through the break contact on
the (SP) relay.

The (PDT) relay locks to the off-normally

strapped arc on the switch (D) and also prevents the (C)
switch from making any further steps while the (D) switch is
returning to normal.

At the same time one ground closure is

made to the CLU output lead.

When switch (D) reaches its

home position and releases the (PDT) relay, the two switches
(C) and (D) once again move in synchronism.

(This assumes

that relay (PDT) operates and releases fast enough to prevent
the gain or loss of steps by the (C) switch.)

Once again

the two switches are advanced to the switch (B) point unless
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the grounded switch (A) point is encountered prior to the
operation of the (PDT) relay.

When this point is encountered

the (SP) relay operates releasing the (CLST) relay and stopping all operations.

If the (PDT)

relay is not operated at

this time a ground is placed on the CLU"R remainder lead to
show that B did not go into A evenly, otherwise a ground is
placed on the CLU lead by the (PDT) relay.

Thus the (D)

switch pulses the (C)'switch for B points at a time until
stopped by the (A) switch connected to the (C) switch's bank.
Every revolution of the (D)

switch sends out one pulse indica-

tion one more subtraction of B from A.

The division is

therefore carried out on a repeated subtraction basis as
multiplication was carried out by the use of repeated addition.

The switches are released by the usual method.
The circuit of fig. 476 is presented to show

how the CLST lead may be grounded by automatic control once
the two register switches are set by rapid pulses.
(Cl)

Here the

relay is operated by the initial pulse on the CLI

lead

and holds until all the succeeding ground pulses have been
sent after which it releases.
holds the (C2)

The CL I2 input operates and

relay until all of its pulses are sent.

Upon

the release of the two relays, the back contacts on these
relays from ground through off-normal contacts on each of the
switches to which the pulses were sent and through a control
contact path on the output of the calculating function CLUC,
ground is applied to the CLST .ead until the CLUC opens after
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the first output from the calculating function.

The (CLST)

relays in all the figures shown, figs. 474, 475, 477, and
478 lock and therefore do not require further ground from
the CLST lead by that time.
The circuit of fig. 479 shows a special type of
counting circuit basically composed of prime counter relay
sets.

This circuit is primarily a calculating circuit since

it has two inputs which together determine the resulting
One input is

record in the register or counting chain.

assumed to be a positive quantity while the other is nega'
tive thus they tend to add and/or subtract.

The counting

chain is therefore divided starting positively to the right
from the center and negatively to the left.

It is also

assumed that the inputs are restricted as to the manner in
which they send in their ground pulses, viz. they must be
either simultaneous or mutually exclusive thus preventing a
pulse from one input coming in while the other is being
recorded or vice versa.

A pulse coming in over either or

both inputs operates the corresponding (PDT)
positive and negative detecting relays.

and/or (NDT)

These relays in

turn operate and lock corresponding (PL) and/or (NL) positive and negative looking relays.

If only one of the de-

tecting relays are operated the (LO) lockout relay is operated
from the break portion of the transfer contact on the unoperated (DT) relay through the operated (L) relay.

The

operation of the (LO) relay thus prevents the operation of
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the (L) relay corresponding to the unoperated (DT) relay.
If both (DT)

relays are operated no further circuit action

takes place since the result of adding and subtracting one
leaves the circuit unchanged.

If only one (DT) relay is

operated the ground on the back contact of the other relay
sends ground through the operated make contact on the (L)
relay to the chain.

Assuming that this is the first pulse

into the chain, no counting relays are operated and locked
and hence the (ODT) zero detecting relay, which is in series
with the locking-releasing ground through a contact on the
(HCH) hold changing relay,
(Nl)

is unoperated permitting the

or (Pl) counting relay to operate through one of its

break

contacts.

If the pulse is to be added to the negative

(N) chain, the ground also operates the (HCH)

relay in order

that the locking ground will be ready for the (N1V) relay
when the input ground is released.

The release of this

ground also releases the (HCH) relay which transfers the holding ground for the (Nl) and (Nl) relays from the break contact on the (N2*) relay to the break contact on the (Plt)
relay.

The chain now continues to count on successive in-

puts in either direction releasing the previously operated
counting set when the primed relay operates and counting in
either direction according to whether the pulse is to be
added or subtracted.

It is necessary to use a zero (0)

and

(0t) counting set to take care of the cases where the (Pl)
and (Plt) or (N1) and (Nl) relays are operated and the next
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pulse is negative or positive respectively thus leaving a
net result of zero.

The remainder of the analysis will be

left for the interested reader to trace through for experience.
A final calculating circuit is shown in fig.
480.

Here prime counters are used to count from either or

both of two inputs CLI

and CLI 2 ,

Again the same restric-

tions regarding the requirements of simultaneous or mutually
exclusive single closures of these input holds for the proper
operation of the circuit.

If there is a simultaneous closure,

the circuit is designed to add two, that is skip one counting
set.

Here the contact configuration on the (DT) relays is

different from that used in fig. 479 in order to ground either
one or two leads into the counting chain according to the
number of (DT) relays which are operated.

The (RC) record-

ing relays perform the same functions as the (L) relays in
the previous circuit while the (CO)
same job as the (LO) relay.

cut-off relay does the

Closure of CLI ground operates

the corresponding (DT) relay which operates either relay (RCl)
if one pulse is to be recorded or relay (RC2)
are to be recorded.
of (DT)

if two pulses

This number is determined by the number

relays operated since relay (DT2) operated alone

grounds the winding of relay (RCl) through the break portion
of the transfer contact on the (DTl) relay or if the (DTl)
relay is operated alone the ground comes from the break portion of the transfer contact on the (DT2) relay through the
top make contact of the (DTl) relay.

If both (DT) relays
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are operated together the relay (RC2) is operated through
two front contacts in series on these relays.

The primed

relays of the chain have two advancing chains for operating
The top chain operates the

succeeding unprimed relays.

succeeding unprimed relay through the lower chain while the
lower chain operates the directly associated unprimed relay.
The operated (RC2) relay grounds both chains while the
operated (RCl) relay grounds only the lower chain.

These

grounds operated the unprimed relays which operate the (CO)
relay through a break contact on the associated primed relays.
Thus it is possible to change from a single to a double
addition anytime before the first unprimed relay operates
since the corresponding (RC2) relay may operate until the
(CO)

relay operates.

Removal of the input ground permits

the primed relays to operate in series with the already
operated unprimed relays.

The chain is released by the

CLRLS external release.
As stated before there are many other types of
calculations which may be performed by the calculating function and by many other means.

A large number of such cir-

cuits and overall calculating functions are in use in
practice and reference is herewith given to a few.105,106,107
They are used extensively in business machines, quotation
boards, and totalizators.
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W " Preparing
All functions of an overall function, strictly
speaking,

prepare for the final completion of the functions'

operations by contributing their circuit actions.

However

it is not in this respect that the preparing function is to
be interpreted.
The preparing circuit function is the same as
the preparing of individual circuit paths discussed in Part
I.

In general the preparing function merely operates con-

necting relays to connect together various leads prior to
the time they are ready for use.

Some preparing functions

may-go so far as to operate relays in other functions in
order that they may perform their required function by releasing during the regular action of that circuit,

The lock-

ing or off.&normal functions in acting perform preparing
operations by preparing the locking paths for other relays.
The preparing function has been mentioned in
the subsections on the starting and stopping functions as a
way in which automatic control is combined in a circuit
action with manual control.

Figure 465 also deals with and

shows the preparing functions as described in subsection Y.

I

-

Completing
The completing circuit function is another cir-

cuit function which follows the same general dictates as the
same term used in connection with individual circuit paths.
A completing

circuit function completes the various paths
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which are to be required by several circuit functions to
function properly.

These functions may or may not act im-

mediately upon the acting of the completing function.
The completing function is also shown in the
circuit illustration of fig. 465 described in the next subsection.

Y - Operating
All circuit functions may be said to operate.
However, the operating circuit function is another one of
the circuit functions which follows the general terminology
of the individual circuit paths.

In an overall function fre-

quently a great deal of control and circuit actions are required to set up a particular arrangement of conductors, over
which the operating function performs some action by direct
automatic or manual control.
In the fig. 465 the operating function OP is
presumed to operate a recording function RC through the
preparing and completing functions PR and CP.

The circuit

accompanying the schematic shows an illustrative example of
the type of action which may occur.

The PR function first

closes the PR contact and then the CP function closes its
contact completing the circuit path from ground on the break
portion of the transfer OP contact to the two relays (RCP)
and (DT)

resistance B to battery.

The (RCP) relay operates

immediatelypreparing a potentiometer potential arrangement
on the right winding terminal of the (DT) polar relay.
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When the operating function contact OP is acted by manual or
automatic means, the (DT)

relay operates since the flow of

current is reversed the battery on the make portion of the
transfer contact being higher in potential than the
potentiometer connected to the other terminal of the polar
relay winding.

The (RCP) relay is made slow-to-release in

order to maintain the potentiometer on the (DT) relay while
the (OP) relay contact breaks from ground to battery or vice
versa when the (DT) relay releases.
Examples of this type of circuit action where
an overall function sets, prepares, and completes a circuit
path over which operating or control action takes place is
given in connection with the supervisory type of control
systems where after setting up selective paths to circuit
breakers they are operated by direct control and return
suitable indications at that time or any other time they may
change their settings. 1 0 8

1 09

Other circuit functions, such

as reversing and distributing functions may be a part of or
interposed between the various parts of the operate, completing, and preparing functions' paths.
Z -

Controlling
The majority of the circuit functions and il-

lustrations herein contained involve some type of external
direct or indirect control.

In general this type of control

comes from contact paths on relays in other related functions
especially the direct paths from sequence,

interlocking,
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synchronizing,

starting,

stopping, supervising,

and operat-

ing circuit functions.
The controlling function is a concentration of
many isolated cases of the various types of direct control,
manual and automatic, as exemplified by the circuit functions
mentioned above.

It is by far the most important function

in the design of overall circuit functions and only by the
design of correct and efficient control circuits may most
functions correctly carry out their job.
Besides controlling relay and switch circuits
with other relays, special switches or regular switches are
frequently used to simplify the circuit design.

One example

of this type of design is shown in the various parts of the
revertive control selecting systems described in the
references.

6 8 '6 9

In general this type of control consists

of a plurality of complex sequence functions with special
sequence switches which control their own advance indirectly
and which control a plurality of circuit functions with a
plurality of contacts at different and given points in the
sequence.

This same type of control effect may be obtained

with ordinary rotary switches but the capacity of these are
far more limited.

Other interesting references on this type

of control may be found as given herewith.110,111,112
Direct control means that the controlling relay or contact path acts directly on the circuit function
which it intends to control whereas indirect control may
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be conditioned,

prepared, or completed by other functional

elements when they progress to a desired point.

In other

words this is a form of regular functional interlocking.
This subsection concludes the description of
the fundamentals of the various circuit functions.

The

methods of interconnecting these circuit functions were
intimated in this subsection but is more thoroughly covered
in the remaining sections of this part.
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Section V - INTERCONNECTION OF CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS
At this point a review of the circuit function
material presented in the preceding three sections in the
light of the discussions of sections II, III, and IV of Part
II seems to be in order.

The amount of material presented

in connection with the detailed circuit functions may have
obscured the author's original intent in the minds of his

readers.
To retrogress for a moment, it will be remembered that the purpose of this entire paper has been to present a discussion of the methods or processes which one
skilled in the relay and switch circuit art usually performs
in order to arrive at a workable, well engineered, and most
economical circuit.

This circuit is designed or rather de-

veloped by a basie understanding of the problem to be solved;
a knowledge as to whether or not it may be solved by the use
of this general type of circuit; the analysis of the functions
to be performed in solving this problem in terms of the various circuit functions which are most frequently used in this
art; the selection or original design of the detailed circuit
functions; the connection of these detailed circuit functions
together to form the workable overall function; and a final
but optional step of circuit simplification.
the word 'development

The reason that

has been stressed in the title of this

paper rather than the word 'designt

is because a larger per-

centage of the circuits which are used in performing most of
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the relay and switch circuit overall functions are taken from
well known combinations,such as the ones presented in the
preceding handbook, and then connected together to form the
desired results.

The basis of the development is in knowing

precisely what is wanted and what is available in the form
of standard circuit combinations.

As time progresses new

circuit combinations become recognized as standard, since
they are more economical or have better functioning properties than the arrangement previously used to perform the
same function or functions.

Sometimes a mechanical device

replaces a former circuit function because of better engineering and economic qualities.
The above being a brief review of methods of
analysis advanced in this paper and after the detailed digression into the various fundamental circuit functions, the
next step in the attainment of the solution to a relay and
switch circuit problem is discussed.

Having now a set of

circuits which perform the basic functions required and used
in the schematic analysis, the next step is to place these
circuits together in the manner originally planned in a block
diagram or overall function.

This consists of performing the

operation indicated by the title of this section, viz. the
interconnecting of the individual circuit functions which constitute the one or more overall functions or block diagram
schematic.

Obviously it is necessary to bear this step in

mind while choosing or designing the individual circuit
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functions to be used.

Occasionally the choice of certain

species of circuit functions inherently require the addition
to the block diagram or overall schematic of other circuit
function.

Circuit functions such as the releasing, inter-

rupting, and timing functions are too frequently neglected in
the overall schematic since the experienced circuit engineer
takes such requirements for granted.

If new circuits are de-

signed it is well to review passed experiences in the design
of other circuits of this type in order to determine if the
new circuit constitutes a step forward-in the art and has
distinct and realizable advantages.

As mentioned previously,

the possibilities of future additions to the overall scheme
or to the various individual circuit functions should be investigated in order to determine, without any detailed
analysis, whether such a feature could readily be incorporated
into the chosen circuits without the expenditure of too much
development effort and expense.

It is also necessary in the

choosing of certain circuit functions such as the decoding,
translating, recording, counting, signaling and distributing
functions, to complete some of the circuit details, such as
contact configurations, cross-connetions, and signaling, or
recording codes and methods.

Frequently these determinations

constitute a basis of the entire overall function or even of
all overall functions to be designed within certain class of
circuits and may likewise be copied from existing drawings.
Methods of signaling are foremost within these basic
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conceptions,

since even with the design of entirely new over-

all functions the circuit engineer is required to adhere to
previously determined standard signaling circuits or signaling arrangements.

Reasons for this type of action usually

depend upon the extent of the commercial use of the already
completed and existing circuits and the policy of the organizations using these circuits.

Maintenance instruction

and expense and engineering development costs are the foundations for such policies and actions.
Having finished the individual circuit functions, taking into account the aforementioned considerations,
the next step is to interconnect the functions.

This inter-

connection consists principally of the design of the control circuit paths which are usually interlocked between relays in the various circuit functions.

The input and output

functions, usually in the fonn of connecting, transferring,
and combining circuit functions must be properly connected
to serve either individual functions, leads between two
functions, or leads to and from a plurality of individual
functions in one or more overall functions.

Sometimes it is

necessary to change the entire polarities of the relays or
circuit paths in one function in order to connect it properly with the relays in a second function; or it may be necessary to insert the various types of potential reversing or
detecting functions between the individual functions.
Usually these many minor problems of interconnection are
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considered by the experienced designer while choosing and
modifying the circuits for the particular problem at hand.
Sometimes extra circuit functions are added
to the original schematic to take care of difficulties encountered in the design or analysis of the various circuits
which must be connected together.

In addition to the regu-

lar interconnection problem, about this time the designer
starts to consider the methods by which the testing or
checking of the various circuits actions will be accomplished.
This sometimes necessitates

changes and additions to the

regular circuits in contemplation of the design of these
maintenance circuits.
With the completion of the interconnecting and
control circuits, the major portion of the circuit design and
development effort is concluded.

The'next section discusses

succeeding steps to be taken in order to insure the proper
functioning and commercial realization of this design.
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Section VI.- FINAL ANALYSIS, CIRCUITCHANGES, AND CIRCUIT
SIMPLIFICATION

The individual circuit components having been
preliminarily completed and connected together in accordance
with the original schematic analysis modified as required,
it is now time to look at the circuit as an overall function
neglecting the individual functions as individual circuits.
-The complexity of the resulting circuit may now be such that
it startles even the experienced circuit engineer, let alone
the average layman.

Still the engineer completely knows and

understands the circuit and reasons for the choice of each
individual relay and its circuit.

This feature cannot be

attained by theoretical circuit design.
Before checking over each circuit operation
and function, this procedure being known as the final
analysis, it is well to investigate each individual relay in
the circuit to make sure that there is a relay available
which has the required contact springs, winding resistance,
and that it will properly operate, release, hold, or nonoperate under the various extreme circuit conditions imposed
upon it.

While making this analysis it is also necessary to

impose all the limiting restrictions placed upon relay and
switch circuits in general as discussed in Part IV of this
paper.

If the individual circuit functions have been copied

from existing standard arrangements no doubt these limitations have been adhered to, but care needs to be taken in
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making any additions and in the making of new designs to see
that these restrictions are observed unless special precautions and arrangements are used by which they may be over-

come.
Circuit changes are important at this time

since it is in this process that many superfluous circuit
paths, relays, and contacts may be discarded or incorporated
into other such elements.

The circuits of the handbook are

modified or changed when the various control paths are added.
The following lists five general self-explanatory changes
which may be made in the individual circuit functions.
1.

The addition of contacts to control otber

external functions.
2.

(control function)

The provision for optional or permanent means

for transferring from one circuit option or arrangement
to another with automatic or manual control.
3.

Change input or output potential conditions

in circuit in order that it will work properly with all
circuits to which it is or may be connected.
a. by the addition of potential reversing relays.
b. by a complete revision of potentials used
in either the circuit in question or those
to which it connects, keeping limitations
of Part IV in mind.
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4.

The alteration beyond the limitations usually

set forth in order to secure desired results consistent
with good engineering judgement.
5.

The combining of the circuit operation or re-

lays, contact paths, or individual contacts on relays.
The combining mentioned in the last item, as
well as previously may be accomplished in any of the several
ways stated.

To be more specific, the combining of contact

paths occurs when there are certain basic control contacts
in all of the control contact paths which involve the same
off-normal, releasing, starting, stopping, completing, or
connecting relays in the various circuits.

These control

paths are all usually run through the basic control functions
first and then branch out to the various other points where
they are needed and extended.

These path simplifications

and combinations occur in the same manner as the contact
configurations described in connection with the decoding
function contact configurations.

The simplification or

changing of the individual contacts on individual relays
comes about by the introduction of transfer contacts for
make and break contacts which come or go directly or indirectly to at least one comon point; and the use of same
grounded contacts or other contacts connected directly to a
potential source as nearly as possible for all paths which
are so affected by the operation or release of this relay.
Here the precautions against back-ups or sneaks between the

I

-~
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individual circuits when the direct potential or ground is
not applied and against excessive contact loads are necessary.
Switchhook contacts usually eliminate both of these conditions and save one spring on the relay.

The elimination of

entire relays frequently comes about by noticing that when
the individual circuits were combined to foxn

the overall

circuit, certain relays in one function operate relays in the
other function directly by local circuit and that there was
no sequence operation involved in any of the circuits connected to these relays.

Thus the contacts on all such relays

involved are placed upon a single relay.

This type of sim-

plification may also come within a function when the conneeting and controlling relays are added.
The simplification of a circuit may also be
made by the changing of the basic functional schematic or
just by the use of ingenuity in combining several different
functions on the same set of relays.

Besides the combination

or relays which operate on one another on a local circuit
basis as described in the above paragraph there are those relays whose contacts may be placed on a single relay structure
and operated together because the individual contacts are required in circuits which function at different times and independent of one another.

A plurality of circuit paths must

be provided for such relays, one for the original functional
operation and one for each added functional operation.
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Although such a change does not usually constitute a simplification in the circuit itself, it does reduce the number of
relays and equipment cost.

Frequently such savings are not

justified if the maintenance instruction is greatly increased
and complicated.
Another occasion where simplification is
usually attempted is in the reduction of the number of leads
between circuit functions or overall functions which are
separated by any considerable distance.

Here it is frequently

more economical to install extra relays at each or either end
of the connecting leads, rather than use the number of leads
which would normally be required where the functions are adjacent to one another.

This same simplification should also

be attempted when the leads do not go a great distance but are
run through a large number of connecting relays in which case
there would be a considerable reduction in contacts.
Having made every effort to simplify the circuits and effect the basic and natural changes, the next step
is to repeat the complete analysis of the method of operation
of the circuit following it through just as it would be used
in ordinary service.

If there are a plurality of any of

these overall functions to be installed together, it is necessary to determine if they work satisfactorily and independent
and that a failure in one of these devices does not adversely
affect the operation of any of the others.

Frequently cir-

cuit bottlenecks occur where a single failure, open lead or
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dirty contact, will seriously tie up the operation of many
other functions both directly and indirectly associated with
it.

If such a condition does exist in a circuit, every pos-

sible means of checking against this occurrence should be
used, even to the extent of using parallel and dual circuit
paths and elaborate checking functions.

Sometimes it is not

the failure of an overall function which so endangers the
operation of an entire system as much as it is the time
which a circuit requires in which to perform its functions.
This undesirable feature may be changed by the introduction
of faster-relays (which might require circuit changes in
order to change relay spring contact loads), the addition of
more relays each to carry a proportion of the total load and
thus decrease the operate time (or increase loads on the relays with extra springs to give a faster release time), and
the introduction of safe relay races in place of strict stepby-step interlock control (see discussion under interlocking
function, Section IV-4.
Repeated investigation of all factors mentioned
in this section are required after each change has been made
followingthe first final analysis.

After checking all

features and circuits and seeing that they meet the requirements, and that all relays and switches are available with
means for individual testing if not by testing function,
then it is well to have someone else who understands such
circuits and the requirements to be met to check the completed work.

Occasionally there may be a race or surge

condition for which independent laboratory work is required
in order to determine if the relays involved have the proper
extreme time or that they are not falsely operated or released by such surges.

The results of such laboratory tests

are then incorporated into the final drawing if anycircuit

changes are necessary.
With this section the major portion of this
paper on the development of these relay and switoh circuits
is concluded.

Up to this point this paper has shon the

fundamentals of individual relay and switch circuits, introduced terminology used in practice, presented a method of
analyzing a given problem and to determine if it may be
solved by the use of these types of circuits, the schematic
method of representing a possible solution to the problem,
a handbook of the typical circuits used to fulfill various
portions of these schematics, and finally methods of reducing
the circuit to final form by making obvious changes and various types of simplification.

In the next and concluding

part the various limitations in the design of circuits are
discussed as well as miscellaneous subjects regarding the
use of circuit elements other than relays and switches, and
the analysis of and additions to existing circuits.
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PART IV
CIRCUIT PROBLEM

Section I - CIRCUIT LIMITATIONS
In addition to the basic analyses of schematic
diagrams and circuit function connections there sometimes
exists certain other types of circuit peculiarities which
must be oared for in their design.

In the preceding part

many factors which need be taken into account in the course
of the regular analyses were discussed.

However, all these

factors concerned themselves directly with the problem at
hand and the detailed requirements of the circuit being
developed.

Two important warnings were discussed at length

regarding actual circuit design troubles which might arise in
the form of relay races and potential backups or sneaks.

In

this section the type of circuit design limitations which are
discussed deal mainly with factors not directly connected with
the problem analysis and solution but with the various other
factors which must be considered and cared for in the commercial design of circuits.

These limitations frequently require

extensive changes in the circuit being designed.

For conven-

ience this section has been subdivided into two subsections,
one on quantitative limitations and the other on maintenance,
time, and manufacturing limitations.
A - Quantitative Limitations
As in most engineering problems, the most
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important item in the development of a relay and switch circuit, especially for those to be produced in quantity, is the
cost.

In addition to this major item, space limitations and

other limitation factors involving the quantity or amount of
material, money, electricity, and space which must also be

considered in the original design of a circuit are discussed
in the following individual items as they concern and affect
the circuit design effort.
1.

Physical Limitation of Equipment and Aparatus
The circuit engineer after arriving at a reason-

able and correct circuit for a particular job may find that
the'number of relays required for the overall circuit will
not fit into the space which was intended to house them.
There are'limiting factors regarding how closely relays (and
switches) may be mounted so that they will not interfere magnetically with one another's operation and release both with
respect to the time and current flow requirements.

Bringing

a large number of relays together in the most confined space
allowed by the aforementioned limitation may raise another
problem, viz. floor loading and other mechanical problems in
connection with the mounting structure.

To prevent certain

types of magnetic interference, special individual covers
are sometimes required on single relays or groups.
in particular require special mounting attention.

Switches
Relays

may be mounted in several ways according to the type of relay
structure and the relation of the contacts thereto.

In
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general the springs are mounted so that dustwill not readily
collect on them and so that gravity will not tend to operate
or release them when being acted upon by external shock.

If

individual covers are not used on relays, then all the relays
are usually enclosed in a cabinet or strip covering to prevent the collection of dust on the contacts and thus prevent
the circuit from functioning properly.
2.

Terminal Limitations
A limitation which comes about most frequently

with the use of the various types of switches in circuits is
the limitation of the number of bank terminals and the number
of wipers or brushes.

Since these elements are directly in-

volved in the circuit they are usually foremost in the mind
of the designer at that time.

Of course, it is difficult to

make switches to order for each job unless a large quantity
are required.

Therefore it is necessary for the designer, in

developing a circuit of this type, to limit himself to those
models of the various switches which are &lready
from the manufacturer.

available

This same restriction applies to the

various types of bridging and non-bridging wipers, interrupter, and off-normal spring combinations which are usually
considered a part of a particular switch and unchangeable
except in special cases where a very limited or very large
quantity of circuits are to be built.
Other terminal limitations may occur in connecting plugs, terminal strips, other similar wire or cable
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connectors.

Here it is necessary to consider the largest

size which may be practical for a particular installation and
commercial use.

If a circuit should be such that the number

of connecting leads is only a few greater than the number of
terminals and the next larger size terminal accommodates
quite a large number above the actual requirements for this
circuit, it is better, if possible, to design the circuit in
such a way as to reduce the number of leads provided a
reasonable cost balance in relays versus the economical and
other material advantages of different terminal connectors is
maintained.
3.

RelaySpring Capacity
An item similar to the limited number of switch

wiper and bank terminals and off,-normal and interrupter contacts is the limitations of the number of springs which may
be placed on the various types of relay structures and the
different types of spring combinations which are available
for that type of relay.

Polar and sensitive relays of common

usage usually only provide for a single armature and one back
and one front contact thus making a transfer spring combination.

In addition there frequently are limitations on these

structures which require that the armature be grounded thus
further limiting their use and capacity.

Most large multi-

contact type relays at present available possess only a
plurality of 20, 30, 40, or 60 make contacts thus limiting
their direct use in transferring functions without using
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means shown in Fig. 279.

As for the regular general purpose

relays there are several different structures available all
of which have individual characteristics regarding the maximum number of springs and the types of spring combinations.
In general these relays may carry as high as 24 individual
springs.

Some relay structures permit extensive preliminary

or sequence types of contact arrangements while others cannot
insure these sequences.
It is necessary for the circuit engineer to
keep these various capabilities in mind during the design and
even during the analysis of the circuit.

An example of the

latter check during analysis is when using multi-contact
relays to connect a large number of leads between functions,
it is advisable for the engineer to estimate the number of
actual leads which will be required in order to determine
where, if at all, he will be forced to use extra connecting
relays or larger size relays thus greatly increasing the cost
of this circuit function.

By arranging his functions in the

schematic in such a way that the number of connecting leads
is reduced, he is able to materially limit the cost of this
circuit function.

Obviously other problems dealing with con-

tact capabilities of ordinary telephone type relays may be
handled by placing two relays in parallel, series or cascade,
when the number of springs required is excessive for a single
relay (use of auxiliary relays - Part II - section I-B).
course,

Of

this type of arrangement usually hurts the pride of
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the circuit engineer who will try to revise his circuit in
order to eliminate the necessity of the extra relay.

Cost

is the chief factor against the use of two relays in parallel.
If the circuit is not to be made in large quantities, however, it may be the easiest way out of the particular circuit
problem.
Other factors in connection with the limiting
number of springs on ordinary telephone type relays are timing requirements of a particular circuit.

Too many springs

on the relay (within the structural limit) will give the
relay a fast release but will make the relay slower in operating.

Too few springs will make the relay slower in releas-

ing but will permit a faster operate when used with a well
designed winding and circuit.
In the case of polar relays with single make
and/or break contacts to ground, the best means for extending
the number of permissible contacts is to operate an auxiliary
relay directly from the contacts of this relay.

The auxili-

ary relay may be of the ordinary telephone type and hence
permit regular circuit usage.

Here again the time required

to operate and release the auxiliary relay may limit this
type of solution and thus make it necessary to extend the
number of contacts by placing several of these polar relays
in series, as intimated in connection with fig. 396.

More

recently several new relay designs have made it possible to
use basic types of general purpose relay structures to obtain
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polar acting relays.

The use of these relay types permits

the usual spring combinations thus enabling the design of
many new types of circuit arrangements.
It is important when choosing multi-contact
relays to try to get the exact spring combination required by
the circuit if the circuit is to be produced in large quantities.

Frequently the exact spring combinations are not

available, but relays with the required spring combinations
plus some extra springs are available.

It is a matter of

cost balance to determine how many extra springs may be used
before it is more economical to manufacture a new relay with
the required springs.

Furthermore it is often necessary to

leave extra springs on the relays for future additions to the,
circuit or to obtain the required relay times.

4.

Wire and Lead Limitations
In division 2 it was mentioned how the circuit

design is limited by the number of terminals on various connecting blocks, terminal strips, and Jack and plugs and makes
it necessary to alter the circuit to fit these conditions.
Another similar type of circuit problem is when the number of
wires or leads between the various units is restricted either
because of distance (cost) or reasons of flexibility.

This

is another cost balance type of problem since, as previously
stated, it means either more relays at both ends of the cable
to perform the required type of signaling or modifying or the
use of large cables with many conductors which become

relatively expensive for longer distances.

The problem of the

method of signaling brings up more factors than just those of
economy in cable, since the particular method chosen determines the number of detecting functions, type of recording
functions, type of sending functions, and type and method of
decoding.

The signaling problem of relay and switch oircuits

connected over longer distances has become so difficult in
recent years that various signaling means have been employed
other than those of d-c pulses, d-o potentials, d-o time
division (similar to stop-start teletype signaling), and combined d-o pulse and potential methods.

Some of the newer

methods are described in section III of this part.

Most of

these methods employ alternating currents of either audio or
radio frequencies.

By dividing the signaling path into

channels of various band widths each pair of wires may be
used for and by several different signaling functions.

These

functions then convert the transmitted information into regular relay circuit signals at the local end of the channel.
The only d-o signaling method where several signaling funotions may use the same channel simultaneously is the timedivision method where each set of signaling functions is
connected to the signaling circuit simultaneously for a oertain period of time after which the next set is connected and
the preceding set removed.

The timing means at either end

are synchronized either directly or indirectly and the number of signaling sets used depends upon the amount of
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information to be transmitted and the length of time in which
it is desired to transmit it.
The flexibility of cabling connection is
another factor which makes it necessary sometimes to restrict
the number of leads between units.

It is desirable to in-

sure that only a few leads connect the two functions if either
or both functions are in any way portable.

This type of

design is similar to that encountered when making terminal
restrictions and relay and switch contact limitations.

It

is rare that wires connect two completefunctions both of
which is portable.
5.

Contact Limitations

The contacts with which the various switches
and relays used in the circuit are equipped have considerable
bearing upon the life and satisfactory operation of the circuit.

The principal consideration in this connection is the

contact arcing which in turn affects the contact life.
ing is bad from a circuit standpoint for two reasons,

Arc(1) it

introduces surges which may prolong theholding of relays being
released and (2) the contact resistance, which is quite variable, may cause improper functioning of the marginal circuits.
From a mechanical standpoint arcing is bad because it deteriorates the contact points which are made of predous and semiprecious metals.

This is one of the principal factors which

determines the expected life of the piece of apparatus (relay
or switch). Since circuits are usually designed to require a certain
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minimum life period under the expected service conditions,
the contact points and current loads should be determined to
meet this life requirement.
The wearing down of the contact points is
usually retarded by the use of one or both of the following
means:

(1) the decreasing of the maximum current load which

the individual contact must make or, which is worse, break,
and (2) the use of contact protection networks which reduce
the resulting surges or transients of contact closures and
opens.

Some contact points may wear down because of a very

large number of operations just because of a rubbing action
when they make and break, regardless of the amount of current
which they may be carrying.

The only correction for this type

of contact wear is to have several relays which may perform
the same function in the circuit and then arrange the circuit
to use these relays in sequence on successive operations.
Another type of contact wear is where the metal from one
point is gradually transferred, because of the particular type
of are which is formed, to the other point.

This type of con-

tact action may be reduced if not entirely halted by reversing
the direction in which the current flows through the contacts
on successive operations of the circuit, or on the average of
half the total number of operations.
The base metal contacts used in switch wipers
and terminals usually bring up the contact resistance
problems more than relays and switches using the precious
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metal contacts.

No reliable method has yet been found to

alter this condition on these base metal contacts, but since
they outlive and are much cheaper than all other types of
contacts, they are still frequently used.

Proper maintenance

is about the best method of keeping the contact troubles with
base metal contacts to a minimum.
A great many studies have been made investigating the various arcing phenomenon and reference is herewith
given for two of the foremost published works in this
field.1 1 3,1 1 4

The use of the contact protection resistor-

condenser networks in relay and switch circuits is quite
extensive.

Almost every interrupter contact has some sort

of protection.

Typical examples of these networks are

described in one of the aforementioned references.

The

contact problem results in two circuit problems, viz. the
choice of the contact metal for the various relays in accordance with the number of expected operationsin the designed
life of the circuit and the revising of the circuit current
loads to fulfill the previous requirement.

Occasionally the

contact protection networks alter the relay or switch operate,
release, pulsing or running times or characteristics.

This

in turn may necessitate a further revision in the circuit as
originally designed.
6.

Power Limitations
Other quantitative limitations which frequently

involve circuit problems are those dealing with the source of
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power.

These limitations may deal with the available quanti-

ty of power, voltage variations, and fuse capacity and
quantity.
The first of these limitations depends a great
deal upon the location of the circuit and the particular type
of power supply used.

Power may be supplied from ordinary

commercial mains directly, converted from commercial mains,
or supplied independently from auxiliaries.

Usually if the

circuit is new and the power supply is being arranged to
handle the extreme demands of the circuit there should be no
difficulty except that equipment limitations as to size,
weight, and etc. may also be involved with the power equipment as well as the relay and switch equipment and mountings.
If these equipment limitations should be governing, however,
it may be necessary to make extensive circuit changes to reduce the current drain demands to a point where the appropriate sized power equipment may be used.

Such circuit

changes consist principally of increasing the resistance of
local circuit relays without timing requirements,

altering

marginal relay circuits for less current drain, and rearranging the circuit where low resistances and shunted relays are
used for timing and race requirements.
The size of the power supply also determines
the amount of voltage regulation or stability which will be
important to circuits where marginal conditions are prevalent.

A 10% variation in voltage may easily completely alter
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the original design of a marginal circuit as well as to allow
designed relay races to fail because of the wider variation
in relay operate times.

Thus the general requirement of cir-

cuits which require closely calculated power supplies is to
insure that most circuits are of the straightforward type and
that all races and marginal conditions which must be used are
carefully designed to meet all service extremes.

Voltage

variations may also occur in well regulated and infinite bus
supplies.

Therefore it is the usual practice for even well

regulated power supply systems to be designed on the basis of
a certain maximum variation in voltage, usually about 5%.
Sometimes circuits which require strict marginal conditions
are specified for proper use only on more restricted voltage
sources.

These circuits may be part of a complete system

which-is required to function properly on a wider voltage
variation, but since these particular circuits, such as testing and verifying circuits, are not required for the service
operation of the system these closer limits may be imposed.
The circuit designer is also responsible for
the fusing requirements of the circuits-which he develops.
Fusing is required on all circuits to prevent fire hazards
from short circuits which may occur during the maintenance
and the operation of the circuit.

Since the individual re-

lays usually operate on a very small amount of current, it is
best to design relay circuits with a pluralityof small
capacity fuses rather than one large

oera-

g
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the individual components of a relay system may not draw much

current, the current drain requirements for the entire circuit may be considerable and hence a short circuit or high
current drain because of a relay winding failure may go undetected if high capacity fuses are used.

The variations in

fuse capabilities should also be taken into account when
specifying fuse sizes.

The fuses are usually wired in the

battery side of the circuits, but occasionally the ground
supply may also be fused.

In order to use a plurality of

small fuses, it is necessary for the circuit engineer to
break his circuit up into small portions.

These may be the

original circuit functions of an overall function or only
parts of these circuit functions.

Consideration should also

be given to see that the circuit reaction in case of a blown
fuse is such that it will not go undetected and result in
false circuit actions.

The testing circuits should also be

designed to detect these blown fuse conditions.

If separate

ground supplies are provided for, care should also be taken
to insure that an open in one of these ground supplies will
not cause false circuit reactions or back-ups and go undetected.
With the discussion of power supplies mention
should also be made of the control provision for emergency
auxiliaries.

These provisions usually are separate relay and

switch circuit functions in themselves and consist principally of some type of transferring function and a detecting
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function for determining when one supply is cut off and then
enable an automatic transfer to the auxiliary supply.

The

auxiliary supply may require a starting and stopping function.
These auxiliaries should be designed to the same standards as
required for the regular supply except that they need not
maintain that standard for as sustained a period as the regular supply.

The size and weight of this auxiliary equipment

must also be taken into account if it is to be located at the
same place as the other equipment.

Sometimes the auxiliary

supply is obtained externally and therefore does not require
the extra space, except for associated relay equipment.
7.

Climatic Limitations
The temperature and humidity sometime play a

part in the design of circuits which are expected to operate
in unusual places and under severe conditions.

Besides the

current drain and fusing limitations, there is an allowable
wattage limitation on all relay windings and resistances.

The

wattage is usually figured at a room or ambient temperature
of about 680 F and is dependent upon whether the surrounding
relays are energized and the type of relay, the mounting and
covering.

The wattage ratings are based upon the maximum

temperature to which the relay should be allowed to heat
under trouble or normal circuit conditions.

Obviously if

the ambient temperature is much higher than average room
temperature, the allowable wattage will not be as great in
order to maintain the same peak allowable temperature under
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normal and trouble conditions.

This peak or trouble tempera-

ture is considered as the safest allowable in view of fire
hazards and regulations.

Also large variations in ambient

temperature result in large variations in winding resistances
and hence jeopardize marginal circuits and further widen the
timing requirements.
The humidity effect usually deals directly with
the apparatus design rather than the circuits in which these
pieces of apparatus are used.

However, adjustment variations,

increased contact resistance, and increased leakage resistance are some of the factors which might affect circuit calculations.

Leakage between conductors and to ground over

long cable and open-wire loops is important and is affected
by many other climatic conditions such as rain, ice, and
sleet.
8.

General Cost Balance Limitations
As stated at the outset of this section, the

shMANlimiting factor in the design of relay and switch circuits is the cost.

After designing a circuit to perform the

functions desired, it is possible to add all types of checking, interlocking, testing, and indicating functions in order
to safeguard the various operations.

For a relay circuit to

be reliable a certain amount of these functions are usually
required at vital points but they represent a very small percentage of the total investment.

The more checking and

duplicate functions provided the less chance there is of
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failure.

Obviously if sufficient sets of circuits are pro"

vided with automatic means of transferring when trouble is
encountered in any one and with all types of power safeguards
and auxiliaries a most reliable relay and switch circuit may
be obtained which require very little maintenance.
Mentioned elsewhere in this paper are remarks

regarding the innermost desire of many circuit engineers,
viz., to eliminate as many relays from their circuits as
possible and perform all required operations with a bare

minimum of relays many of which are called upon to perform
a plurality of independent circuit functions.

This type of

circuit design is one method of reducing the first cost of a
circuit to the utmost but is not regarded by all engineers as
the best solution to the cost balance problems.

It is their

contention that circuits of this type require more highly
trained maintenane personnel who require a higher rate of
pay and who must spend considerable time learning a sufficient
amount about the circuits to be maintained.

In addition to

this hidden cost, there exists the difficulty of future
additions and changes in such circuits which at times become
difficult because of the lack of distinct functional qualities in the various parts of the circuit.
The original analysis of the problem and the
determining of the requirements is also a major cost balance
problem in that the engineer estimates from the schematic
analysis the approximate cost of the equipment, usually
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installed cost, and then decides in conjunction with the purchasers or manufacturing and sales executives just what facilities should be added or deleted in order to arrive at a
reasonable cost.

The basis of new circuit designs is an

attempt to gain extra functions to fulfill requirements without the usual increase in cost.

These costs should always

include installation, mounting, engineering, and maintenance
costs in addition to the apparatus cost.

Usually the building

or space and power costs are figured separately but must be
considered.
B - Other Limitations
In addition to the quantitative limitations discussed in the preceding subsection, there are several other
types of limitations which restrict the use of circuit functions and introduce extra circuit problems.

Most of these

limitations deal with hazards and maintenance conditions and
.

considerations
1.

Relay(and

Switch) Limitations

The relay to a circuit engineer working on new
circuit configurations is just a symbolic representation of
a device which he believes may be secured for performing the
desired task.

However, when it becomes necessary for the

engineer to specify the particular relay (or switch) to be
used from all those which are manufactured and available, he
sometimes finds that certain difficulties arise.

These dif-

ficulties usually involve the manufacturing tolerances of the
piece of apparatus, the variation in adjustments which must
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be allowed, the general sensitivity of the relay to meet the
various electrical requirements, and general stability and
uniformity of the adjustment to meet the timing as well as
electrical requirements.
Obviously in a commercial product as a relay,
which in general types are produced in the millions each year,
each relay cannot be adjusted to meet the various electrical
requirements exactly or be expected during its normal life of
millions of operations to remain with the exact same adjustment without excess maintenance.

Hence marginal or local

circuit relays cannot be chosen which do not have sufficient
operate ampere-turn margin on all current flow conditions and
within the extremes of adjustment.

For this reason the

various other electrical requirements, such as non-operate,
hold, and release, cannot be set at an optimum value from the
circuit calculation standpoint but must be set where the adjustability of the relay will allow.
In addition to the adjustment limitations,
there is a limit to the amount of pull or load which a relay
may carry or give before reaching magnetic saturation and
hence certain types of relays are limited because of structure and core material to the maximum number of effective
ampere turns which may be used.

To obtain sensitive relays,

which operate on very small amounts of current, it is necessary to sacrifice contact space for winding space and to use
delicate mechanically adjusted contacts.

This increases
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apparatus cost.
The variation of relay adjustments within the
reasonable limits of the apparatus introduces variations in
relay operating and releasing times and thus makes it increasingly difficult to obtain safe races with relays without
the use of copper sleeves or slugs to make them slower acting.
Magnetic interference, considered in connection
with mounting, also plays an important part in the electrical
and timing requirements of a relay since more current must be
allowed to flow through a relay to counterbalance the effect
of the magnetic fields from adjacent relays which have current passing through their windings.

Individual magnetically

shielded covers placed on relays tends to nullify this effect
if close limits are to be met.

Thus a certain margin must be

left between the minimum current which passes through a relay
under normal circuit conditions and the current which is used
in adjusting or testing the relay.

The timing is affected

because the more current which passes through the winding of
a relay (or ampere turns) above the amount required to just
operate the relay, the faster it will operate.
Other manufacturing tolerances which must be
cared for are those which are involved in the design and
production of relay windings or coils.

With such pieces of

apparatus or parts, a certain amount of variation must be
expected in the winding for the wire size and resistance,
the core dimensions, the insulation thickness, and the number
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of turns required to secure a uniformly wound coil.

Some

allowance must be left in the coil specification for the net
variation in coil resistance from the designed nominal value
and also for the variation in the number of turns.

The vari-

ation in resistance together with the variation in voltage,
as discussed in subsection A-6 of this section, determines
the maximum and minimum amount of current that will flow
through any relay under service conditions with the exception
of increased resistance due to heating and possible earth
potential (in a grounded system).

The minimum and maximum

number of turns determines minimum and maximum number of
ampere turns the coil may develop and hence aid in determining the electrical adjusting requirements.
As mentioned above, the factor of resistance
increase due to heating enters thepicture as a limitation
and as an additional circuit design problem.

Since a relay

coil has resistance, considerable energy is dissipated in the
form of heat when current is allowed to flow through it.

The

amount of heat which may be safely dissipated before burning
up the coil or otherwise becoming a fire hazard depends upon
the relay structure, type of insulation used, the type of
mounting, and ambient temperature and other similar conditions
of the surrounding pieces of apparatus.

Thus for each relay

structure a certain maximum allowable wattage limit is set.
During the entire period that a coil is energized, it is not
permitted to exceed this wattage without becoming a hazard.
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Since the winding heats up, its resistance naturally increases
and hence tends to lower the wattage to an equilibrium value.
This increase in resistance, as stated before, further limits
the minimum current which may flow in the relay circuit and
thus affect the electrical requirements.

The timing require-

ments are also affected by this decrease in current flow and
hence if the relay is reoperated after it has been previously
operated for a considerable length of time, the resistance
increase will permit less current to flow and hence increase
the operate time of the relay.

A voltage decrease has a

similar effect on relay timing.
Another item dealing with variation in relay
adjustments and vhich limits certain types of circuit design
contact configurations is the relative opening and closing of
contact springs on the same relay.

Transfer contacts, for

example, are always required to meet an adjustment which
insures that the break portion will break before the make
portion makes thus preventing a continuity action.

However,

the time required for the armature spring to move from back
contactto the front contact may vary quite widely and in all
cases has a maximum which is so short that it would be impractical to release a looked relay during this time.

Hence

circuit arrangements where the make and break portions of a
transfer contact are connected together and are required to
perform a break in a circuit path to unlock or release a
relay during the transferring time is not used and other
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arrangements must be resorted to.

A similar circuit design

limitation is involved if one attempts to operate a relay
during the "bunching" time of a continuity contact, which also
has a very short maximum.

Bunching occurs when the armature,

make and break contact springs are simultaneously in contact
during the continuous transfer.

These low maximum times come

about because the time required to operate a relay primarily
is consumed in building up the required flux at the air gap to
pull the armature. The actual travel time is very small
since the closer the armature gets to the relay core or some
other form of stop, the stronger the magnetic pull and spring
tension (see Part I - section II-A).

A more frequent circuit problem in connection
with contact adjustment limitations is the so-called "stagger"
time of the various contacts.

This time results from the

difference in position of the various contact springs which
may be closed or opened from different portions of the armature or insulating stud.

The difference in these times may

adversely affect races or relay locks unless definite sequence adjustments are required.

Of course, the regular

sequence type of contacts are not subject to this restriction
because they are mechanically designed to have the proper
sequence under all extremes of allowable adjustments.

How-

ever, contacts before or after the sequence contact may involve stagger within themselves or between all contacts, sequence
and non-sequence, operated from a different portion of the
armature of the relay. To repeat, this stagger time must be carefully considered under all types of relay adjustments in
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connection with relay locks and races.

Another similar fac-

tor, which is prevalent in certain cases when the contact
springs do not have very much tension, is contact chatter.
Contact chatter introdues an added time in the operate time
of a relay operating through such a contact during which the
full amount of current to which the circuit normally increases
from zero is not reached.

The contact rebounds repeatedly

opening the circuit many times before making a solid closure,
thus not permitting the current to rise in the circuit in the
time normally required by the time constant of the circuit on
a solid closure.
2.

Potential Connection Limitations
On the various circuit diagrams shown in this

paper most contact springs were shown in the most convenient
manner for simplification of the drawing.

However, in prac-

tice great care must be given to the various contact springs
which are adjacent to one another since there is always a
likelihood that during installation and maintenance certain
common trouble conditions occur which should be avoided as
much as possible.

These troubles normally consist of short-

circuiting adjacent contact springs due to wire clippings
which sometimes fall into the wiring and rest upon the contact spring soldering lugs.
These types of circuit conditions, known as
trouble crosses, are prevented directly by careful wiring
and covering all lugs during wiring.

However, to further
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prevent adverse service reactions from the circuit, the ex.
perienced circuit engineer attempts to isolate important
contacts so that potentials on adjacent contact springs, if
shorted by a trouble cross, will not produce a very bad
service trouble.
During maintenance, another condition whifch frequently occurs is that in tracing a trouble in circuits or in
testing the relays, a false or trouble ground may appear on
a spring.

Here again an adverse service reaction should

not occur if any spring meets with a trouble ground; or if such
a condition is unavoidable, the particular contact springand
lug in question should be isolated and insulated.

The isola.

tion spoken of in this connection may consist of having the
adjacent contact springs unconnected or placing the important
contact springs alone on bottom spring pileups while the
other used relay contacts are located at the top.
The trouble ground condition is responsible for
the restriction by which the engineer in designing circuits attempts to avoid direct battery being placed on the contact
springs of any relay.

Obviously a false ground to this point

should blow a fuse and may produce a fire hazard.

To be on

the safe side, therefore, many circuit engineer tries to avoid
direct battery, or any other potential than ground, from
appearing on a contact spring lug.

However, some manufac-

turers prefer to have a fuse blow under such a condition and
hence attempt to have many battery connected contacts in
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their circuits.

Most manufacturers use a protective resist-

ance since heavy momentary current drains cause large arcs
which may become a fire hazard to the wiring.

However, if

absolutely necessary, the adjacent contact springs should
either also be connected to battery, direct or indirect, or
be otherwise completely isolated from all other springs in
that pileup.

Usually, if possible by circuit conditions, the

circuit engineer may avoid this battery connection restric-o
tion if the battery is supplied through a protective resistance, which, if grounded on the other side, will not exceed
its maximum allowable wattage and hence not produce a fire
hazard.

However, this resistance alters the relay operate

times for which the battery is supplied and also limits certain marginal conditions and requirements.
The type of adverse circuit reaction mentioned
in connection with the above limitations refers to a condition
which might be serious for the general use of the circuit or for
a detail which the circuit performs.

Thus, if the circuit is

used in a supervisory control system for controlling circuit
breakers and a condition is such that it falsely trips a
circuit breaker, it is considered as adverse from the circuit standpoint since the principal function of the system
is to control properly circuit breakers and receive proper
indications from them.

An adverse circuit detail might be in

an automatic telephone system where a trouble condition may
cause false operation of message registers and thereby intro-
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duce cause for subscriber and public service commission complaints.

Such possibilities are completely eliminated in the

design of most commercial circuits by the proper choice of
relay contact spring placements.

If not, definite protective

steps are taken to insure that the trouble condition may never

arise.
The connection limitations just described apply
equally well to all switch and terminal lugs used in wiring
the circuits.

In general care must be taken in assigning any

leads to lugs which are less than one-quarter inch from one
another.
3.

Maintenance Limitations
The final set of limitations discussed in this

paper deal with those required because of maintenance.

At

several points in this section and in the preceding part
mention has been made of the careful consideration which must
be given in the design of a circuit to its maintainability.
Points previously discussed have included simplicity of the
circuit in order to readily instruct non-tehnical workmen;
the anticipation and design of routine and manual test circuits and trouble indicators; the care and allowances for
maintaining adjustments on relays; and circuit reactions due
to this maintenance.
In addition to the possibility of false grounds
and wire clippings causing trouble, circuits must be designed
to eliminate the possibility of manually operating relays
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which look when the circuit is normal and switches which if
moved off-normal when the associated circuits are not in use,
will not return to normal electrically and remain off-normal.
This feature is usually adequately provided for by the use of
off-normal locking grounds and releasing strapped arcs or
normally grounded off-normal springs on rotary switches.

Care

should also be taken to insure that any such manual operation
of relays and switches will not produce what has already been
defined as adverse circuit reactions.

This should, as far as

possible, also include the application of direct or resistance
ground to any contact lug since ground is usually connected to
a manual set circuit in order that the maintenance men may
test relays the other winding terminals of which are connected
to battery.
In testing relays manually for the purpose of
readjusting them, the maintenance man is usually instructed,
along with the current flow requirements, where to connect
variable resistance and milliammeter (to produce the required
current flow) and whether to connect the opposite end the
variable resistance to battery or ground (in two potential
circuits).

In giving these instructions care must be taken

to isolate the relay under test from the remainder of the circuit and to further block the circuit so that the operation
of this relay during testing will not produce any of the
adverse circuit reactions.

This is done by blocking certain

relays which operate when the relay under test operates so
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that they will not operate when current is allowed to flow
through their windings.

Also in order to isolate the relay

under test it may be necessary to block relays through which
the operate paths for the relay pass in order to prevent
backups.
To test some relays it is frequently necessary
to connect several clips on lugs on one relay which are
usuallyclose together.

It is helpful to the maintenance men

to provide for connecting these test clips farther from one
another and to this end it may be possible to use the lugs of
extra unused contact springs on other relays.

Sometimes the

isolation of some relays is so difficult that a spare relay
with several break contacts may be added to the circuit.

The

leads to be isolated are run through these break contacts and
when the relays are subjected to test, the relay is blocked
operated.
Polar relays present a further problem to the circuit engineer in order to enable current adjustmenttests,
since it must be possible to reverse the direction of current
through them.

Thus, if a polar relay with only one winding

operates to a potentiometer circuit, such as the circuit of
Fig. 457, it is necessary to change from battery to ground
preparation during the testing or else disconnect the
potentiometer.

In other cases the polar relay is

permanently connected to battery or ground and it is
necessary to disconnect these potentials from the relay
before testing.

In such cases, and in any other cases where
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such spare contacts are available on other relays and may
prove useful, it is not unusual to insert in the relay operate path a spare continuity contact on another relay with the
make and break portions connected together.

When it is de-

sired to isolate the relay for test purposes, an insulator
inserted between the armature and the break portions of the
contact will do the trick.

During the circuit operation of

this relay with the spare continuity contact, the circuit
to the other relay is continuous.

Transfer rather than con-

tinuity contacts may be used in some cases if the relay under
test is not operated while the relay with the transfer operates or releases.

In many cases where such spare contacts

are not found, regular testing jacks are provided which disconnect the relay from the regular circuit and make available
the required leads when a plug is inserted.

Many other such

seemingly unreasonable circuit combinations are used in connection with detecting circuit troubles from a test circuit.
Besides the circuit being accessible by the
maintenance force, it is important in making the equipment
and mounting layout that consideration be given to this same
subject.

Means must be provided to enable one to readily

obtain access to the various terminal and contact lugs as
well as all wiring.

Besides, since it may be necessary for

the relays and switches to be readjusted, room must be left
to insert the tools required for such operations without
interfering with adjacent apparatus.
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With this discussion this section on circuit
limitations is concluded.

These items, as pointed out at the

beginning of this section, introduce further circuit problems
from the basic functional design and are required to make the
circuit practical and workable for any considerable length of
time.

Limitation considerations with respect to a given cir-

cuit are usually kept in mind during the design and checked
during the final analysis.

The equipment and apparatus phases

of design of large commercial circuits are usually cared for
by other engineers who specialize in those fields.

All such

engineers must cooperate in order to produce good commercial
circuits and associated apparatus.

The maintenance specifi-

cations are usually written by the circuit engineers but
occasional other engineers specialize in that phase of the
work.

In general, in order to determine circuit reactions,

the circuit engineer is required for such jobs.
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Section II - EXISTING CIRCUITS
The basic purpose of this paper has been to
illustrate a method of practical design of complex relay and
switch circuits to meet certain definite problem requirements.
It has been assumed that these entire circuits were to be designed or rather developed when needed by fitting certain
standardized circuit functions together.

However, a great

deal of the development work done commercially on complex relay and switch circuits consists of improving and adding to
existing circuits.

The purpose of this section is, therefore,

to describe general methods of analysis and procedure for making such changes.

For convenience, this section has been di-

vided into three subsections.

The first subsection A de-

scribes a method of analyzing existing circuits in order to
understand, in detail, how they function.

This analysis, of

course, assumes that the circuit engineer is not familiar
with the circuit being analyzed and that he is studying it to
further his knowledge of existing circuits or to carry out
one of the actions indicated in the succeeding two subsections
B and C.

The first of these subsections B deals with making

additions to existing circuits while the latter subsection C
has for its object a method of making revisions in existing
circuits to improve or modify them.
The term "existing" as used in this section refers to circuits which have been designed only on paper or it
may mean circuits which have been used and are in commercial
service.

With reference to subsection C, the method of
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analysis may differ depending upon the interpretation of this
term which applies to the problem at hand.

A

-

Analysis
The analysis of existing circuits has been con-

sistently advocated throughout this paper as a means for

acquainting the student of this subject with the various important circuits and for acquiring a general feel of relay
and switch circuits.

The experienced circuit engineer must

also make such an analysis before starting to revise or add

to existing circuits.
The first step in analyzing an existing circuit
is to locate the functional components which it contains.
This may well be quite difficult if no general descriptive
information is furnished with the circuit.

If the circuit is

not self-contained there must be lettering which indicates
from and to where the various leads entering or leaving the

circuit are connected.
have to be analyzed.

These connected functions may also
In addition there is the lettering of

the various parts of the figures which is usually done with

commercial circuits.

Since the various relays in commercial

circuits which perform the same operations and functions are
usually given the same or similar designations it is possible
to recognize these relays as a clue to the various functional
parts of the circuit.

If all these methods fail to produce

results, which is very unlikely, then it will be necessary to
immediately investigate the circuit from a detailed angle by
a trial and error method.

This would consist of determining
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what the various chain circuits, if any, seem to do with input ground or battery conditions and a general analysis of
the circuits prepared or completed by the other relays in the

circuit)spotting W-Z combinations and the like.
Having determined in one of the foregoing

manners the various readily recognizable circuit functions and
their relation to one another, the next step in this analysis
of existing circuit is to draw a schematic sketch.

This con-

sists of trying to reproduce what the original engineer did,
mentally or diagrammatically, before attempting the detail

design.

If the circuit connects with other known functions

these may also be represented to get a better picture of the
part which these circuits play in the entire operation.

If

a revision in the circuit is contemplated, it is well at this
point to consider the purpose of each function shown and why
it is connected as shown.

In this way it will be possible to

see clearly just what factors must be taken into account in

revising the circuit to perform the same or similar functions
in a different manner.
As stated previously, various parts of the circuit may be recognized because they are the same as or similar
to circuits with which the analyzer is familiar.

In such a

case it is only necessary to determine the functions of all
remaining parts and then fit them into the overall functional
schematic.

It is in this manner that the experienced circuit

engineer is able to make revisions or additions to any circuit required because he is familiar with most of the circuit
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functions in his specialized field and recognizes them instantly.

This step avoids frequent repetitions of the same

schematic and circuit analysis.
Having isolated the known from the unknown
schematic parts of the circuit, the next step in making a complete analysis is to determine the purpose and requirements of
the remaining unknown functions.

This information is soms-

times contained in an accompanying general description of
this circuit alone or of the entire overall circuit.

If such

a description is not available it will be necessary to start
the detailed analysis immediately and thereafter determine

what functions the circuit actually accomplishes.

It is

difficult in large circuits to acquire a knowledge of all the
detailed requirements of the circuit in this manner, although

all important requirements and capabilities may be obtained
by this method.
The next step in the analysis is the understanding of the circuit details.

The amount of detail desired de-

pends upon the use for which such information is required.
If the circuit is being used by a beginner to understand the
fundamentals of the system or of circuits in general (as

recommended herein) it is necessary to trace through the circuit details with respect to the operation of the principle
functions only.

However, if the details are required by a

circuit engineer for the purposes of adding functions or rew
vising existing functions, the detailed analysis must cover
much more than just the essential functional circuit opera-
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tions.

The circuit engineer must know how much time is al-

lowed by the various relays for accomplishing certain functions
and if an extension or shortening of this-time will alter the
operation of the circuit in any way.

The timing information is

also required in order that he may pick relays for the new
circuit which will not introduce races in the final overall
circuit.

This may be particularly true when adding to exist-

ing circuits since it is then that the circuit engineer is
sometimes limited in changing the relays already in use and,
therefore, cannot use the interlocking type of control.

More

will be said about these various details in the succeeding
subsections.

Other details which the circuit engineer must

analyze when adding to or revising existing circuits are current adjustments, contact limitations, equipment limitations,
and all other factors included in an ordinary final analysis
In making this detailed analysis the student or
circuit engineer should make some type of sketches showing
the parts of the circuit which are of immediate interest
in their respective analyses.

These sketches are usually

of the dissociated type and show only the contacts of the
relays that enter into the particular operations analyzed
at any one time.

Separate sketches are usually made for the

analysis of the different parts or operations of the circuit.
Thus some contacts may be shown on several sheets.

The cir-

cuit engineer in making a complete detailed analysis must be
sure that all contacts of the various relays are shown on
these sheets and also try not to have a given contact appear
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pn too many different sheets.

In all cases reference should

be given to the other sheets on which the contacts appear in
order that he may properly analyze later for bak-ups or
sneaks when he changes the existing circuit to fit his needs.
If the student does not need such a detailed
analysis in order to understand the circuits* functions and
the methods of accomplishing them, some type of notation for
memory or time graphs such as illustrated in Part I Section
IIIa-B-6 may be sufficient.

The circuit engineer also uses

such means in his discussions and analyses.
To aid in making this detailed analysis,

a de-

tailed description of the circuit is sometimes available.

If

so, this means may be used to obtain the various important

circuit paths and functional requirements directly, thus saving time in tracing the circuits then and determining their
functions.

Most commercial circuits are accompanied by a

circuit description which supplies such information and which
are usually written by the circuit engineer who designed the
circuit.
Thus the detailed analysis of existing circuits
is completed unless questions regarding the reasons for
certain circuit arrangements are desired.

These may usually

be obtained only by conversation, with those persons who
took part in the
quirements.

development of the circuit

The student usually

tained from the

uses the information ob-

analysis as part of

the circuit engineer

and its re-

his background, while

will put the analysis

to good use
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in carrying out additions or revisions as described in the
next subsections.

It should be reemphasized that a large

percentage of the commercial circuit engineering work done
today is of this type, viz. where existing circuits are continually revised or added to.
B

-

Additions
Additions to existing circuits are frequently

required in order to meet changing optional and additional
requirements, to improve maintenance, to extend the original
design requirements without changing that portion of the circuit which has already been built and is in service and to
handle special and temporary circuit conditions which may
arise.

Obviously to make such changes the circuit engineer

must be familiar with the details of the circuit being
changed.

These details in most cases include the reasons for

various circuit arrangements in the existing circuit in order
to determine to what extent they will be affected by any

change.

In some few types of large complex overall circuits,

it is possible to make additions as well as certain revisions
without a complete detailed analysis of all circuit functions.

However, the general reaction of such changes on the other
circuit functions should be considered even if not investigated in detail.
After making the proper type of circuit analysis
to fit the contemplated needs of the additions being made and
after obtaining the requirements of the additions, the next
step is to fit the additions into the schematic diagrams of
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the entire overall function or system.

Here care must be

taken to insure that no changes are made in the existing portions or functions of the circuit although it is usually permissible to open various circuit paths for the purpose of insorting new contacts on the additional relays or even remove
the wiring from certain existing contacts and then use the
contacts for a different circuit while the former path is
carried on by contacts on one of the added relays.

The addi.

tions, however, are restricted to using the same relays which
formerly existed; the complete removal of such relays if possible; the addition on new relays and switches within equip-

ment and other limitations; and maintaining all existing cirouit functions, requirements, and actions within the overall
circuit and to and from connecting circuits.
Circuit and system additions may be made in any
of the following three ways,
1.

Optionally connected

2.

Permanently connected

3.

Connected as an inlet or outlet of a

distributing function
When connected optionally, the existing wiring is still shown
on the circuit while the additions are shown so that if required they may be added.

Sometimes such options make a cir-

ouit drawing of a comparatively simple circuit look very complex especially when a plurality of such options are shown.
Circuit analyses of such options are usually made one at a
time and then a composite one to insure that they do not in-
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terfere with one another if they may be simultaneously

applied.

For permanent additions the circuit drawing is modi-

fied to show the new relays and other apparatus.
If the new addition is reached by a distributing
function which existed in the original circuit the new addition may be treated for the most part like a new circuit function which performs the given requirements and meets all the
conditions of the inputs and outputs to and from the one or
more distributing functions to which it is connected.

The

distributing function may, however, be added in order to permit the existing circuit to connect with either the original
or the new addition, as e.g. a transferring function.

As

long as the distributing function remains fairly simple it
may be considered as an addition if all other requirements
for additions are met.

However, as soon as the distributing

function becomes the least bit complex requiring elaborate
control additions, one will usually find that changes must be
made in the existing relays to add contacts and hence the

circuit change is no longer an addition but a revision.
In making additions care must be taken to insure
that any testing circuits which are used to test the original
part of the circuit will function properly until that may al-

so be revised or added to in order to properly test the entire
new circuit.
Occasionally original circuits are designed and
built with extra springs on the relays in order to provide
for additions which are contemplated.

This type of predesiga
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work aids in reducing the analysis time of the engineer making the additions since races do not have to be recalculated
and other such conditions do not have to be reconsidered,
Occasionally an engineer making an addition may provide ex"
tra springs on the existing relays which he required for the
addition by slightly altering certain contact configuration
wastes in the original circuit, redistributing contacts

loads, or altering fusing.
Having completed the detailed circuit additions
in accordance with the usual schematic and circuit function
analyses, the routine final analysis is made taking the whole

circuit under consideration.

Prior to or at this time the

new requirements and completed circuits may become so much
more costly and complex that a revision type of change could
be more profitably taken into advisement.

It is best to make

such an analysis in all cases for even though the additions
method is more economical, sometimes novel arrangements may
be devised which might prove in at some future time.

The

usual considerations and methods associated with a final
analysis are applied when the new circuit is decided upon for

use.
C - Revisions
There are many factors which might prompt a
revision of a circuit function or of an entire overall funca
tion,

A revision consists of changing the circuit functions,

possibly their schematic arrangement, and making additions to
either or both.

These things may be done to reduce the cost
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of a circuit or system as originally designed; to eliminate
some original requirements and hence simplify;

to improve the

operation of the original circuits by designing new ones, ad.
ding to the original ones, or changing the general schematic
and associated circuit functions.

The revision may come about

in either of two opposite manners, viz., because of a new and
improved scheme or method which it is believed would do the
same job more economically, or because the scheme originally
used proved too costly and hence a new scheme has to be developed.

Other factors which may prove worth while in a re~

vised circuit scheme are improved maintenance facilities,
better means for making future additions, shorter total functioning time, and general improved facilities and requirements.
It is obvious that to make any extensive circuit
revision the circuit engineer must make a most complete detailed analysis of the existing circuit in order to make sure
that in the revised circuit he does not omit any necessary
functions in the redesign

Frequently in revising a circuit,

the engineer knows only the functions to be added or changed
and their requirements without having a detailed knowledge of
all the original requirements and functions and hence this
type of detailed analysis is necessary.
Having made a detailed analysis and a schematic
of the circuit as it exists, the circuit engineer must now
decide how, if at all, he will change the existing scheme in
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order to provide for the new requirements.

If the purpose of

the revision is to be put into the circuit the results of

some new circuit scheme or function, this schematic analysis
will be completed first; after which the engineer, from the
detailed analysis, will determine what he may keep of the
original circuit and what parts of the original circuit must
be changed in order to provide for the new circuit schematic
and functions.

At this time the circuit engineer should also

reconsider the addition of functions or facilities which were
originally discarded because of cost and which may now be

added more economically.
The next step in the revising of a circuit is

to make the detail circuit functions which are being revised
or added.

In doing this it is sometimes desired to restrict

the circuit design to the reuse of as much of the original
apparatus as possible if the circuit has already been built.
However, if the circuit has not yet been constructed the cir~
cuit functions may be designed on a straight analysis basis.
After the design of the individual new

ircuit functions,

they are fitted into the existing circuit functions by providing the proper circuit signaling, input and output paths

in the remaining circuit functions to control the new and
revised portions; and proper control, signaling, input and
output paths for the remaining circuits are provided, where
required, in the new circuits to take care of the control
paths which were removed in making the circuit changes.
Care must be taken if the latter type of control paths are
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required in the new circuits to insure that race conditions
which may have existed in the original circuit design between
the two remaining portions have not been disturbed by the in-

troduction of the new circuit portions.

In running control

paths for the new circuit functions, extra contacts may be
required on some of the relays in the other circuit portions.
If parts of existing control paths are used for these control
paths to avoid these changes care must be taken to prevent
sneaks or back-ups.

In reestablishing the control paths

which were broken because of the revision, the designer
should make sure that all previous controls are carried out
in the proper sequence, but if it is necessary to change this
order, he must check to make sure that this will not upset
the interlocking control or races.
Since sweeping changes and additions may be
make in making a circuit revision, the final analysis must
consist of a very careful check of the entire circuit including the new and old functions.

The designer should make sure

that no duplication takes place in circuit functions and control due to the revision; and that if same does exist, a
further check should be made of the schematic to see if some
more simplifications cannot be made.

The designer also should

consider during this analysis making any other changes which
he believes will reduce the cost or improve the circuitts
operation.

Such changes should, of course, be rechecked by

himself and perhaps others who are familiar with the requirements of the circuit.
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The final step in making a revision after a
complete final analysis of the circuit, is the making of a
similar revision of the testing, maintenance, and miscellan-

eous circuit functions which may have been formerly used or
are now required by the new circuit arrangements.

The same

consideration should be given to such functions in the design
of the new circuits as is given in any ordinary originalcir
ouit design.
This concludes this section on existing circuits.

The principal differences between making additions

and revisions in such circuits is that the former requires
the reuse of all the original apparatus in the same manner
without change in schematic, while the latter may be effected
by complete redesign which undoubtedly usually includes most
of the original.

Circuit analyses are required in either

case and depend upon the extent of the knowledge of the in.
dividual making the analysis and the purpose to which it will
be put.
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Section III - RELAY AND SWITCH CIRCUITS USING OTHER ELECTRICAL
ELX'TS
A final circuit problem which sometimes con-

fronts the circuit engineer is the use, in the circuit being
designed, of electrical devices and elements other than relays and switches.

This type of problem is sometimes the

most difficult for an experiencedrelay and switch circuit
engineer to solve since it requires design experience in
other phases of electrical engineering.

This paper, on the

other hand, has been written for one thing to help the engi
neer experienced in one of these other branches of electrical

design grasp the fundamentals of the design of relay and
switch circuits thus enabling him to complete his own designs
using these elements without the aid of specialized circuit
engineers.

There is much published literature on the design

of the various other types of electrical control devices
which the circuit engineer may use to aid him in designing
these circuits for the simpler problems.

However, the relay

and switch circuit engineer must also get the cooperation of
other design engineers on complex circuits which use these
other elements.
The following three subsections briefly outline
some of these devices and the use to which they are put.
final subsection generalizes upon their utility.

A
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A w Direct Current Devices
The most readily applied of the various other
devices which may be used in relay and switch circuits are

devices which do not require separate power sources.

Devices

which require only the regular relay system direct-current
voltage source are thus much more satisfactory.

However,

from the standpoint of utility, most of the problems which
such devices aid in solving may usually be worked out directly in the relay and switch circuits thus eliminating the need
for them.

The more useful d-c devices require separate power

supplies of higher voltage.
The following subdivisions describe these various d-c devices and give reference to where they are used in
relay and switch circuits.

1.

Rectifiers
There are two general types of rectifiers used

in direct current circuits.

These are the vacuum or gas tube

rectifiers and the copper-oxide or varistor rectifiers.

The

former are seldom used in this capacity on direct current
since the latter form a more economical substitute.
The ordinary use of a rectifier is to change
alternating current to uni-directional current.

However, the

use of such rectifiers in direct current circuits is to insure that current in those leads in which the rectifiers are
inserted will flow in only one direction.

To generalize,

these conditions usually arise when using polar relays; when
attempting to reduce surges from condensers

or

line dis-
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charges; and when preventing sneaks or back-ups.

In the

latter capacity the copper-oxide rectifier is sometimes most
useful in reducing the number of contacts required on a relay
to complete control paths to several different points independently.

It is in this capacity that they are used in a

reference mentioned in the last part. 45

If a circuit back-up

is unavoidable, a copper-oxide rectifier is about the easiest
solution to the problem.

A general reference to possible uses of copperoxide or other disc rectifiers in relay circuits of communication systems is herewith given. 115

Mention of another in-

teresting use in controlling the times of relays by means of

inserting a copper-oxide rectifier in series with the shortcircuited secondary winding has been made. 2 5

A description

of the use of copper-oxide rectifiers to aid in reducing

surge conditions is given in another reference.1 1
2.

6

Resistance Elements
There are two types of special resistance ele-

ments which have been found useful in relay and switch circuits.

The first of these is the non-linear resistance,

usually in the form of a resistance lamp, which rapidly increases in resistance with increased current flow and the
second is the negative resistance element, in the form of
vacuum tube oscillators or more recently in the form of
thermistors.
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The resistance lamp is used in circuits where
it is desired to place direct battery on a relay contact

spring or other terminal and the use of a limiting protective
resistance would introduce too much resistance in the battery
source.

By replacing the protective resistance with a re-

sistance lamp, the normal series resistance is reduced while
a trouble ground will cause a much higher current flow and
thus increase the resistance without introducing a hazard.
This makes three and only three allowable elements which may
be connected directly to battery in a grounded system with
battery limitations.

One, a relay winding whose resistance

is such that a trouble ground to the other winding terminal
will not produce a continuous wattage greater than the allowable; two, a resistance which is great enough in value so
that a trouble ground to the other terminal will not produce
a continuous wattage greater than the allowable; and three,
a resistance lamp to which a trouble ground will not exceed
the rated lamp wattage.
The use of negative resistance elements, that
is elements which decrease in resistance with increase in
current flowing through them, has been somewhat on the increase since the introduction of the simple and relatively
cheap thermistors.

These devices permit the reduction of the

effect upon false operation of relays from surges by introducing a slight time delay during which they must heat up in
order to pass sufficient current to operate a relay.

By
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proper design these devices may be made to make relays quite
slow in operating.

Other thermistors are available in which

the heating may be done from the current passing in a separate circuit thus providing a means of control.

These various

types and uses of thermistors are described in an article
which announced their introduction into this field.1 1 7

Occasionally resistance wire or copper wire
wound on coils is used as a resistance element in relay and

switch circuits.

Here they are arranged to increase their

resistance in time thus decreasing the current and releasing
relays which may be in series with them.

However, these cir-

cuits are very unstable and subject the wide variations due
to changes in-ambient temperatures and other winding and rw
sistance variations.
A few other types of electrically heated control devices have been designed and are used in circuits.
Foremost in this group is the thermostatic relay which is
used in giving a time delay.1 1
3.

8

Gas and Vacuum Tubes
Tubes in general are used in relay and switch

circuits under any of the following four conditions.

First,

if it is necessary to detect and control circuit functions
with an infinite impedance input; second, to reduce the time
required for a single circuit

action; third, to detect ex-

tremely weak input eurrents; and fourth, to distinguish and
detect small differences in potential.
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Either gas or vacuum tubes may be used under

these circumstances.

However, because there is no continuous

filament or heater current drain when using gas cold-cathode
tubes, these tubes have been preferred.
The necessity of controlling from an infinite
impedance seldom if ever arises in connection with direct

current circuits.

This condition, may, however, be consider-

ed as a means for preventing back-ups or sneaks and hence may
be used in a manner similar to that which enables the simplification of finding and allotting function as mentioned in
connection with references 45 and 46 in the preceding part.
An example of the use of cold cathode tubes in this capacity
may be found in another reference.1 1 9
Another case where a gas tube has been used in
relay and switch circuits is in automatic zone charging tele"
phone systems.120

Here the circuits are arranged to superim-

pose on the regular signaling conductors a high voltage which

is connected to both sides of the line in simplex.

The tube

at the distant end is fired when this higher voltage is
applied and hence controls a relay in the distant circuit.
This method required little change in the existing circuits
at the receiving end.
Vacuum tubes have frequently been proposed for
use in signaling circuits in order to strengthen the direct
current impulses.

Examples of this may be found in several

of the references, one in connection with regular direct
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pulsing

1

and one in connetion with revertive pulsing. 1 2 2
Many uses have been made of cold cathode tubes

to replace relays which perform but a single function.

A

typical example is the one where two of these tubes are used
to replace the line andcut-off relays used in most telephone
systems.123
Another use to which gas tubes have been placed

are in registering function circuit. 1 2 4

Here a plurality of

tubes are provided, one in place of each register relay.
When it is desired to utilize the stored information, a set
of relays are operated by the tubes which were previously
fired.

In this connection it might also be mentioned that

condensers have been proposed as a substitute of relay

registers.125

In this use a charged condenser is comparable

to an operated register relay or ionized gas tube.

When it

is desired to use the recorded information, cold cathode
tubes are fired by the condenser charges and thus indicate
the registrations.
Use has been made of vacuum tubes in potential
detecting circuits by adjusting the grid circuit to the
proper potential.

However, no references will be given to

such circuits since few, if any, are used in the various
practices at present.
4.

Other Electromagnetic Devices
In direct current operation it is not too in-

frequent that solenoids are used to actuate devices which may
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or may not possess controlling contacts.

Besides the use of

solenoids, there are regular electromagnetic devices which
may operate various mechanisms and controlling contacts.
Mention of such devices in connection with circuit design has
already been made and hence will not be repeated at this
point except to say that such devices constitute other circuit elements.

This may also be considered as being true for

the various types of indicators, bells and buzzers, and lamps
which, after all, are not relays and switches.

B a Audio and Sub-Audio Frequency Elements
The first step away from the regular circuit
elements

which, like the elements described in the preceding

subsection, operate on direct current, are those which function on various frequencies of alternating currents.

This

subsection has been restricted to a discussion of the use of
alternating currents whose frequencies are lower than about
15 kilocycles.

The principal advantages that may be gained

by using these alternating currents in relay and switch cir

cuits are that more infonmation may be sent over any interconnecting leads; that such signaling information may be
sent greater distances than possible with direct current with
the use of vacuum tube repeaters; and occasionally they may
be used to send distinct signals over leads which may siultaneously carry direct current signals as well.

For conven-

ience, the various elements involved are discussed in the
separate divisions which follow.
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1.

Alternating Current Relays
One method of detecting these alternating cur-

rents is to provide relays which respond to all or one of the
a-c frequencies.

Such relays are necessary, for example, in

motor control systems and circuits which transfer alternating
current power sources when failures occur.

Further need for

a-c relays arises when it is desired to detect such currents
on signaling circuits without the use of vacuum tube amplifiers.

This is especially important in the sub-audio fre-

quency range where vacuum tube amplifiers are not as readily
available and are quite costly.

Some a-c relays are avail-

able which may be tuned to a particular frequency by reed
resonances.

Such relays are briefly described in one of the

references. 1 2 6

Relays which operate on regular 60 cycle

power supply system are quite common and are available with
the usual multi-contact type spring combinations. 1 2 7
The relays are sometimes used in circuits where
the alternating currents have been amplified and where sufficient current is available for operating these a-c relays
directly.

However, in many cases it is not as desirable to

amplify the alternating currents so close to the input to the
receiving circuit and hence the signals are not strong enough
to function these relays directly.

When this situation oc-

curs, then it is necessary to employ vacuum tube detectors
for picking up these signals and then operating direct current relays directly.
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2.

Vacuum Tubes and Filters
Vacuum tubes and filters are probably the two

most important a-c elements which are used in connection with
relays and switch circuits.

The vacuum tubes are usually in

rectifier, detector, modulator, amplifier, and oscillator
circuits while the filters are used alone and with these
vacuum tube circuits to isolate the various frequencies or
frequency bands if a plurality are used.

By isolating these

frequencies, it is then possible to transmit several distinct
sets of information over the same channel simultaneously.
The following paragraphs refer to a few of the many cases
where such arrangements are used.
One use of these a-c frequencies is in the

simultaneous transmission and receipt of different signals
over the same channels or to provide several channels over
the same path simultaneously.

Such a systemiis described in

connection with a stock-quotation type of relay circuit where

the information is set into registers at the transmitting
end, converted into the various ac frequencies for transmission over different or the same channels, and then reconverted at the receiving end into direct current relay settings.128

A new method of sending the desired telephone
number in automatic telephone systems has recently been developed where combinations of two out of five available audio

frequencies are sent simultaneously to a control circuit
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which decodes these into regular decimal telephone numbers. 1 2 9
This method eliminates the use of direct current pulsing permitting longer signaling loops and shorter time to send the
required telephone number.
Other systems have been used in connection with
relay and switch circuits which convert direct current pulses
into modulated alternating current pulses. 1 3 0 ,13 1

Such a

system permits the signals to be sent over a greater distance
since vacuum tube repeaters or amplifiers may be introduced.
Another important use of a-c signaling has been
as part of a telephone central office system where a limited
number of wires are permitted to run from individual circuit
functions to a common circuit function. 1 3 2

Here a combina-

tion of three out of eight available audio frequencies are
superimposed on the single lead connecting these functions
and by means of which the common controlling function is able

to locate, condition, and control the particular individual
function.
A-c track circuits together with a-c induced
automatic track signal pick-ups for signal-in-the-cab systems
have found widespread use in the railway signaling field.
Obviously in all these systems some type of a-c
supply must be available and hence for the most part vacuum
tubes are used to supply these various a-c frequencies.

One

case, that of reference 129, does not use vacuum tubes but
instead individual tuned reeds vibrating between ironcore
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inductances are used as a source and amplifier for these
tones.

When vacuum tubes are used, they are usually arranged

in common for all or a plurality of the various relay and
switch circuits which originate this form of signal.

This

is clearly illustrated in another example where combinations
of audio frequencies to send telephone numbers between one

exchange and another are used. 1 3 3
3.

Gas Tubes and Copper-Oxide Rectifiers
In systems where a single atc frequency is used

in order to distinguish between d-c signals sent over the
same path or because d-c signals will not flow (condenser
blocking), gas tubes and copper-oxide rectifiers are usually
used to detect the presence of such frequencies.

The action

of these elements operate direct current relays in order that
the information may be received by the circuit functions.
Two principal examples of such use are recalled
at this time.

The first of these has been designed for using

copper-oxide rectifiers134, gas tubes (cold cathode,135 or
vacuum tubes. 1 3 5

Here 135 cycle current is applied to the

combined talking and signaling conductors to a called subscriberts telephone line to insure that the path is not
broken and that the ringers, through a condenser, is connected.

If this path is complete a relay is operated by the

ionization of the gas tube or by the
in a bridge arrangement.

opper-oxide rectifiers
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The second example of the use ofcopperoxide
rectifiers is also in telephone systems where 135 cycle currents are detected.

Here the a-c frequency is sent out over

a conductor which, after going through a plurality of other

circuit functions, is returned to the point where applied.
At this point it is applied to a bridge

ircuit composed of

these rectifiers or varistors and operates d-c relays.

Thus

the telephone connection is identified as the one on which
the source is located136

Many similar schemes using vacuum

tube detectors may be found in the references given in con-

nection with the identifying circuit functions.
The aforementioned a-c railway track circuits
frequently use copper oxide rectifier bridges for operating
track relays.
4.

Other A-C Elements
Many common a-c devices are used at times in

relay and switch circuits.

These may be synchronous motor

timers used for accurate interrupters, or motors for use
with printing telegraph or start-stop distributing systems,

Some solenoid control devices are arranged to
function on alternating as well as direct current in order
that they may be more universally applied.

Many indicators

used in various indicating functions are arranged for or require alternating current or special alternating frequencies.
Since all direct current impulsing may be considered as an alternating current wave front, the various

correcting circuit functions referred to may be considered
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as alternating current devices since they contain condenserresistance networks.

Similarly, the wave front produced by

the arc upon making or breaking a direct current path takes
the form of an alternating current and hence is so analyzed
when making contact protection studies,1 1 4
The reed frequency generators previously referred to are a form of alternating current device.

One form

of these is described in one of the patent references.

1 38

The filters required for such systems, which may be composed
of resistances, condensers, inductances, and quartz crystals
are also important a-c devices which are brought into relay
and switch circuits.

Various repeating coils, retardation

coils, and transformers are sometimes involved in relay and
switch circuits employing ac signaling.

In general, one

is liable to find any electrical element in relay and switch
circuits which employ these special signaling and control-

ling means.
C -

High Frequency Elements
The use of frequencies above the audio range

has the same general characteristic advantages as those of
the more frequently used lower frequencies.

In addition, the

use of these higher frequencies has the advantage of more
channel capacity, inaudibility, and transmission without conductors.

The disadvantages are the greater cost because of

the greater amplification and more complex terminal equipment.
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Greater channel capacity is secured by the use

of well known carriercommunication systems.

Here the sig-

naling usually starts out as regular audio or sub-audio frequencies first and is then modulated to another higher frequency channel for transmission.

Each channel is modulated

to a different higher frequency and hence may be superimposed
on the same conductors without interference.

Since the fre-

quencies above 15 kilocycles are inaudible to the human ear,

information sent over such channels cannot be detected withw
out similar terminal equipments.
When the frequencies used are high enough, the
energy may be radiated out into space to secure a radio channel and hence send the signals without the use of connecting
conductors.

Many such systems are in use today for various

forms of control as well as regular telegraph and telephone
transmission.

Model ships and airplanes, for example, have

been the subject of many experimental radio control systems.
A commercial control and transmission system of this type is
described in one of the references. 1 3 9

In general any of

these channels with the corresponding detecting and convert-

ing circuits at either end are merely parts of the link between the various relay and switch circuits and do not in any
way affect the design of the individual relay and switch circuit functions if the proper type of registering and decoding
is available.
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D m General Conclusions on the Usefulness of These
Elements
In general the various elements described herein as being used in connection with relay and switch circuits
are restricted to only the points in the relay and switch circuits where they are absolutely indispensable.

They are used

at these points where conditions make it necessary to reduce
the number if not all the connecting wires; to eliminate relays because of a time element or to otherwise aid in their
operation; to use where the auxiliary equipment associated
with a relay system needs relay control; or where relay circuits control such devices which are needed for coupling between systems of different types.
Many of these devices and circuits may be dup-

licated by rather elaborated relay circuits alone, but since
the use of the special device itself is more economical one
rarely resorts to such equivalent circuits.
In general these various elements have certain
disadvantages, most of which are inherent in the qualities
which make them useful.

It is because systems using such de-

vices are usually so unlike systems using relays and switches,
that certain design conditions and, limiting factors cannot
be easily carried over.

The principle disadvantages of these

elements which are retarding their further use in relay and
switch circuit except when absolutely essential and because
of the character of the function to be performed are as
follows.
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Relative Sensitivity - These elements and their
associated circuits are in general so much more sensitive
that factors such as lead capacitance and size; equipment and

apparatus dimensions; apparatus proximities; vibration; and
electromagnetic, electrostatic, light, and heat interference

play a much larger if not entirely limiting factor in the dew
sign, especially when associated with the relay circuits.
The general use of most of these elements requires the advantage

of increased sensitivity but the aforementioned dis-

advantages detract from this.
Relative Stability and Life - If vacuum or gas
tubes are placed in circuits with which certain advantages
are secured, it is difficult to manufacture many of these

same circuits which will have the same sensitivity and stability during their entire lives.

This is because of the

many variable factors involved in the manufacture of vacuum
and gas tubes and difficulty of adjusting a-c devices to

maintain their adjustments over long periods.
variable factors enter into a-c problems.

Additional

Such factors are

frequency variation, harmonics, induced frequencies, and the
like.

These together with other regular relay and switch

circuit factors, as voltage variation, manufacturing tolerances and the like, make stability a much more difficult item
in the incorporation of such circuit elements into relay and
switch circuit designs.
of maintenance.

Another intangible factor is that

A maintenance man experienced with relay
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and switch circuits usually finds himself lost in trying to
track down trouble in these unfamiliar circuits.
cuits are also more difficult to design.

Test cir-

The circuit engi-

neers are in a similar position and hence these elements and
associated circuits are usually designed by individuals more
experienced in this field.
The life of tubes is an undetermined factor
which depends upon the operating point compared with the tube
rating.

However, if a tube is operated far below its rating

in order to give it longer life, the cost of such a tube is
much higher than one engineered to operate at or near the
rated point.

Hence such elements in relay and switchcir-s

cuits make maintenance checks more frequent, automatic testing more difficult, and reduces the average circuit life as
well as maintenance cost.

Limited Relay Functional Use w In many circuits
the purpose of the tubes is to give a more sensitive and
faster relay.

In other devices, such as a-c relays, one

attempts to reproduce the regular d-c relays which will op.
erate on alternating currents.

Both these design attempts

have thus far produced results which are not the equivalent
of the ordinary dwc telephone type relay.
The principal factor in this connection is the
number of circuit paths which may be made or broken by the
action of the circuit element.

A general purpose relay may

make or break a great number of these paths in a few milli-
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seconds, whereas a single gas tube or vacuum tube willcom
plete or break only a single circuit path in a few microa

seconds.
The a-c relays, except as noted, have such
sensitive adjustments and complex adjusting arrangements that,
like polarized relays, they are limited to only one transfer
or a couple of make contacts.

These contacts usually vibrate

or chatter considerably and hence auxiliary relays which operate from these contacts.

These must be slow enough in re-

leasing or be associated with slow auxiliary relays to prevent
a false circuit release under contact chatter conditions.
Lack of Flexibility

-

In general the slightest

change which might be required in the functioning of a circuit containing these elements usually requires considerable
redesign and testing.

Many relay and switch circuits may be

designed without any testing at all, but all circuits using
these elements must be tested.

Whenever some of these cir-

cuits are used under different conditions, such as longer
loops or different connecting circuits, they must be redesigned and retested.
For all the aforementioned reasons, the use of
these elements has been restricted in general to only those
cases where it is desirable to spend a great deal of time
and money to get a stable workable

ircuit.

The usual result

has only slight advantages over an extreme relay circuit design and hence does represent a certain increase in the over-
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all flexibility of the relay circuit.
It is expected that in the future many of these
other elements and their associated circuits will be greatly
improved and hence permit their extensive use in connection
with relay and switch circuits.
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Section 17 - CONCLUSION
With the above section this paper is concluded
It is hoped that the reader now has a grasp of this subject and
is able to see the relation of these complex relay and switch
circuits to the other types of electrical circuits.

This paper

has traced the development of these circuits from the terminol.
ogy used, fundamentals of relay paths, problem analysis and
schematic analysis to circuit functions and analysis, circuit
limitations, and other circuit problems.
The use of these circuits has in general been
restricted to cases involving a large number of automatic
operations where great flexibility is required, and to the
cases where complex and vast automatic control and/or indi.
cating systems are required.

However, the individual circuit

elements frequently appear in the design of other electrical
devices for controlling or operating purposes.

This trend

is inoreasing, especially among the electronic arts.

Such

problems are readily solved by the use of good logic and a
good memory of circuits such as those described herein and
in the references.
At the outset it was claimed that the method of
analysis described in this paper was quite different from
that set forth by the theoretical analysis which has recently
gained much attention in electrical engineering circles.

The

results attained are also quite different and are in general,
more practical from an engineering standpoint. As a conclusion,
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therefore, the following list is presented to show the factors
which have been introduced in the design of circuitsby the
method herein described and which, as yet, have not been ap-

plied to theoretical design.
should any one or all

It is important to note that
of these factors be included in

a theoretical design, the amount of mathematics involved, the

complexity of such solutions and their interpretations, use
of as well as converting the results to circuit diagrams which
may be immediately interpreted by the designer would probably

involve considerable additional solution time.
The miscellaneous factors which any relay and
switch circuit design method should directly or indirectly be
capable of taking care of are as follows:
1.

Equipment and apparatus limitations such as the
number of relay springs.

2,

The reserving of contact points for connecting
functions of future additions.

3,

The designation of a specific function or functions for the resulting relays used.

4.

Limitation of the number of wires or leads
between units, on terminals, and on relays.

5,

Means for eliminating circuit configurations
which are likely to give bad surge conditions
or excessive contact loads,

6.

The introduction of relay races to economize on
operating and functioning time of the circuit.
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7.

Limitations on adjacent contacts and lugs
because of various typesof hazards and reactions,

8,

The use of marginal circuits as a means of sim-

plifying circuit operation.
9.

Analysis and maintenance of circuits simplified

by-the use of appropriate designations on relays
which perform only a limited number of known
functions.

As previously stated this is de.

sirable from maintenance trouble shooting and
instruction standpoints,
10.

The addition of new requirements to existing
circuits,

ll.

Providing current flow, adjusting, and timing
requirements.

12.

Provide for securing desired relay times by
circuit changes or careful consideration during
the design.
In general, a theoretical design requires that

all circuit requirements, many times including requirements
which are negative, must be stated before a solution may be
attained involving limitations.

Frequently these are not all

known until the designer has progressed into the detailed
design and finds whether or not they are practicable,

The

theoretical design method may, however, be used to solve small
circuit problems and similar portions of large circuits after
a schematic analysis together with some circuit detail have
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been arrived at by the methods described herein.
Therefore, by the use of circuits and circuit
principles previously designed and analyzedrational logic,
and by keeping in mind certain engineering limitations;
complex relay and switch circuits may be developed which are
economical, have a long life, and are readily maintained.
Such circuits are used in signaling systems (railroad,
traffic, stock-quotation, etc.); communication systems
(telephone switching, telegraph switching and repeating, etc.);
and regulating and control systems (supervisory control,
motor control, etc.).
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APPENDIX
ILLUSTRATIVEEIAMPLES

This appendix contains a series of three problems
solved by the method described in the thesis.

These examples

have been chosen to illustrate the application of this material to problems of varying complexity.
The first problem, "An Electric Door Latch" shows
the application of simple circuit paths to a practical pro.
blem with a possible extension of the problem to include an

added circuit function.
A second problem, "An Electric Combination Look"
demonstrates the use of circuit function material in its
simplest form.
The final example, "An Electrically Controlled
Change Making and Package Dispensing Device" applies the
method to the problem condition of schematic analysis with
a plurality of circuit functions.

It is when used in solv-

ing problems of this character that the method herein described is most applicable.
The results obtained in these examples serve to
illustrate the possible solutions a diligent novice may
obtain with a thorough understanding of the problems and
their requirements utilizing the material presented herein.
A knowledge of the prior art in the fields in which the
problems being solved occur is necessary before one may
determine whether the overall or circuit functions
arrived at are new or original.
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PROBLEM I
An Electric Door Latch

It is desired to have an electrically operated door
latch such that depressing a button within a house will unlatch
adoor until such time that the door is opened and relosed.
It is assumed that the door bolt is held in a locked position
by a spring and is associated with a solenoid so that energiz"
ing the solenoid will move the bolt and permit the door to be
opened.

The deenergizing of the solenoid allows the spring to

return the bolt to the loked position.

Simple make and break

contacts may be affixed to the door to indicate when it is
opened or closed.
Figures 1 to 5 inclusive on the sheet immediately
following this discussion illustrate the steps taken in the
solution of this problem together with a suggested additional
feature.

A grounded battery system as used throughout this

thesis is retained although as mentioned this may be changed
to suit the particular power available.
It is obvious from the requirements that since a
push button is used to control the action of the solenoid,
a relay is necessary to lock in this condition until such
time that the door is opened and reclosed.

Using a basic

locking circuit described in connection with individual relay paths, Part I - Section IV-B-3,Fig. 65, the circuit of
Fig, 1 results,

Depressing push button PB operates locking
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relay (L) which in turn energizes the solenoid.

Relay (L)

looks to a normal contact DN which breaks when the door is
opened thus unlocking the relay.

Since the spring on the

bolt will draw it back to the locked position and prevent
the full reclosing of the door when relay (L) releases,
it is necessary to hold the solenoid energized until the
door is closed.
To do this relay (SH)

is added to the circuit

to act asan auxiliary to the door contacts springs since
it was assumed that only make or break contacts could be
used.

The solenoid hold (SH) relay performs a modifying

function in converting a door off-normal make contact to
a transfer contact.

The break portion unlocks the (L) re"

lay while the make portion operates the solenoid.
cussed in Part IVsection I-B-1

As dis-

and Part I-section II-A-3

there is travel time in the transfer action of the contact
on relay (SH) and perhaps under extreme conditions the (L)
relay may release opening the circuit to the solenoid be"
fore the (SH) relay circuit has completed this holding
path.

Hence, the solenoid may momentarily release the bolt

as the door starts to be opened.

To prevent this remote

possibility it may be advisable to change the transfer contact to a continuity contact as shown in Fig. 3
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The circuit thus far developed performs the requirements stated at the outset.

However, it may be advisable to

consider a safeguard feature to prevent the accidental depressing of the button from leaving the door unlatched until the
next time it is opened.

In the meantime the solenoid and (L)

relay would be drawing current which might be supplied from a
battery source.

Thus it may be suggested that a timed release

feature as described in connection with Fig. 446 be added.
Figure 4 shows such a timing function added.

The continuity

action of the break lock is obtained by a sequence contact
since the grounds are now secured from independent paths
The actual time interval introduced will depend upon
the distance between the push button and the door and the maximum time required to walk this distance and open the door. Oba
viously this need not be accurate and may vary between 5 and
30 seconds depending upon the installation

This time may be

readily obtained with relays although other devices are available.

By considering the timing circuits presented in Part III*

Section IV"K one finis that most circuits require an interrupter
to insure accurate timing.

Since accuracy is not needed, the

time delay circuit, Fig,407, may be readily applied to the
problem.

With Fig. 407 an output ground is applied after the

time interval,

The requirement of Fig. 4 calls for breaking

a ground output after the time interval and hence it is necessary to alter the contacts in the output path to obtain the
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negative circuit action.

Since the output ground path in

Fig. 407 goes through two relays, viz,

(TM2)

and (TM3)

it

is necessary to use the method of obtaining negative cir"
cuit action of multimrelay paths as discussed in Part IISection I-C by changing make contacts to breaks, break con"
tacts to make, and series contacts to parallel.

Figure 5

shows the resulting circuit under these conditions where the
locking ground from the (L) relay make contact through a make
contact on the (TM2) relay, break contact on relay (TM3), and
break contact on relay (SH) remains until the door is opened
or the (TM1) and (TM2) relays are operated and released and
the (TM) relay is operated and locked.

The (TM3) relay

being slow.tomoperate is therefore also sluggish in releasing and hence will delay the reclosing of the looking circuit
to insure that relay (L) will release,
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PROBLEM II
An Electric Combination Look
An electric combination look consists of a plur-w
ality of push buttons with simple make and break contacts
which when depressed in a predetermined order, one or more
at a time, cause the operation of a lock solenoid similar
to that used in Problem I.

If the keys are not depressed

in the predetermined order an alarm is started to indicate
this false manipulation.

A release push button is provided

apart from the others to return the lock to normal or to
stop the alarm.

It is desired to arrange the circuit for

commercial use so that the combination may be readily changed.
It should be arranged so that any button may be used a plurality of times and all buttons do
combination.

not have to be used for a

For the example it will be assumed that five

button operations will always constitute the predetermined

code.
Figures 1 to 6 on the two sheets immediately follow*
ing the discussion illustrate the steps taken in the solution
of the problem.

It is quite obvious in analyzing the broad

requirements of any combination lock that they most nearly
fit the function of the sequence circuit function since the
general method of operation consists of closing circuits in
an order or sequence.
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Turning to Part III"Section IIwK it is necessary
to choose a sequence circuit function fromamong those types
described and to make whatever changes are necessary to fulfill the requirements of the problem in accordance with other
analyses presented.

The requirements of the combination lock

make it evident that the sequence does not have to be capable

of recycling since once unlocked the sequence is no longer rem
quired until the lock and circuit are released.

This means

that the sequence need not have a self-starting feature.

Also,

since it is to be a commercial problem it is desirable to use
as few relays as possible.
Considering these factors it is evident that a sequence circuit such as Fig. 308 is suitable for the basic
circuit.

Stripped of its inlet and outlet sequence paths,

since these are only required for the final action when the
last sequence relay is operated, this circuit is reproduced
in Fig. 1.

A parallel chain of break contacts is provided

to actuate the alarm relay (AL) should any button other than
the next in sequence be depressed.

The (AL) relay is made

slightly slowatooperate to prevent its operation when the
correct button (path F, I, or L) isdepressed, as time must
be allowed for the associated sequence relay to operate and
break the button path away from the break contact chain. This
circuit action is the same as that described in connection with
the (DTl) relay in Fig. 171 which is arranged to receive such
a predetermined length pulse,
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The next requirement to be cared for is that
of permitting a push button to be used more than once in the
sequence.

As shown in the circuit of Fig. 1 this is not

possible sine the locking ground backs up to the push buttons on circuits where the sequence relays have operated.

As

discussed in Part II-section I-B#5 this difficulty may be
eliminated by the use of continuity contacts to connect the
locking path and disconnect the operating path.

Figure 2

shows this modification to the sequence relay operating and
locking paths.
To utilize the button more than once it is now
necessary to provide a similar operate path.

Unless a se-

quence circuit consisting of unlimited pulse length prime
counter relays such as Fig. 309 is used, it is obvious that
the requirements will have to be restricted to the reuse of
a button only after-at least the next sequence relay has
been operated.

This means that the resetting of the first

button to another sequence relay must be through a make contact on the succeeding relay to prevent functioning of the
alarm through the break contact on its succeeding sequence relay*

Figure 3 shows the circuit addition arraLged to reclose

the alarm circuit for push buttons not to be used more than
once in the sequence.

Figure 4 shows cross-connection punch-

ings to arrange the push buttons to be reused (punching R)
as described above or not reused (punching NR).
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One additional

feature required is that the

ir-*

cuit be capable of having combinations where more than one
button must be depressed simultaneously.

By definition this

is the requirement of the synchronizing function described
in Part IIISection IV-I.

It should first be noted that the

circuit as thus far developed resembles the interlocking cir"
cuit of Fig. 383, since the interlocking shown therein is of
a simple sequence type,

When extended to the synchronizing

function the operate paths are simultaneously prepared for
several interlocking relays as in Fig. 389.

Applied to the

combinmtion look problem with readily set crossconnection
punchings the circuit appears as in Fig. 5.

Here the SY

cross-connections are made, to the succeeding relay windings
in the same manner as described for the synchronizing funco
tion as above, in place of the regular sequence
ing path SQ to the winding.

m interlockw

It is necessary to operate the

alarm relay only if all of the synchronizing relays are not
operated in the time delay normally required for a single
relay.

A combination of the parallel-make and parallelebreak

chains, described in Part I-Section IV-F, are used on those
groups of relays synchronously arranged.

The alarm relay is

connected to the parallel-break contacts while the makes are
connected to ground so that if one or more of the relays do
not operate when one or more do, a circuit is completed for
the alarm relay.

In addition the usual push button alarm
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paths are provided.

Cross-connection SYA is made for all

relays in a synchronous group of sequence relays.
Figure 6 on the second sheet shows a complete dis"
closure of the solution to the problem.

Five relays designated

(S-) for synchronizing or sequence provide for the required
five button depressions.

The R punchings are run on a line

with the punchings for the lettered buttons.
connected to (S-)

All buttons not

relays are connected to an NR punching to

complete the alarm relay circuit.

Dashed lines-are used to

show a typical cmbination of C, B, A and C, D.
The locking path is broken by release button RLS.

E is unused.
The alarm

relay is also locked to this path so that the alarm must be
manually restored independent of the combination buttons.
The solenoid path is established in a series-make contact
chain through all relays since it must not operate if only
the last relay is operated since the preceding relays may not
be operated if they are connected synchronously.
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PROBLEM III
An Electrically Controlled Change Making and Package
Dispensing Device

It is desired to design the circuits for a device
containing a plurality of different packaged articles

Each

of these articles is priced at different values which, for
the sake of the example,

are from 15 to 20 cents.

The ma-

chine is provided with a plurality of coinreceiving aLots

one each for onescent pieces (pennies), fivescent pieces
(nickels), ten-cent pieces (dimes), and twenty-five cent
pieces (quartersk

Associated with each coin slot is an

electromagnetically controlled cloing device which may be
used to prevent the further depositing of coins in their
associated slots.

In each of the coin deposit chutes is a

make contact which is closed momentarily once for each coin
as it drops by the force of gravity down the coin chute.
Electrically locked keys are provided to select the particular
packaged article desired,

If sufficient money has been de-

posited, one package is released.

Change is returned for the

monetary difference between the deposited coins and package
valum

All change is made in pennies or nickels hence coin

return chutes are provided with electromagnets arranged to
release one coin at a time,

As this coin drops through its

return chute, it momentarily breaks a contact.

All deposited

coins are retained on a coin tray which may be tilted in either
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of two directions by two electromagnets to return or collect
the coins.

When the coin tray tilts it closes a set of make

contacts in either position.

Collected dimes and quarters

are dropped directly into a locked coin box.Collected nickels
and pennies are allowed to drop into the chute frm which they
may be returned as change.

Overflow of coins from these chutes

also spill into the coin box.
The five sheets of drawings, Figs.l-9 inclusive,
following the discussion discloses workable circuits for such
a device.

Figure 2 illustrates the schematic arrangement of

the coin chutes P, N, D, and Q, for receiving pennies, nickels,
dimes, and quarters respectively.

The stop magnets in each

chute are designated SP while the make contacts are designated
SN.

The coin return and collect magnets with contacts are

shown intercepting all coin chutes and are denoted by RT and
COL respectively.

When tilted to the rear the coins drop

off the tray and slide to the left down the RTS return chute
Collected coins drop to the front cols. collect chute; dimes
and quarters into the coin box CB and pennies; and nickels
into the CH change chutes with associated release magnets
and interrupters PIR and NIR.
The first step in the design of a multifuntion oir"
cuit of this type is to make a block-diagran of the one or more
methods by which it is planned to solve the problem.

Figure 1

illustrates the general scheme as laid out after the electrical
control placements and requirements were decided.

It is
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obvious that the simplest relay method of determining the
number of each coins deposited is to count them as they
close the chute contacts in dropping to the coin tray.

Thus,

these contacts function as simple electrical sending function.
The scheme shown uses a plurality of recording funtions where
counting relay chains

CO register as well as count the coins

deposited of each denomination.

This is the same as the first

part of the scheme shown in Fig. 208 and the registers of
Fig* 213.

Decoding function contacts are directly associated

with the individual recording functions.

The decoding contacts

determine the number of coins deposited by the setting of the
counting relays and transfers them to the calculating function
which add the results of the various registers.

The operation

of a package key in the PKDC package function performs a decode"
ing operation to determine the price of the article and acts
with the calculating function to determine the number of pennies
and nickels to be returned.

The counting of the return of coins

is by the COCH count change function.

The depressing of a

key packagecontrols all stop functions through the control
function C.

The RT and COL magnets are directly controlled

by the C function.

When each of these counting relay chains

have counted the maximum number of coins of their particular
denomination permitted, the stop function magnets are energized
to prevent further deposits.

A release function is controlled

by-the RT and COL functions in turn returning all other functions to normal.
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The development engineer now attempts to fit suitable circuit functions in the blocks of the schematic diagram.
Since the sending functions are not at any appreciable distance
from the recording functions, the relays need not be sensitive.
The use of W-Z combinations

(fig. 176) will save relays when

counting a larger number of coins, such as the set maximum of
4 pennies and 4 nickels.

Two sets of W-Z relays with shunting

down arrangements can count a maximum of three pulses.

The

addition of a relay to count a last pulse on which the W-Z relays return to normal would permit a total count of 4 coins.
Figures 3A and 3B show this arrangement where the (P4) and (N4}
relays operate and lock on the last pulse independent of the
W-Z relays.

Table I shows the relays operated after each closure

and open of the sending functions.

For counting a maximum of

two dimes a single prime counter (fig. 175) with an extra relay
(D2) to operate on the second pulse is shown in fig. 3C.

The

quarter counting circuit counts only one quarter and hence only
one relay is required (fig. 3D).

When the first pulse closure

has been counted in any of these functions a circuit is closed
to operate an off-normal relay (ON) which locks independent of
these relays since the counting relays may release on succeeding
pulses.
When the maximum number of pennies, nickels, and dimes
are counted, the corresponding stop magnets are operated as shown
in fig. 4.

To prevent the deposit of too much money the quarter

chute is blocked after the deposit of the first coin, viz., when
the

(ON) relay operates.

This makes it necessary to deposit
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this coin first, if at all.

An (SPA) relay in the control

circuit functions as a grouping relay (fig. 268) to energize
This re-

all stop magnets and prevent all further deposits.

lay functions when the calculating function computes that
more than 20 cents has been deposited, since no article exceeds this value.
The counting relay decoding contacts are shown in
the upper left corner of fig. 5 on the third sheet.

Since

all permutations of the two sets of W-Z relays on the pennies
and nickels counting relay are utilized, a tree transfer
contact chain such as shown in fig. 327 and discussed in Part
III-section II-F may be provided to control the proper adding
relays in the calculating function.

For the sake of conven-

ience in calculating the 10 cent control for the two nickels
or one dime decoding, the quantities are distinguished and added
by interconnecting decoding contacts.

In running the two

nickel indication through a break contact on the one dime relay
it is possible to indicate the 20 cent total.

The regular 10

cent path for the single dime is cut off only by the operation
of the two nickel relay since this relay is also operated on
three nickels.

For four nickels and two dimes it is not neces-

sary to provide this decoding interlock since as soon as 20
cents is deposited in either, the chutes are all stopped.
The calculating function consists of six relays
designated (CL5), (CL1O), (CLl5), (CL15A), (CL20
upper center and right fig. 5).

(CL25) (see

The first three of these

relays record the result of the nickel and dime counting chains.
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Decoding chains formed by reduced trees (as discussed in Part
III-Section II-F) on these calculating relays together with
the 20 and 25 cent control leads from the nickel, dime, and
quarter counting relays operate one of the latter three decoding relays thus indicating the total amount deposited in
these chutes of the machine at any one time.

The operation of

the (CL20) or (CL25) relays operate the (SPA) relay.

The pen-

nies total is accumulated by the decoding chain on the counting relays themselves and terminate in transfer contacts on
the (RLN) return less nickel relay in the calculating function.
Eventually one of these is grounded to indicate the number of
pennies from 0 to 4 that have been received.

The make and

break portions of these transfer contacts are multipled to the
five top and five bottom make contacts on the package price
decoding relays.

These latter contacts are cross-connected

as shown in Table II according to the price of the article as
represented by the particular (PDC-) relay.

These relays when

cross-connected are decoding relays of the type described in
Part III-Section II-F (fig. 214) or connecting relay of Part
III-Section III-A-2 (fig. 259) where the distribution controls
are the cross-connected keys.

At any rate these penny indica-

tions are cross-connected according to one of two conditions,
viz., to prepare to count return pennies equal to the number
inserted into the machine plus the difference between 20 cents
and the price of the article (less multiples of five) or to
indicate that the number of pennies inserted is less than price
of the article minus 15 cents and hence perhaps insufficient
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(NS) pennies have been deposited.

This latter condition

causes the operation of the (RLN) relay if 20 cents or more
has been deposited and thus, according to Table II prepares
to return pennies according to the first condition.

If only

15 cents has been deposited a circuit (fig. 8-sheet 4) is
prepared for returning the coins when the customer operates
the return button.

No action may occur on these relays until

the calculating function has detected the deposit of at least

15 cents since the ground for the pennies decoding contacts
is supplied through make contacts on the (CL15A), (CL20), or
(CL25) relays.

The (CL15A) relay contact is excluded after the

(RLN) relay has operated indicating more than 15 cents is required.

Since the (RLN) relay is to be operated by a path

through its own contacts it is necessary that this action be

performed in sequence, viz., operate and lock before operating
the five transfer contacts.

This is done by an auxiliary relay

(RLNA) which operates from the "NS* lead through operated (CL20)
or (CL25) relays and locks to the releasing ground RLS.

A simi-

lar situation was described in the thesis in connection with
the release of counting chains in Part III-Section ITV-P. Figure
434 shows a similar circuit condition.
A further part of the calculating function has to do
with the return of nickels. Figure 7 shows the contact configuration for determing this quantity.

Obviously, with relay

(CL15A) operated no nickels would be returned on any article.
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With.(CL20) operated one nickel would normally be returned
while with (CL25) operated 2 nickels would normally be returned.

The operation of relay (RLN), however, indicated

that less pennies than 5 are to be returned, if any, and hence
one less nickel is to be returned.
The operation of a package key K (fig. 6) prepares
a circuit for operating the cross-onneted (DC-)
at least 15 cents is deposited,

relay when

This prepares a circuit to

operate the corresponding package release magnet when sufficient money is deposited.

It is assumed that a contact PE

is provided in the package dispensing chute which opens if
the chute is empty.

This prevents the operation of the (PDC-)

relay under this condition.

The operation of a (PDC-) relay

energizes the (KRLS) magnet which looks the key which is operated.

All K keys are assumed to be mechanically interlocked

to prevent the operation of more than one.

A contact on (KRLS)

magnet operates relay (SPA) preventing the deposit of further
coins.
The counting of pennies and nickels forchange is very
similar to the function of sending impulses, viz., counting the
number sent.

The prime counter chains of fig. 6 for returning

a maximum of 4 pennies and 2 nickels are similar to those shown
in fig. 227 and described in Part III-Section II-H.

The inter-

rupter source circuit is taken from the sending function of
fig. 241 described in the same section.

Pennies are returned

first after which the circuit is connected through to the nickel
return relays.
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When all coins have been returned the control path
is completed to the PRLS package release lead and thence to
the package magnet by way of the operated key.

The package in

dropping completes a circuit for operating the coin collect
magnet (fig. 8).

The tilting of the coin tray locks this (COL)

magnet until all coins have dropped into the coin box or change
return chutes.

A path is also closed to operate the release

start (RLST) relay.

This relay has two windings since it is

also connected to the return magnet circuit which must be kept
independent.

Such a circuit is shown in fig. 120 and discussed

in Part II-Section I-B-5.

The release relay (RLS) operates

when the COL or RT contacts open and release the (RLST) relay.
The (RLS?) slow release stop relay closes a path for operating
the release relay (RLS) for a predetermined period as fig. 181
of the predetermined pulse detecting circuit.

The

(RLSH) re-

lease hold relay operates when the (RLST) relay operates and
locks to the release (RLS) relay.

This insures that the (RLS)

relay will hold for a time after the RLS grounds are broken to
release all relays and keys off-normal.

This is similar to

the arrangement shown in fig, 444 as discussed in Part IIISection IV-P.

The release of relay (RLSP) and (RLSH) causes

the (RLS) relay to release.
The coin return magnet may be energized when theKRLS
magnet is not energized thus denoting that no (PDC-) relay has
operated, or when the "NS" lead is grounded and a key has been
operated denoting insufficient coins deposited.
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The final drawing, fig. 9, shows the complete.circuit
with 3 (PDC-) relays one each for 15, 17 and 20 cent articles.
The release relay has a plurality of separate release grounds
to distribute the contact current load as discussed in Part IVSection I-A-5.

The (SPA) relay and (KRLS) magnet are released

by the operation of the (RLS) relay and in turn release the
stop magnets permitting further coins to be deposited.

The

counting relays are released by another set of contactson the
(RLS)

relay while the change counting relays are released by

still another set of contacts.

No other modifications or any

simplifications resulted from inter-connecting the individually
chosen circuit functions.
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